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ABSTRACT

Computers are widely used in society and are being introduced into schooling at

an increasing rate Schools are incorporating the use of computers into many

aspects of the curricula and experimenting with their ability to store and retrieve

a wide variety of information. However, the introductron of the computer is

accompanied by the construction of 'knorvledge' about the technology and its place

in education.

This study sought to establish how knowledge about computers and education is

being constructed by administrators, parents, teachers and students as schools

implement computing programs and teachers determine how computing is to be

incorporated into curriculum. Furthermore, the study sought to determine the

principal legitimators for the use of computing into schools.

Using Berger and Luckman's theory of the sociology of knowledge it is possible

to analyse how knowledge about computers and education rs located within

different sectors of society (eg the 'world' of business, the 'world' of schooling etc).

These different social groups create theories from which knowledge is constructed

which is then used in a variety of ways to influence rhe common stock of

knowledge taken as reality and shared with others in society.



It was found, for instance, that a considerable degree of theorising was promoted

by educational writers. Frorn these theories two distinct approaches were

discerned. One proposed that the computer would radically change the process of

education outside of schooling while the other proposed that the computer should

be integrated into schooling in an effort to irnprove efficiency and effectiveness.

The views inherent in the first were essentially pessimistic about the ability of

schools to respond to the technology and to the changing needs of society The

second was more cautiously optimistic about the ability of schools to change by

adopting computer technology

A further matter of concern from the perspective of the sociology of knowledge

is the reification of knowledge held by the participants. By reifìcation is meant

the capacity of society to create knowledge and then to treat the knowledge

created as if it had a life of its own divorced from its human source. This study

found a considerable degree of reification of the knowledge about computing had

taken place and that this was influencing the ways in which decisions about

computers were being introduced into education. For example, the level of

reification of computing technology appears to have had a drrect bearing on the

process of legitimation of the knowledge about using computing technology in

schooling by government, political parties, unions and the media.

Using definitions established by Berger and Luckmann it can be shown that much

of the theorising undertaken by different groups in society can be described as at

a rudimentary level which in effect means that conceptual thinking about the

technology is essentially pragmatic and concerned with how'things are done'and

not yet integrated into theories of, for exarnple, education.



However, the study also showed that significant changes to the theorising about

education within the institution of schooling was taking place From a survey of

teachers, parents and students, it was foLrnd that they held beliefs that computers

would make learning more efficient by enabling students to:-

- work at their own pace

- work from home terminals

- have access to information

- have access to assessments of their learning performance

- have access to improved assessment methods

- use computers for all sub.¡ects

- gain benefits if they were slower learners

Furthermore, it was widely held that all students would need to use computers for

future employment purposes or for further learning.

Contrary to the theories held by educational authors (Papert, 1980; Heaford, t983;

Barker and Yeates, 1985; Bork, 1985) which expressed the view that schools

would be unable to change, schooling is being reshaped to incorporate, within the

knowledge of the participants, an increasing use of computers to enhance Iearning.

A new reality of schooling is being constructed where computers will be taken for

granted as a tool for education. However, at this stage this reality is tentative and

rudimentary. This change brings to educational administrators and teachers new

challenges to presently held concepts of schooling and learning and demonstrates

the dialectic and pervasive nature of knowledge in institutions such as schooling.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Modern sociery rs becoming increasingly dependent upon technological

technology has longdevelopments. This dependence is not a new phenomenon;

been an important aspect of hurnan experience However, the introduction of

computers has added a new dimension to this experience. Computers are in

some way associated rvith many of the most recent advances in technology.

Computer related technologies such as robotics, automated machines,

communications and household appliances are creating new influences upon our

way of life. In many ways this technology is hardly noticed as it replaces

conventional technology. However, it has the potential to change greatly

traditional approaches to work, leisure and education,

The question of taking this new technology for granted is of vital concern in

the construction of knowledge. How does sociery come to accept this new

technology as everyday realiry, and how is knowledge about computers and

computing located wrthin different sectors of society (e.g. the 'world' of business,

the 'world' of schooling etc)?

The introduction of computer usage into schools offers a unique opportunity to

examine how technology moves out of the scientific communily and is accepted

and taken for granted by the general community. It is especially significant due

to the process of dissemination of knowledge about computers. Most other forms

of technology are mediated through the adult world. For example, cars are

only used by adults Likewise, tools are generally used in an adult world. Those



forms presented to children are usually scaled or modified versions meant for play.

Computers, on the other hand. are being introduced directly to children l-lnlike

most aspects of our sociery, cornputing has no historical basis from which the

knowledge of its technology can be transmitted. Young and old in society must

together construct knowledge aborrt cornputing

From the perspective of the sociology of knowledge, considerable social

construction of kno',vledge regarding computers by school personnel and by parents

must already have taken place for students to be confronted with this technology.

Many children will be confronted with this technology in schools and many parents

would expect that experience of this technology will prepare the students for their

futu re.

The Australian experience of cornpulsory, universal education has produced a long

tradition of schooling The traditions of schooling have not yet institutionalised an

appropriate response to the education and preparation of the young for a modern

technological age. How are schools, therefore, preparing and coping wrth this new

development?

Computers have been part of everyday life in the commercial sense for more than

a decade [see Morrison, JD (1980), Marsh (1980), Martin and Norman (1974)] and

are now being introduced with a sense of urgency into education. Teachers, while

struggling to learn the new technology themselves, are introducing children to the

processes and knowledge of this new medium It could be expected, therefore, that

teachers would respond to the use of computers within the institutionalised context



of schooling, that rs, in the traditional mode of teachers imparting knowledge to

students who are under their supervision and control. However, before this can

occur, the use of computers rnust be legitimated within the curriculum of schooling.

The legitimation of computing within the school curriculum raises two issues. First,

in order to locate a new phenomenon within the existing tradition of schooling, the

existing curriculum must in sorÌle way be modified or replaced. For example, in the

case of computers the question rxust be asked:- How will computers change the

teaching and learning process? Second, the body of tradition of schooling,

including the epistemological understanding of what is knowledge and in what

discipline that knowledge resides, may create considerable tension as educators

integrate the use of computers and with them a body of new knowledge into the

schools. A second question must therefore be asked relating to 'traditional' divisions

between disciplines:- What knowledge is being constructed regarding the

importance of who will accept the use of computers within the discipline.

The study is important from the perspective of how new technology is integrated

into social institutions and how the institutions change or accommodate the

technology into their day to day reality lv{ore particularly, this study seeks to

determine the ways in which technology (in this case computers) is integrated into

the realm of education.
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Two specific questions require analysis. one, what 'knowledge' is constructed

about the technology in order to present it to education and, two, what knowledge is

constructed about education to enable computers to be integrated into schooling as an

appropriate technology for education.

The study of these broad questions was limited in a number of ways. one, by the

scope of the examination within schools and society. Two, by the timeframe within

which it could be examined and, three, by the difficulties associated with the analysis

of concepts such as 'knowledge'.

The investigation and analysis used the methodology of a c¿¡se study which was

confined to two schools, one representing the private school system and the other

representing the public school system. Both schools were at tåe secondary level and

for practical rea¡¡ons the schools selected were from the metropolitan area of the City

of Adelaide in South Australia.

It could be argued that these schools do not adequately represent schools in general,

but the study is not so much interested in the schools themselves as with the

'knowledge' being constnrcted both by society and the schools in general. Further,

the study does not purport to be a statistical analysis of a school population although

it does use some survey methodology to collect data from within the case study. Nor

does the study attempt to collect data of the theorising from all possible social groups

with an interest in computers but rather examines those groups identified within the

literature as being particularly influential in terms of schooling or able to promote

their own version of the reality of schooling.



The study sought to determine the theories which were initially promoted about

computers and schooling to establish the role of theory building and their relevance

to current theorising Surveys of the schools were conducted at approximately the

same time, however, the analysis of the theorising constructed by educators,

employers and computer supplrers followed at a later date The'knowledge'they

held may have been subject to sorrìe alteration as a result of timing of the study.

The most contentious issue within the study was the interpretation of the concept

'knowledge' The aL¡thor relied upon the direction proposed by Berger and Luckman

(1966) to analyse the data presented within the case studies. Numerous diagrams

found within the text were prepared by the author to assist the reader with the

interpretation of the theoretical constructs of the sociology of knowledge as

developed by Berger and Lucknran (1966)

In order to understand how knowledge about computers is being constructed, it ls

necessary to establish some of the parameters of the'world of meaning'within

which new innovations such as computers are located. (World of meaning is

defined as the "comprehensive organisation of reality within which individual

experience can be meaningfully interpreted " [Berger 1971, p96]. Berger and

Luckman's theory in which this concept belongs will be discussed in detail in

Chapter 3 )

I shall now attempt to indicate sorne of the characteristics of this world of meaning

through a review of the background to computer development, a survey of the

literature and a survey of research
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2. LTTERATURE REVM\,V

PREAi\f BLE

Literature:lbout computers and their impact on society began to appear in

the mid-1970s as the rate of diffusion of the technology increased.

In order to establish an historical perspective and the context in which

computers began to irnpact on education, I will briefly examine the issues

which writers addressed in the decade following the tentative articulation of

their views from the rnid-1970s.

This review consists of two parts Part one concentrates on the broad social

issues which authors addressed. Part two considers the issues from an

educational perspective to determine the level of theorising by writers about

the place of computers in schooling. It is my intention to establish the

context in which schools were facing the rntroduction of computers.

I will begin by giving a brief history of the computer then examine the

issues, concerns and 'theorising' discussed by authors regarding the influence

this technology is irlposing on social institutions. This examination will

seek to understand the type of futures the writers were constructuring for

schools and society and the relationship between that construction and the

theoretical constructs held in schools and society in the early 1990s.

2l



)) HISTORY OF THE CON{PUTER

The history of the cornputer, although short, originates from the development

of earlv counting nrachines The person generally recognised as being

responsible for this developrnent was Charles Babbage who displayed a

working model of a computer in 1822. This machine was limited by the

accuracy of its mechanical parts but the concept once developed was

continued until in 1936 Alan Turing, a mathematician, presented his theory

of a compr"rter w,hich was infallible and had the potential for infinite data

storage (Evans, I 98 l)

Early developmental computers enabled engineers to realrse the full potential

of Turings programmable computer. Morrison (1980) points out that the

real revolution in computers occurred in 1972 with the development of the

microprocessor Since that time computers have had an increasing impact

upon soclefy.

Two aspects of the computer's impact are especially significant. First, as

computers became smaller, portable and cheaper (Allen, 1980) their

diffusion through society increased the awareness that computer technology

had enormous potential and consequently would influence many aspects of

institutional life. Second, coupled with this increased social interest, writers

created a range of theories speculating on the development of the computer

and on the ways in which it might restructure institutional organisations and

behaviour
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2.3

Such considerations included the impact of the technology on education In

the early 1970s, authors sr¡ch as Michie (1974) discussed the potential of the

computer to becorlre a tLltor, secretary, research assistant or playmate.

Likewise, as the computer brought pressure for change to institutional life,

a thrust for change to the focus of education also arose, One aspect of this

pressure can be cited in SkillsforAttst,alict (1987), circulated by the Federal

Education Minister John Dawkins and followed by the publication of the

green and white papers These documents comment upon the need for

education to be relevant to the country's economic and labour markets.

However, the complex nature of education and its place in society precludes

any simple assLrmptions being made about how educators might respond to

such demands. Nevertheless, schools will be expected to respond to the

demands of computers on sociefy and also to determine how they will use

the computer in education I will now proceed to examine the expectations

within the literature

SOCIAL TSSUES

The social issues raised within the literature provide a wide spectrum of

opinions. These issues are briefly identified as follows:-



2 3.1 The Instirution of Wo¡k

The effects of cornputers on work was widely debated. On the one

hand, Bennett ( 198 I ), Simon ( I98 I), Stern and Stern (1982) all

argued that conlputers would cause Job displacement and

unernploynrent

Coombs and Green (1980) predicted dramatic job losses due to

micro-electronics in the t990s. Marsh (1981) examined the

histoncal developrnent of mechanisation and concluded that fears

that machines would take work away may be embedded deep in the

human psyche and, unlike past technologies, computers would

probably lead to long term unemployment.

Srnith ( 1 98 1 ), Benjamin ( 198 1) and Blatt ( 1981) accepted that

computer applications would cause unemployment but claimed that

this woLrld be the first phase of structural changes which would

reduce the general need for all to work

On the other hand, Bennett (1981) and the South Australian Council

on Technological Change (1982) claimed that our standards of living

and long tern'ì unemployment patterns would be adversely affected

if the technology were not used.
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The trade unions were also faced r.vith a dilemma. Hill and Johnston

(1983) pointed out that if they opposed the new technology they

rvould lose jobs and if they accepted the technology they would also

lose lobs

The future would be stark said Cooley (1980); we either react to

technology or we use technology to enhance human creativity and

expression. Ellyard (1981) supported this view Stern and Stern

(1983), clairred that the nature of computers inhibits creativity and

originaliry because they bring about conformity and regulate how

work is done. This point was also made by Barrett (1978) who

believed that the pre-suppositions of a technical world were not

being exarnrned closely by people in their daily lives and as a result

they became so enclosed in those pre-suppositions that they could

not inragine any other way of thought but technical thinking.

For women thÍe computer has also become a contentious issue.

Deakin (1984) clairned that women were not taking to computing as

readily as they rnrght and believed that this trend needed urgent

attentlon.

Bevage, James and Shute (1982) in lVorth herSalt, Women at Il'ork

in Attstrulia argued that the sexual division of labour meant that

women, in particular. were more adversely affected by the deskilling

and fragmentation of jobs caused by technological change than men.
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Cooley ( 1980), believed that the thrust for computer technology

incorporated a rlale val ues bias. Those values were competition,

obedience and strength, whereas female values of intuition,

subjectivity. tenaciry and cornpassion were absent in the introduction

of computer technology Women would therefore have to fight

increasingly sophisticated and scientifically structured forms of

discrinlination rvhich would keep them in lower status Jobs.

An argument advanced by Evans (1979) and supported by Naisbitt

(1984) and Martin (1981) suggested that there would be an erosion

of power of professionals as a result of the availability of knowledge

held in computer data banks. Doctors, engineers and teachers would

become generalists rather than specialists, taking and using

infonnation fronl the data banks as required.

2.3.2 Political & Orgmisntional Shuctures

Writers increasingly refer to Australia as an information society

Naisbitt (1984), and Lamberton (1984) both take this view These

writers pointed to the structural changes likely to occur in social

o rgan r satlons



Naisbitt ( 1984) foresaw the following trends arising out of the

widespread use of computers and infonnation technology, Moves

from centralisation to decentralisation, from institutional help to self

help, frorn representative democracy to participative democracy and

fro¡n hierarchical structures to organisational networks.

In contrast, George (1979) and Burnham (1980) expressed the belief

that computer technology was providing the tools which would move

society towards a con'ìputer state. George (1979), in particular,

expressed a fear of a totalitarian world controlled by computers and

in the hands of fewer people.

Burnham ( 1980) explained how individuals and organisations

increased their power by the use of computers and how govemments

used them to stay in power. He was particularly concerned about the

way in which rnany processes used for maintaining society such as

rubbish removal, security and services were being taken over by

com puters.

Stern and Stern (1983) and Kirby (1984) identifred the threat to

privacy through violation of computer systems and the vulnerability

of computers to criminal use
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Evans ( 1979), and iVlartin ( l98l ) suggested that considerable changes

would take place in people's homes as leisure time increased and

colnpLrters rvere used more for pleasure, entertainment and education.

George (1979) clairned that the changes would be so dramatic as

human kind developed 'thinking' machines that there would be a

growing disbelief in religions. Evans (1979), on the other hand,

believed that sr¡ch developments were creating such a complex

society that new religions could arise in which the computer may

play a predorninate role.

Of greater concern to some writers was the state of international

relations This concern stemmed from the increasing technological

control of weapons. Evans (1979) argued that war would cease

because computers would show each side that they could not win.

Michie and Johnston (1984) cited the near launching of nuclear

weapons in 1979-80 but they claimed that better technology would

make decisions for us.

Norman ( I98 I ) and Naisbitt (1984) pointed to growing

interdependence between rich and poor countries brought about by

micro-electronics, communication technology and international

business integration which was beginning to alter some of the

traditiona[ relationships between countries due to emerging trading

arrangements
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2.3.3 Humim & Conrputer Intelnctions

Shallis (t984) put forward the view that human beings were treating

compL¡ters as if they were alien invaders, He believed that people

were seeking to know',vhat the computer had to tell them. Reineke

( 1982) sLrpported this contention with his book entitled Micro

Invatlcrs Shallis pointed out that above

all other technologies it is computer
technology that has rapidly become highly
anthropomorphised. (Shallis, 1984'. 2)

He claimed that the computer stands between people and interferes

with their relationship wrth each other ultimately breaking down

responsibility

Schools, he clairned, were responsible for perpetuating notions about

computers and their ability to assist in information transfer. In fact,

he clairned, school policies were being directed towards capturing

children as young as possible to enhance their adaptation to

computers.

Turkle (1984) shared thrs concern for human relationships but her

concern was directed at the relationships formed between people

and computers when the former spend considerable time interacting

with cornpr-rters Because the computers have the ability to be

interactive they offer companionship without the demands of human

interactions Further, she claimed that people became trapped by
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building rheir orvn private r,vorlds with computers Frude (1983) also

clairned that people became attached to machines as they became

more humanlike wliich, in some cases, led to intense relationships

betr.veen people and computers He tendered considerable evidence

to support his clairn

A further perspective on the machine/human interface was offered by

Michie and Johnson ( 1984) They explained that computers must be

built in the irnage of the human mind

However, to do this computers would have to present information

within the human r.vindow, that is, present information in such away

that it falls within human perceptions. Only then could humans hope

to control them. As humans tend to distort, simptify and use myths

to help understand complex systems, corîputers would have to do

likewise. They did not expand the social consequence of such

di recti ons.

Weigenbaum (1976) argued that people could never be compared to

machines and warned about the dangers of becoming slaves to

computers. Turkle (1984) was also concerned with the tendency to

conceive of the self as a machine. This outcome, she observed,

tended to occur because a'machine that thinks'was perceived as a

'machine who thinks'.
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Boden (1977) rvarned of the danger to society which might be

effected by Lrndenlining aspects of our current view of ourselves and

our self-images through the insidious use of technological analogies

used by workers in artificial intelligence which enter into our culture.

It is against these issues and within their context that education is

presently grapplrng with the questions of how best to use the

technology of computing

Although the writers confronted many contentious social issues, there

was no emerging consensus regarding the way in which they

believed corïputers would change social institutions or individual

needs However, it was clear that considerable theorising was being

constructed around each of the issues cited above.

2 4 EDUCATIONAL PERSPECTTVES

Papert (1980) in his book Mind-Storms claimed that:-

. computers can be carriers of powerful ideas and of the

seeds of cultural change (1980 :  )

He also claimed that cornputers could be used in such a way that:-

.. they cLrt across traditional lines separating humanities
from sciences and knowledge of the both of these
(Papert, 1980 : 4)
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His work on the development of 'logo', a special computer language

designed for edLrcational use, drarvs on the ideas of Piaget and artificial

intelligence Papert reinterpreted Piaget to demonstrate that environments

could be constructed rvhich were sympathetic to children's natural growth.

The construction of such environrnents was through the medium of the

computer.

The computer, he believed, was able to give concrete form to ideas about

thinking which were previously abstract.

The computer was thus able to shift the boundaries between Piaget's

'concrete'and'formal'thinking and, he argued, only through the aid of the

computer has this been possible (Papert, 1980 : 156). Furthermore, he

argued that teachrng children procedural thinking analogous to computer

programming was a powerful method which enabled them to better

understand themselves. Concerning people's fears about such approaches

leading to mechanical or linear thinking he said:-

They worry about people Iosing respect for their
institutions, sense of values, powers of judgement. They
worry about instrumental reason becoming a model fbr
good thinking. I take these fears seriously but do not see

them as fears about computers themselves but rather as

fears about how culture will assimilate the computer
presence (Papert, 1980 : 155).
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Papert ( 1980) rvas particularly critical of current educational practice.

Children's learning \.vas llot along natural developmental phases but

curriculum driven He clairned that tentative theories held by children were

seen as evidence of deficiencies of thinking which schools must correct

rather than evidence of children's early steps at learning how to think.

Papert believed that the appropriate approach was to create an intellectual

environrnent where children could develop their own laws not dominated by

the school's criterion of 'true and false'. Such environments were created,

he claimed, by the use of language and computers.

Citing mathematics learning as an example he explained that:-

. . our educational culture gives scarce resources for
making sense of what they (students) are learning
(Papert, 1980 : 47)

His main concern was that schools would not exploit the potential for

change offered by the computer. The natural conservatism of educational

institutions woLrld stifle innovation. Moreover, he claimed that very few

people with irnagination and creativiry enter education and hence the

conservatism is self perpetuating

A weak link exists, he claimed, in the increasing use of home computers

which will
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, gradually return to the individual the power to
determine patterns of education Education will become
more of a private act, and people with good ideas will no
lorrger be faced rvith a dilemma where they either have
to "sell" their ideas to a conservative bureaucracy or
shelve them They rvillbe able to offer them in an open
market-place directly to consumers (Papert, 1980:37)

Papert's lack of confidence in schools and his expectation for computers

was quite explicit

I believe that the conlputer presence will enable us to so

modify the learning environment outside the classroom
that mL¡ch if not all the knowledge schools presently try
to teach with such pain and expense and such limited
success will be learned as the child learns to talk
pai n Iessly, successful ly and without organised instruction.

This obviously irnplies that schools as we know them
today will have no place in the future. But it is an open
question whether they adapt by transforming themselves
into something new, or wither away and be replaced
(Papert, 1980 : 9).

Bork (1985), Heaford (1983) and Barker & Yeares (1985) all argued for a

greater role for con'ìputers in education. Heaford took up this point when

he claimed:-

,. we must find new direction for education if we are to
equip today's students for a technology-based society
(Heaford, 1983 : 86)

The new direction, he believed, would be achieved through the use of the

home computer

Education through computers at home will see a dramatic
growth in the next decade (Heaford, I983 : 85).



Schools, he believed, rvould essentially concern themselves with

accreditation of coLrrses and learning arrangements which students

undertook outside of the institution Likewise, Barker and Yeates ( l9S5)

argued that

education, teaching and training cannot escape the
onr,vard strides of technology It is therefore time that
the role of cor'ìlpLrters in education was critically
assessed,

We believe that computers can:-
( l) enrich a learning environment,
(2) enhance the Iearning process,
(3) make education more widely available,
(4) produce cost effective solutions to the

dissemination of knowledge (Barker and Yeates,
1985 : 38)

Furthermore, they felt that

. never before has an educational medium as powerful
as the computer presented itself (Barker and Yeates,
re85 38)

Bork (1985) on the other hand, although supportive, was far more cautious.

For instance he claimed that:-

... computers, although little used in education at present,

will eventually become the dominant delivery system in
education at all levels (Bork, 1985 : l6l).

He provided the following reasons for this direction:-

educational systems at all levels were in serious trouble,
evidence existed which suggested that the qualiry of education was

in decline.

I
2
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student and coulnrunity attitudes towards education were negative,
schools rvere in financial difficulry,
teachers in science related areas lvere Ieaving to seek more
remunerative and gratifying .¡obs, and

education tencled to resist attempts to change.

The answer for many people, he claimed, was computers

Sorne people consider computers to be a panacea, a
solution to all rypes of problems (Bork, 1985 : 162).

He suggested that unquestionabIy conrputers would be the "least expensive

way to establish a new educational system" (Bork, I985 . 162), That is, he

said, if schools continue to exist. The future, he claimed, would be aperiod

of great change and tremendous turmoil in education. Heaford (1983) felt

so strongly about the importance of computers in education that he prefaced

his comments with the following words,-

Computer/Literacy - at any level, at any age, at any
price - is the fundamental basis upon which the future of
industry, and maybe society, will depend (Heaford, 1983
:V)

Like Papert, Heaford clairned that computers in education would herald

,.. a renalssance rn education; because I believe that the
myth of the learning machine that begins, "computers
can never . ..", will be exposed in the next decade.

However, the issue according to Heaford was not "whether intelligent

machines are possible, but if indeed they are desirable" (Heaford, 1983 :

VI) It was also apparent that the issue for many of the writers was how to

deal with the future and how people were to be prepared for it.

(6)



O'Shea and Self (1983)gave three reasons for the introduction of computers

into education -

(l) Children needed to be aware of the nature and uses of computers in
order to be able to cope with the present and the technological
future

(2) Computers could help with certain administrative chores such as the
maintenance of records and scheduling of classes, and

(3) Conrputers could help to improve the learning process

This last point was the most controversial. Principally, they believed that

the computer re¡noved the drudgery from learning, freed time and offered

scope to students imaginations and creativity. Heaford (1983) raised a

number of specific concerns

(l) The advancement of new technology was so rapid that it was

beginning to alarm concerned educators.

(2) Many schools confined computer studies to mathematics and physics
departments and only encouraged students with high mathematical
aptitude to undertake such studies.

(3) Males monopolised rnany aspects of computer activities

(4) There was a lack of knowledge about computing amongst the
teaching profession.

(s) There was lack of studies focussing on the impact of computers on
soclety

Rushby (1981)reviewed micro computer use in Europe and concluded that

whether computers were designed and built specrfically for education or not

was a political decision often influenced by pressures to support indigenous

micro electronic industries
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Further, he idenrified trvo extrerres between teaching about computers and

teaching wrth the aid of compLrters France adopted the integrated approach

(ie, throughout the curriculLrrn) while various other countries such as West

Germany, Denrnark and rhe Netherlands adopted a middle ground between

the UK and USSR who adopted the separated approach (ie, separate

computer lessons) Also, he clai¡ned, that Western Europe followed the

North Amencan scliool of behaviourism, the UK concentrated on simulation

and modelling while the Netherlands concentrated on tutorial modes.

This difference had become less marked in recent times. The success of

computers in education lies in teacher training, he claimed, and each country

faced a massive training problem if the aspirations of the various

departments of education were to be realised.

But if we are realistic, we must admit that whatever we
do, it will corne too late because micro computers have
already arrived in the classrooms in continental Europe
(Rushby, I98l : l2)

Unlike the previous writers who questioned whether schools would survive

Coburn, et al (1982) clairned that:-

As long as there are societies, there will need to be

schools. While some affluent families now and in the
firture may supplement their children's learning with
home computers, it seems unlikely that even they would
wish to deprive their children of the important formative
influences experienced in schools. (The Computer Goes
to School, t982 . 4)
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However, the aLrthors raised a number of issues related to using computers

in schools,

(l) Horv rvould teachers get adequate training?

(2) Were present computers reliable or easy to use?

(3) What social problerls accompanied the introduction of computers
into schools?

(4) What were the appropriate educational goals for computer literacy?

(5) How rvoLrld educators make use of the computers' learning potential?

The authors provided no simple solution but rather a range of scenarios

which the future might hold. The authors concluded by pointing out that the

greatest challenge was in educating themselves for, they claimed, if they did

not begin working towards this end who else would?

It was on the question regarding the rationale of computer use that Conabere

and Anderson (1985) focused. Like Bork (1981), Conabere and Anderson

claimed that the school was in serious trouble

.. unable to jettison in-essentials, the school is rapidly
becoming sorrrething of a struggling pack-horse for
society, wandering between poles of superficiality and
gross inefficiency In many schools there is widespread
disaffectron among students, and even teachers.
(Conabere and Anderson, 1982 : 2)

They continued,

. if educators continue to apply a technology of a

bygone age to current needs and wants, then the
deficiencies in their services will become increasingly
obvious; the astute will seek satisfaction elsewhere
(Conabere and Anderson, I985 : 2).



They argued that despite increased teacher student

resources and service personnel, the 'teacher - talk

persi sted

ratios, additional

text' technology

Four reasons rvere advanced

(t) schools have never had any real competitors

the teaching profession was essentially conservative

there had been no real commitment from Government to on-the-job
training and development

(2)

(3)

(4) there was no tradition of educational research and development to
show how to iurprove.

Conabere and Anderson, however, were largely optimistic about the future

of schools

Fortuitously, though, developments in computing offer
schools the opportunity to re-assert their importance in
sociefy and to continue to do well that which they have
traditionally done well (socialisation, character
development, promoting the values of society, and so on)
(Conabere and Anderson, I985 : 5).

For these authors, the lrnmediate justification for introducing computers into

education was as fbllows:-

(t) Evidence existed that the computer could enhance and aid learning
through its immediacy and access to data.

(2) Students showed increases ur motrvatron, stimula.uon and pnde ur presentation.

Using computers may also develop better information processing
skills and children may also learn 'to think about thinking'.

(3)
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However, the authors warned that rf these new opportunities were not taken

up then the situation in schools would rvorsen

Most research dealing with computers in education addressed the

methodological aspects of Lrsing computers to teach students or assist their

learning Such studies using the computers as a teaching machine date from

1958; these early developments included the Individually Prescribed

Instntction ¡troject, Pittsburg Elementary School, P Suppes' arithmetic

pt'ogtant at Stanford Universiry, the Huntington I and II projects at the State

Universiry of New York, and So/o Prolect at the University of Pittsburgh,

A. Borks' ttttorials at the University of California, the PLATO project at the

Universiry of Illinois, the BBC projects on micro computers and S Papert's

Logo pro.jecl at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology These projects

became popular topics for meetings in 1968 and were extensively explored

in the proceedings of the World Conferences on Computer Education in

1975. The meetings were essentially concerned with determining how well

children learned using a variery of computers and software to do what they

normally would learn with the help of teachers.

They were not directly concerned with the creation of knowledge about

computers, that is, with the rneanings given to computers and computing by

the participants (children, teachers and parents).



Turkle (1981) underrook a study which sought to "provide evidence for the

'sub.¡ective' irnpact of the computer and to provide concepts to organise

thinking about it" (Turkle, 1984'.321) In her work, which dealt essentially

with research pro-¡ects, one of the questions she sought to answer was:-

How do ideas born within the technical communities
around computation find their way out to the culture
beyond? This is the province of the sociology of
knowledge (Turkle, 1984 '. 2I)

In her work, she recognised the influence of social groups to which

individuals belong and, most importantly, participation in subcultures which

greatly influence the ideas that are mediated.

The meanings of computation for the individual are

shaped by the group which emphasises and mythologises
certain modes of relating to the computer (Turkle, I984

3re)

This perspective was taken up in research by Sproull, Kiesler and Zubrow

(1984). From therr research they pointed out that,

When novices encountered computing, they learnt more
than skills: they learnt cultural lessons. Novices
acquired perceptions of the socia[ organisation of
computing; they learnt'we - they' distinctions and
language; they learnt values. This cultural learning, we
think, will magnify differential outcomes of
organisational socialisation to computing (Sproull,
Kiesler and Zubrow, 1984 : 3l)
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Sheingold, Hawkins and Char ( 1984) undertook research in introducing

computers into classroorrs, pointing out that teachers' interpretations of the

meaning of the cor-nputer and whether it had a legitimate place in traditional

curricular areas and rrodes of learning, had a powerful influence in shaping

the role of the computer

Furthermore, they explained that the views held by teachers and students

about the interaction betr.veen themselves and the computer would have a

considerable bearing Lrpon the role of the computer in schooling.

Not everybody believed that research into the effects of new technologies

was worthwhile. For example, Menzies (1982), Suman (1977) in Caparael

and Thorngate (1984) pointed out that reactions by individuals and groups

was a matter of generational idiosyncrasies or cohort effects. As older

people retired and new generations came to use technologies as'matter of

täct', any research would be of questionable validity in understanding future

trends.

Nevertheless, the process of rnoving from unacceptable to acceptable in

social groups and sociery, is itself, of considerable research interest.

Moreover, institutions change and that change is influenced by various

social forces and technologies. Such changes are the province of the

sociology of knowledge and may be interpreted by the application of that

disciplin e
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2.5 SUNIMARY OF ISSLIES IN THE LITERATURE

Social Issues

Fronr tlie spectrurn of ideas discussed by the previous writers it was

not JLrst the courputer which caused consternation but technology in

its broader sense Humanity was ill at ease with its own creations.

Essentially, hurnan beings had two concerns:-

(l) The technology itself, that is the machines produced, and

(2) How humans might use the technology.

Perhaps the level of concern for a particular technology can be

measured by the scope of its application. Like the technology of

weapons, computers have the propensity to affect everybody.

Likewise, the issues tend to radiate from the point of impact most

likely to affect people's everyday lives. For example, the influence

of computers on work is discussed in great detail.

In essence the authors explore the question

What will become of work?

How will people earn a living?

How will sociery adjust to a world with less work?

What would happen if the technology were not used?

25r
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Women rvho have been struggling for decades for recognition as

rvorkers of equal status to men, find themselves confronted by a

technology of recent origin w'hich appears to have the potential to

cheat them of that goal

Even professionals, long protected from the fluctuations and

uncertainties found rn lower status lobs may be reduced to

generalists and be subjected to the same dictates of job uncertainty

and lower statL¡s as other workers when their power of knowledge is

removed by cornputer technology

As the nature of work changes, so does the organisational structure

which sLrpports it. The authors speculate that as information will be

widely available, organisations will be smaller and decentralised.

As the emphasis moves from institutional help to self help less

significance will be grven to institutions based on service and

organisational knowledge as the basis for jobs. Institutions generally

have a long history and such changes will be resisted at all levels.

Governments and government agencies are viewed as objects of

suspicion at any time but the prospect of providing them with the

power of computing systems which increase their reach and influence

caused the writers to view such prospects with alarm Historical

precedents provide ample evidence of the abuse of power by political
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nlovemenrs Conrputing facilities now available and likely to be

available in the near future appear to have reawakened these

con cern s

Within a similar context is the concern for international relations.

As the authors vierved governrnents with a degree of caution they

vierved the potential of government to government relationships on

a national scale as even more problematic when coupled with the aid

and assistance of the computers

This concern is linked with increased militarism and the dependence

on technology with its potentially awesome and destructive power

By and large, these issues are all related to the social context, for

example, how people live and relate to others and how the computer

interacts in these relationships.

The remaining issues can best be described as pertaining to the

psychology of hL¡man beings. Authors questioned the human

response to 'thinking' machines and their ability to come to grips

with this new phenornena. If human beings view themselves

differently as a result of technological developments how will they

view others and how might this affect their relationships with

others? In general the authors viewed these developments with

disqLriet



Education prepares people for the future, be it with skills for jobs or

with essential social and cultural knowledge to organise life.

However, rvhen the future is uncertain and subj ect to doubt and

disqLrret then education itself becomes uncertain for the premise of

its existence rs in question, That is, can it prepare for the future?

252 Educational Issues

Alternative realities discussed by educational writers also provide

alternative possibilities for changes to education

The rrost extrerne position taken is that education becomes a private

matter based on the resources of computer systems. In this scenario

personal choice becomes the key ingredient Learners or their

parents purchase access to educationa[ systems which they think will

best provrde for their educational needs.

Even removing the issues of equity, enormous responsibility would

fall on learners to determine the programs best suited to their needs,

Furtherrnore, this raises problems of determining learning styles and

appropriate performance criteria remote from a social interface.

Schools in this scenario would be reduced to providing accreditation

and awarcls lor learning.



Such a prospect also raises the issue of the commercialrsation of

education, srnce control would be in the hands of corporations which

would sell edLrcational packages much the same as they would

motor ','ehicles In such a system the open market philosophy would

prevai I

On the other hand, there are those writers who raise questions about

the long ternr dangers which might be inflicted upon the social

strltctLrres of sociery if computers are allowed to intervene in what

for them is a social process. These writers view the human

interaction as the most important element in the learning process.

Between these two positions rests a wide variety of ideas with

respect to improving the learning outcomes by using a range of

technologies in which computers play the major role.

These prospects raise a number of issues rarely addressed in the

literature. One of the most interesting is the assurance by the

promoters of computer learning that students will learn more

effectively using computer methods. There is not a lot of convincing

evidence to date that students'learning performance improves

significantly when using computer programs. Much of the current

work being done is based on the assumption that this situation will

change in the hrture as computing systems and programming

techniques inrprove.
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Another facet of concern for teachers will be the prospect of their

ultimate replacernent by computers Although there are no strong

reasons to indicate that this is a likely direction, it has been

suggested by sonre writers

One of the fundanrental assumptions held by promoters of computer

learning is predicated on the notion that the current teaching methods

are both inefficient and ineffective Furthermore, it assumes that the

human capacrry to learn may be expanded by the use of technology.

Considerable theorising is clearly in evidence as educators mould

tradrtional learning theories to new concepts arising out of the

technology of computers. This in itself is an interesting development

from which a new body of theories and a new body of experts will

anse

Criticisms of the use of computers in education were as follows:-

(l) Educational institutions are too conservative to exploit the
potential of computers and too resistant to change.
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(2) Educational institutions are unable to change the curriculum
to make room for new subjects,

(3 ) Educational rnstitutions are unable to cope with rapid changes
rn technology

(4) Educatiorral institutions are unable to reduce the male
monopoly in technology and sctence.

(5) Educational institutions are unable to provide sufficient
corÌlputer knowledge to teaching professionals.

(6) Educational institutions are unable to provide details on the
social effects of computers due to the lack of studies in this
field

In the following section I will attempt to define the problem to be

researched in the light of the central issues with respect to education found

in the survey of the literature.

THE PROBLEM DEFINED

Computers have becorne the representational metaphor for technological

change and computers are being held responsible for the concomitant social

upheavals which tend ro accompany their introduction. This metaphor also

epitomises many of the uncertainties which face parents, students and

children in the immediate future.

The technology seems to represent on the one hand immense promise for

the future but on the other hand a considerable threat in terms of all that has

been taken for granted in the past to represent success, security and identity
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As.lobs rapidly change or are lost, computers are presenred as the element

which may pror.'ide the key to success and the hedge against unemployment

or failure in a world vvhere work is stìll seen as the single most important

social indicator of success.

Parents naturally seek to provide their children with the greatest advantage

to be successful in a world of diminishing opportunities in terms of .¡ob

prospects Many of these prospects, we are told, will involve computers in

some way

Parents who interact with the'theorising'have two avenues of influence.

One, they can purchase the technology and thus provide immediate

opportunities for their children, first hand experience Two, they can bring

pressure to bear on the institution which prepares children for their role in

society to provide computers and computer lnstructton.

Coinciding with this trend, there is the general community acceptance, as

evident in the literature, that schools are the place in which people are

prepared for the future and where the dilemmas of the recent, social issues

must be resolved so that young people can take their place in the

technological world of the future, able to handle the technological and social

problems with confidence There is a lack of agreement that this is what

schools are doing. However, the perception still exists that somehow it will

happen
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This project will research how knowledge about computers and education is being

constructed by administrators, parents, teachers and students, as schools implement

computing programs and teachers explore ways in which computing may be

incorporated into curriculum

However, this project is not concerned about the actual use of computers in schools

or their educational merit br.¡t rather about the ideas, concepts, knowledge created

by the people involved in their use.
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3. THEORETICAL FRANIE\VORK

SOCIOLOGY OF KNOWLEDGE

As previously cited, Turkle (see page 26 above) asked the question, how do

ideas born within the technical communities around computation find their

way out to the cLllture beyond? Her answer was, "this is the province of the

sociology of knowledge" It is within the context of the sociology of

knowledge that this investigation will be pursued.

In seeking to establish a theoretical basis for an examination of how

knowledge is socially constructed with reference to computers in education,

I shall draw on the writings of Berger and Luckmann.

The sociology of knowledge must concern itself with
whatever passes for 'knowledge' in a society regardless
of the ultimate validiry or invalidity of such 'knowledge'.
And in so far as all human 'knowledge' is developed,
transrnitted and maintained in social situations, the
sociology of knowledge must seek to understand the
processes by which this is done in such a way that a

taken-for-granted 'reality' congeals for the man in the
street. (Berger & Luckmann, 1966 : l5)

Berger and Luckmann believe that the proper role for the sociology of

knowledge is an analysis of the phenomena of how social reality in general

is constructed. A key factor in the theory is that 'knowledge' becomes

socially established as'realiry'. In other words what I'know'is my reality

but I gained this knowledge from what my social group regards as reality.

The sociology of knowledge wrll therefore have to deal with the widest

interpretation of knowledge and the process by which this becomes reality.

3l
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I shall now briefly ourline essential elements of Berger and Luckmann's

writings which will be used in the present thesis to establish a theoretical

framework within whrch the problern to be researched wilI be situated.

3,2 THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF REALITY - KEY CONCEPTS

3 2.1 Consciousness

Fundamental to the construction of reality is the role of

consciousness. Consciousness in this context relates to one's

personal awareness of self and irnmediate environment. The 'here

and now', of an individual's attention is described as the pre-eminent

act of consciousness (Berger & Luckmann, 1966 : 36).

Although the hurnan nrind is able to recognise a variety of realities

such as the world of dreams, the most i¡tense and persevering is the

reality of every day life. However, people are not Iimited by the

immediate consciousness of the every day life Beyond the zone of

immediate attention exists those elements which are less intense and

urgent but which nevertheless make up the consciousness of an

intersubjective world whrch is shared with others.

There is an ongoing correspondence of meanings between those held

by the individual and those held by all others in the world. That is,

they share a corrìrron view about the reality of the world It is this

common sense characteristic of all consciousness that is central to

this study.
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The sharing of nreanings does not mean that different perspectives

of reality do not exist or that conflict about those perspectives will

not arise Regardless of how one might deal with such differences

of perspective, for instance, from a theoretical perspective, it is

necessary to return to the world of common sense reality to relate

your knowledge to that of others. The term common knowledge is

used since it is the knowledge common to most people.

It will be on this cor.ìlmon stock of knowledge that this examination

will focus.

Reality Conshuction âs a Dialectic Prrcess

Society is perceived as being constructed by a dialectic between

objective givenness (facticity) and subjective meanings.

Furthermore, Berger and Luckmann propose that this dialectic exists

between three fundamental moments from which social reality can

be analysed. They are as follows:

Sociery as a hunran product, (externalisation)

Sociery as an ob.¡ective reality (objectivation) and

Man as a social product (internalisation)

However, ob.¡ective

particular attention

facticity and subjective meaning are given

They are crucial to the theory's ability to

analyse and explain sociery
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Objective factrciry, that which is experienced as outside reality (that

is outside of one's body) and subjective meaning, that which is

experienced as being within consciousness, are described as being in

a reciprocal interaction Thus, social reality has within it a reflection

of individual consciousness

Second, consciousness as defined in the theory is the consciousness

of everyday life and therefore, pre-theorerical most of the time. This

pre-theoretical consciousness consists of the'taken-for-granted'

meanings which rnake up the everyday actions and relationships

which are shared with others in a particular social world.

Third, a particular social world is constructed from the meanings

held by those who inhabit it In other words, the reality of a

particular group in society is socially constructed. The definitions

they construct may be of different types including cognitive,

referring to what'is'or normative, referring to what'ought to be'.

Furthermore, they may have varying levels of theoretical elaboration

depending on the consciousness of the individual For example, the

consciousness of the labourer may differ from the consciousness of

the academic, the consciousness of the employer or the

consciousness of the public servant and teacher
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3.2 3

The constructron of reality takes place as human consciousness

interacts with the many spheres of reality in everyday life.

We conle to know realiry as we apprehend it. Its order and patterns

are already objectivated and its presentation and sequence are

independent of our apprehension of them. We are conscious of

experiences in a variery of ways For instance, we become

conscious of those experiences which are closest to us, those which

we can handle and rnodify.

Less important are those over which we have minimal or no control

and which occur in zones which we cannot access

Life is subdivided into a temporal structure within which a series of

routines gives sense to, and makes possible, the many events of

everyday living. When problems arise we seek to integrate them

into the unproblematic and the routine

The Role of Language in Theory Building

Language establishes and provides the objectivations of life giving

meaning to places, objects and relationships. As Berger and

Luckmann (1966.36) put it, language'marks the co-ordinates'of

life in society Furthernrore, thror-rgh language we share the conrmon

sense knorvledge rvith others Individuals are able to establish the
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correspondence of mear'ìings between themselves and other

interpretations providing the ongoing basis for the common-sense

understanding of society (This is not to suggest, as wilI be

discussed below, page 49, that there are not competing systems of

meaning.)

Similarly, the meanings held about the use of computers must be

based upon a correspondence of meanings shared between others if

they are to provrde an ongoing common sense understanding in

soclety

Concerning language, the following points are made:-

First, human expression is capable of objectrvation. These

ob.jectivations provide evidence to others of their subjective

r ntentlons

Second, the production of srgns is a special case of objectivation.

Signs are especially irnportant in so far as they can become detached

from the ir¡mediate situation

Third, language is the most important sign system avallable to

humanity and society.
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Although language originates in face-to-face situations it is capable

of detachment and has the additional abiliry of being a repository of

accumulated meaning which can be preserved and transmitted. Its

characteristics include the crystallising of personal subjectivity,

generalising typical experience, and providing the mechanisms to

define provinces of nreaning.

Fourth, such accu¡nulations of meanings establish the basis for

knowledge The corlrnon stock of social knowledge is shared with

others and this determines the location of individuals in society and

assigns the appropriate behaviour to such individuals Furthermore,

language provides the basis for the development of theories.

Through theorising people make sense of the world. By sharing

those theories via language, people explain and share their

understanding with others. Such theories become institutionalised

through the crystallisation of generalised meanings

3.3 OBJECTTVE REALIry . KEY CONCEPTS

3.3. r Social Onler

An explanation of objective reality begins with the understanding

that social order is a continuous human production Creation of a

social order is essential to form a stable environment from within

which hurnan berngs can conduct their lives Transmission of this

envi ron ln en t occurs through insti tutionalisation
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3.3.2 Instihrtionnlisation

A brief analysis of institutionalisation illustrates this process The

origins of institutions begins with habitualrsation Habitualisation

occltrs when rneanings become embedded as routines in the general

stock of knor,vledge Habitualisation brings with it the advantage of

reducing the nu¡¡ber of decisions necessary in any situation.

Furthermore, it makes it unnecessary to redefine each situation each

time it is confronted. Against this stable background human beings

are able to focus their attention in a deliberative way making

possible innovation,

3.3 3 Typifications

Habitualisation i nitiates institutional isation through the typifi cation

of habitualised actions by individuals called'actors'. This

typification of habitualised actions creates institutions. Since these

typifications are shared they are available to .l the members of a

particular society

Only by the process of rypification can social traditions be

transmitted to a new generation. Almost all members of society

know about life by rreans of typificatory schemes
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Institutional Pe rsistence

In the course of history these shared actions control behaviour by

establishing preferred patterns of conduct which are repeated rather

than inventing new patterns of conduct on each occasion

Institutional behavioL¡rs contain within them a primary form of social

control in that the acceptance of a particular conduct channels human

behaviour in one direction rather than the many directions possible.

Berger and Luckurar.ìn express the power of institutions succinctly in

the following statement:

they resist human attempts to evade or change
them, they have coercive power over them by
their force of facticity and through the control
mechanisms that are usually attached to the most
important of them (Berger and Luckmann, 1966

: 78).

The pervasive effects of institutions lead the human mind to

conclude that 'this-is-the-way-things-are' and moreover that there is

no other form of behaviour for members of society. A major gain

stenrming frorn institutionalisation is the predictability of behaviour.

From the same historicity of institutional actions is acquired the

quality of obiectivity At this point institutions reflect a reality of

their own.
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An institutional world, then, is experienced as an

objectrv'e realiry. It has a history that antedates
the rndividual's birth and is not accessible to his
biographical recollection (Berger and Luckmann,
t966 '77).

Further,

the institutions, as historical and objective
facticities, confront the individual as undeniable
facts (Berger and Luckmann, 1966 : 78).

Two mechanisnrs nraintain institutionalisation: legitimation and

social control Both legitimation and social control largely depend

upon language to define 'correct' behaviour and language draws upon

the social stock of knowledge to explain and apply the appropriate

institutional meanings Every institution has a body of recipe

knowledge which supplies the appropriate rules of conduct. Since

this knowledge defines the institutional areas of conduct, any

deviance from that predefined conduct will be seen as a departure

from what is held to be the norms of a society. Knowledge then

becomes a controlling element in institutional behaviour.

In other words, people behave according to the knowledge available

to them and this is historicallv derived.
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Knowledge about patterns of behaviour or the way things are done

provides both infornratron about what is acceptable behaviour within

the institution and also r.vhar is not acceptable. All situations which

may arise within an institution and those roles which are to be

performed in handling any situation will be limited by the knowledge

available about that situation. Hence, knowledge has a controlling

influence on all situations arising within institutional boundaries.

3.3.5 Bureaucracy

A study of institutions must concern itself with how bureaucracies

work as much of niodern society is subsumed under bureaucratic

con tro I

The possibilities of social change are limited by access to the

knowledge necessary to make decisions from the various alternatives

available As Berger and Luckmann express it,

. knowledge is a social product and knowledge
is a factor in social change (Berger and
Luckmann, 1966 : I04).

Hence, if knowledge is inaccessible then social change is also

limited Furthermore, bureaucracies tend to have an elaborate

apparatus to maintain their version of realiry. By-and-large the

bureaucracies have established their views of reality in sympathy

with broad social institutions However, they have by their
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organisation established rules, procedures and policies with which to

maintain that institr¡tron This places bureaucracies in the position

where social change to existing institutions is resisted by

bureaucratic control even if society no longer fully supports the

original position

They do thrs in several ways - firstly, by the creation of specialised

knowledge

Thus a specifred body of knowledge emerges
(and with it a specific language) which appertains
to bureaucracy and to bureaucracy only (Berger,
Berger & Kellner, 1973 . 49)

This tends to restrict the understanding of the general public.

Secondly, organisations are able to devote considerable time and

resources to presenting their view of reality As Berger, Berger and

Kellner say:-

.. there is ln bureaucracy a considerable
dichotornisation between bureaucratic and client
as to the meaning of the institution. Therefore
there is a considerable problem of legitimation ..

bureaucratic agencies are much more dependent
on ongoing propaganda designed to legitimate
their operations and indeed their very existence
(Berger, Berger and Kellner, I973 : 6l).

This may well mean that members of the bureaucracy have different

meanings than those of their clients.
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Within bureaucracy there exists the potential for institutional

segmentation rvhich leads to sub-universes of meaning which may in

turn cause conflict or competition between groups.

This raises the problern of keeping members of a sub-universe within

it and keeping those outside under control, It also demonstrates the

dialectical relationship between knowledge and social change

ROLES

The transfer of meanings requires a social apparatus for its management.

Within the social apparatus are individuals designated as transmitters.

Berger and Luckmann tell us there is a need to examine the knowledge held

by individuals and groups if one is to determine the institutionalisation of

human interaction at any time in human history.

'Knowledge' and 'Not Knowledge' depend on what has been socially defined

as reality and for this reason it is necessary to identify the roles of

transmitters as rvell as other roles in the institutions. Roles, therefore, are

an essential element in understanding both the theory and the process of

transmlssron
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The importance of roles ro institutions is explained in the following way

Institutions are enrbodied in individual experience by
means of roles The roles, objectified linguistically, are
an essential rngredient of the objectively available world
of any society By playrng roles, the individual
participates in a social world. By internalising these
roles, the same world becomes subjectively real to him
(Berger and Lucknrann, 1966 : 9l).

REIFICATTON

The ways in which people reflect upon knowledge about technology is of

equal importance to this study Knowledge being objectivated about

technology has thus far been based upon the assumption that people are able

to relate to that knowledge in a dialectical way, that is, use it as if they had

the abiliry to modify it to their need. However, this may not be the case.

Berger and Luckmann explain the process by which human beings no longer

recognise their role in the creation of their world

.. the dialectic between man, the producer, and his
products is lost to consciousness (Berger and Luckmann,
1966 : 106)

Reification occurs when objectivation is extended to the point where the

objectivated world once created is no longer seen as a human product.

Reification appears as an extreme step in the process

The reified world is, by definition, a dehumanised world.
It is experienced by rlan as a strange facticiry an opus
aìienum over which he has no control rather than as the
opus propriu¡n of his own productive activity (Berger
and Lr¡ckmann, 1966 : 106)



Possibilities for reificatiorr increase as societies become more complex and

technological, bureaucratic, pluralistic and possessing a wide distribution of

knowledge

Such developments nray leave people in a dilemma regarding their role and

abiliry to interact in the process of change. They may find it particularly

difficult to integrate ne',v technologies such as computing into their'world

of meaning' If the technologies are reified and hence their relationship to

the technology is reversed in consciousness then they may relate to their

place in the technology rather than technology's place in their'world'.

This matter is critical to people's knowledge about the role of technology in

education and it will be considered where evidence of its action can be

identified.

3 6 CONCEPTUAL I\ÍACHINERIES

3.6. I lægitimation Processes

The main function of legitimation is for the purpose of integrating

the many and disparate meanings attached to institutions
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Two essential functions are identified: one, to provide a plausible

sense to the totaliry of the institutional order, (this is described as the

horizontal Ievel of integration). Two, the acceptance of the various

phases within an individual's biography, that is, the logic of the

institutional orders rvithin which the life span of the individual must

be meaningful This is identified as the vertical level of integration.

Both functions contain a cognitive and normative element which

suggests that a level of knowledge must exist before the values held

within an institution can be realised

All forms of Iegitimation are not, however, assumed to be of the

same level. The first level is pre-theoretical. That is it is the

foundation of 'self evident knowledge' on which all subsequent

theories must be built Furthermore, the individual is unlikely to

become incorporated into the traditions of the institutions unless this

knowledge is established This level contains all the simplest

affirr¡ations of how things are done

The seconcl levcl contains rudimentary forms of theoretical

propositions, for exaurple, proverbs, legends, folk tales and moral

maxims This level is described as highly p.ragmatic and related to

direct concrete action
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The thircl leval contains explicit theories by which an institution is

legitimated in tenls of a specific body of knowledge. These are

likely to be highly cornplex and thus are often placed into the hands

of specialised transmission personnel. It is also likely to develop the

theories beyond pragmatic needs to 'pure theory' where full-time

legitimators manage its transmission.

The fottnh level is that of a symbolic universe. This level has the

special role of integrating the different provinces of meaning and

providing the institutions order with a symbolic totality The

syrnbolic totality is referred to in the following way:

the symbolic universe is conceived of as the
matrix of all socially objectivated and
subjectively real meanings; the entire historic
society and the entire biography of the individual
are seen as events taking place within this
universe (Berger & Luckmann, 1966 : I l4).

Furthermore,

... the legitirnation of the institutional order is
also faced with the ongoing necessrty of keeping
chaos at bay All social reality is precarious
(Berger and Luckmann, 1966 . l2l).



As for legitimatiorr of institutional order so too is there a necessity

to legitimate synrbolic universes.

Specifrc procedures of universe - maintenance become
necessary when the symbolic universe has become a
problern (Berger and Luckr¡ann, 1966 ' 123)

Every symbolic universe is incipiently
problernatic (Berger and Luckmann, 1966 . 124).

This problem is particularly evident during the transmission of the

symbolic universe from one generation to another such as in

schooling It is rnost likely to be under greater threat during periods

of rapid change and development. Not only must the institution of

schooling be contained by a symbolic universe which epitomises the

values and benefits of education but it must be meaningful to the

new generation and to those outslde of institutional definitions.

It is recognised that there will always be competing definitions of

reality between rival groups, Figure I represents this reality and

illustrates the r,'arious ways in which competing definitions of reality

may be posrtioned
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Views alternative to those of the
dominant groups in a society

FIGURE I: ALTERNATIVE DEFINITIONS OF REALITY

The transmission process incorporates some specific means by which

these rival groups maintain their own definitions and deny any

alternatives The latter concept is developed to explain the

phenomenon Berger and Luckmann called nihilation.

Two methods of application are recognised. Ftrst, alternative

interpretations are given "inferior ontological status" (Berger &

Luckmann, 1966 . 132) Second, alternative interpretations are

reduced in iurportance by incorporating them into the terms of the

dominant group, out of therr original context and terms of reference.

Core of knowledge shared by those able
to define reallty for a dominant Oroup in society

Partially shared views
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In the same way that competing definitions are reduced, a conceptual

machinery is erlployed to ntaintain that any likely proponents for

alternative definitions stay within their own universe. To do this a

body of knowledge rvhich includes a theory of deviance is applied

to individuals. They therefore receive the appropriate therapy,

counselling or re-education so that they see the error of their ways.

ROLE OF THEORIES

Within the model of the sociology of knowledge lies the enormous potential

for the role of 'theorising' and rts dialectical capacity on society. Within

whatever passes for knowledge or reality, are embedded theories pertaining

to just about every aspect of lrfe. These theories have the potential to create

reality or change it, to legitimate and maintain it, or to set the parameters for

the application of nihilation or therapy as appropriate to the situation. The

propensity for individuals to theorise about computers in society and

education has been well documented within the review of the literature.

This study will concentrate particularly on the theorising being undertaken

by various sectors of society regarding technology and education. As Berger

and Luckmann point out, when theories are widely held about situations

which appear to be problematic,

. the realiry of every day life seeks to integrate the
problematic sector into what is already unproblematic
(Berger and Luckrnann, I966 : 38)
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During this process changes may take place. Figure 2 sets out to illustrate

this process in a diagrarlmatic form.

rTheory A

C ., Theory C

B ì rireory e

Rival definitions of reality

C) Theory C undergoing the
process of nihilation

A
DIJ

AB

Theory B reinlerpreted by the dominant
group and incorporated into Theory A

FIGURE 2: THE INTEGRATION OR NIHILATION OF THEORIES

Theory construction attempts to make complex matters coherent, that is, to

integrate aspects of life such that they can be explained and legitimated.
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A coherent theory rray be represented as in Figure 3 If complex enough

the theory may conrain all levels of theorising from incipient through to

symbolic which locates a particular aspect of life within all other meaningful

aspects of life.

Symbolic
Theories

Fun ntal

Explicit pient

ø

FIGURE 3: A CONHERENT THEORY STRUCTURE

However, during times of great change or when social institutions are under

threat the process of theory building may become fragmented as society and

specific social groups seek to make relevant some theory which can

meaningfully integrate the discrepant aspect into every day life.

This process is represented by Figure 4 which shows considerable incipient

knowledge which would come about as a result of pragmatic decisions about

where, when and how cornputers may be used, for instance, in schools
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l-{ Fundamental

Symbolc

\
\

Explic

lncipient

FIGURE 4: MODEL OF A PARTIALLY CONSTRUCTED THEORY

This process would culminate in the development of coherent theories

explaining all aspects of cornputers in schools rationalising educational

theory, development theory, economic theory and so on.

The provinces of meaning that would otherwise remain
unintelligible enclaves within the reality of every day life
are thus ordered in terms of a hierarchy of realities, ipso
facto becoming intelligible and less terrifying (Berger
and Luckmann, 1966 : I l5).

Berger and Luckmann identify a number of consequences for the

development of theories

The first is the establishlrent of universal experts who create pure theory.

These theories rnay be of little pragmatic consequence but nevertheless, the

experts claim r¡ltimate know,ledge of the definitions of reality as such.
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Second, theories are said to strengthen the traditionalism within

institutionaìised actions or as Berger and Luckmann say, if there are sound

reasons for continr.ring to take existing actions then they are unlikely to

change.

Third, the developnrent of full-time experts has the potential for conflict

between the experts and the practitioners.

When both theoretical and practical competition arise between rival experts,

the process of theory development becomes reversed. That is, the theory is

demonstrated to be pragmatically superior by its applicability to the interests

.f a particular group.

Most importantly, in regard to this point, there is always a social base to

rival definitions of reality and the final resolution will be achieved by the

development of this base

Thus, in summary, theories are created to legitimate social institutions and

are maintained by the processes of conceptual machineries. However, the

theories also have the potential for redefining social institutions in order to

make them 'more legitimate', hence, producing the dialectic between'theory'

and'social lnstitution'
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Figure 5 represents a nrodel of theorising at an institutional level with

conceptual machineries to Ínaintarn institutronal order and meaning.

Conceptual
Machineries

lnstitutional
Theories
- rules
- regulations
- policies

FIGURE 5: MODEL OF INSTITUTIONAL THEORISING

A dialectic exists in all-perspectives of the taken-for-granted social reality,

between objective reality, subjective reality and all the sub-sets of the

processes devised to create and maintain them. To fully understand a social

situation all aspects of the dialectrc must be appreciated

When theories are created or being created from different perspectives and

out of different social orders based upon different'knowledge'then there

exists the potential for conflict within the various conceptual machineries

created to legitimate the perspective of particular groups.

lndividual
Theories
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Figure 6 suggests that the purpose for teaching technology in schools may

be in conflict with the perspective of other institutional theories. For

example, conflict rnay arise between the institution of work and the

institution of education bringing into play the conceptual machineries of

each institution to maintain and justify their own positions.

Conceptual Machinery A Point of
conflict

Conceptual Machinery B

lnstitution
A

1- lnstitution
B

3.8

FIGURE 6: CONFLICT OF CONCEPTUAL THEORISING

However, a further possibility exists due to the pluralisation of modern

society. An exploration of pluralism will now be undertaken.

PLURALISM

Of particular relevance to contemporary society is the subject of social

change. First, society as we know it today is complex and a considerable

degree of pluralrsm exists This creates a problem of integration as

individuals accommodate the discrepant iworlds of meaning'.
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N,lodern life is typically segmented to a high degree, and
it is important to understand that this segmentation (or,
as we prefer to call it, pluralisation) is not only manifest
on the level of observable social conduct but also has
important manifestations on the level of consciousness
(Berger, Berger & Kellner, 1973 . 63)

The level of pluralisation has been assisted by the education process and

mass media

In this sense the school teacher has been a carrier of
'urbanity' for at least a couple of centuries. This process
has been vastly accelerated, however, by technological
communications media. Through mass publication,
motion pictures, radio and television the cognitive and
normative definitions of reality invented in the city are
rapidly diffused throughout the entire society (Berger,
Berger & Kellner, 1973 : 65)

Figure 7 illustrates the nature of pluralism

Overlapping of
lnstitutional Theories

Shared Core of Theories

FIGURE 7: THEORETICAL PLURALISM
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Institutionally this has been characterised by a shared core

universe and "different partral universes co-existing in a state of

mutual accommodation" (Berger and Luckmann, 1966 : 142),

Conflict has largely been replaced by tolerance or in some cases

co-operation.

Figure 8 describes the hierarchy of theories from incipient to

symbolic with the over arching conceptual machineries to

maintain the order and importance of institutional knowledge.

Theoretical pluralism comes into being when various theories

overlap.

Conceptual Theories

lncipient

Symbollc

Explicit

Fu ndame nlal

FIGURE 8: HIERARCHY OF THEORIES
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Figure 9 indicates such a situation and again using the example

of work and education it is possible to dernonstrate that theories

of education and theories of work can co-exist and be mutually

supportive of one another. That is, education is theoretically

necessary to work and work is one of the legitimating reasons

for education.

lnstitution
of

Work

lnstitution
of

Education
I

Theories which are
mutually suppoñive

FIGURE 9: THEORETICAL CO-EXISTENCE

Technology is clearly one of the driving forces in social change.

Rapid change forces upon institutions the necessity to realign

their theoretical apparatus such that they became inherently

meaningful
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There is, however, an alternative scenario using the previous

example, as technology changes the meaning of work and at the

same time puts pressure on the methods of educating then, the

levels of pluralism which have existed in mutual co-operation

for so long come under strain as their theories no longer

adequately explain the present realities of day-to-day life.

Figure l0 suggests diagrammatically the type of tension which

may exist between different instrtutrons

lnstitution
of

Work

lnstitution
of

Education

Area of Strain

No longer mutally
supportive

FIGURE l0: THEORETICAL TENSION BETWEEN INSTffUTIONS

This situation raises special problems for the 'experts'. As

Berger and Luckmann sumrrìarise lt.-

whatever the experts do, the pluralistic situation
changes not only the socral position of the traditional
definitions of reality, but also the way in which these are
held in the consciousness of individuals (Berger &
Luckmann, 1966 . 143).



The pluralism evident in modern technological society co-exists

with rapid social change. The authors believe that this factor

accelerates the change process by undermining the'change

resistant effrciency of the traditional definitions of reality'

(Berger and Luckmann, I966 '. 143)

Under such circumstances the standing of teachers in society and

their expertise may well be questioned in terms related to the

curriculum, the process and medium of education

A further matter of interest is the problem posited for

bureaucracies by the pluralism of modern society. If pluralism

leads to greater tolerance and further social change then

bureaucracies must continuously make adjustments to maintain

and legitimate their position in society Such actions are

destabilising for bureaucracies and teachers alike

Reality is socially defined. But the definitions are

always embodied, that is, concrete individuals and groups
of individuals serve as definers of reality (Berger and

Luckmann, 1966 '. 134)

Hence, to understand the full irnplications of a particular institution, one

must determine in whom the definitions are embodied



Alternate
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Figure I I illustrates the selection process in which the definers select the

reality from the many alternatrves.

,''Social & Community

,/ values, culture, needs
and direction

Reality ì

definers ;

Strategies
Policies
Actions

FIGURE II: THE TNFLUENCE OF REALITY DEFINERS IN
DEFTNING DIRECTIONS

This also implies that particular people within organisations have the power

to be the definers of organisational reality.
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THEORY IN CONTEXT

The acceptance of technology and the construction of knowledge about

technology is a problem in the sociology of knowledge. The theory set out

above will now be applied to the context of schooling from which further

analysrs will be made

3.9.1 The Institt¡tion of Schooling

Schooling is apprehended by the participants (that is teachers, parents

and children) as an objective reality It has a history and a body of

knowledge, it has an apparatus to maintain its function and it has a

range of roles and rules to operate within This is substantiated by

the almost universal participation of society in the process.

Institutrons are said to be persistent and generally resist attempts to

change them

Considerable theorising is being undertaken with respect to

computers and cornputers in education. Hence, the potential exists

for redefining the institution of schooling to incorporate such theories

or evoke conceptual machineries to reject such theories.
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The introduction of computers will place pressure upon the

instrtution However, institutions have mechanisms to evade or resist

such pressure by dealing with the knowledge about external forces

through the control they have over those filling institutional roles

(see page 45) If such changes are to take effect ir will be necessary

to examine the institutional framework within which a new reality of

education ',vill be constructed.

3 9 2 Roles

Pre-eminently the main roles representing the institution of schooling

are held by teachers and students. From the perspective of this study

the role of teacher embodies the institutional knowledge about the

importance of such matters as technology to education.

Likewise within the role of student and educators will be found the

institutional values about education and technology imparted by the

educatr onal processes.

Any likely changes to the institution according to Berger and

Luckmann, will be found within the knowledge of these role holders

and their typifications about schooling
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393 Typifications

By examining the rypifications about education and computers held

by the different actors in the institution, it is anticipated that the

knowledge presently held about computer technology will indicate

how meanings are being changed. Meanings held about classes,

teachers, students, curriculum, Iearning and school life in general are

shared through a continuum of typifications which are the reality of

schooling

For most people these typifications do not include aspects of a

technology used for teaching and certainly not computing

technology Any changes to the institution must first be found

within these rypifications

3.9.4 Conceptual Mnchineries

As pointed out by Berger and Luckmann conceptual machineries (see

page 52) are invoked to maintain and protect exrsting instituttons

Schooling is a complex rnstitution in a pluralistic society Therefore

quite sophistrcated mechanisms may have been developed to

maintain them
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One such aspect of mairttenance is legitrmation (page 46). Through

legitirnation and legitrnration processes one would expect to

deterrnine the ways in whrch the conceptual machineries are being

utilised to protect the institution or to incorporate changes brought

to bear on it through computer technology. These would be found

by examining the rules, policies and often formal structures of the

lnstrtutron

In particular these mechanisms, if enforced, would be found within

the bureaucratic information about how such changes would be

tolerated.

This study therefore, must consider the information relating to

computing issued by the educational and other bureaucracies engaged

in providing information related to the use of technology in

education.

Theofising

Theorising (page 60) is fundamental to all the previous factors. The

development of theories is dialectic, that is, the theories can be used

to legitirnate existing institutions or the theorising can be the source

of change. This depends by and large on who is promoting the

th eo ri es
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The question to be asked in the present project is.-

Whích group of individuals are engaged in constructing the reality

for the use of computers in schools? Is the construction taking place

within the schools or are the constructs those imposed from outside

the institutions? For example, the definitions of 'education' must be

found in schools and to develop a thorough understanding of the

situation 'one must understand the social organisation that permits the

definers to do therr defining'(Berger and Luckmann, 1966 ,l'34).

The role of theories with regard to the institutional direction of

computing can be represented as follows:

INSTITUTION TECHNOLOGY

SCHOOLING COMPUTING

FIGURE 12: ROLE OF THEORIES ABOUT SCHOOLING & COMPUTING

THEORIES
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Theolisels

For the purpose of this study a distinction has been drawn between

those directly involved in the provision of education at a school level

and all other bodies which may have a legitimate role in its

provision but are not actively involved in its day to day operation,

Such a division separates bodies, including the education department,

as belonging to the general grouping outside of school.

'Government 
)

Unions

le rsWn

iGovemmen
r,, Agencies

t\

Teacher
Educators

Media

I eachers/

Students

FIGURE 13: THEORISERS FROI\{ SOCIAL GROUPS

Hence the above figure (Figure I3) reflects firstly this broad

distinction and then the sub-division of that category into identifiable

groups such as the media, unions, government agencies and suppliers

of technology

Emp oyers

Pa
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Berger and Luckmann tell us that each institution, and indeed, each

social grouping, incorporates a body of knowledge specific to its role

and function

I encounter knowledge in every day Iife as

socially distributed, that is, as possessed

differently by different individuals and types of
individuals (Berger & Luckmann, 1966 : 60).

The theorising of each group would reflect the institutionalised

knowledge constructed within each group and would also reflect its

function

This is irnportant with respect to computers, for part of the

knowledge which is socially available derives from industrial and

commercial uses of computers For example, computers are used in

banks and hospitals. The sublective intentions could be that patients

can be better served by keeping their records on computers or the

production process is better done by machine than humans. Perhaps

some of the sub.¡ective knowledge is being reinterpreted by groups

associated with industrial and commercial uses of computers into

education. (See page 68 Reality Definers)
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At the salne tirle it must be stated that among parents are found

representatives of the diverse groupings of all the other social

groups However, their perspective on schooling may be somewhat

different than that taken when observing schools from their

perspective as a nrenrber of a social group such as a union organiser

or a wnter

Technology As A Prnblem for the Sociology of Knowledge

Using this theoretical framework we turn now to the specifrc

problem of how knowledge is being constructed about technology

and look to what knowledge is berng objectivated, how individuals

are interacting with this knowledge, and whose knowledge is being

legitimated?

First, what knowledge about computing is being objectivated and by

whom? This question is important because objects are both human

products and objectivations of human subjectivity

'Knowledge' about computers, like knowledge about all technologies,

lies within a broad spectrum of beliefs, as demonstrated in the

literature review
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In other lvords, technologies are developed for some specific

purpose, for example, to produce power, to hold things together or

to protect hurlans from the elements. However, beyond these

pragmatic pLrrposes, supporters of technologies develop values

pertaining to social meanings such as the status of individuals, or

indicators of the group to whom they belong. Likewise, knowledge

about computers may have been developed and became far more

pervasive than knowledge about their technical function

Berger and Lucknrann discuss the ability of objects to carry forward

subjective intentions.

I am constantly surrounded by objects that
'proclaim' the subjective intentions of my fellow
men (Berger & Luckmann, 1966 : 50).

The importance of the motor vehicle highlights this point. Motor

vehicles not only transport people from place to place but they have

value as status symbols which point to the commonly shared

sublective knowledge held about technology.

For example, the subjective knowledge held about computers may

suggest that all people who use computers must be important,
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Notions of objectivation about items of technology are as much a

part of our taken-for-granted llfe as are social customs. They form

regular patterns of events in our lives which are widely shared with

others. Consequently, those areas in which technology is widely

applied develop a degree of familiarity which is shared by other

users Hence, corrtrents such as 'you need to be reprogrammed' and

'you are suffering from overload' are widely understood. Likewise

the complex nature of interactron is reduced by sayings which reflect

the view that it is not difficult because it rs done on computer.

We are rerninded that reality construction is a dialectical process,

hence, the knowledge one has about technology will act back on the

subjective meanings of an individual These meanings may have

considerable consequences for action:-

. a problern-solving and deeply technological
attitude may also carry over into the manner in
which the individual looks at politics, the
education of his children or the management of
whatever psychological difficulties he may be

afflicted with (Berger, Berger and Kellner,1973
: 35)

In the course of this study it will be necessary to Iook at the

objectivation of computers in education What people say and write

about thrs topic will provide the substance of their ob.¡ectivations.
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The second question corrsiders how people are interacting with the

technology of computing. As Berger and Luckmann point out,

various groups rray interact with this knowledge in different ways.

In advanced industrial societies, pluralistic
competition between sub-universes of meaning of
every conceivable sort becomes the normal state
of affairs (Berger and Luckmann, 1966 : 103).

Since the meanings held by different groups may vary, their

interaction would be expected to reflect this difference. Likewise if

there are differences of meaning then they must be carried by the

group which develops the meaning.

As Berger and Luckmann put it:-

Like all social edifices of meaning, the
sub-universes must be carried by a particular
collectivity, that is, by the group that ongoingly
produces the meanings in question and within
which these meanings have objective reality
Conflict or competition may exist between such
groups (Berger & Luckmann, 1966 : 103).

This study will need to look particularly at the meanings held and

translated by the separate groups and how they are interacting in the

social arena with these meanings, For example, it must be

established which groups are active at a political level and which are

interested in establishing their meanings in competition with others.
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A further point of interest made clear by Berger and Luckmann is

that objects in the form of technology carry with them the subjective

manifestations of their producers.

Such oblectivations serve as more or less

enduring indices of the subjective processes of
their producers, allowing their availability to
extend beyond the face-to- face situation in which
they can be directly apprehended (Berger &
Luckmann, 1966 '. 49)

Hence, compLrter technology may carry with it the meanings of the

designers, manufa-cturers and distributors

In other words, this study will need to look at the meanings of this

particular group and determine how other groups are interacting with

their meanings.

The final point of concern relates to whose knowledge is being

legitimated? As previously discussed legitimation refers to the

process of 'explaining' and justifyrng' a particular version of reality

Berger and Luckmann (1966 .103) argue that in pluralistic societies

we can expect groups to attempt to legitimate their meanings

Furthermore, they say.-

The lrmits of such ultimate legitimation are in
principle, co-extensive with the limits of
ther,.etical anlbltion and ingenuity on the part of
the legitirnators (Berger and Luckmann, 1966 '.

r r s)
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Hence, considerable cornpetition may arise between legitimators

Berger and Luckmann point out that ultimately,

the success of particular conceptual
machineries is related to the power possessed by
those who operate them (Berger & Luckmann,
1966 . t26).

If this situation prevails in a modern society then extensive

arguments might be advanced to support a particular position or

power mechanisms n.ìay be employed to enhance a particular

legitimation of reality For this study the implication is that close

examination will need to be made of the forms of legitimation used

to substantiate a particular position and an analysis of the prevailing

Iegitimations accepted by the population will need to be made to

determine whose knowledge is being legitimated within this

population.

Reification

Although cornputing has no extended history, nevertheless it is

anticipated that some reification could be taking place due to the

speed of introduction and the technical nature of much of the

knowledge
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This study will examine the knowledge being created to determine

if reification is occurnng and to assess how this is effecting the

theorising involved.

Tlrougltoul tlrc rest of tlús tul, llrc lerm reíticalìon is used lo denote

rt)u),s ín which people reflecl upon knowledge tboul compulen

wlticlt does not recognise such knowledge as a luman product,
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4. AIMS & METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH INVESTIGATION

4.1 AIM OF STUDY

This study aims to exarline one particular aspect of the construction of

knowledge about tech¡rology, namely, the role of contemporary social

theorising about technology with respect to the ways in which such

theorising locates technology in educatron.

This study proceeded frorn a number of research questions. It does not seek

to test any specific hypotheses but rather following Berger and Luckman to

establish the interpretation placed on computers and education in the'world

of schooling' by mernbers of society. This position recognised that although

.... people may act within the framework of an

organisation, it is the interpretation and not
the organisation which determines action.
(Bogdan and Taylor, 1975 : l5)

The purpose of the study then was to interpret the'meaning'held by the

individuals involved in schooling and how this meaning was defining and

constructing the 'world of schooling' with respect to computer technology.

4.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVE I

To examine the theorising being developed by social groups regarding the

use of technology in education, namely:
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4 2 I Concephralisntion of the Role of Technology in Education by

Different Soci:rl G rorrps

(t) What theories are being constructed about the use of

con.ìputer technology in education by different social groups.

(a) What theories are being constructed by govemment

agen c i es?

(b) What theories are being constructed by technology

provi ders?

(c) What theories are being constructed by political

parti es?

(d) What theories are being constructed by unions?

(e) What theories are being constructed by employer

agenci es?

(Ð What theories are being presented by the newspaper

media?

(2) What rs the connection between technology and computers as

perceived by the different social groups?

Into which of Berger and Luckmann's levels of theorising are

each of the theories located?

(3 )
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4 2 2 Concephrnlisatio¡r of the Role of Computer Technology by the

Participants in Education

(l) What'theories'are being constructed about the role of

con.rputer technology in education by teachers, students and

parents? How is this theorising addressing the issues of:

(a) The effect of computers on the social interaction

between student and student and teacher and student.

(b) The effect of computers on student learning ability.

(c) The motivational effects of computers.

(d) The effects on gender of using computers.

(e) The need to study the social effects of computers in

soc refy

(0 The vocational needs for computing skills.

(g) The effect of computrng on student creativity.

(h) The relevance of computers to different subjects.

(i) The relevance of computers to students future needs.

ú) The efficiency of using computers to simplify

teach i ng.

Into which of Berger and Luckmann's categories and

theorising do the theories belong?

(2)
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4.2 3 Conceptualisation of a Technological Futu¡r by Teachen, Studenb

a¡rd Palr¡tts

(l)

(2)

In what ways does the theorising of Teachers, Students and

Parents adclress the future of schooling using computer

technol ogy?

What theories are held about computers and their effect on

sociery in the future?

4.3

4.2.4 Subjective Reality of Teachers, Sh¡dents and Parcnts, Towards

Computers Used for Schooling

(Ì) What role do teachers see for themselves within a future

school in which computers may be widely used?

How do parents view schooling which is widely organised

around computers?

What views do children have of schooling in which teaching

is delrvered by computers?

(2)

(3)

RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 2

To rdentify the processes and structures which are used to legitimate the use

and inclusion of technology in education and to identify whose theories are

being legitimated
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Typifications A bout Schools

(l) What priority do parents and teachers give to computers and

technology in the purposes of schools with regard to:

(a) the development of the individual's abilities including

the use of computers

(b) intellectual development

(c) social development in a society which uses computers

(d) vocational preparation where the main emphasis is on

skills for employment

(e) abiliry to fit into a society where most services are

controlled by computers

(Ð ability to be socially adaptive and able to cope with

change such as those involving increasing use of

computers.

4.3.2 lægitimntion of Conrputer Technology in Education

(r)

(2)

If computer technology is to be widely used in education

who are the principal legitirnators?

Do educationalists support the view that technology will

improve education and increase efficiency?

If educationalists are not the principal legitimators, who are?(l)
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(5)
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Are thev -

(a) Agents of government who believe that technology is

necessary for national and economic survival or

because it will improve education outcomes or reduce

expendi ture?

(b) Representatives of þig business who believe that

technology is required in education to support

contlnuous expanslon and profit margins?

(c) Technology suppliers who see education as a major

market which has not yet been exploited?

(d) The media who believe they have a role in defining

the type of education which is most desirable for the

future?

(e) The unions who see jobs and incomes at stake if

technology is not taken seriously by education?

A variety of knowledge rnay be employed to legitimate an

lnnovatlon

(a) What knowledge has been used in this instance?

(b) How is the institution accepting and supporting the

innovation?

Alternatively, steps may be taken to resist the changes - in

this case:-

(a) Is the institution ignoring the innovation which is not

considered a threat to its institutional values,
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(b) actively promoting its own values in opposition to the

(c)

rnnovatlon, or

accepting a multitude of ideas rn a state of

r nstitutional pluralism?

RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 3

To explore the extent of reification within the knowledge and theorising of

technology and examine reified aspects of educational theorising about

technology

4 4 I Reification of Technology

(l) Does evidence exist within the theorising about computer

technology that reification has occurred?

(2) If so, does the response by educationalists indicate a

perception of lack of control by them over the introduction

of computer use in schools?

(3) Are teachers concerned about the non-human effects of

computers?

Alternatively, are computers viewed as the ultimate level of

human development in which education must be involved?

(4)
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(5) Do parents indicate an unquestioning acceptance for the need

for courputer education for their children?

(6) Is there evidence that children believe computers are 'clever'

beings with which they must work, i.e. that they are

supra-beings or products of non- human activity?

4.5 THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES OF RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The research methodology used for this study draws upon the techniques and

theoretical perspectives of phenomenology as articulated by Luckman (1978)

and Bogdan and Taylor ( I 975)

This perspective,

... is concerned with understanding human behaviour
frorn the actors own frame of reference. (Bogdan and

Taylor, 1975 ' 2)

For the researcher the

... important realiry is what people imagine it to be.

(Bogdan and Taylor, 19'75' 2)

The methodology of the phenornenologist attempts to come to understanding

. . through such qualitative methods as participánt
observation, open-ended interviewing, and personal
documents These methods yield descriptive data
which enable the phenomenologist to see the world as

the subjects see it (Bogdan and Taylor, 1975 '. 3)
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Such methods as described above are said to be,

able to explairr the meaning of this life-world in a

rigorously scientific rranner (Schultz, 1962'. ll9)

Hersert is credited with the development of phenomenology as a theoretical

peÍspective. Phenomenology is described as a methodology which provides

a means of explaining human action and experience but the goal of

phenomenology

. is to describe the universal structures of subjective
orientation in the world, not to explain the general

features of the ob_¡ectivated world (Luckman, 1978

:9)

Luckman explains the significance of the orientation in the following way

Phenomenology is not a science in the common
understanding of the word Its perspective is 'egological' (ie

taking the individual human being as the centre of the system
of co-ordinates on which the experience of the world is

mapped) and 'reflexive' it reinstates human experience in its
place as the primary datum about the world and it describes

this experience by turning and returning to the intentional
features of experience. (Luckman, 1978 : 8)

To remain faithful to the nrethods which seek understanding from the

subjective orientation of the individual, the following research design was

selected as the most appropriate approach for this study
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RESEARCH DESIGN

4.6.1 The Researth Shrcly

The selected research study consisted of the following elements:

. A sub-system of society focussing on schools, ie the students,

teachers and school administrators in the private and public

school system

. Sub-groups of sociery including:

Politrcians from major political parties

Government agencies

Employers

Unions

Educational Admi nistrators

Equipment Suppliers

Each sub-group was assumed to hold a specific role in society and

that role was defined by a body of knowledge dealing with the

relationship between that body and all other associated groups in

socl ety

4.6.2 Number of Cases

For the purposes of this research a school was defined as a single

case and considered as a sub-system of society
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Therefore, this research was based upon a selection of cases

representing the private and public schooling systems. Three schools

were initially selected but only two were completed due to

intervening industrial action

Each of the sub-groups as defined in 4 6.1 above were represented

by individuals holding the specific roles in the sub group. Original

data was selected from each of the sub groups. For example,

interviews were held with three educational administrators, three

employers and three equipment suppliers.

Socio-tempo ral Context

The cases selected for research were typical secondary schools from

Australian Society. Each case represented a particular facet of

schooling. For example, a private single sex school in one case and

a public co-educational school in the other

Both cases represented the broad mix of nationalities found in

Australian sociery as well as a small number of students studying in

Australra from Asia

The studies undertaken provided case data during the same time

period This approach was adopted to enable comparisons to be

made between each of the cases as well as being able to analyse

each case in its own right
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Timefra¡ne

From the cases stLrdied descriptions of the theories held by the

indrviduals within the schools were prepared. The theories described

represented a static description of the subjects'beliefs at the time of

lnvestlgatron

The case studies were surveyed in May of 1990. Research

undertaken prior to the field studies endeavoured to trace knowledge

which was being constructed about the appropriateness and potential

benefits of using computers for educational purposes.

The focus of the research was on the period beginning in the mid

I970s through to the early 1990s

Further studies were undertaken regarding the theories held by

particular groups who held specifically defined roles within the

society This was completed following the studies made within

school s

This field work rvas carried out during 1992 and explored in detail

the perceptions held by the defined social groups about the

relationship between computers and education and the role they

considered appropnate for the technology in schooling.
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The research particularly souuht to establish more critically the views

of the specific grorrps who were identified as havrng a considerable

influence uporr those in the school systems.

465 Resea¡th Conhnl

In this study the approach taken was to determine the knowledge

held by the participants in the school system without unduly

infl uencing the partrcipants

To minimise any such adverse effects a survey questionnaire was

designed which enabled the participants to be given a choice about

taking part in the survey

The questionnaire provided scope for personal views to be included

beyond those framed in the questions.

All the interview questions were designed to be open ended and the

participants' views explored as they evolved.

No attempt was made to control the systems under study in order to

test specific hypotheses
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4 6.6 Sourtes of Datn

The sources of inforulation for analysis were:-

Documents

policy papers, departmental position papers,

adnlinistrative instructions, media releases and media

articles, books and research papers.

(Refer to Application of Methodology, Document

Study page 103 for details of research analysis.)

School surveys

The types of schools chosen for investigation included

a private girls school and two public co-education

schools in the metropolitan area Adelaide. These

schools were chosen to represent different types of

schooling (private and public) and to determine

whether locations representing different socio-

economic levels presented different theorising.

Students, teachers and parents were the subject of the

srrrvey s

(Refer to Application of Methodology, page 104 for

a detarled account of school surveys.)

Interviews with influential role holders

Interviews were held with:- '

- Head of SA Computing Centre (see Appendix l)

- School Principals (Appendix 2)
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4 6.7

Enrployer representatives (Appendix I 0)

Educational Administrators (Appendix ll)

Computer Consultants (Appendix l2)

Properties Used in the Resenrth

Four key properties were selected as the subject of investigation in

this study They are as follows:-

. Theories about corxputers in education

. Legitimation statements supporting or rejecting the theories.

. Reification of the knowledge about computers in education.

. The groups who held the various theories.

Theories held about computers, their place and effects on education,

define the knowledge upon which people construct their reality of

schooling. A profile of the 'theories' was developed using a range

of questions which elicited people's beliefs at a number of levels and

provided a map of their beliefs.

Legitimating statenrents were examined to establish the acceptance

or rejection of the technology in education. For the purpose of this

study, realiry definers were described as those people who due to

therr role and organisational positions have the power to impose their

view on others
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Reification of knorvledge about computers was sought from

statements made by individuals during interviews, from

documentation and frorn the surveys in schools

Individuaìs ancl groLrps who held similar theories which could be

attributed to specific roles in society were identif¡ed and compared.

The social developrnent of knowledge would suggest that specific

roles and group interests would be identifrable within their version

of reality and the theories they held which demonstrated that reality.

4 6 8 Method of Hrudling Individunl Pmperties

Qualitative descriptions were chosen as the most suitable means to

illustrate the particular dimensions of the property 'knowledge'.

Surveys, previoLrsly described, uere designed to gauge the level of

agreement or disagreenient with opinions held about computers and

education, from literature sources.

These opinions were aggregated under particular fìelds (ie Computers

in Education, Future of Schooling) to define the map of 'knowleclge'

held by each individual
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A simple frequency analysis was used to examine the results for

each question

Interriews were tape recorded and the responses to a range of

questions were exanrined to determine the typography of 'knowledge'

held by the respondents in each case.

4 6 9 N{ethod of Hnndling Relationships Between Pmperties

Relationships between the properties were established by tabular

comparison and discursive analysis of the variations in the views

expressed by specific individuals or sub groups For example,

variations in the'knowledge'held by each respondent, as defined by

a series of particular questions were compared across various roles

and sub-groups

4 6.10 Trratment of System PropeÉies

'System properties' refers to the relationship between the role holders

in the structure of the education system and society. In particular,

the study compared the knowledge defined by the reality defrners

identified within their sub systems or social roles, with that held by

the sub-system schools, eg politicians, educational administrators,

employers, etc
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4.7

The system analysis sought to explain how the knowledge

constructed by the various sub groups influenced the knowledge held

within the school sub system, eg students, teachers and parents, and

how this knowledge once created acted back upon the roles and

knowledge of the reality definers.

The system properties were those found in documents, such as

polrcies and instructional data, to teachers whom represented the

educational system to the community

The essential system properties are:-

. instructional roles

. knowledge held by these roles

. definers of reality

QUESTTONNAIRE DESIGN

The purpose of the questionnaire was to elicit responses to a range of

questions which would enable a typography to be created which represented

the theories and knowledge subjectively held by the respondents. By

creating many such typographies it became possible to identifr those parts

of the rnap which were comtlronly held. This represented the knowledge

about computers and education.
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The questionnaire (Appendix 2) was divided into five (5) categories.

. Technological Future

. Computers and Education

. The Future of Schooling and Computers

. Control of Corlputer Technology in Education

. Evaluation of Schooling

Each of the categories above were designed to establish, in broad terms, the

beliefs held by the respondents in each of the specific fields identified. For

example:-

Questions about the technological future were intended to determine

the type of future in which computers would be used and the impact

this would have on students.

Questions about computers and education were intended to establish

what people believed about the effects of using computers in

education.

Questions about the future of schooling and computers were intended

to determine what people believed would happen to schooling as

computers became widely r¡sed and the changes they thought they

wouìd make to schools

Control of computer technology in education was posed to establish

if people felt any sense of control over the use of computers in

schooling and whether this was viewed in a negative or positive

SCNSC
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The evaluation of schooling was intended to establish if people had

a positive or negative attitude to schooling at the present time and

whether this might bias their present views

After considering a number of questionnaire designs the Likert scale was

chosen as the most suitable for the purpose of gauging respondents views,

The Likert Scale is widely used in questionnaires due to its simplicity of

presentation and relative ease of use. Furthermore the Likert Scale is

considered to be highly reliable for defining the view held by people across

a ¡dient of views (Moser and Kalton, 1958:357). The strength of the

Likert Scale is the ability of the respondent to choose between several

clearly defined categories which indicate the strength of agreement or

disagreement with each statement.

Each question provides five categories of response; strongly disagree,

disagree, uncertain, agree, strongly agree

The choice of a rating scale rather than the simple yes/no answer format was

based on the assumption that a lrìeasure of the opinion held by the

respondent was both more useful in terms of the level of confrdence in the

answers and that it was rnore likely to elicit a valid and unbiased response

from the respondent,
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4.8

4.9

INTERVIEW DESIGN

The interview design was based on the structure and context of the

questionnaire, however, the interviews were designed to be open ended and

to explore the subjects'subjective interpretation of the research topic and to

allow them the freedom to describe their beliefs and'theories'from their

own perspectives Therefore, the interview instrument provided guidelines

only (see Appendix 5), but followed the directions posed by the frve key

questions used for the questionnaire desrgn.

Each intervrew spanned a timeframe governed by the participants themselves

and lasted approxinrately l-2 hours

AII interviews were tape recorded to enable a detailed and critical analysis

to be made.

APPLICATION OF I\{ETHODOLOGY

4.9.1 Document Study

Documents frorn politi cal parties, government members, government

departments and commissions, employer agencies, unions and media

articles were reviewed for evidence of theorising about education and

computer technology with respect to the importance of education for

technological development and the role computing may play in the

advancement of education.
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Thrs data provided the source for the 'knowledge' about computers

which was circulated before computers became widely available in

schools Nervspapers provided evidence of 'knowledge'presented by

the nledia about the use of computers in schools The views of

political parties were obtained from Policy Statements and media

rel eases.

Government documents provided data about education policy and

direction. Union and employer data was also sought from policy

papers and publications

Data from these sources and the literature review provided the basis

for the construction of questions for teachers and parents.

Evidence was also sought for legitimating structures for the

directions of educational development

Information from this material was used when formulating questions

for departmental offrcers and principals

4.9.2 Surveys

The questionnaire prepared to conduct the surveys differed between

the three sublect groups under investigation only in the background

material
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The three schools selected for survey were identiflred as School X (a

private girls school), School Y and School Z both public co-

educatron schools The survey of School Z was never completed

however, an interview was held with the Principal and is included in

this research (page 257) along with the data from a survey of

Principals of Schools X and Y.

Prirrary data was collected from the survey of schools to determine

the views held by parents, teachers and students. It was anticipated

that each of the groups would take a different perspective to the

questions but the theorising of each group would become apparent

In particular, corïmon elements of the groups answers would identify

the general level of theorising about the technology which defined

the current realiry held in schools

(a) Parenl Sttn,e!

Berger and Luckmann suggest that speculation about the

future affects the theorising about the present. Therefore, it

was anticipated that speculation by parents about their

children's future and the world in which they would live

might create the theories from which parents make decisions

about their children's schooling.
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At a time of greater democratisation of the schools where

parents are having a greater say in the direction taken by

schools, their theorising about the use of computers will have

a greater impact than in the past. Therefore, parents were

encouraged to develop their ideas of the future, the

technological needs for their children and the ways rn which

they believed schools should develop.

Parents were also asked to give their views on a schooling

system which delivered its education largely through

computer systems as suggested by some of the educational

authors when specuìating about the future use of computer

technology in schools.

Parents' views on computer technology in education were

gained through a survey distributed to their children attending

selected schools

The survey attempted to identify differences in theorising on

gender lines and experiential differences. Statements were

also designed to test parental responses to alternative

definitions of schooling such as home education via

computers This attempted to identify the use of conceptual

machinery to maintain or strengthen existing structures for

school ing.
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Parents rvere also asked to respond to questions regarding

whose decisions they believed were inf'luencing the direction

of schools with respect to computers. Furthermore, parents

were asked whether they believed they had any influence on

the decisions taken about the direction of schools with regard

to computer technology

The questions included in the survey for parents were

designed from rypifications and theorising found in

government policy statements, the literature and media

addressing education and technology

(b) Teacher Sttnte!

Teachers are key role models in schools and therefore their

attitudes to technology and education were fundamental to

this study. Teachers were surveyed to identify their

theorising about computers and education and to ascertain in

what ways they believed computers might be used for

educational purposes. These questions were designed to

determine whether their theorising about the use of computers

was negative or positive (or both).
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A range of questions were asked of teachers regarding their

attitudes towards the possible expansion of computer use

across all areas of the curriculum and how this might affect

teaching and learning practices,

Questions were included designed to elicit teacher responses

to departmental and government policies about computing in

education by indicating their level of agreement or

knowledge of these policies

An attempt was made to determrne those who teachers

believed were the main influencing bodies determining the

direction of schools in incorporating computing technology

into educational programs. A number of questions sought to

identify why specific groups should attempt to influence

education and particularly why a speciflrc technology such as

computing received attention from interested groups in

socrety

Of particular relevance to this study was the question of who

teachers believed would be the main benefrciaries of

computer use for educational purposes
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(c)

Teachers were encouraged to speculate through a range of

questions about their role in a schooling system that

extensively used computer technology for all educational

purposes including the delivery of learning material to

students, as well as theorising about the ideas of educational

writers who supported the rapid extension of computer use

for education These questions were designed to enable the

examination of the use of conceptual machineries to maintain

or defend present techniques

Finally, questions were asked such that teachers might

indicate the degree of influence they believed they had in

determining the direction and pace schools should take with

respect to the use of computers and what the relative

educational merit might be for students.

S tttdent S ttnte!

School stLìdents from different locations and different types

of schools were surveyed The survey included students from

secondary schools in the Adelaide metropolitan area, from

Year 10, I I and 12 This process was chosen to ascertain

whether theorising by students differed from that of reality

defrners according to location and a number of factors

associated with different types of schooling.
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Questions included in the survey were intended to draw out

existrng knowledge held by students about computer

technology and its use

A further series of questions solicited rudimentary theorising

about the effects computing technology might have on their

lives and future job prospects.

Theorising about the educational use of computers by

students was addressed in the survey by seeking to explore

the responses students made to a school in which extensive

use was made of computers for learning and how their

perceptions of such a school might vary. This approach

attempted to determine how students responded to the

theories of educational writers who argued that schooling

would be more efficient and effectiv. ,, Or,,u.red through

computer systems.

To determine whether common vtews were held about the

definers of knowledge and reality, students were also asked

who they thought should be making the decisions about what

knowledge and skills they should have about computers.
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4.9.3 Intewiews

Primary data was collected from each of the groups in the research

description, ie the Computing Centre, Employers, Educational

Administrators and Computer Suppliers Interviews were held with

members of these sub-groups to elicit the data for an analysis of

their theories Further data was obtained from interviews with the

key educational adnrinistrators of the schools (see above).

(a) Angle Park Computing Centre

An interview was held with the Head of Angle Park

Computing Centre as the Department of Education and the

Minrster of Education had clearly indicated that the role of

the Centre was to implement the introduction of computers

in schools This interview was designed to encourage

theorising about the role of computers in schools and

establish reactions to Departmental policy and political party

policy statements

Questions were included focusing on speculative matters

about the future of education and the way in which

technologies such as computing are used both within

education and by sociery in general..
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(b)

(c)

School l)ñncipals

Principals'views on the application of computers to

curriculum and methodology were explored to stimulate

theorising about the way in which computers could be used

in their schools.

In particular, views were sought regarding the way in which

teachers might be used in schools and how their role might

change as computer technology becames more sophisticated

and more widely used in schools.

Eclttcational A dm inistrators

Interviews were held with three (3) educational administrators

from the South Australia Department of Education. They

were selected because their positions were considered crucial

to the use and implementation of courses involving computer

technology in the Department. The positions of Director of

Curriculum, Director of Information Technology and

Technology Advisor were selected to explore the beliefs held

by such pivotal roles Therr views on the future and the

impact of computers on education were thought to be

significant as they were able to both influence the

development of computers in schooling, approve expenditure

and establish and monitor policy
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(d)

(e)

The Director of Curriculum was also responsible for the

content and structure of the curriculum ultimately presented

in the schools,

Ent ¡tlo¡,e rs

Employers were included in the research due to the

importance placed on employment, particularly, during the

latter stages of schooling, as the goals and aspirations of

students becomes focussed on career needs. Employers are

regarded as an important source of the skills and knowledge

required by students to enable them to move successfully into

the workplace

The Employers were selected to provide a range of views

from the diverse employment setting. Employers were

selected from the manufacturing, retailing and service sector.

It was anticrpated that their theorising would be influenced

by the changing demands in employment.

Com pttter Srtppliers

To examine the theorising of the Computer Suppliers, three

(3) were selected from the companies operating in Australia.

Suppliers representtng a large multi-national computer
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company selling mainframe computers, a large intemational

company selling personal computers and a local South

Australian producer of software focussing on the needs of

luranufacturing and design, were chosen for interview

In particular, it was anticipated that the consultants' views

would reflect a range of options about the future

developments of the technology and the impact this would

have on society and education,

4 IO METHOD OF ANALYSIS

4.10 I Questionnnire Analysis

The results of the survey were summed for each question according

to the category of answer chosen (ie strongly agree to strong

disagree). The summed results are shown in table form using the

raw scores. The raw score was then converted to a percentage to

determine the preference across the population. A simple addition

of percentages was then used to determine the strength of the belief

for or against the particular question.

Each of the respondent types was then studied (ie student, teacher,

parent) to decide whether a shared belief existed within each sub-

group or whether a commonly held belief could be established for

the total population under study
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If each of the subgroups shared the same belief then it was

determined that evidence for a commonly shared belief existed.

4.10 2 Interview Analysis

The content of each tape recorded interview was analysed for

illustrations of the theories held by the respondents according to the

following categories:

. theories about computers and education;

. statements of legitimation of specific theories; and

. statements which showed evidence of the reification of

knowledge about computers.

The results of the content analysis of each of the respondents was

then compared to establish the level of shared meanings and beliefs

between the respondents. Where shared beliefs were identified they

were treated as the commonly held knowledge base of the particular

social sub-groups concerned.

This method of analysis was selected as the most appropriate given

that shared knowledge is imprecise and most difficult to measure by

any other means By directly comparing the descriptive statements

of each of the respondents the essential features of their beliefs can

be seen and the reader also has access to the source data to make an

independent judgement
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4.II MBTHOD OF PRESENTATION

Questionnairc

Results of the questionnaire were presented in both raw score and

percentage of total responses according to the strength of answer to

each question in the same order as that used in the survey. These

were then placed in a tabular form for each question in a sub-section.

The tables show the levels of agreement or disagreement for each

question, the number of responses to each category, the percentage

of each category and the total number of responses made, Results

of each question are presented for students, parents and teachers for

ease of comparison.

A secondary set of tables provides a listing of those statements

which are either commonly held beliefs by all groups (students,

parents and teachers) or a shared beliefby either parents, students or

teachers.

4.11,2 Interviews

The content of the interviews were examined and the results

presented in two fornrs

First, the knowledge of each of the respondents was discussed and

4.1 1.1

essential elements presented in the discussion
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Second, the content of interviews was compared and listed in a table

showing where significant correlation existed between all

respondents Significant deviations between the groups interviewed

were also identilied.



Reality Dertners in Society Generally .'

Theorísíng in Documents
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During the 1987 federal election an article in The Australiøt

expressed the view that "parties fail to focus on fresh policy

proposals", the article went on to say that,

the science and technology sectors are still
awaiting the announcement by any party of fresh
policy proposals that address key issues affecting
Australia's industrial future (The Auslralian, 30

June, I 987 29).

This comment adds weight to the view expressed by Jones that the

Parliament showed a reluctance to deal with the social impact of

technology

Parliament appeared to have taken an attitude to technology and

computing which reflected one of the following positions

(a) That the irnplications of computing technology was not a

political corlcern

That they lacked the knowledge and expertise necessary to

debate the topic.

That the implications were inevitable and whatever they did

would have little effect

That the inrplications were too imprecise and they would deal

with thenr when they occurred.

(b)

(c)

(d)

All the above possibilities suggest that the politicians have a reified

knowledge of technology
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The Hawke Labor Government upon coming to office in 1982

created a portfolio of Science and Technology headed by Barry

Jones, MP, who sought to create a framework from which a debate

could be fostered

5.1.2 The Ì\{inister fo¡'Science and Technology

The then Mrnister for Science and Technology, Barry Jones, had a

unique opportunity to influence the direction of computer technology

rn education uporl his appointment to the portfolio. Jones was able

to irnplerrrent many of the ideas found in his book Sleepers Wake

( I e82)

Theorising by Jones regarding the role of technology and education

provided a strenuous argument for a broadly based education of two

nrain elements,

First, he enrphasised an inner development which concentrated on the

well established educational goals of personal growth, creativity,

independent thought, evaluation and aesthetics. These he argued had

served the middle classes well and had caused no barrier to gaining

employment.
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Second, (and less irnportantly) he ernphasised education for outer

life In this sphere he placed economic relations, employment,

consumption patterns, tool using, income generation and group

responses. He pointed out that although middle class education put

a heavy ernphasis on inner development, working-class education

placed the emphasis upon qualifications for income earning.

He concluded that,

our prirnary emphasis in education ought still to
be on the general rather than the specific and

vocational (Jones 1982 : 186).

Furthermore, he pointed to the limitations of an education designed

to n'ìeet technologrcal objectives

A person born, for example, in 1965 may well
live to the year 2050: it is pointless to provide
him with a basic education which is designed for
the economic world of 1980, when that world
will change out of recognition by the end of the
decade (Jones 1982 : 168).

In light of the above view he argued for an education with an

emphasis on personal development

If a lifetime's professionalism can be acquired,
replicated and disseminated in a few seconds by
computerised technology, then what value can be

put on lrunran experience in the work place? In
a period of increasing emphasis on high
technology, it is essential that oui education
promotes hurrrane and pluralist values and
strengthens individuals vis-a-vis their
environnrent (Jones 1982 . 172).
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Finally, he concluded that it was necessary to avoid the polar

extrerres in personal and social development in

- the world of privatised experience and the
techrrologically detennined society (Jones 1,982'.
t72)

He further posited that many young people were unable to make

sense of their education

Many find that the education process rs

meaningless - they are trained for life in an

industry which may have changed, or even
disappeared, by the time they have spent a few
years at work. Others are involved in boring,
repetitive and meaningless work. A significant
proportion can find no work at all (Jones 1982
: ì 82).

Jones posed two questions about the use of technology

(a) Must socieff be shaped by the available
technology, or m ay society shape
technology?

(b) Is technology a monolith, or are there
varieties of technologies and are we free
to choose between them?
(Jones 1982 :2ll).

In answer to his first question, he argued that society may shape

technology if it engages in a political process to determine its

priorities. However, he warned that lobby groups and vested

interests continuously sell the notion that there was no choice and

furthennore, he sr.rggested that technological determinism crosses all
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political boundaries. His second question was answered more

directly

The false prenr ise on which technological
determrnation is based asserts that technology is

a single entity, monolithic and incapable of being
differenti ated.

This is the 'cargo cult' view of technology: we
wake up one morning to find a computer in the
garden, it has arrived impersonally and we must
take it or leave it as we find it. (Jones 1982 :

216)

To the second part of his question regardrng the freedom to choose,

he claimed:-

We must assert the right to choose appropriate
types of technology at our own pace, and to
express a preference for those which enhance and

extend human capacity, dignity, diversity and

understanding. (Jones 1982 :238).

How many teachers, parents and students felt that they had a

measure of control and choice regarding computing technologies

entering the schools and how might they be employed in teaching

and other future human interactions will be pursued in this study.

Barry Jones argued that there was no absolute imperative about using

advanced technologies for creating economic wealth, an argument

that was clearly at odds with those of many of his political

colleagues who claimed that Australia must be involved in the latest

technologies to survive.
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However, Jones resisted the opportunity to provide a vision of how,

for exarnple, education and technology might develop. He explained

quite clearly that education must concentrate on personal

developrnent and avoid vocational emphasis. Furthermore, he

claimed that education must be recurrent and life long but he did not

delve into any suggestions about how these things might happen

usin g'appropri ate"sensitive' technology.

Probably the clearest action suggested was for the formation of an

Australian Inforrnation Utility as a Statutory Corporation which

would have terrninals for public use in schools, libraries and

eventually homes Hence, he saw technology used as a channel for

information into schools.

In summary, the explicit theorising by the then Minister for Science

and Technology included the following:-

(a) The use of conrputers and information technology
would proliferate in the near future.

(b) The value of work in society would diminish as

colr.ìputers replaced many of the current work
fun ctions.

(c) As the above occurs, education would have a
diniinishing role in providing vocational training.

(d) People would therefore need to see education as

a path to personal growth and development.
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(e) For this to occur, information and the control of
infornration needs to be in the public domain, not
in the hands of private corporatlons.

His most penetrating observation was that.-

Technology, while neutral or 'value-free' in itself,
in the hands of its owners or controllers becomes
a political instrument for reshaping society, and

this power is exercised to a degree that even

totalitarian governments would hesitate to attempt
(Jones 1982 .252).

Who then was reshaping education and what knowledge was being

constructed to legitimate such change? Jones clearly theorised about

the political use of technology to shape society. According to his

theorising the resliaping of society was being done by the owners of

the technology As the ownership and control of computer based

technology was in the hands of large corporations and multi-

nationals rather than in the public domain, as he would wish, then

those corporations by implication were shaping society.

5.1,3 Aush:¡lirul Political Party Policies

(l) Labor Pafl¡t Ps¡¡¿y Statement

The nrost recent policy statement was released on 23 June,

1987 Little was said within this statement about technology

However, the focus for education was made clear in the

followins statement:-
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(2)

Curriculum reform to make higher
secondary education more relevant to the
world of work will be a high priority for
Labor over the next term (Labor Party
Policy Statement, 23 June, 1987 : 12)

The policy reflected a theorising about the purpose of

education and the desire to bring education more closely in

line with the needs of work.

This clearly implied a curriculum which included an

emphasis on the needs of industry and commerce such as

computing technology.

Liheral Party p¡¡¡¡¿y Statement l9B7

The Liberal Party Policy on education began with a preface

pointing out Australia's potential for,

developing into a leading technologically
advanced society (Liberal Party Policy
Statement, 25 June, 1987 : l9).

The responsibility for developing Australia's human resources

was schools, higher education and TAFE. However, to

develop this potential, schools would need to work in

partnership with industry and goveinments, the document

cl ai nr ed
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Although there was no explicit statement with respect to

technology the policy made clear the intention of schools to

prepare for such an eventuality

Primary and secondary education must
accept the greatest responsibility to
encourage the desire for learning, to
encourage excellence and to ensure that
our young people are fully prepared for
the challenges of a rapidly changing
society (Liberal Party Policy Statement:
r e87)

By declaring Australia's future as a technological society and

identifying the schools' responsibility to prepare students for

this changrng society, the Liberal Party displayed its

theorising about schools and technology.

5.1.4 Conrmonwenlth Government Agencies

(f ) Comntonwealth Schools Conttnission

Through the Schools Commission the Commonwealth

Governrnent administers a variety of educational initiatives

by providing special purpose grants to the State Governments

for specific projects

The Comnronwealth Government's involvelnent stems from

the first National Advisory Committee on computers in

schools and in particular their endorsement of
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Reconrrnendation 39 of the Advisory Committee's report,

Teoching, Leaming and Computers (1983). This led to the

setting up of a working party on Educational User

Requirements. In the document the authors provided (as

requested in the terms of reference) the educational

assumptions for computer use.

Two assumptions were made which supported

recommendations for educational requirements

(a) Informatron in our society is becoming
increasrngly accessible through computer-
controlled technology. Thus there is a

responsibilrty for schools to provide
experiences that enable children to acquire
the knowledge and skills to operate
cornfortably with this technology.

(b) The second aspect is concerned with
teachers using computer technology
within the existing curriculum to provide
children with activities involving
collrputers while at the same time
providing efficient and valid experiences
in the subject area. (Commonwealth
Schools Commission, Auslralian School
Compttler Syslents, Edtrcalional User
Il.eclrtirentents, 1986 : 5).

Both the above assumptions rested on levels of theorising

about tlie state of society, the development of schools and the

educational practice of teachers. First, there was the notion

that infornratiorr would increasingly be incorporated in

colllplrter systems This did not exclude other modes of

information access, such as books and libraries but it
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presented a picture of students having to interact with a

computer when they sought information.

Furthermore, the statement of the Schools Commission

presented a vision of society in which all participants would

need to interact with computers to gain access to information

Such items as Government services, personal financial

transactions, Iibraries, education (continuing) and news were

cited

Second, schools were identified as appropriate and

responsible for preparing students for such a society. No

alternative structures or organisational roles were suggested

for this task.

Third, rt was assumed that schools (or their departments)

would provide a range of equipnrent funded in some way to

enable children to engage in computer use

Fourth, the Schools Commission Statement implied that such

learning would prepare people for,

the life long process of shaping new
inforrrration technologies to the
requirements of their continually changing
environment. (The School Commission,
A ttstrclian School Computer Systems,
Dclucalional User Reqttirent ents,l986 : 5)
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This theoretical proposition placed on computing technology

an ability, like that of books, to continually provide a basis

for the on-going interaction with changing environments and

giving it a casual quality. That is, society will continually

change because computing technology will continue to

provide the irnpetus for that change.

It is of considerable interest that the assumptions contained

in the document gave no hint that computers would improve

the output of education in any major way.

However, the Schools Commission did suggest that computer

systems might improve teacher evaluation and diagnosis of

learning

Because of the information feedback it
may also be possible that the monitoring
system would 'learn' from the performance
of students and in turn modify its decision
rules. Such a system would have the
potential to act as an expert system

capable of assisting teachers in diagnosing
and prescribing learning experiences for
grouping learners, based on performance
or sociometric profiles for classroom
tutoring and other social activities.
(The Commonwealth Schools
C o r n r ¡r i ss i r-r n, A t t s I rul i ctn S c h o o I C o nt p t t I e r
.l),s/crrs, Edttcali onal User Recluirern enls,
1986 : l8)
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Having identified such possibilities the authors pointed out

that the developments of Intelligent Computer Assisted

Instruction and expert systems were at that time, at a limited

stage of development.

In surnrrary, the document theonsed about society and

schooling and recognised an increasingly technological

society. The document also legitimated and maintained the

traditional structures and organisation of schools,

Moreover, the authors accepted that schools would

incorporate computing technology where teachers carried out

traditional functions but could be assisted with the aid of

computer tutorials and student monitoring.

(2) Contntission for the Fttlttre

The Commission for the Future, was established by the

Courrnonwealth Government in June 1985 to,

act as a focus for raising community
understanding, had a fundamental purpose
of demonstrating that no-one should be

the impotent victim of the march of
science and technology, that we actually
have choices, and that we can exercise
these choices. (In Ftrture, Issue No. 2,

Septernber/October I 986)
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One of its priorities was education. Speaking on the

direction of education it claimed:-

there are conflicting views about the
direction our educators should take and

the Commission has initiated several
projects to allow the implications of all
the choices to be intelligently considered
and debated. (Papert, The Progrant of the

Cotnntission for lhe Fulure, February
r e86)

The Commission set out to produce papers on curriculum for

students, teachers and parents on such topics as the future of

corîputers in schools and their role in a technological future.

Discussing the impact of the information revolution on

Australia, the paper stated that the "single most powerful

force for future change will undeniably be the computer".

(T'he Prcgam of the Cr¡mmission for lhe Fulure, February

1986 : 3) However, in the opening address for the

Bicentennial Futures Education Project, Senator Susan Ryan,

then Fecleral Minister for Education took the following

stance:-

The answer to change is not gimmickry.
We do not need a computer at each desk.

We need a creative, alert, trained child at

each desk (In Ftrlure, Issue No. 3,

November/December 1986 : ll).
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As recently as Decenrber 1987 In Fulure examined the impact

of the information society

Gerry Tickell pointed out that
educationists were often charged with
being unresponsrve to industry demands,
yet in a world where education was so

often expected to take on a range of new
responsibilities, educators sometimes
found it difficult to find out what was

expected of them ...

(ln Rtlttre,Issue No. 7 December 1987 :

e)

Given that the Comrnrssion had no role in policy formation

but the initiation of debate (or theory formation), then it had

been useful in that role. However, no consensus emerged

5.1.5 State Government Policies

(r ) Soulh Attslralian Minister of Education

Between 1985 and 1987 the South Australian Government

combined the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of

Technology into a single portfolio. This move in itself was

significant It indicated a level of 'theorising'which

recognised a nexus between education and technology

signrfying a new aftitucle to technology. Previor¡s

governments had accepted that education legitimately led to

science development but to link educatìon explicitly to

technology showed that the purposes of education and its
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outconle were both recognisable ln technological terms.

Fufihermore, the explicit narning of the ministry legitimated

many of the policies of education such that they led to

technological ends

Many of the comments made by the then Minister (Arnold,

1985) legitimated this stand, In a press release on lhe 27

September 1985, he reasserted the government's commitment

to education about technology. He announced that grants

were to be made available for the retraining of teachers

dealing with technology and that a loan scheme would be set

up for schools to buy computers. However, he went on to

discr-rss one of the purposes of education in the following

way:-

We are witnessing the start of a major
period of change to our education system.
Increasingly we will depend on the
education system to ensure people are

prepared for and able to adapt to
technological change (Arnold, 27

September, 1985)

On arr earlier occasion the then Minister explained:-

., there is a pressing need for the
conrmunity to gain insights into the
technology and how it can benefit them
(Arnold, 2 August, 1985)
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Furthermore,

The ability to cope with and understand
conlputers is essential for the present
generation of school children (Arnold, 28

August, 1985).

In each case the then Minister's comments legitimated the

need for education to prepare people for technology. In the

first instance the education system had the task of preparing

people for technology and technological change, Second,

computers could benefit the community and, finally, an

understanding of computers would be essential to the present

generation. When introducing three new subjects, Small

Business Management, Word processing and Computing

Studies the then Minister described them as "vital learning in

our schools as we approach the 1990's" (Arnold, Press

Release, 2l October, 1985).

The 'theorising' underpinning the then Minister's views was

essentially economic in nature. While addressing

departrnental initiatives in the development of such subjects

he nrade the claim that,

They are very much in line with the State

Governnrent's thrust of Economic and
Technological Developrnent. South
Australia's long term success will depend
heavily on the promotion of these areas

through Education (Arnold, 2l October,
ì e85)
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Focusing on the 'world of schooling' and addressing educators

Arnold said:-

Our task as educators is to supply the
means - the skills, knowledge,
entrepreneurial spirit and resource-fullness
- to ensure our students can take full
advantage of arising opportunities
(Arnold, 2l October, 1985).

However when addressing the opening of the Comtec

Infornration Technology fair and speaking to businessmen he

focused on the 'world of work'

There is a need for the other levels of the
education system to adopt a much broader
approach to understanding computers
from the present importing of keyboard
and basic programrning skills.

'Theorising' about what this meant, the Minister went on to

This demands a much greater ability to
conceptualise and think abstractly than

has previously been necessary. The
educational system must therefore seek to
develop these skills, and consequently a

broadly based education, which develops
a wide general knowledge, communication
skills and a flexible approach to problem
solving will be even more important in
tlre future than it is now (Arnold, Opening
A ddress Com lec Infontt alion Technology
Fair, 19 August, 1985).

say
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While addressing the same audience he pointed to the use of

such technology rn education

It's ironic that the education system is the
biggest and most complex information
processing system in any country. Yet, to
date, information technology has really
only marginally influenced its procedures.
If this situation continues, students and
the general public will begin to see

schools and colleges as anachronisms
(Arnold, 19 August, 1985).

In the above statenlent, the Minister's 'theorising' legitimates

the use of technology in education. There was also a

recognisable return to the broad, whole person approach of

earlier upper class education with an intellectual emphasis.

It was also apparent that the Minister legitimated a broadly

based educational approach rather than focusing upon narrow

vocationalisnr favoured by some business leaders but the

Minister appeared critical of the rate of penetration of

technology into education

In his'theorising'the Minister legitimated the present

structures and organisational procedures for the provision of

education. For example, in a press release on the 28th

August, 1985 he ldentified the existing commitment to the
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Angle Park Conrputing Centre, software development,

staffing and in- service training for teachers as the focus for

computlng.

In surlmary, the Minister emphasised that

(a) The role of schools for preparing society
for technological change.

(b) The recognition that teachers required
trarnrng to meet this need.

(c) Children must be able to cope with and

understand computers.

(d) Their education required a high level of
communication, a broad general
knowledge and flexible problem solving
skills including conceptualisation and

abstraction.

(e) Students needed to be able to take full
advantage of the opportunities created by
the technology.

(Ð The way to achieve this end was through
existing structures and organisations of
the departrnent.

5.1.6 Stâte Pol¡tical Party Policies

Sottlh Attslrulian Labor Pafty, Edttcalion Policy Slatemenl

The Labor Party Policy Statement included a prominent

section on education and technology which indicated that:-

it is iurportant that we have a vlsion for
education that looks to the year 2000 and
beyond (Labor Party Policy Statement,
r 986)

(r )
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The directions f-or achieving the above, they claimed,

included:-

strong ernphasis has been given to the
3R's, so necessary for technological
literacy, and

steps have been taken to improve the
curriculum and make it more relevant and

appropriate for the future with new
subjects like technical, computer and
snrall business studies being approved for
Year 12.

Improvements for curriculum included:-

providing programmes to enable our
students to have access to computers and
other new technologies to equip them for
a technological society and make them
technologically literate (Labor Party
Policy Statement, 1986 : 2).

Further, they claimed they would provide a 'School of the

Future' where secondary students visit and "come to grips

with modern technology"

One of the nrethods to enable such visions to happen was the

provision of a $l million school loan scheme with priority to

less wealthy sclrools for the purchase of computer hardware.
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On a social scale the policy mentioned both Aboriginals and

girls The way to assist Aboriginals was by support for the

Aboriginal Information Technology Centre and girls by

affirmative action to "guarantee participation in all

educational developments in technology and science" (Labor

Party Policy Statement, 1986 : 5)

Likewise, for the disadvantage of distance, the policy

proposed to provide schools with videotex facilities.

With respect to junior primary, primary and secondary

schools the policy identified two approaches to technology

and the filture

First, it was necessary to

make improved provisions of money,
physi cal resources and teacher
development for secondary schools to
respond to technological change.

and second to,

initiate studres to define realistically the
expected role of both primary and
secondary schools to the year 2000.
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Conceptually, the document theorised that resources and

teachers would require development to cope with the

demands of a technological school and a technological

society. However, it made no attempt to define such a

school or society and only moved to initiate studies for this

purpose. Its theorising identified computers as a catalyst and

conceded that the future would be so technologically different

tliat students would need to be technologically literate.

The document revealed little evidence of the debate and

controversy found in the literature and media beyond

acknowledging that girls and Aboriginals required affirmative

actron Nor did the Policy suggest any major changes to

organisational structures which would challenge the status

quo.

However, the Labor Party may have left room for alternative

points of view through the studies of the role of schools to

the year 2000 As a political party they provided no

evidence of speculative theorising about how computing

might change the conceptual reality or psychological reality

of individuals in society.
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(2) Libcrul l)arry [,f,1¡¿ation Policy Statentent ]986

The Liberal Party policy also showed an awareness of

technology and computers in particular, The policy statement

claimed that emphasis would be placed on the teaching of

literacy, numeracy and technological skills, elevating

technological skills to the same level as literacy and

n um eracy

Conrputer education was so important to the Liberal Party

that it was given independent attention

A detarled examination of the statement showed a positive

theorising towards computers in education. It acknowledged

that they would be part of education and encouraged the

possibility of further development and expanded resources.

It invited private industry to produce 'local software'.

It comrrritted itself to ensuring that all students were trained

in cornputer awareness and the use of the computer 'learning

aid' It was also interesting to note that it sought to gain

support from the Federal Government through the Schools

Commrssion, once again demonstrating that funding for

technological developrnent was seen as a Federal Government

responsibility
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Like the Labor Party the Liberal Party theorised that

colllputing was going to occupy a central place as a

technology in the future. However, it also made no attempt

to indicate what shape that future may take beyond

acknowledgment that a technological society was one in

which enonnous changes would take place.

The policy did not suggest that the technology might threaten

exlstlng rnstrtutrons ln any way

For example, it implied that the Angle Park Computing

Centre would have a major role in recommending equipment

and software needs. It did warn, however, that the education

system rnight fall behind the general community in the

teaching of computer education, "if it has not already done

so" (Liberal Party Policy Statement, 1986 : 35)

This statement suggested that theorising about the rate of

technological change on schools was placing them under

great pressure which could be solved by the purchase of more

technology, more teacher trarning and more resources. They

cited the British decision of purchasing computer systems as

an exanrple of ways of introducing technology into schools.
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The Liberal Party conceptualised the need for technology in

education as a crisis. This may indicate the presence of

theorising about the role of computers in society and in the

work force which held that it was imperative for economic

development and for schools to take a vital role in

introducing this technology.

5.L7 State Government Agencies

(l) Edttcation Deparlment of South Ausfralia

Schools Computing Policy

The South Australian Education Department's policy

statement released in 1987 was a comprehensive document

which signalled a change in emphasis from its previous

direction The new direction was towards computer literacy

rather than computer awareness. Such a stance arose from a

concept of literacy not limited to written or spoken forms.

It encompasses the ability to understand
and express things using all the forums
that society uses to represent what it
knows A part of that ability may be

called computer literacy (Schools

Corrputing Policy, 1987 4)

The tern'ì literacy had been redefined to include all

knowledge, skills and understanding that enabled people to

firnctron in a computer related society. This institutionally
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represented a 'theorising' to include the technology as a

legitimate focus of its concern. Such an action was necessary

so that the computer could be objectivated within its reality

Sonre sense of this action could be gauged from the fact that

computers have been used in schools for many years but no

explicit policy statement had been released to recognise its

rmportance

Computer literacy was given three levels of learning:-

(a) the skills needed to use computers as

learning and problem solving aids: to
manage information and to have power
over the medium.

(b) Knowledge of the function of computers
and related communication technologies,
the range of applications of those
technologies, their power and limitations
and the implications for society.

(c) The understanding needed to evaluate,
and hence to reject or learn to use new
applications and related new technologies
as they became available (Schools
Cornputrng Policy, Education Department
of SA, 1987 : 4).

Each level incorporated 'theorising' about education

technology and society. First, it assumed that students wculd

nccd to usc computcrs for lcarning and problem solving, if

not at present, then in the future.
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Second, it assumed that students would need a knowledge of

compLrter technology including the implications for society

Presumably this indicated a need to examine the effects on

work, leisure and every day living

Moreover, this statement suggested that computers were seen

as a special technology and as such were given a higher

pronrinence than many other technologies such as transistors,

polynrers and bio-technology which have had a signifrcant

impact on society. The reason for this view was expressed

in the background notes.

It is more important that students develop
the ability to determine when the use of a
cou.ìputer is appropriate to assist in
finding the solution of a problenr, and the
ability to use a knowledge of problem
solving techniques and computer based

tools to achieve a solution (Schools

Cornputing Pol i cy, Education Department
of SA, 1987 : 6)

Hence, computers were viewed as a natural and compatible

extension to learning and problern solving.

Finally, acknowledgment was made that some computer

applications rnight not be desirablc and should be rejcctcd.

Thrs suggested a theorising which gave warning to some

protagonist tlrat cornputers were dangerous and might be used

agarnst soclety.
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The actr¡al policy statement defined that:-

teaching and learning with, through and

about cornputers be further developed, in
junior primary, primary and secondary
school s;

All students will be provided with the
means to take advantage of computer
technology for learning; and should
acquire the skills, knowledge and attitudes
needed to use, understand and control
computers (Schools Computing Policy,
Education Department of SA, 1987 : 8).

Furthermore, this policy changed the priorities for the

application of computers from computing studies for

secondary students towards a wider approach by all students

. that support improvement in and
greater student access to, the school
curriculum (Schools Cornputing Policy,
Education Department of SA, 1987 : 8).

The rationale for the policy was based upon the concept of

the computer as a tool for the manipulation of information

in nluch the same way as the calculator was used in learning.

Within the explanations of the document recognition was

rnade of the potential for computers to improve and in some

cases "transfornl teaching and learning in the school

curricr¡lurn" (Schools Computing Policy, Education

Departnrent of SA, 1987 : ll).
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While the document clearly articulated the important

relationship between students and teachers the statement

above suggested a pro-active level of theorising towards

teaching which gave room for significant changes to the

process and suggested a greater role for computer based

learn irrg

In summary, the policy document reflected positive theorising

about computers and acknowledged a wider application at all

levels of schooling. In particular the computer was given a

role of 'tool' for enhanced learning but within the document

some cautions were noted with respect to inappropriate use

in society. Furthermore, the document incorporated, within

schooling, the use of computers to enhance learning, prepare

people for the future, and promote equity of opportunity.

Responsibilities

The Department of Education sets out four levels of

responsibility for the implementation of its policy:-

(1) The Central Directorates

(2) The Area Directorates

(3) Angle Park Computing Centre

(4) The Schools
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7'he Centrul Directorales

Broadly speaking, the Central Directorate had responsibility

for curriculum development, financial support and the

provision of training for Area personnel. The vehicle for

delivenng these training services was the Angle Park

Computing Centre. Its brief was broad and comprehensive

and included the following elements:-

professional development programs for Area advisers and key
school staff;

professional development activities for school staff jn new or
specialised applrcations of computrng;

software and courseware development;

consultant advice on issues not serviced by Area advisers;

technical support for Area advisers;

advice on new hardware, software and approaches to school
computer use;

research into schools' computer use;

liaison with schools computing centres outside SA, tertiary
computer groups and the computer industry;

support of pilot projects, in co-operation with Areas;

the gathering, collation, analysis and dissemination of
infornratiorr related to schools computing, including software
revlews;

school access to electronic mail facilities;

suppor-t for curriculum committees and Area teacher
networks, on request (Schools Computing Policy, 1987).
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A rea Direclorales

In addition to the services of the Angle Park Computing

Centre the Area Directorates were charged with responsibility

for:-

provision of advisory staff with skills in school computing,

support for teacher networks;

support for focus schools in computing, and the dissemination
of models of effective school use of computing developed in
these and other schools;

provision of professional development activities conducted in
Area offices, and schools;

support for school based research into computer use;

school hardware purchase approval;

inforrnation to school communities on schools' computing
actlvrtres;

provision of feedback on policy implementation and
collaboration in policy review (Schools Computing Policy,
r eB7)

Angle I'ork Com¡tttling Cenlrc

The Angle Park Corrrputing Centre was given a prominent

role in preparing the State's education system for the

increasing use of computers. This was set out in the

Education Department's Computer Policy document 1987 and

in statenents by the then Minister of Education (1985).
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As part of this study, the Principal of the Centre was

interviewed about the emerging issues in education caused by

computers, A summary of the responses to these issues

follow including his theorising about them.

The Cornputing Centre had the primary responsibility for

developing teacher skills in the use of computers and in their

irnplementation into schools. Some evidence of the

theorising about the importance of the Centre in this initiative

can be found in the Principal's description of the Centre as

the 'machine at the front'. This description implied that the

inrpetus for such innovation was motivated by the

bureaucracy to manage and sustain the innovation.

A view was also expressed that much of the knowledge held

about computers and education originated in the Centre

which by its presence, as a function of departmental policy,

donrinated the direction of computer education within the

state Furthernrore, through the distribution of computer

progral'ì-ìs and the training in programs presentation, the

Centre's role was substantial. The Director also expressed the

view that changes to the department's policy which placed a

greater responsibility on the schools for their computing

programs would have a detrimental effect on the department's

long terrn computer program.
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Essentially, the Director's theorising about the educational

uses of computing can be summarised in the following

di scussi on

Cornputing was a 'defining technology' that is, a technology

which captured peoples' imagination in a way which defined

how and where the technology would be used in society

Education was one of rnany activities which were seen as an

appropriate use for the technology and hence computing

would be used in schools

This understanding rested to some degree upon an acceptance

of teclrnological deternrinisrn but it was emphasised that

choices about how the technology was used could still be

made However, in this case it was believed that the use of

corrputers in education was inevitable.

The Dilector explained that the Government's response to this

pressure was confusing although it was obvious that their

focus was upon the economic ramifications of computing

technology Nevertheless, the Government seemed to have

recognised the connection between education and technology

and suppolted greater attention being given to the use ot

conlprÌters in schools.
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Furthernrore, the Director pointed out that parents also

responded to this view and as a result the Department of

Education was placed under great pressure to provide

conrputer courses in schools. As a result of this drive

teaclrers needed to learn about computers and their use in

education but it was the teachers who posed the greatest

resistance to the technology, far greater than that of parents

or students.

The Director also believed that teachers needed staff

development to enable them to see the benefits of computers

as a'tool'for use in all areas of education (history, drama,

technical studies, maths and science)

Because of the magnitude of this task the Director expressed

the view that it was important that computer technology be

used to develop delivery systems capable of addressing the

changing developments of computer technology facing

teachers.

The Director expressed concern that part of the confusion

caused by the Governlnent's attitudes and policies,

partrcularly with regard to the provrsion of loans for the

purchase of computers, was the expanding gaps between the
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resources of schools and the extent of computer use at all

levels of the curriculum. This could also create considerable

diversity in programs and directions between schools, It was

perceived that this problem would be exacerbated as schools

decided what should be taught, either;

(a) Courses aimed at providing students with a social

awareness of the issues associated with the use of

computers rn soclety, or,

(b) Courses of computer applications.

Another matter of great concern to the Director was that

teachers should address the misconceptions widely held in

society that the use of computers would prepare students for

.¡obs. For the Angle Park Centre the use of computers in

schools was not seen as a vocational issue but rather as an

educational issue.

Once the schools became autonomous in curriculum terms to

sonre degree the Director felt tliat the Departnrent lost touch

with what happened in schools. This direction was

considered by the Director as a policy of ignorance by the

Departnrent of Education.
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The Director of the Centre believed that the longer term

irlplications of computer development in the fields of

artificial intelligence was not an immediate concern as it was

too renrote and little discussion was taking place about the

effects on education

As the technology of computing advanced, teachers would

have to face the reality that they could be replaced in some

circunrstances, although the Department had a policy which

did not support the replacement of teachers by computer

technology. Such theorising was already being expressed in

the USA and Europe.

Schools

The Department of Education deemed that schools had some

general responsibilities which included the progressive

integration of studies "witlr, through and about computers"

into their prograrrìs.

Also, this was to be done within their general curriculum

policy ratlrer than as separate policy concenred with

conlputers
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Guidelines to schools (Schools Computing Policy, 1987)

enrphasised that

the creation of opportunities for teachers to become
acquainted wrth, and confident in, the use of computers in
their prograrns.

Recognition of the fact that students' experience of, and

access to, computers outside the school varies greatly, and

there would be opportunities for students to learn from their
peers as well as from their adult teachers. Particular notice
was to be taken of student access to computers at home, the
nature of that use and the opportunities that might be

provided to foster parent/school co-operation.

Other factors that might affect students' opportunities in
relation to computers, included gender, language, cultural
background socio-econonric circumstance, remoteness and

disability of various kinds; providing equal opportunities in
relation to computers, as in other aspects of learning, did not
mean providing identical experiences for all students. It
meant taking account of those differences and creating school
programs that responded to them sensitively and effectively.

The use of computers as learning resources needed to be

included in the school's affirmative action program for groups

of students who had been educationally disadvantaged by
past practices. The use of computers must develop in ways
which acknowledged these disadvantages and were directed
towards redressing them.

Teaching and learning with, through, and about computers

should be relevant to computer applications in the wider
society While the emphasis with young children would be

on teach¡ng and learning with computers, that emphasis

would clrange, as students lnove through school, to include
applications with relevance beyond the school.

The creation of opportunities for parents to become informed
about, and to contribute to, the school's program of computer
use
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In summary, the Departmental policies and actions showed

no reluctance to respond to the demands for schools to

include computing in their curricula. Although an argument

could be made about the resources applied to the task, the

efforts of the Computing Centre and the directions given to

all operational arms of the Department did not suggest any

conscious obstruction to the inclusion of this technology into

schools or to the educational process.

It is also worth noting that views held by the manager of the

Computer Centre showed that an ambitious acceptance of the

technology was being pursued and that within the'knowledge'

held were theories about the development possibilities

including the use of computers in the learning process and

the changing role of teachers.

Within the policy statement for schools was the direction that

schools would use computers across all subjects. However,

this was tenrpered with the precautionary note that equity and

external experiences were important features of learnrng.

Furthernrol'e, schools were also encouraged to work closely

with parents and social groups to enhance the use of the

technology
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This policy recognised and legitimated both the use of the

technology and emphasised that schools must actively involve

parents when implementing the policy in schools.

5.1.8 Employer Opinions

In a submission to the Committee of Inquiry into Technological

Change in Australia (CITCA), 1980, the Confederation of Australian

Industry outlined its views with respect to what was required of the

education system. The following points were made.

First, nrost graduates of the education system were oriented towards

higher education. Second, of those students who did not continue to

higher education they were ill-prepared to fulfill the jobs required by

industry

.. with increasing developments in technology
there is an ever-growing gap between the
education supplied at the secondary level and that
required to undertake the increasing range of
technical and skilled occupations available in
industry (Confederution of Australian Induslry
Sttbntission to lhe Cotn¡ttiltee of Inquiry inlo
Technological Change in Attstralia, 1980 : 23).

Third, the education required by industry generally required post-

secondary education with a vocational bias to take up the positions

industry had to offer
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By-and-large the theorising evident within this submission was

essentially focused on a workforce for industry which was capable

of taking advantage of the anticipated continuing growth tn

advan cin g technologi cal m anufacturi n g methods.

There was no evidence of theorising about how that education might

be developed nor that any alternative educational approaches should

be developed. In fact, they called upon governments to ensure

structures whicli would enable the education system to provide for

their needs

The clearly expressed values from which these views originated were

for economic growth which would create the wealth considered

necessary to support Australia's standards of living in the continuing

future

Union Policies

Teacher Unions

The South Australian Institute of Teachers released its Computer and

Education Polrcy in 1988. Although the policy acknowledged the

inrportance of conrputing it took a far more conservative stance than

that of the Educatiorr Departrrent's policy (1987) by focusing more

directly on the rights and responsibilities of students, teachers and

the governnrent
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The document included the following general principles which

illustrated this point:-

(a) Computers should be seen as an integral part of
the whole school curriculum.

(b) All students have the right to equal access to
knowledge and understanding of computers. The
special needs of disadvantaged groups should be

met to enable this to happen.

(c) Teachers have the right and the responsibility to
appropriate in-service courses.

(d) There is a need for on-going public debate,

evaluation and consequent change, and it is the
responsibility of Government and the Department
to provide adequate funds for these
(Cornputers & Education Policy, SAIT 1988 : 2)

In particular the Institute of Teachers policy emphasised

the need for computers to support the "present methods

and forms of organisation" in schools. Moreover it went

on to rdentify the present rnethods as computer assisted

instruction, evaluation, language development and

reinforcenrent

The document provided some evidence of positive

theorising about the use of computers to expand

curriculunr activities by simulating learning situations,

encouraging lateral thinking, encouraging student directed

exploration of topics, modelling complex situations;
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using indiviciualised learning, using self paced learning

programs and beconring involved in communications and

community involvement.

Special eniphasis was given to equity issues such as

distance education, special education and the education

of women and girls.

Consideration was also given to the need for research to

provide directions and future development of computer

use in schools This would suggest an element of

caution within the theorising by the teacher unions.

A call was made for government to make a commitment

to provide infomration for policy development and

decision niaking by schools, school systems and

govern ments;

to support and encourage widespread public
debate on the educational uses of computers
(Cornputers & Education Policy, SAIT 1988 :

il)

The purpose of suclr research would provide information on the

educational use of con]puters, an assessment of their impact and

effective teacl-ring practices Answers would be sought to the

following questions,
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(a) the nlost desirable development in hardware,
software and physical envrronment;

(b) the effects on learning processes of students;

(c) the irnplications for the teaching role, school and

classroom organisation and teacher employment.

The third point suggested a degree of uncertainty within the teaching

profession and theorising about the implications for teachers' future

employment. Concern for confidentiality was apparent in the SAIT

policy with regard to the use of computers for administration

purposes.

The docuurent called on the government and schools to develop

policies to protect students from the indiscriminate use of school

records by prospective employers and other users of such

information.

A major feature of the SAIT Conrputer and Education policy was its

conservative and protective stance towards the indiscriminatory use

of cornputrng without due consideration. A great deal of emphasis

was placed upon governments to implement policies to initiate

greater debate rvithin the community about the use of computers for

educatiorral pLìrposes, the role of teaching in schools and the

protection of student records
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At this stage governn'ìents had made no attempt to implement such

policies nor allocate funding to resource such action by the

Education Departtnent.

Attslralian Cottncil of Trade Unions

The Australian Council of Trade Unions publish policy statements

reflecting their interest in a wide range of social issues including

education

In July 1987 a report, Auslralia Reconslntcled, was published in

which the document was described as the most contemporary vision

by the union movement of Australia's position in the world economy

and the directions the ACTU considered essential for Australia's

future.

In the document, the ACTU made its position clear on the direction

which should be taken by education with respect to technology.

action is needed .... to ensure Australia's young
workers have a higher technological awareness

and are adept in current technology
(Australia Reconstructed, 1987 . 124)

The ACTU argued that governments could promote these goals but

that business would and should be more active in specrfying their

requirements to your.ìg people and to educational institutions.
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The goals for schooling were also made explicit. The Government

should find,

ways of ensuring that the education system
provides adequate, even ambitious preparation for
the world of work so as to exploit present and
future opportunities in the labour market
(Australia Reconstructed, 1987 : 125)

The means proposed to ensure that students were prepared for the

'world of work' was by a general 'technology' subject included into

the curriculum as a compulsory unit. Within the document an

ernphasis was made on science related subjects with a view to all

students, particularly girls, being encouraged to undertake studies in

¡rathematics, science, economics and technical studies.

This statement was a clear indication of the union movement's stand

regarding the directron required of education to equip students for a

technol ogi cal ly -based soci ety

However, there was no suggestion within the document which

challenged the basis of the institution of schooling nor did they

suggest any radical changes to the way in which education 'was

conducted or to the introduction of computer technology as a way of

achieving their ends
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Essentially the ACTU expressed the view that a change in

educational outcomes required the intervention of government and

industry to change the conservative stance of educational institutions

and make education rnore attuned to the 'world of work'.

This 1987 position showed a marked shift from the theorising

adopted by the ACTU 1985 Statement of Congress which said,

Congress supports the view that the education
system should provide skills appropriate to
ernployment However, Congress affirms the
importance of a humanitarian education and

rejects attenrpts by government and employer
groups to impose vocational curriculum on

schools particularly under the pretext of reducing
unemployment and strengthening economic
developnrent (ACTU Policy Statement, 1985

5s)

Having underlined the importance of a humanitarian education the

Congress nevertheless drew attention to economic circumstances and

the pace of technological change. In particular, the Congress called

for fundrng to assist the education system to address the needs of

technological change.

The new technologies place great demands on the
education system, which should be assured

sr-¡ffrcient resoLlrces to enable young people to be

adequately equipped to understand and cope with
its applrcation and its effect (ACTU Policy
Statenrent, 1985 : 203).
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The ACTU statement above irnplied that by governments providing

more resources, the educational issues of preparing students for a

"changing society and a technologically advanced future" (ACTU

Policy Statement, 1985 : 67) would largely be left to educators.

Summary of Theorising by Political Parties, Government

Govemme¡rt Agencies, Employers and Unions

Table I over the page, sets out a comparison of the theorising by the

main groups outside of the school situation.



TABLE I

SOURCE OF BELIEF

COMMONWEALTH
MINISTER FOR
SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY
Sleepcn Wake (1982)

COMMONWEALTH
MIMSTER FOR
EDUCATION
Commissíonfor ilrc
Futute (Feb 1986)

Education not preparing
youth for future adcquatcly.

Young unablc to makc scnsc

of thcir cducation.

Socicty nccds to dccidc its

tcchnology.

Tcchnology should cnhancc
human capacity.

Owncrs of tcchnology
controlling dccisions about
use.

Hurnans must be ablc to
choose technology.

CONCEPTUAL
MACIIINERY
'VALUE'

Choice s of technology
should enhance human

clignity and growth.

CONCEPTUAL
I\úTCIIINERY

'MAINTENANCE OF
TNSTITUTION'

Political processes must
provide means of choosing.

Schools must prcparc
socicty for tcchnological
changc through human and

pluralist valucs.

NOTFS
. REIFICATION
. CONCEPI. I\{ACIIINERY
. LEVEL OF TITEORLSING

Present structures of
education self maintaining.

Shows no cvidcncc of
rcifìcation.

Thcorics appc¿ìr at thc
cxplicit lcvcl.

SUMMARY OF TT{EORISING BY GOVERNMENT, GOVERNMENT AGENCIES, FOLITICAL PARTIES, EMPLOYERS & UNIONS

BASTS FOR BELTEF LEGMIMATING BELIEF

Tcchnology must be uscd

f<lr thc bcncfit of socicty.
Informati<¡n must be
available to the public and

not restricted.

Public control must be

established to enable choice
by society.

Emphasising a change rn

direction for information
control.

Need to devclop children for
future.

Development of children did
not rely on technology of
computing.

People are of a higher
importance than
technological needs.

Schools are for the
intellectual development of
children.

- Rudimentary
- Possible fear of

technology
- View towa¡ds maintain-

ing traditional forms
of education.
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TABLE I CONT.
SOURCE OF BELIEJ'

POLITICAL PARTIES
FEDERAL
AUSTRALIAN LABOR
PARTY
Polícy Statemcnt 1987

AUSTRALIAN
LIBERAL PARTY
Policy Statemettt 1987

COMMON\MEALTH
GOVT. AGENCIES
COMMON. SCHOOLS
COMMISSION
Teacling, Leatning md
Comytterc (1983)

BASIS FOR BELIEF

Education must be more
relcvant to the world of
work.

Australian socicty nrust bc

tcchnologically advancccl.

LEGITIMATING BELITX'

Curriculum reform of
education to make it more
relevant to world of work.

Young pcoplc must bc

cducatcd for technology.

CONCEPTUAL
MACIIINERY
'VALUE'

Economic benefits education

for work = wcalth.

Economic he ncfits ¿rnd

improvcmcnts of Austral ia's
compctitive position will
flow from technology.

CONCPTUAL
MACHINERY
'MAINTENANCE OF
INSTITUTION'

The more closely the
education system aligned to
work the greater cconomic
benefits will flow from it.

Strcngthcns institutions but
movcs it to support 'world

of work'

Sch<xrls havc rcsponsibility
to prepare young peoplc for
technological futurc.

NOTT'S

- REIFICATION
. CONCFT. MACIIINERY
. LEVu, OF TIIEORISING

Policy reinforces
institutional value
schooling.

the
of

Information will bc available
through computer
technology.

Need for students to use

technology/computers for
learning. Computer
technology to be involved in
existing curriculum.

Teachers to use technology
for leaming.

Society will use
sophisticated technology in
the future.

Scientific view of society

Responsibility for scbools to
provide experience.

Existing curriculum to be

retained.

Thcories appcarrudimcntary
and simplistic.

Somc cvidcncc of rcifìcation
of knowlcdgc.

Policy reinforces institution
of education.

Thcories appcar simplistic
and at rudimentary level.

Emphasis on present
institutional approach but
technology included.
. Theories appear to be

at explicit level.
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TABLE I CONT.
SOURCE OF BELIEF

COMMISSION FOR
Tm FUTURE (1985)
In Ftttutrc (1986)

STATE COVERNMENT
SA MINISTER OF
EDUCATION (r9rìs)
Ptcs.¡ tclca¡e.¡

BASIS FOR BELIE'

To develop choices about
technology and education.

LEGITIM,A,TING BELIEF

The most powerful force for
change will bc thc
computcr.

CONCEPTUAL
MACIIINERY
'VALUE'

Educators expected to take
on new rcsponsibilitics but
not given directions about
cxPcctatrons.

CONCæTUAL
MACHINERY
'M,ÀINTENANCE OF
INSTITUTION'

Political process must make
decisions about the
dircctions for education.

NOTF\
- REIFICâTION
. CONCU'T.MACIIINERY
- LEVH, OF TIIEORISING

Some signs of reification of
knowledge.

Rudimentary theorising.

Change rcc¡uircd to
cducati<ln systcm.

thc Prcparation for tcchnological
changc.

C<lmmunity ncccls to know
how tcchnology can bcnctìt
thcm.

Education is to dcvclop
society for thc futurc, also
rvholc pcrson's intcllcct.

Statcs long tcrm economrc
success depencls on
cducation doing this task.

Reasserting the role <¡f thc
institution of schooling.

Education systcrn must
usc

Tcchnology is trcatcd as a
mon<¡lith - all tcchnology
yct rcf-crcncc madc to
unclerstandi ng computcrs.

Thcre cxist signs that
computcrs in gcncral =
technology.

Thcories appear to be

explicit but simplistic;
waming given to schools.

Some evidence of reification
of knowledge.

dcvelop pcoplc
technology and

people for work.

to
dcvclop

If education systems do not
respond they will be scen as

anach¡onisms.
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TABLE T CONT.
SOURCE OF BELMF

STATE POLITICAL
PARTIES
SA LABOR PARTY
&hrcation Policy (1986)

SA LIBERAL PARTY
Policy Statem cnt ( I 986)

BASIS FOR BELIEF

Necessary for party to have
a vision to future.

Computers important part of
cducation.

LEGTTIMATING BU,IEF'

Emphasis on 3R's; change

to curriculum to make more
rclevant.

Equip studcnts for
tcchnological society.

Tcchnology and computcrs
to bc part of curriculum.

Tcchnology to bc used to
cnhancc cducati<ln.

Necd to tcach

- litcracy
- numeracy

CONCEPTUAL
I\{ACHINERY
'VALUE'

Education is to prepare
individuals and society for
future necds.

CONCETUAL
MACHINERY
'MAINTENANCE OF

INSTITUTION'

Educational institution to
prepare tcachers and
studcnts.

NOTT'S
. REIFICATION
. CONCPT.MACIIINERY
. LEVN, OF TIIEORISING

Evidence that technology in
general = computers.

Thcories appear to be at

rudimcntary lcvcl.

Some rcification of
knowlcdgc cvidcnt.

Gencral tendency to assumc

that computer = technologY

= economic dev. suggests

reification of computing
knowledge
. Emphasis on role of

existing structures.
. Theories appear to be

at rudimentary level.

Economic development
dcpends upon students well
prepared to deal with
technology of computers.

Education systcm must
make changes through the

schools and Computing
Centre.
Private Industry to
participate.
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TABLE 1 CONT.
SOURCE OF BELItr'

STATE GOVERNMENT
AGENCIES
EDUCATION DEPT OF
SA - Com¡ntting Policy
1987

BASIS FOR BELIU'

Understanding and
cxprcssion now includes
computers.

LEGITIMATING Bu,IF'

Students must have:-
- Skills to use computers
- Knowledge of

comPuters
- Ability to evaluatc

computcr usc

Computcrs could transform
tcaching and learning.

CONCPTUAL
MACIIINERY

'VALUE

Computer technology would
be an integral part of future
society.

Computcrs a¡e a tool for
learning.

CONCEPTUAL
MACHINERY
,MAINTENANCE OF
INSTTTUTION'

Education Dept says
leaming with and about
computers should take place
in junior primary and

secondary schools.

NÛTFS
- REIFICATION
. CONCSPT.MACITINERY
. LEVE, OF THEORISING

Theories appear rudi me ntary
although knowledge of the
computer as a tool for use in
society appears well
developcd.
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TABLE T CONT.
SOURCE OF BELIEF

EMPLOYERS
CONFEDERATION OF
AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRY
Sttbmis.síon to

ctTCA (t980)

TEACFIER UNION
COMPUTER
Education Policy 1988

BASIS FOR BELIEF

Need for labour force with a

voc¿tional bias.

Computcrs should be scen

as part of wholc curriculum.

Equity of access.

Teachcr training.
Public debate.

LEGITIMATING BELIM'

Gup growing bctween
education and nced of the

world of work in a

tcchnological world.

Computers should be uscd

for computer assisted
instruction, evaluation.
language dcvelopment ard
to cxpand curriculum
activities.

CONCE?TUAL
MACIIINERY
'VALUE'

More relevant education
would add to Australia's
wealth.

All studcnts should have
acccss to rclevant education

Teachers should have stable
career supported by
government.

CONCMTUAL
II{ACIIINERY
'MAINTENANCE OF

INSTITUTION'

Need to support prcscnt
methods and forms of
organisation in schools.

Call on governments to
provide policies of
protection for students and
teachers.

Some uncertainty expressed
about teaching role and

future employment of
teachers.

NOTFS
. REIFICATION
. CONCEPT.MACIIINERY
. LEVu, OF TIIEORISING

Theorics gcncrally dcscribed
at rudimentary level.

Schools must provide for Theories at rudimentary
the needs of work. level.

Calls on govcrnmcnt to
makc changcs.

No spccifìc call challcnging
thc mcans uscd by
cducators.

No spccifìc dcmand for
computcrs but call for
ability to handlc tcchnology.
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SOURCE OF BH-Itr'

ACTU
Policy Statement 1987

BASIS FOR BELITX'

Nced for higher
tcchnological awaiencss by
young.

LECITIMATING BU,Itr'

Students should have an

cducation rclevant to work
and bc technologically
adcpt.

CONCWTUAL
MACIIINERY
'VALUE'

Education should prepare
students for work life.

CONCUTUAL
MACIITNERY
'MAINTENANCE OF
INSTITUTION'

$upport for schooling via
technology in curriculum.

Calls on govemment and

industry to specify
rc<¡uiremcnts.

NOTF.S
. REIFTCATION
. CONCUT.MACHINERY
. LEVH, OF TIIEORISING

Theories at rudimentary
levels.
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5.1.1 I Discussion of the Theorising by Political PaÉies, Govemment

Agencies, Enrployers and Unions

Theorising by the political parties at the national level, reflected by

their respective policy statements, clearly differentiated the hierarchy

of responsibilities The theorising at this level showed no specific

recognition of technology as an issue for education.

However, in the broad context of national development, education

was given the task of preparing for the future human resource needs

of the country

Education in this context was discussed at the explicit theoretical and

symbolic level. That is, education's purpose was to prepare the

population such that it might contribute to the wealth of the nation.

From this perspective the symbolic universe was an economic

unlverse.

Both nrajor political parties shared a symmetry of views with respect

to the role of edLrcation in society even though their sedimented

knowledge and llieoretical propositions regarding the means by

which this might happen, varied widely.
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If technology was important within the theorising of the federal

politicians then it was subsumed under the economic goals of the

parties. For example, it may be that technology, far from being

unimportant, was viewed as the engine which would drive industry

and provide the Government's economic ends. In any event,

technology was not articulated as a critical ingredient in the

theorising of poliiicians. This suggested that the politicians had

reified the knowledge of computers such that they would produce

wealth wherever they were used.

At a state level the theorising became much more explicit. Here the

theorising about the role of technology was seen as important both

to education and the purposes of education. Once again, this was

not for altruistic reasons such as developing the whole person but for

what appeared as a self-evident goal, namely, to make people

technologically literate Neither of the major political parties

attempted to theorise about the future but both indicated explicit

theories to achieve their aim. The government (1987) saw the

curriculum and subject choices as the mechanism for achieving its

arm
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Within the State Government policies (1985) it was obvrous that

theorising about technology and theorising about computers was

synonymous. The way to prepare children for the future was to

provide the technology for them to use - technology was interpreted

as computers.

Thrs indicated a particular theorising which distinguished computers

from the many technologies in everyday life and elevated it to one

which would define the future.

At the same tinre the (1986) Labor Party Policy Statement

legitimated the role of cornputers in schools and shifted the emphasis

towards the use of technologies in schools and schooling towards

technological ends

The Education Department of South Australia at a more pragmatic

level produced the tenn 'computer literacy'to prepare the society for

a technological future whrch would presumably feature computers in

almost all aspects of life.

Such a legitimating stand enabled and made acceptable a degree of

computer experimentation not before possible.
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Furthermore, it institutionalised computer education and use within

its mode of operation

The educational union, the Institute of Teachers, gave

acknowledgment to the legitimation of computer studies by the

Education Departnrent. However, its theorising incorporated in a

more explicit way the needs of teachers for training, protection from

changes in organisational structures and changes to their role.

In summary, the theorising undertaken by the above groups accepted

and legitimated the need to seek a wealth creating direction for

society. However, for society to create wealth, it was argued, it

must be a technological society, therefore, its education must

produce a technologically literate society and a technological literate

society was a computer literate society.

Although these theories were simplistic the policies in which they

were contained provided no evidence of an argument for an

alternative future nor raised any substantive argument which

questioned whether the premises of the theories were sound. It

seems that the knowledge, once sedimented, provided no room for

alternatives.
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Theorising which legitirnated 'knowledge' about computing

technologies appeared to have been based on limited specifrc

'knowledge' about the benefits or social consequences of their use but

was based on the 'knowledge' about the supposed power of

computers to support other imperatives such as economic need.

Commonly held knowledge about computers appears to have already

become sedi¡nented and is being acted upon in a manner consistent

with Berger and Luckmann's theories of conceptual machinenes.

These conceptual machineries seem to have acted to align the

existing theories and knowledge about education to support the use

of computers in the education system

None of the theorising found within the policies explicitly explain

where computers should be used There appears to have been an

implicit faith in the knowledge about computers that by placing them

in the educational context they would prove to be of such benefit to

all concerned that the question about how they should be used was

not considered relevant
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This leads once r.nore to the question: What is the knowledge about

computing technology which leads political parties and governments

to use that knowledge to support new direction in education? The

propaganda value found within the knowledge of such technologies

appears to be considerable. The belief in computers which mobilises

parents to act for the best interests of their children needs to be

closely studied.

AUTHORS OF COMPUTER PUBLICATIONS

It was apparent from a review of the literature on computer technology that

the computer had captured the imagination of many writers leading them to

speculate about the ultimate technological development and social impact of

the computer on society.

It was also clear that they saw the computer as the prime mover for further

technological development and immense social change.

The following diagrarn, Figure 14, illustrates the diversity of perspectives

from which the writers about computers formed their opinions
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Theorising
about human
psychology

COMPUTER
TECHNOLOGY

Theorising
about

education &
schooling

FIGURE 14: PERSPECTIVES FROM WHICH WRTTERS ABOUT
COMPUTERS FORI\{ED THEIR OPINION

As illustrated above the theorising by the authors was both diverse and

extreme. However, collectively the theorising represented a spectrum of

ideas presenting both pessirrristic (George 1979) and optimistic (Evans 1979)

forecasts for society.

Theorising
about

Economics

Theorising
about

technological
developments

Theorising
about political
developments

Theorising
about social

structures and
organisations
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These beliefs could be the basis for a wide range of rudimentary theorising.

For example, the pessinristic views described a potential reality which

included a totalitarian world dominated by an intelligent machine species -

a world in which work was limited and leisure the only alternative - where

governments knew our every move and where human interaction was given

a lower priority than machine interactlons.

The more optimistic forecasts presented a 'world' where machines produce

all our material needs, where education, research, the arts and freedom of

choice were the principal characteristics of society and where war and strife

were only found in historical records.

Obviously, the potential reality of the collective theorising may be a mixture

of the descriptions above, but the theories once created may be selectively

used to form the basrs for the rudimentary theorising of reality definers to

promote their cause and reify the knowledge in such a way that

complications and social difficulties are removed.

The ability of authors 1o present such alternative realities suggests that

authors have a specific role in a modern society of shaping the knowledge

with which society interacts, producing rudimentary theorising about such

matters as the use of conrputers Nevertheless, the extremes of the opinions

of the authors writing in this field needs further exploration, particularly, for

example, the legitimising of psychological terms applied to machines and the
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general acceptance of machines' capabilities as a model for human 'thinking'

(c.f. Boden 1977). One of the extreme views is the notion by George

(1979) that machines will ultirnately have the intellect to subjugate humans

and dominate them. This notion is also reflected in the implication that the

world will be a place so hostile that human beings have to be replaced by

machines to carry forward their accumulated intelligence. This by

implication suggests that machine 'thinking' and human 'thinking' are

synonymous or perhaps indicating that machine 'thinking' will be superior

to human thinking.

A further issue is the general legitimation of the economic imperative for

continuing to adopt computer technology in order to create wealth (c.f,

South Australian Council on Technological Change, 1983). In many cases

the premise of such beliefs were not established. The dependency of society

on economic solutions rather than other alternatives which may reduce social

upheaval is scarcely examined.

The uncritical acceptance of such views generally suggests a reductionist

approach which seeks rapid solutions to political problems

However, the writers'theories rnay also be limited by the boundaries created

by theories generally held within society such as the tendency towards the

technological and the econonric solution to problems referred to by Barrett

( l e78)
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An examination of the predominant issues identified by the literature

indicates three broad categories into which they can be subdivided. These

categories also reflect Berger and Luckmann's dialectical model for the

construction of reality

For example, the effects of computer technology on:-

(l) The external environment. This includes such matters as changes to

work, schooling, weapons and services such as banks. (Coombs and

Green 1980, Evans 1979, Naisbitt 1984)

(2) The individual or internal psychology, This includes the responses

of individuals to technology such as fear, avoidance or attraction

(Shallis 1984, Turkle 1984, Frude 1988, Weigenbuam 7976 and

Boden 1977)

(3) Responses or reaction to the imminent effect of the technology. This

can best be described as the deliberate attempt to modify or react to

the perceived effects of the environmental changes of (t) above, as

discussed by Naisbitt Ì984, Cooley 1980, or individual changes (2)

above, as discussed by Papert 1980 and Frude 1983.
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Figure I5 sets out the relationship between these three areas

Environmental
Etfects

(machines etc)

lntemal
(psychological

etfec'ts)

Reactions to the internal and extemal forces
These include (a) lmmediate Responses (psychological concerns)

and (b) Long term responses (sociological and institutional
adjustments)

FIGURE 15: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE FORCES OF ACCOMMODATION

Within the third axrs of this triangle of forces exists the measured,

considered, long term responses from the institutional structures created to

prepare society for the future. In here would be found the organisational

responses to computers, for example, by the educational bureaucracies.

According to some of the authors (Papert 1980, Bork 1985) the structures

previously considered appropriate are no Ionger adequate to prepare for the

universal changes envisaged by them. These authors have chosen to

embrace the technology as an answer to many of the other problems

confronting schooling, for example, cost, curriculum content, methodology

etc.

Table 2 below, summarises the theorising by educational authors about the

use of computers for educational purposes.



TABLE 2

SOURCE OF BELÍEF

Authors seeking to construct
altcrnativc modcls of
schooling through
computcrs.

PAPERT ( r9ri0)

HEAFORD (r983)

BARKER & YEATES
( r e85)

BASTS FÛR BELItr'

Chilclrcn not lcarning along
dcvclopmcntal lincs.

Education must change 1o

cquip studcnts for
tcchnology-bascd socicty.

Computcrs will cnablc thc
lcarning cnvironmcnt to bc
modificd to support
lcarning.

Rcturn lt¡ thc individual thc
ability to dctcrminc thc
pattcm of-ctlucation.

CONCæTUAL
NlACIIINERY
'IIIAINTENANCE OF
INSTITUTION'

Tcchn<llogy ol' computcrs
can lrc dcvclopcd lo bcttcr
¡ntcgr¿rtc cducation firr
in<Jivirluals.

NOTT\
- REtrICATION
- CONCEìI'T.MACI I INERY
- I^EVEL OF TIIEORLSIN(;

Thcorics highly cx¡rlicit

Altcrnativc vicws for
lcaming.

SUMMARY OF THEORISING BY EDUCATIONAL AUTTIOR^S

LEGTTIMATING BU-IF' CONCEPTUAL
MACIIINERY
'VALUE'

Computcrs will provide thc
basis f-or a ncw lcarning
systcrn.

coultl bcttcr
the usc of
outsidc of

Schools should concern
themsclvcs with
accrcditation and lcaming
arrangcmcnts outsidc thc
institution.

Computers should be used

in institution of education.

Computers can make good
teachers.

Explicit thcorics.
Altcrnativc thcory of
lcarning wi¡h most lcaming
taking placc outsidc of
schools.

Thcories explicit.

Integrated view of
computing into education.

Individuals
lcarn by
computcrs
schools.

Education cannot escapc
dcvclopmcntsof technology.

Computcrs can:-
c nric h I earn i n g en v i ronment,
enhance lcarning process,

make learning more
available, be cost effective.

Process of eduoati<¡n can be

improved through the use of
technology.
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SOURCE OF BELIEF

BORK (1985)

O'SHEA & SELF
( r 9rì3)

BASLS FOR BELIF'

Education systems were ln
dcclinc antl rcquired change
oI tlirection.

LEGTTIMATING BU-IEF

Computers will bcc<¡mc thc
dominant clelivery systcm in
cclucation at all levels.

CONCEI'TUAL
IIIACIIINERY
'v^l-uE'

The future of industry and
maybe s<rcicty will dcpcnd
upon cornpulcrs.

Equity ol compulcr acccss

will bc a prohlcrn
govcmmcnts musl ad<Ircss.

Computcrs rcmovc dnrdgcry
fiom learning.

CONCWTUAL
MACIIINERY
'IIIAIN1ENANCE OF
INSTÍTUTION'

lnstitution of schooling
might not survivc.
Computcrs ärc thc m()sl
practical way t() cstahlish
ncw cducational systcms.

The institution of schooling
was not coping wcll with
thc technology of
computrng.

NOTFS
- REtrÏCATION
. CONCEPT.MACIIINERY
- I^EVEI. OF TIII'ORISING

Thcorics explicit

Altcrnativc vicw of changcs
Itl cclucation.

D<rcs n<¡t supp()rt instilution
lìrr its own sakc.

Thcorics cxplicit.

Altcrnativc vicw of way to
irnprovc lcarning.

Raises conccrn about ability
of schools to change.

Computcrs coultl improvc
cducation.

Computcr knowlcdge nccdcd
for prcscnt and futurc
tcchnological dcvclopmcnt.

Computcrs could improve
leaming proccss.
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TABLE 2 CONT.
SOURCE OF BELIEF

Authors seeking to integrate
computing into the existing
system of schooling.

COBURN, KELMANN,
ROBERTS, SWYDER,
WATT & WEINER
( r 982)

CONABERE AND
ANDERSON (r9rJ5)

RASIS FOR BELIEF'

Computers a¡e inevitable in
schools for society.

Disaffcction of studcnts and
inability c¡f sch<x¡ls to
rcspon<.| to nced for changc.

Schools conscrvativc.
Schools nevcr hatl
compctrtlon.

LEGITIMATING BELIEF

Tcachers need training

Easily uscd cornputcrs
nccded.

Suitablc goals required

Computcr lcarning ¡'rotcntial
ncccls fo bc uscd.

Tcaching mcth<xls rnust
irnprovc and changc to mcct
currcnt necds.

Computers c¿ìn cnhancc
lcarning.

Studcnts showcd incrcascd
motivation ctc.

Students may lcarn to 'think
about computing'

CONCIì-PTUAL
MACIIINERY
'VALUE'

Schools needcd to resgrnd
to computer technology with
somc awâreness of social
problcms which might
accotnpany thcir
introduction to schools.

CON(TPTUAL
I\IACIIINERY
'MAINTENANCE OF
INSTITUTTON'

Parcnts would not wish to
deprive children of
cxpcricnce of schools.

Tcachcrs nccclcd to cducatc
lhcmsclvcs to maintain thc
institution.

NorT.s
. R.EIFTCATION

- CONCìEPT.MACIIINERY
- LEVH, OF TIIEORISING

Evidence for rudimentary
levcl thcories.

Cautious rcsponse
prcssurc fìrr changc.

to

No commitment
Government
lmprovement.

from
f o r

Schools must providc thc
scrvicc rcquircd by socicty.

lf sch<xrls can chlngc thcir
tcchnology socicty will want
thcir scrviccs, if not, scck
altcrnativcs.

Computcrs <¡ffcr schools lhe
means to re assert thcir
importancc to society.

Raiscs issucs that cducators
cann()t cxPcct âsslstancc
from outsidc ¡hc institution.

Thcorics csscntially
ruclimcnt:rry lcvcl.

Sccks lo maintain thc
rnslrlutr()n.

No research and
dcvelopment to provide
direction.
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5.2.1 Discussio¡r of the Theorising by Educational Authors

Although all the authors views had in common the use of computing

in education, they differed fundamentally in the theories they held

about education

Two extrernes can be identified:-

(a) Those who believed that the computer would become the

dominant delivery system in education and had the potential

to replace the institution of schooling, and

(b) Those who believed that the computer was a powerful

learning tool which must be integrated into the existing

institution of schooling

Papert, in particular raises a technological answer to the'de-

schooling society'argument posited by Illich (1971), whereas

Conabere and Anderson, and Coburn and associates believe that the

computer gives teachers the tool which will enable them to return the

institution of schooling to a place of importance in society.

However, all the authors offer 'theories' which accept the computer

as a necessary and essential medium to revitalise education.
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However, educational writers are not the only ones involved in

developing and creating the knowledge required to shape the future.

As already discussed, writers have contributed to the process with

various controversial views but other powerful sectors such as

politicians, political parties, employers, unions and the media are

each contributing to the debate in some way.

Nor are they likely to be the only ones creating theories of the

future. School adrninistrators, parents, teachers and students,

although their thoughts are perhaps not so well articulated as those

of the authors, may also be creating tentative theories about the place

of computing technology in education and also responding to the

immediate perceptions of how this technology may affect them

personally.

The question remains, what reality, assuming that different realities

are held by different groups, is accepted by teachers, parents and

students? This will be investigated below.

THE MEDTA

An examination of the printed media reveals a general Iack of analysis of

the role of technology in education. The main South Australian papers,The

Adverliser, Netvs and Sttndcr¡, Mailreported on computers and schooling but

tended to provide brief details of events throughout the period from late
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1986 until 1992 Early reports focussed on Government funding

arrangements for the purchase of computers, political statements,

administration of schools, the promotion of computers for schools and

education purposes and the promotion of major computer companies.

Earlier reports were clearly rudimentary and generally disjointed. For

example, discussions on funding arrangements by State Government and

parent associations were reported ín The Advertiser on 2l August, I986, 28

February, 1987 and I May, 1987

Political statements promoting the use of computers for education were

reported on22 July,1988,4 July, 1991,26 June 1987 and 3l July 1989.

The Netvs printed a statement from a member of the opposition on 30

August, 1989 where he claimed that some districts were being discriminated

against due to the lack of funds for computer equipment. The argument

implied that students were deprived of future opportunities. The Adverliser

presented details about the use of computers for administrative purposes and

for networking between schools with low enrolments in specific areas such

as in some music and science subjects and how with the use of appropriate

computer technology students could still be taught the subjects of their

choice by linking with a teacher in one of the locations offering that subject.

This solution was reported on 4 March, 1986,22 Apri|,l986, I8 June 1987,

2 November, 1987,23 June, 1989 and for Catholic Education 3 October,

I 989.
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The greatest attention given by the media addressed the promotion of

computers. Chronologically this took place on 6 November, 1988 in The

Adverriser, on 23 February, 1989,25 May, 1989,27 May, 1991,29 llf.ay,

1991, 14 June, l99l in The Netvs: on I June, l99l in The Advertiser and

25 May, 1992 in The Nev's

In reports in The A dvertiser on 29 September, 1990, theorising was

presented which claimed that the number of teachers should be reduced in

order that money could be redirected to the purchase of computers on which

students could learn themselves Although this theorising was contentious

it was not followed up with any similar arguments until 1992. In particular,

this article advanced theorising on a number of issues including a change in

the knowledge required for future employment needs which required greater

skills of problem solving and decision making, that children should be

introduced to computers from the age of fiveyears, that computer use makes

children think differently (that is, enables them to map their thinking), that

much greater use will be made of technology for learning, that the role of

teachers will change considerably and that those children who were not

competent in computer skills would be drsadvantaged in life. Although none

of these theories were elaborated to any great extent it did suggest that the

scope and level of theorising presented in the printed media had advanced

considerably since 1987. However, a concerted attempt to provide a

continuous and detailed explanation of computers for educational purposes

was not provided in these papers. This argument was clearly supporting

computer company lllterests.
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Much more confident theorising was evident on l6 May, 1992 when The

Advertiser presented theories about the skills required by children for the

twenty first century and, in particular, claiming that parents can no longer

leave learning and the future requirements to teachers but must take

responsibility in the home.

Exceptions to this position were, found in The Auslmliøt and The Age.

These newspapers recognised the role of technology in society and devoted

a section of the paper to the irnpact of computers on sectors of society such

as business, manufacturing and education. However, the supplement on

education, introduced by 7'he Attstralian at the end of 1985, was short lived

and was discontinued towards the end of 1987 It was significant that the

newspapers introduced these topics at approximately the same time as

Governments, Political Parties and Unions were releasing policies on

computing in education, The newspapers discerned a level of interest by the

community and moved to provide information in this flreld.

Although the section on computers in education was removed from The

Australian, the influence of technology as an item of news may be

increasing. The Aclvertiser (Adelaide) announced, June 1989, that it would

also include a suppler'ì'ìent on the topic However, it was important to

recognise that the market penetration of these papers was relatively low.
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For example, the average circLrlation of The Attstralian (1987-88) was 0.9o/o

of the population, based on ABC data source Even when using readership

figures of those older than l4 years, the market penetration only represented

5.3o/o of the population According to data provided by The Australiæt,the

reader profile, based on a Morgan survey, October 1987 - September 1988,

showed that the sex of its readers was 66Yo male and 34o/o female,37%o of

its readers were aged between 35-49, most of its readers were professionals

of which 38% had university degrees. Such a socio-economic analysis

would tend to suggest that this group would have had considerable influence

in decision making

The content of The Attslrulian was examined over the twelve month period

(1986) to provide some indication of the weight placed on the views of

different theorisers by the editors at a time when the introduction of

computers into schools was relatively new. It was found, for example, that

little comment was inclutled about the theories of parents or students. Two

articles about parent associations discussed the disadvantage to students if

they could not access computers Far more prominence was given to the

theories of Governments (12 July 1986,20 May 1986,6 May 1986, 18

February 1986, 3 June 1986, 20 May 1986), Government agencies,

academics, writers, teacher educators (27 Iliday 1986, l8 February 1986, l8

March 1986), teachers ( I 5 July I986, l7 June 1986) and equipment

suppliers (29 April 1986, l5 April 1986,26 November 1986) as the main

source of inforrnation on computers, in education.
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In the following section I present an analysis of the theorising of each of the

above groups as their views were presented in the media at the early stages

of the construction of knowledge about computers in schools.

The purpose of this approach was to consider the theories as selected by the

media for publication and hence determine the direction generally presented

by the media as an influential body in its own right. That is, the media was

able to report selectively what it thought was important and as a result

display their own theorising.

5 3.1 Analysis of Media Repoñs About Government Theorising

Although the theorising by governments was difficult to analyse from

the media it was clear that the directions taken towards the role of

computers in education was similar throughout the western world.

Government theorising was essentially presented as rudimentary and

mainly addressed the allocation of resources for computers to be

placed in schools Examples of such theorising were found in The

Austnlian, Tuesday,3 June, 1986 and The Attstralian, Tuesday, l6

May 1989. In the first instance the European Economic Committee's

DELTA Program (Developing European Learning through

Technological Advance) proposed to spend an estimated 100 million

pounds to promote its project. In the second, the British

Government proposed to get as many computers in schools as fast

as possible
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In Australia, the Victorian Government was reported to be investing

$20 million to make computers a priority in education

Conrputers will be used to assist in almost all
subjects at prirnary and post primary schools - for
example in language development, to assist in
gathering data, in maths and science, or for
simulation exercises in economics and social
sciences (The Attstralian, Tuesday l8 February,
r e86)

The Federal Government was also reported to have allocated $36.8

million to disadvantaged schools to ensure that poor schools did not

miss out on the technology. The South Australian Leader of the

Opposition also stressed this concern in his theorising about the need

for access to computing to avoid a future in which a'new elite' was

created who could take advantage of computing knowledge (i'åe

Advefliser, 22 Jtily, 1988).

Perhaps the clearest aspect of political theorising was given by the

Leader of the Opposition when he was reported to have said that

.., greater emphasis on computer education in

schools would also lead to a more meaningful
link between school and work (The Advertiser,
22 luly, 1988).

From the previous examples it can be demonstrated that governments

at all levels were legitimating the importance of computing

technology to schools and also the importance of schools in teaching
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5.3.2

computing within the curriculum Furthermore, from the reports of

government representatives there appears to be a considerable degree

of reification of the knowledge about computers.

l\{edia Reports About the Theoñsing of Govemment Agencies

Government agencies of various kinds including Education

Departmerrts were reported in the media with reference to a broad

range of topics associated with computing in education. Principally,

their concerns were best described as rudimentary theories taking

into account such matters as the stage at which students should be

introduced to cornputers (The Attslralian, Tuesday l7 June, 1986),

the need to encourage women to take a greater interest in computers

(The Australian, Tuesday, 26 November, 1985 and The Australi*t,

Tuesday, 20 May, I 986), and who uses the computers in schools

(The Australian, Tuesday,4 March, 1986).

The need for parents to become aware of the technology was

reported in The Advertiser on 26 September 1982, l3 December,

1986 and 5 September, 1987. Evidence of more elaborate theorising

focussed on the use of computers to improve the link between

schools and work. This was reported in The Advertiser,22 July,

1988, in T'he Nevs,29 August, 1989 and 8 July, l99l and the

Sunday Mail on 5 February, 1987
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Reports addressing the ways in which students will be better

prepared for the future as a result of learning to use computers and

arguing that those students who begin to use computers at a young

age, namely six year olds in particular, would develop skills required

for the twenly fi rst century These arguments were advan ced in The

Advertiser on 9 June, 1987, 3 December, l99l and in The Nervs on

l5 February, l99l and 20 September, 1991.

The N ev s of 29 August, l99l presented a report on teachers keeping

up with the technology by learning what could be achieved on

computers and how computers might be applied in education.

However, The Netvs on 29 September, 1990 presented a story which

claimed that the benefits to education of computers far outstripped

the reality of what was achieved but concluded that computers were

good for education regardless of these shortcomings. This appeared

to be the only critical report presented in the South Australian

printed media throughout the period from I987 to 1992.

From the media reports there seemed to be Iittle pressure to

legitimate computing into education by government agencies even

though theories about a number of problems were canvassed.
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Media Reports Abot¡t the Theo¡ising of Teacher Educaton

Teacher Educators on the other hand, seemed far more concerned

either about legitimating computer education in schools or

alternatively pointing out the fallacy of such approaches. A strongly

worded argument about the need for an educational revolution based

on computer technology was expressed in an article in The

Austrqlian, (Tuesday, l5 July, I986) along with one from The

Australian, (Tuesday, 6 May, 1986) which argued for teachers to be

trained in courputing In another reference, The Auslralian,

(Tuesday, l8 March, 1986) the point was made that teachers were to

be blamed for the disillusionment of students towards education. All

articles acted to legitimate the need for change and pointed to the

computer as the vehicle for such change

Other perspectives such as software bias and concerns about using

computers for education were expressed in The Auslralim, (Tuesday

27 li4ay, ì986) and The Attstralian, (Tuesday, 6 May, 1986).

A strongly argued case was found in The Attstralian, (Tuesday, 27

May, 1986) which challenged the widely held assumption by parents

that they needed to be concerned about students' access to

computers This was a deviant position running against the

mainstream of media reports which, in general, supported the use of

computers for educational purposes and although expressing caution,

legitimated the inclusion of computers into schooling.
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Media Reports About the Theofising of Supplien

Suppliers of corlputing equipment were in a unique position within

the media reports as such reports appeared to be the main avenue in

which they expressed their theorising about computers in schools.

The theorising by software writers and computer suppliers was quite

extensive Exarnples of theorising about computer games was

reported in The Attstralian, (Tuesday 26 November, 1985), The

Attstralian, (Tuesday,29 April, 1986) and The Australiøt, (Tuesday

l5 April, 1986)

The software writers challenged the legitimate role of teachers and

argued that their own work was highly educational. However, not

all software writers or computer suppliers took such a stand. The

A ustrolian, (Tuesday, I 8 February, I986) suggested that the

technology was moving too fast for teachers and the educational

system. Nevertheless, the view was expressed that equipment

suppliers had expectations for dramatic change in how educators

teach. (The Australian, Tuesday, I July, I986).

Likewise, in The Attstralian, (Tuesday, I I February, 1986) it was

claimed that computers were inevitable and, therefore, educationally

there was no choice but to accept their use for educational purposes.
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All these reports had in common the legitimation of computers for

educational use. Furthermore, educational suppliers were also

legitimating their own role in providing the equipment necessary for

this transition

Media Reports Abor¡t Teacher Theodsing

In general terms, teacher theorising in the media concentrated on

pragmatrc matters. For example teachers were asking whether

keyboard skills were now necessary, The Attslralian, (Tuesday l3

May, 1986). Vocational relevance also appeared to be an important

item reported in The Attstralian (Tuesday l7 June, 1986).

Amidst these pragmatic considerations the reports suggested that

teachers were also questioning the future of teaching. An example

cited in The Austt'alian, (Tuesday l5 July, 1986), had a teacher

exploring the question - can computers take over from the traditional

school environment? This level of theorising was rare in the media

reports where in letters to the editor The Australian, (Tuesday, l8

February, 1986) the role of the teacher was firmly legitimated with

the words - "Education professionals will never be supplanted".

However the discussion raised the subject of the role of teachers

indicating that their future was an issue.

An analysis of the theorising of the media about computers in

education now follows in Table 3
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SOURCE OF BELIEF

MEDIA REPORTS
(1986) ON:-
GOVERNMENTS

GOVT. ACENCIES

TEACHER
EDUCATORS

BAS¡S Fr)R BELIF'

Computers will assist
cducation and make
cducation and work more
rclcvant.

C<¡nccrns ahout thc lcvcls ¿rt

which studcnts shoul<.1 bc
introducctl t() compufcrs.

CONCSPTAL
II{ACIIINERY
'MAINTENANCIì OF
INSTITUTION'

NOTT\
. REIF'ICATION
. CONCEPT.MACIIINERY
. LEVEL OF- TTIEORISING

SUMMARY OF T}IEORISING FOUND IN TT{E MEDIA

LEGTTIMATING BELIEF CONCEPTUAL
MACIIINERY
'V/f LUE

Resources must bc madc
available to placc computcrs
in schools.

Schools must prcparc
studcnts for futurc
tcchnology ancl its usc.

Schools as institutions r:f Theorie rudimcntary lcvcls.
govcrnmcnt werc valucd.

Knowlc gc about computcrs
appcars ¡o bc rcifìcd.

Lack of intcrest by womcn

Who uscs computcrs in
sch<-¡ols.

Conccm cxpresscd about
nccd f'or computcrs in
education ancl training fcrr

teachcrs.

Educational methodology
must be changcd.

Schools nced bctter quality
tcachers.

Schools require computers
for educational purposes.

Little prcssurc l<¡r
lcgitirnation of computcrs.

Unccrtainty ahout nccd antJ Not qucstionccl.

lrnp()rtancc.
Thcorics irppc¿rr ¡o hc at

incipicnt lcvcl.

Most thcorics at rudimcntary
lcvel.

Somc views exprcsscd ahout

need ft¡r computers
com¡rcting with traditional
views.
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SOURCE OF BELIET

COMPUTER
SUPPLIERS

TEACHERS

BASIS FOR BU-Ttr'

Computer gamcs are
cducational.

Technology moving too
fast for tcachcrs.

Nccd firr kcyboard skills.

Vocational rclcvance.

Thc futurc of tcaching.

LEGTTIMATING BELIÛ'

Computer programs have
an educational nrlc.

Lcgitirnation statcmcnts
not clcar.

CONCETUAL
MACIITNERY

'VALUE'

Privatc industry has a
r<¡le in education.

Qucstions about rolc of
tcachcrs.

CONCETUAL
MACIIINERY
'MA INTENA NCE
INSTITUTION'

OF

Uncetian position about
role of sch<xrling.

Unccrtain

NoTfs
. REIFICATION
. CONCEPT.MACIIINERY
. LEVEL OF TIIEOR"LSING

Theories at rudimentary
level.

Thcorics gcncrally
rudinrcntary.

Some <¡ucstions aklut thc
future role o[ tcachcrs in
a computing
cnvtr0nmcnt.
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Reølity Definiers in Society .'

Theorisíng by Employers, Computer
Suppliers & Educationøl Administrators
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6 REALITY DEFINERS IN
EMPLOYERS, COMPUTER
ADMINISTRATORS

6.t

SOCIETY : THEORISING BY
SUPPLIERS AND EDUCATIONAL

SUMMARY OF INTERVIEWS HELD WITH EMPLOYERS, COMPUTER

SUPPLIERS AND EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATORS

6.1.1 Discussion of Interviews Held with Employers, Computer Supplien

ar¡d Educationnl Admilrishators

Interviews were held with each of the above groups to determine the

theorising and the process of knowledge construction regarding the

application of computers to education and schooling (Appendix 5),

The three groups were selected for interviews because of their

influential role in the society and their ability to influence the

directions taken in schools. (See Methodology, page 84)

An independent examination of the theorising of each group follows.

The groups will be examined to establish the 'world' views of the

theorisers, the nature of their theorising, the level of the theorising

(ie Incipient, Fundamental, Explicit or Symbolic), the application of

legitimation statements and evidence of reification,
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The full interview transcript followed by a summary of each of the

groups in which appropriate sections have been aligned to assist either

interpretation and comparison is found in Appendix lI,12 and 13. A

more detailed examination of the theories held by each group follows

in Appendix ll, Appendix 12, and Appendix 13.

The following Table 4 has been arranged to enable a comparison of

the theoretical propositions held by Employers, Computer Suppliers

and Educational Administrators and to assist with the analysis and

discussion of their theories.



TABLE 4

SUMMARY AND CONSTRUCTION OF KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE TECHNOLOGICAL FUTURE
Comparison of Knowledge Constructed by Educational Administrators, Employes and Computer Supplien

EMPLOYERS

Greater use ol technology
in the future.
Greater levels ol-

automation will result.
Job proliles will change.
Work will become more
in(cgratcd and more highly
skillcd,
lÌr¡uipmcnt rvill bccomc

cirslcf to usc (uscr
liicndl_y).
Workcrs rvill necd to bc
vcry conversant rvith
compulers
Skills more basic than

assumcd lkcyboard skills)
Children should be taught

use ol computcrs when
vcry young

Technological
Work Impact

EDUCATORS

Technology will force
changes at a rapid rate.
Inlormation will be easily
accessible via computcr in
a varicty of lorms.

Thc technology will be

transparcnt (invisiblc) in
nlatìy cascs

I-lomcs u'ill havc

conìpute rs Ibr rccrcational
and cmplol,mcnt purposcs.

Technological
Work Impact

COMPUTER SUPPLTERS

Computer technology will
precipitate greal change.

Some people will react

against technology.
Most homcs will havc
computcr technology
Conr¡ruters will bc uscd lo
link homcs to ol'lìccs,
shops, businesscs ctc

Com¡ruters rvill lrc use-d t<r

link ¡rcople dircctly
Somc aspccts of lil-c nlay
iuvolve virtual rcality
(sinrulated realit1')
Pcople rvill use conìputcrs
to tcach themselvcs (ie

languages, cra fts, lcisure
actrvltles-
Tcachcrs rvill bccome
consultants lo learning
rather than dispcnscrs ol
inlormation

Technologica I

Work Impact
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TABLE 4CONT.

EDUCATOR^S

No knowledge presentedEconomic and

Organisational
Impact

COMPARISON OF KNOWLEDGE ABOUT TI{E TECHNOLOGICAL F'I.JTURE

EMPLOYERS

Computer technologies will
be damaging
Organisations will reduce

ln slze.
Middle management will
be eroded.

People rvill have lcss work
trme

Uncrnploymcnt rvill rise
Some pcoplc rvill havc a

vcrv high standard ol
living
Othcrs rvill have a poor
stantlard ol'living and rvait

to be uscd

Economic and
Organisational
Impact

COMPUTER SUPPLIERS

Computer technology can

assist in solving the
world's problems.
Computers will become the

basis for operations in
industry.
Industry must build on

computcr tcchnology,
national dcvclopmcnt and

conrpctilivcncss depend

upon adopting tcchnology
All linctions rvithin thc

uork cnvir<¡nment s,ill bc

intcgratetl through
cornputcr tcchnology
People rvho rvork in
inlbnnation systcms rvill
bc able to rvork liom
an_yrvherc including homc
Working liom honrc solves
ecological problcms of
pollution and assists in
conscrving resources (ie
oil)
(ìovernment policics and
educational policies are not
supportlng appropnate
development.

Economic and
Organisational
Impact
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TABLE 4CONT. COMPAR]SON OF KNOWLFDGE ABOUT TTIE TECHNOLOGICAL ruTURE

Computer technology will
greatly change people's

lives.
Many people will work
lrom home

Many work tasks will be

rcplace<J by computer.
Job sharing is likely to

devclop
Greatcr llcxitrility of rvork

and othcr activitics (tinrc
ol' rvork ctc).
Morc linrc lbr social
act rvlt res

Computcrs rvill be

liberating
Direct interaction is ncctlcd
and would be lbr social
reasons only

COMPUTER SUPPLIERS

Sociological
Impact

Rate of change will
tncrease
There will be greater use

of technology (computers)
No perceived control over
the increasing use ol
tcchnology
Concern expressed about

the isolation of some

peoplc due to the naturc ol'
thc technology
Pcoplc need to maintain
social intcraction norV

lound at work placcs

Concern lbr privacy ol'
inlormation

EMPLOYERS

Sociological
Impact

The lechnology human
interlace is a problem.
Employment opportunities
will depend on
technological
understanding and skills.
Inlormalional technology
will enable many students

lo research inlormation at

the same time u'hich rvill
change thc concc¡rt of
cducation lÌonr tcaching
to learning.
Peoplc will bcconle
conrlbrtablc rvith
technology in thc home but
be suspicious ol-

technology at the macro,
social lcvcls (govcrnment)
Schools sulfcr liom
crlttclsm ln a macro sensc

although parcnts satisfied
at their local level.
Invasion of privacy will
not be an issue because
people only have the

capacity to deal with so

much inlormation.
Legislation to protect
privacy may be able to be

reduced if inlormation is
held electronically.
Governments have more

EDUCATORS

Sociological
Impact
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EDUCATOR,S

Computers can increase

interdependence and they
can also lead to

independence. In the

education sector it should
be used for improving
interdepcndence and

sharing of information
The capacity to increase

intcrdcpendencc should

lcad to better pcrsonal

rclationships bcts'ccn
tcachcr and studcnt

Conr¡ruters rvill cnablc
sludcnts to bcconlc nlore
indcpcndent as lcarncrs
thus developing their scll
csteem and improved
relationsh ips.

Learning via computers
will reduce human

capability ol s<icialisation
Classes may become

slightly smaller.
Many teachers not
comlortable with the

technology.
Computer learning might
be more effective but can

be less flexible. than
education

Relationships

TABLE 4CONT. COMPARISON OF KNOWLEDGE ABOUT TTIE TECHNOLOGICAL ruTURE

EMPIJOYERS

Relationships would not be

damaged and may be

improved due to additional
time teachers can give to
their students.
Students learn as much

from the behaviour of
teachers and interaction
from them as cducational
contcnt.
'fherc is somc risk that

studcnts muy reduce thcir
listcning skills

Relationships

COMPUTER SUPPLIERS

Computers will teach facts.

Relationships will mature

and teachers and students

would discuss issues at a
higher level than at
present
Teachers will bêcome

knowledge navigators,
lacil i tators

Computcr rvill relicve
tcachcrs of thc burdcn ol
rnfbrmation giving.

Relationships
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EDUCATORS

Students will leam how to
access and use information,
problem solve and how to
work at analysis and

synthesis rather than
repetrtron.

Studcnts rvriting rnrprove s

rvhen thcy usc kcyboards
For sornc studcnts thc
computcr can bc

dcmotivational,
Removing the drudgcry
lìom learning by the use ol
conìputcrs ls motrvatrng
'l-otal rcliancc on
indivicJua liscd learning will
produce more intolcranl
pcople.

Learning
Ability

Motivation

TABLE 4 CONT. CONSTRUCTION OF KNOWLEDGE ABOUT TTM CONTROL OF TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATTON

EMPLOYERS

Computers will speed up

the learning process and
give them access to more
information.
Education provides lor
more needs than

technology
Some students will not be

able to learn successl'ully
by computcrs

Computers rvill rnotivatc
ch i ldrcn
Conrputcrs thernsclvcs rvill
not nrotivate but their use

may nrotivate due to the

tlcsire to gain more
inlbrmation
Thcir motivational ef[ect is

because they are new - but
altcr a while rvill not be

any diftèrent lrom pen and

PaPer

Learning
Ability

Motivation

COMPUTER SUPPLIER,S

Learning ability will be

enhanced-

- lt \\,ill nlotivatc studcnts

' cs¡rccially th<¡sc tvho arc

gilied or slorv
- Onlv thosc studcnts rvho

are taught u,cll

Leaming
Ability

Motrvation
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EDUCATOR,S

Children who use

computers are more
creative than those who do

not
Computers are limiting to

creativity due to the lack
ol lreedom in the

technology
The education system is
restricting children's
crcü tlvlty

Public schools are thcre to
provide access to ccrtain
lcve ls ol tcchnology
regardlcss ol' cconomic
c lrcumstances.

Without controls applied
boys are morc attracted to

computers than girls. This
bias is rel-lected in society

Creativity

Iìt¡uitv

Gendcr El'fccts

TABLE 4 CONT CONSTRUCTION OF KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE CONTROL OF TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATTON

EMPLOYERS

Computers will not
enhance creativity.

lnetluity will alrvays cxist
rvith rcspccl lo rcsourccs,
but governmcnts through
schools must enablc

students to gain at least
Iimited access.

Computing does not
dillcrentiate betrveen the

sexes

Creativity

tìquity

Gender Eflects

COMPUTER SUPPLIERS

If managed well can

enhance creativity,
especially if schools stay at

the leading edge of
technology.

Cornputing rvill not have

any rmpact on cqulty
lssucs

Will provide a conìmon
platlorm.
A problem that has to be

addresscd Girls have to
have more lime on thcrn
(computers)
I think society is still
saying that science is for
boys and needlework is lor
girls.

Creativity

E,t¡uity

Gender Ellects
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EDUCATORS

Technology cannot be

stopped

People cannot win against

technology.
All people will be affected.
Fear that technology is de-

skilling
Many skills are throw
away skills
Nccd to move skill levcls
up a\vai- liom thc
nrcchaniscd aspects ol'
rvork

Inlormation is thc basis ol
all disciplincs and the

colnputcr rs a generrc
inlbrrnation tcchnology
suitablc lor all subjccts.

Career Needs

[ìclcvance to

Sutrjccts

TABLE 4 CONT. CONSTRUCTION OF KNOWLEDGE ABOUT T}IE CONTROL OF TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION

EMPLOYERS

Career understanding will
not lmpfove as tt com€s

from areas outside of
schools.

Careers databases help
students

Many jobs will require
using the computer as

much as reading and
rvriting skills

Computers morc relevant
lo the science disciplincs
Computers are rclevanl to
all disciplines
Computers prcsently are

more relevant to som€

subjects than others but in
ful.ure will be an extension
of the typewriter and
calcula tor.

Career Needs

Rclcvancc to

Subjccts

COMPUTER SUPPLIERS

The way the school system

is going it will be more
dilficult to move people

into menial jobs.

Technology enhances
people's careers.

50-60% oljobs not

invented yet.

No knorvlcdge prcsentcd

Career Needs

Rclcvancc to

Subjccts
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EDUCATORS

Curriculums must be

constantly reviewed to

relate to the society in
which thc schooling is
located
Education should provide a

common set ol experiences

upon which lurther
learning can dcvelop
All childrcn do not have to

do thc same thing The
fbcus nrust bc on thc skills
that are uscd rathcr than
thc contenl

Schooling is ubout
pcrsonal rclationships.
ll thc teachcr lbcusscd on

managing arrd nronitoring
learning thcl' mav gct
bctter outcomes in tcrms of
stu<Jcnt perl-ormancc

Redundancy of
Knowledge

Iìl'l'icicncv and

ll l'l'cc t ivcncss

EMPLOYERS

There is a need to replace
the old with the new.

Problem solving process is
more important than

solving the answer.

Computcrs rvill enhancc

thc ellìcicncy and
cfl'ectivcness of schools

ll teachers had computcr
skills schools rvould bc

nrorc ef'ficicnt and

e ff'ective.
Elliciency should im¡rrove
It's not the students who
cannot cope it's the

teachers

Redundancy o[
Knowledge

lil'lìcienc¡'and
Ilfl-cctivencss

COMPUTER SUPPLIERS

With access to information
important to teach way of
resolving problem.
Technology needs to be

introduced at Grade I

Will liec up tcachcrs, not
ncccssarily rcduce thc

numbcr lrut thcy will nccd
ncrv skills.
Ncu, delivery systcms rvill
cut out rvholc lcvcls oI
in lìa struclure.

Redundancy of
Knowledge

lìl'lìcicncy and
lll'[ect ivene ss
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EDUCATORS

Public education provides
access to all children
regardless oI their
economic background.
Schools should be flexible
enough for some children
to be studying at home

supervised by the teacher.

If the learning environment
is enrichcd many ol the

prr:sent bchaviour
problcms rvill disap¡rcar
Socicty likes schools to be

places rvhere childrcn arc
supcrviscd and controlled
by people who knorv what
they are doing
Schools ought to be placcs
where lcarring is managcd
but not be placcs of
rnstructlon
Many o[ the bchaviour
problems stem lrom the
home.
Teachers ought to perceive
themselves as managers of
learning rather than as

custodians of children

Future
Directions

TABLE 4 CONÎ CONSTRUCTION OF KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE CONTROL OF TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION

INDUSTRY REPS

Will stay as they are lor
next 20-30 years

Will be technologically
advanced
Will have same

organisational structure.
Buildings will be less

relevant.

Future
Directions

COMPUTER SUPPLIERS

Schools will be a mixture
of private companies and

public schools.

Learning will have to be

individualised
Schools will have to
provide some ol thc social

dcvelopnrent
Schools rvill not becomc

irrelevant.
Tcachcrs rvill manage

lcarning
Computcrs rvill tcst and

a sscss.

Access to computcrs rvill
be at schools but may be

available in othcr lonnats.
Classes should span

dil'þrent age groups

A lot to be gained from a

computer orientated
learning system-

Computer learning which
directs students to varying
exerctses tn varlous
centres.

The lead should be

provided by industry.
Industry has to set the
goals.

Future

Directions
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EDUCATORS

Most people have not made
a decision about the use o[
computers in schools. Most
only have a surface notion,
change is not a conscious
process for most people

Most people believe that
schools rvhich use

computers are bettcr than
thosc which don't
Schools rvill use morc
tcchnology
Schooling must lbcus on
socialisation and individuul
learning may crcalc
problcms in this respcct

Ilducation rvill bc

constraincd by lack of
rcsourccs to purchase llre
latcst dcvclopmcnts in
computer tcchnology.
Schools need substa¡rtial
change in methodology
Current environment
discourages tcachcrs from
taking risks with use of the

latest computer technology

Beliels Held
About Social
Response

TABLE 4 CONT CONSTRUCTION OF KNOWLEDGE ABOUT TTIE CONTROL OF TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION

EMPITOYERS

Parents do not think about
how computers should be

used in education.
Parents expect computers to

make their kids smarter
Teaching may be taken over
by computer programs
Computing in schools in
inevitable.
The society expects

computcrs to be in schools

becausc thcy are in socictv
Technology is pushcd as a

compctitivc advantage

betwcen schools
Studcnts rvill be doing
interactivc rvork on a

computer and thcrefore rvill
get more out ol it
The potcntial of computer
lcarning will be dictated to
some dcgree by the

investment put into software
development by companies.

Schools will ultimately be

reshaped but teachers and
teacher unions will provide
considerable resistance

The fixed hours o[
schooling will be removed.
The teacher will act as a

mentor to a group ol
students.

Beliefs Held
About Social
Response

COMPUTER SUPPLIERS

No knowledge presentedBeliefs Held
About Social
Response
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TABLE 4 CONT

EDUCATORS

No knowledge presentedSocial
Response

CONSTRUCTION OF KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE TECIINOLOGICAL FIJTURE

BMPLOYERS

Schools used as child
minding centres.

Sociely will not want hotne

based learning.
Socicty will not allow
cducalion to be handlcd
over lo prrvate companlcs-

Schools will lorm closcr

links rvith industry
Closcr links rvith industry
rvill irn¡rrovc studcnt

tn<llrvatlon

Social
Response

COMPUTER SUPPLIERS

People do not understand

how the computer can be

used although many are

concerned

Thcre is the potential lor
society to be nrorc in-
human

No choice abotrt thc trsc ol
llrc comprrlcrs, it rvill lrc
acccptcd as a lool
Ycs, schooling rvill bc

rcshirpcd (lntlustry has to
do it)
Future lull oI hope on thc

onc hand but lor sornc

pcoplc vcry friglrtcning.
Tcachers rvill losc control oI
thc curriculurn. Thcy <lo

nol have colrlrol norv

D<lucation rvill not be

conslraincd, lcchnologies
will provide rnorc

opporluntltes.
Education rvill floundcr
unless governnrent and

industry develop the

Social
Response
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6.1.2 Examinntion of Theorising by Employers

This examination is based upon the beliefs held within the group and

is not concerned with the particular beliefs of individuals.

The particular 'world' of Employers was determined by analysing the

purposes to which computers would be employed. The following

applications were identified.

Computers would be used for:-

rncreaslng automatlon

integrating work

reducing the size of organisations

reducing the levels of management

reducing the time people work

enabling work to be conducted from home.

Further, by examining the beliefs held regarding the casual effects of

the application of computers the following consequences were

identified. Computers will cause:-

. greater use of technology

. greater use of automation

. job profiles to change

. work to become more integrated and more highly skilled

a

a
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workers to require computer skills

organisations to reduce in size

a reduction in middle management

a reduction in work time

unemployment to rise

some people to have a high standard of living

others to have a low standard of living

the rate of change to increase.

A similar approach was used to determine the concerns raised by the

Employers about the use of computers. They are as follows:-

. damaging effects of wide application

. the level of unemployment and the consequential social

effects

. isolation of some people

. privacy of information

. maintenanóe of social interaction.

The Employers presented a vision of the future which suggested that

computers would be the dominant factor in life and, particularly, in

the workplace. Although they believed that the application of

technology would continue to expand and have a significant impact

on the workplace they presented them as being essential and

fundamental to the growth of industry and the economy.

a

a
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However, they also demonstrated a high level of concern about the

perceived social effects of their wide application.

A detailed examination of the theorising by this group revealed that

the theories were predominantly incipient and fundamental, that is,

they were generally statements which were self evident such as

'technology will increase', or, pragmatic statements which lead to

concrete actions such as, 'computers will speed up the learning

process by giving students more access to information'.

Legitimating beliefs appeared to stem from the notion that

technology must develop in order to fuel economic growth and,

therefore, the basis of business activities. The conceptual machinery

for such beliefs rest upon a value that technology must be

implemented to maintain the necessary economic growh. Moreover,

computers must be implemented throughout society in order to

sustain economic growth even in the face of social and individual

difficulties.

Legitimating statements supporting such a view include,

"everybody else has to take up that technology
regardless of the cost because it's a matter of
survival,"

and,
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" for each manager or each person of a technical
nature they will have to be fully conversant with the
ability to use computers to get out of the jam we're
in "

Employers broadly supported the wide introduction of computers for

educational purposes but they were circumspect about the benefits to

be derived from using computers to achieve specifrc improvements

to behaviours such as creativity or to motivate students. However,

when considering the future of schooling their statements generally

legitimated the existing organisational structures, purposes and public

control of education.

Equally, the Employers expressed explicit theories which legitimated

the relationship between industry and schools, arguing that closer

links were necessary. Employers also legitimated the role of

technology in education by arguing that teachers must respond to the

technology by using it in schools.

Some evidence of the reification of knowledge was apparent in the

expressed belief that no control was perceived over increasing use of

technology. There was a sense of helplessness about the effects of

change by some of the spokespersons

"I don't think we have any control, I do fear that we
have lost control as individuals over what is being
done in the community."



The diagram below represents a simplified summary of the theorising
about the future of schooling by Employers.
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Job profiles to change
- more integralion
- higher skills
- computer skills
- reduclion in work time

Theorising About Soclal Changc

lncreased unemployment
- lower standards ol living
for some

- reduction in management
levels

Higher standard of
living of those employed

Tlæorisíng About Schooling

Teacher Role
, Teachers lo be managers of learning
, Teachers to be more diagnostic
and remedial

, Facilitators of learning nol instruc,tors

Technology
More technology in schools

Smaller
organisations

lncreased
rate of

Greater
use of

technology
and

information

e

Teachers

Computer
Technolo-g

Students

Methodology
More individualised
More socialisation occurring

, Greater use of computer leaming

Structure
, Remains as is

Organisation
. Closer links to industry
, More movement between levels
. Attendance pattern to remain
, Hours of operation may change

Conlrol
, More schools to remain in public control
, Some reduction in number of schools
, Reduction in number of leachers

FIGURE 16: THEORISINC ABOUT THE FUTURE OF SCHOOLING
BY EMPLOYERS
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Examination of Theo¡isjng by Computer Supplien

A perspective on the 'world' of the computer suppliers can be defined

as follows Computers would be used for:-

. linking homes, businesses, shops, etc

. communications between people directly

. teaching/learning (self learning)

. solving world problems, eg pollution, resources, etc

. operating industrial plants

. integrating all elements of work

. working from home

. replacing people in dangerous environments

. increasing the flexibility of work.

Computers will cause:

great change

some people to react against the technology

people to change the way they learn

changes to the role of teachers

changes in the operation of industry

work to be more integrated

job sharing

changes to traditional work schedules and times.

a

a

a

a

a
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Computer suppliers raised the following concerns about the use of

computer technology:

. government and educational policies for development were

not adequate

Computer suppliers presented a vision of computers as the motivator

of significant change in society to which they are most favourably

disposed Their theories were also much more global than other

groups, suggesting that world problems, economic problems and

domestic organisation would all benefrt from the use of computer

technology.

Theorising by the Computer Suppliers were also predominantly

incipient and fundamental, however, their legitimating statements

focused mainly on the application of the technology to educational

tasks. For instance statements such as:-

"the compúters will test and assess, the teachers will

not"

and,

"I do not think there is any limitation, I think it's just
a matter of commercial possibility."

All these statements reinforced the legitimate place of technology in

education, At the same time Cornputer Suppliers were redefrning the

role of teachers.
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Comments which defined teachers as consultants to learning rather

than by the more traditional role of providing direct instruction and

coaching. This approach justifred the application of computers as

information dispensers which can be found in statements such as,

"the volume of information and with the turmoil that
education is in right now... the teacher, I feel, will
become, if I can use the term, it's not my own, a

knowledge navigator, a facilitator, a leader."

The role of the computer was redefined in the following statement

to that of the source of information,

"... it's more information, is landing on him. So more
and more the computer will play the role to relieve
him of some of that burden .,."

Similarly,

the computer will be teaching the facts

Computer Suppliers were also suggesting that with information

readily available through computers the purpose of education must

change to focus on how to use information to solve problems rather

than be absorbed in frnding answers to set problems.

Many teachers would not cope with this new role claimed the

Computer Suppliers. It would only be achievable following a

massive relearning process. A more ambitious claim argued that

people from industry may take up teaching roles,

teachers will not be suitable as teachers and

maybe industry will be the teachers."
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Industry should play an even more significant role according to two

of the theorisers Their statements legitimated the role of industry

to play the predominant role in redefining education.

When considered independently the theories were incipient or

fundamental but when linked together a more coherent image

emerged and the theories take on a more explicit form.

The data shows that the image presented by the Computer Suppliers

was one in which schooling takes places in an environment of rapid

change. Furthermore, schooling must prepare students to confront

this environment.

Within the context of schooling the Computer Suppliers depicted

teachers as struggling to cope both with the external environment

and with the new roles which they perceived them to need. The

perceived role was one in which computers were the main tool for

both teaching and learning. Perhaps a more deviant position

presented was that industry may be better prepared to deliver

education than teachers
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Diagrammatically the theories of the Computer Suppliers can be

shown as follows:-

Soclal
Change

Theorising About Soclal Changce

Economic
Change

Technological
Development

Workplace
Changes

Theorlslng About Schoollng

Teachers
. Suffering information overload
. Not coping with their new role
. Should be subject navigators

Techonology
Computers will teach facts
Computers used to test and
access

Alternative Reality
. lndustry may be better equipped

to teach

FIGURE 17: THEORISING ABOUT THE FUTURE OF SCHOOLING
BY COMPUTER SUPPLIERS

Teachers

Computer
Technolo
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6.1.4 Exami¡ration of Tlteorising by Educational Adminishaton

The 'world' of the Educational Administrator was defined by the

following statements Computers would be used for:

. accessing information

. recreation and employment in homes

. researching information by many students at the same time

. improving independence and interdependence of learning

. improving the effectiveness of learners.

Computers would cause:

. change at a rapid rate

. information to be easily accessible

. a problem for the human interface

. employment to depend on technological skills and

understandi ng

. people to be comfortable with the technology in the home

. people to be suspicious of the use of technology by

governments and organisations including education

departments

. a reduction in legislation to protect privacy.

Educational Administrators expressed a concern for only one issue,

that of the computer/human interface. This aspect appeared to be

partly a response to their perception of how teachers had adapted to

computers and to a lesser extent the student interface.
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As their 'world' view suggested the Educational Administrators

focused upon the more limited concerns of education rather than the

global perspectives which defined the impact of computer technology

on society. In a similar vein to the previous reality definers, the

theorising by the Educational Administrators was predominantly of

the incipient and fundamental type. Examples of this level of

theorising were found in comments such as:-'

"I don't know that a lot of teachers are yet
comfortable,"
"... kids writing improves when they use a keyboard,"
".. we accept the telephone but most people do not
known how it works", and
"the technology is not free enough at this stage."

In general terms the educators' views were more theoretical in nature

than the Computer Suppliers or the Employers. For example,

"there is also a significant fear amongst the general

community that technology is de-skilling and it's true
that one becomes an operator of a machine where as

one did what the machine did and, therefore had a set

of skills."

Many of the statements by the Educators were clearly legitimation

statements, however, it was also possible to differentiate between the

statements which supported the existing institution of schooling and

those which attempted to consider alternative perspectives of

schooling. In each case the educators appeared to be integrating the

alternative definitions of reality into their 'world of meaning'. Their

interpretation of technology was defined by the following statements:
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"what technology does is give people access to
information and enable them to massage and

manoeuvre the information in new ways "

with technology at its current stage allowing
students to use generic software or communication
software to get access to information to process data
and leave the curiosity to them ..."

"information technology is at the basis of the lot,
every area of study and the computer is a generic
tool."

In a similar way the role of technology in society was redefined.

"as technology provides opportunities for some of the
more routine tasks which are undertaken within the
manufacturing sector, for example, to be done with
fewer and fewer people that, that liberates people,
removes some people from the dead ending and
restrictive activity. "

"... society as a whole has got to bear the fact that we
are looking at a change in our work ethic and I
believe that there are people who are going to go to
formal work, say what I am doing here now and there
are people who are in different types of work such as

people who may be classiflred as unemployed."

Education was being defined to accommodate the technology

"It ought to increase the capacity for teachers to
enable students to be much more independent as

l earn ers. "

The legitimation of schooling as an institution can be identified from

the following comments,

"schooling is about personal relationships and so you
do need that interaction."

"I don't think it [computers] will make a lot of
difference. If learning was just stuffing facts it might
but it is about relationship and I don't think society
will tolerate that much change."
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" . if the teacher is still the monitor and the manager
of the range of learning techniques that will still need
teachers but maybe they may get better outcomes in
terms of student performance."

"One thing schools can do is to provide a level of
access to technology and information which is
comlnon to all children."

However, the following comments appeared to be attempting to

integrate the technology into the institution of schooling without

threatening the institution itself.

"There are huge changes in approach which teachers
have to go through and I think that's going to be the
thing which will impede the development."

"The system ought to be free enough so that if you
have a number of students and parents who stay at
home and work in this way and link the supervision
with a leader."

"It's moving away from what I call the custodial view
of teaching to the other end where it's giving kids the
power and responsibility ..."

"I would like to think that the learning environment
becomes more intimate and I think the outside shape

remains the same."

This particular statement accepted the intrusion of computers into the

institution but reinforced the belief that schools should not be

drastically changed in structure or purpose.

Some evidence of reification of the knowledge was also found within

the Educational Administrators beliefs. Comments such as,
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"I don't think that is an individual teacher's role it is
the system",

imply that the 'systern' rather than the individuals who make up that

system are responsible However, in general terms the Educational

Administrators show little tendency to rectify the knowledge they are

creatrng.

A summary of the theorising of the Educational Administrators

follows in a diagrammatic form

Easy
access to

inlormation

Suspicion about
Technology in

hands of
large industry

and government

Thcorlsing Aboul Soclal Changce

Rapid
technological

Less employment
and employmenl

to depend on
technological

skills

Reduced
legislation
to protect
pnvacy

Wide use of
home technology

Concern at the
technology/human

inteface

Theorlslng About Schoollng
Teachers

Teachers Role
, Must change to management
of learning

Technology
, Latest technology to be used
, Computers to be used lor delivery

Students

Organisation
- Currently like factory
- Some learning may be done at home

Þ h¡ schools to guaranlee access

Learning Environment
. Must be enriched
Greater responsibility and independence
for students

FIGURE 18: THEORISING ABOUT THE FUTURE OF SCHOOLING
BY EDUCATIONA L ADMINISTRATORS

Computer
ecT nh o
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COMPARJSON OF THE KNO\ryLEDGE CONSTRUCTED ABOUT THE

TECHNOLOGICAL FUTURE

A simple comparison of the beliefs held about the use of technology in the

future by Educational Administrators, Employers and Computer Suppliers

indicated that they all belreved that technology was going to precipitate great

changes but generally, their theories were confined to their'world'view.

For example, the Educational Administrators claimed that information would

be readily accessible on computers; the Employers believed that automation

would follow and that all workers would need to be conversant with the

technology. The Computer Suppliers claimed that the technology would be

widely available within the community linking homes, work places and

businesses

They also believed that the technology would become easier to use and

would also be used for recreational and learning purposes. Theories about

computers which expressed organisational aspects of the future were

expressed by the Employers and Computer Supplier groups. The most

notable feature of their theorising was the different attitudes adopted towards

the future. For instance, the Employers appeared to view the effects of

technology on the future relatively negatively while the Computer Suppliers

provided an optimistic vision. Little else could be directly compared but the

theorising of the Employers appeared to be based on their experiences, and
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was at a relatively fundamental level, while the Computer Suppliers

appeared to be much more explicit and relied upon theoretical assumptions.

Both theoretical propositions were equally valid from the perspectives of the

theori sers.

Theories which addressed the sociological impact of computers on society

were proffered by all three groups of reality defrners.

A comparison between the groups raised a number of issues. The

Educational Administrators identified the technology/human interface as a

major issue. The Employers identified the isolation of users and the need

to maintain social interactions usually found in the work places where

computers are not presently used. Computer Suppliers, on the other hand,

presented this issue as an opportunity to develop social relationships,

Employers identified the increasing use of technology as an issue while the

Computer Suppliers admitted that many jobs would be replaced by

computers and that job sharing would probably be the result. Employers

also expressed a concern for privacy of information but the Educational

Administrators claimed that privacy would not be an issue because people

would not be able to cope with further information even if it was available.
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The impression given by the theories of the Educators was that people

would adjust and adapt to the technology. According to the Employers; the

increasing influence of the technology was inevitable and that the social

problems identified within the theorising of the Computer Suppliers were

worth the sacrifice created by the introduction of the computer to gain the

future benefits which would flow from its use.

6.3 COMPARISON OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF KNOWLEDGE ABOUT

THE FUTURE OF SCHOOLING

6.3.1 Future of Schooling

When comparing the three groups a number of their beliefs were

shared. The sharing of their beliefs does not mean that those beliefs

are directly comparable due to the different 'world's' which they

occupy. Nevertheless, many of their beliefs were similar in intent.

All three groups shared a belief that public education would remain

a substantial force in society and provide access to all children. The

Employers argued that society would not allow education to be

privatised. The Computer Suppliers emphasised that schooling

would remain a mixture of public and private organisations.

The Employers made statements which suggested that the present

structures of schooling would also remain unchanged for at least two

or three decades.
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On home based learning the Educational Administrators claimed that

it should be flexible enough to be done at home under the

supervision of a teacher. However, the Employers did not believe

that sociery would allow such innovations.

The Computer Suppliers made no direct reference to home based

learning but did reiterate that teachers would manage learning but

not necessarily be the source of information.

Educational Administrators claimed that society wanted schools to

supervise and control children where as the Employers emphasised

that schools were used as child minding centres. This was not

addressed by the Computer Suppliers but they did believe that

schools would have to be responsible for some social development

of students.

According to the Educational Administrators if the learning

environment was enriched many of the behaviour problems would

disappear, Employers claimed that if closer links were formed

between schools and industry, students would be more highly

motivated to learn. Cornputer Suppliers stressed the need for the

direction of schooling to be provided by industry.
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6.3.2 Role of Tenche¡s

A comparison of the role of teachers appeared to be a little less

defined. Educational Administrators believed that teachers should be

managers of learning but not necessarily instructors of learning. This

function was described by the Computer Suppliers as 'knowledge

navigators'; somebody who guided students through their knowledge

development. The Employers claimed that teachers should be more

responsible for student performance and furthermore, they should be

more diagnostic and remedial of that performance. These theories

appeared to be broadly comparable.

A further examination of the role of teachers by the Educational

Administrators suggested that teachers should bring their experience

and mature judgement to students. Employers believed that teachers

would require greater experience to achieve the appropriate learning

goals.

Coping with these new roles may be beyond the teachers present

skills according to the Educationa[ Administrators. Teachers would

need a 'massive retraining process' claimed the Computer Suppliers

and some are not going to be capable in this new role.
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The Employers were not so pessimistic about this matter and claimed

that although teachers must respond to the changes and the use of

technology within learning and teaching, productivity would

lmprove.

Responding to the question regarding the number of teachers

required in this environment the Educational Administrators believed

that the number of teachers would not reduce due to the nature of

teaching. However, Employers believed that the number of teachers

would reduce but this would be independent of the introduction of

computers and more a factor of economics.

Educational Methodolo gy

Some common beliefs were found in the methodology responses.

For instance, Educational Administrators acknowledged that open

access methods would increase in scope. The Employers also

believed that individualised learning methods should be used where

students can learn at their own rate. Computer Suppliers expressed

a belief in the benefits of individualised learning.
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When discussing the technological approaches to learning the

Educational Administrators expressed the belief that portable

computers would be widely used. The Employers made the point

that schools would be technologically advanced and that technology

would be an integral part of learning.

The Computer Suppliers argued that much could be gained from the

use of computer orientated learning systems. These systems would,

according to their theories, direct students to various exercises in

different centres and test and assess them when appropriate.

COMPARISON OF THEORISING ABOUT COMPUTERS IN

EDUCATION BY REALITY DEFINERS

6.4.I Relationships

The theorising of all groups reflected a belief that computers would

provide the potenlial to improve relationships if used for leaming.

Educational Administrators displayed a more complex theoretical

structure which described the independence of learning as the means

of increased self esteem in student which would lead to improved

relationships
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6.4.2

The Employers and Computer Suppliers both argued that improved

relationships would be a result of the removal of the responsibility

of teachers to provide information to students, this would be

provided by the computer. Both the Employers and the Educational

Administrators expressed the belief that the use of computers would

also lead to.a loss of social skills in students.

The Computer Suppliers argued that relationships would 'mature' as

teachers took up a new role as facilitators of learning and assisted

students to 'navigate' through the knowledge.

Iæarning Ab¡lity

Educational Adm i n i strators j ustifi ed the impl ementati on of computers

in education by arguing that students would work at a higher level

in the taxonomy of learning. That is, students would be involved in

conceptual i sing,'analysis and synthesis' instead of the more frequent

approach of repetition Employers, on the other hand, held the belief

that learning abiliry would accelerate as computers gave students

enhanced access to information

Theorising by the Computer Suppliers appeared to be based on the

simple belief that the use of computers would directly improve the

learning process. This view did not appear to have to be justified in
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6.4.3

any way and was self evident to the Computer Suppliers. Within the

theorising by Ernployers lay a concern for the narrowing of

education through the use of computers and an acknowledgment that

some students would not learn successfully via computers.

Motivation

The theorising of Educational Administrators appeared to focus on

the removal of drudgery from learning by the use of computers.

This was reflected in their belief that students writing improved

when using keyboards.

However, their theorising also identified concern that computers

could be demotivational for some students, and further, that total

reliance on computers in eduction may produce greater intolerance

in students.

Employers in this instance expressed a diversity of beliefs ranging

from the belief that computers would motivate students, that the

ready access to information itself may be motivational or that the

motivational effects were due to the novelty effect which would soon

wear off.
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Computer Suppliers theorisrng suggested that computers would

especially motivate the gifted or slow students but also placed an

emphasis upon good teaching as the main ingredient in the

motivational effects of computers.

6.4.4 Creativity

The Educational Administrators professed the belief that computers

would enable students to be more creative than those not using them

but they also acknowledged that computers were limiting to creative

expression due to the lack of capabilities of the computers

themselves.

Computer Suppliers also argued that the use of computers would

enhance creativity but added the qualifying belief that the technology

must be well managed and at the leading edge of the technology

A contrary belief was advanced by the Employers who simply stated

that computers would not enhance the creative ability of students.

6.4.5 Equity

The perceptive difference between the groups and the legitimated

role of the public education system became clearly visible on this

lssue
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6.4.6

Educational Administrators claimed that the role of the public

education system was to provide access to the technology regardless

of economic circumstances. This view was shared by the Employers

although they believed that such support may be limited to a safety

net effect

Computer Suppliers, in this instance, argued that computers would

not have any irnpact on equity. One of the suppliers likened

computers to books and claimed that the book sellers would face

competition from Computer Suppliers in future.

Another argued that those people who had resources would continue

to provide private tuition to their children.

Gender Effects

Comments about gender effects provided a degree of diversity in the

theorising of the groups. Educational Administrators pointed to the

bias against females in society and argued for a measure of control

on the boys in order to improve the opportunities for girls.

The Employers held the belief that the technology of computing did

not differentiate between the sexes and therefore was not an issue for

gender bias.
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Computer Suppliers, on the other hand, acknowledged the gender

bias in society and claimed that computers themselves provided the

opportunity to address the social bias by providing a common

platform for the development of equity in education.

6.4.7 Career Needs

The theorising applied to career needs w¿rs complex and

demonstrated the groups attempts to delve into the future.

For instance, the Educational Administrators put forward a number

of theories which attempted to explain why the technology must be

addressed They claimed that technology could not be stopped, all

would be affected, that there was a fear that technology was

deskilling and in order to combat these effects there was a need to

move the skill levels away from the manual levels to more

conceptual levels.'

The Employers held a variety of theories but the most compelling

justified the need for computer skills because they would be in as

much demand as reading and writing. Computer Suppliers also put

forward the view that computer training would make it difficult for

employers to place students into menial jobs but they also advanced

an argument that technology would enhance people career's and that
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new types of employment would be created around the technology

in the future.

Relevance to Subjects

Educational Administrators belreved that computers were a generic

technology suitable to all subjects. Employers were Iess cohesive in

their beliefs but generally claimed that computers were relevant to

all subjects. The Computer Suppliers in this instance did not

advance an argument.

Redundnncy of Knowledge

The Employers claimed that with the technology of computers the

focus of education should be on the process of learning rather than

on the outcome. This view was further advanced by the Computer

Suppliers who argued that because computers gave ready access to

information it was more important that the focus of learning be on

the processes of problem solving.

The Educational Administrators addressed the redundancy of

knowledge in a theoretical manner. No recognition was given that

the computer may change the need for teaching some types of

knowledge. This may have been a form of nihilation in which

changes to the institution of education were denied.
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6.4. I 0 Effectiveness/Effi ciency

The Educational Administrators theorising appeared to emphasise the

legitimate purpose of education as that of developing relationships.

This emphasis seemed to be directed at any suggestion that

relationships could be considered in the context of effectiveness or

efficiency. Such suggestions were viewed as competing or

conflicting theories However, they did concede that if teachers

focussed on managing and monitoring student learning it may lead

to improved outcomes

Employer representatives believed that computers would improve

efficiency and effectiveness of schooling but in order to do this

teachers required computing skills.

Computer Suppliers also believed that computers would provide

efficiencies but they stressed that teachers needed new skills to make

this possible They also advanced the theory that teacher numbers

would not necessarily reduce but the use of computers would impose

reductions to the management layers in the organisation thus

presenting a divergent opinion to the other groups.
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6.5 CONSTRUCTION OF KNOWLEDGE SUPPORTING CON{PUTERS IN

EDUCATION

An examination of the theories held by the three groups of reality definers

according to those who supported computers in education, those who were

non-supportive and those who could not be defined as supportive or non-

supportive (Appendix 7, 8 and 9) are displayed below (Table 5).

TABLE 5: Support for Computers in Education by Educational
Adminishaton, Employers iurd Computer Suppliers

This simple analysis displays the relative disposition of the theories of each

of the groups towards the application of computers in education.

As a collective group there was a considerable level of support for

computers to be used in schooling. Comparatively, it can be seen that the

most supportive theorising was being done by the Computer Suppliers. The

next most supportive theorising was undertaken by the Employers and the

least supportive level of theorising was undertaken by the Educators.

Type of
Statement

Emplo¡'crs
Com¡ruter
Su¡r¡rlien

Educational
Administmton

TOTAL

N o//o N % N o//o N Vo

Supportive l3 5 6.5 l9 86.4 t4 5 0.0 46 63.0

Neutral ) 2t.7 3 13.6 9 32.1 l7 23.3

Non-supportive 5 2t.7 0 0 ) t7.9 l0 t3.7

TOTAL 23 100 0 22 I00.0 28 100.0 73 100.0
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When theorising by the Employers is compared to the level of theorising by

the Educational Administrators (ie in non-supportive statements) it is

difficult to explain why the Employers are more cautious about the

technology than the Educational Administrators unless their experience has

lead them to treat technology with a greater degree of care than the

Educators who have not had a history of using technology in their freld.

However, it is clear that the Educators have not yet made a firm decision

about many of the issues as evident in the level of neutral (uncommitted)

statements made.

This table demonstrates the complexity of the theorising which was being

carried out. Although each of the groups quite clearly supported the use of

computers they also held theories which reflected their concerns.

For example, the theories held by the Employers which were non-supportive

represent 21.7% of all theories. People clearly make their decisions after

weighing up the issues on matters such as, the use of computers may cause

reduced interpersonal skills but conclude that the benefits created make this

acceptable.
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COMPARJSON OF CONTROL OF COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION

All groups were asked to respond to the following question:

Høve people made a choice about the use of technology in education?

The Computer Suppliers generally failed to address this question directly but

they did indicate that, on the one hand, it was an issue for all people

involved in schooling while on the other hand they did not have sufficient

knowledge to make a decision

The Educational Administrators expressed the view that people do not make

decisions about these sorts of issues but just accommodate and adjust to

them. It was also explained that the level of decision making was trivial

and based on the notion that the number of computers in a school

determined which was the better school regardless of how they were used.

This idea justified that administrators had to make these decisions.

Employers argued from two perspectives. One, that computers in schooljust

happened and; two, that computers ought to be used if they would make the

children 'smarter'. This perspective presented parents as people who purely

respond to the pressure of technological advancement but who also sought

to take advantage of the benefits of technology as presented to them for their

children. It also indicated the level of theorising by individual

representatives was limited.
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To the question, "Will society be more inhttntan in fulure," the Computer

Suppliers suggested that if society did not pay attention to the human

aspects then the advent of computer technology could well create a more

inhumane society. The view was also expressed that without exploiting the

technology society could not use technology as a means of restraining acts

of violence. This gave the two opposing and dialectic views of technology.

On the one hand technology created social problems but on the other hand

social problems could be improved by the use of technology. A mixture of

views were presented by the Educational Administrators. On the one hand,

computing technology would 'liberate' people from some manufacturing

tasks which were seem to be dull and restrictive. Alternatively, concern was

expressed about the individualisation which computer technology encouraged

causing a detnmental effect on social relations. A third position indicated

that it was inevitable in schools because it was 'in society' and that parents

could, if they so desired, make the decision by changing their spending

patterns. This argument depended upon a consumer demand model of

education which says that schools would continue to use computers if

parents put their money into the purchase of equipment.

Employers who responded to this question suggested that students would be

in a more active environment and therefore this would be an improvement

over the passive classroom behaviour currently employed, enhancing

relationships and thereby minimising the risks associated with the use of the

technology.
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Itill people hcwe a choice abottt where con,puters vill be used in education?

This question was only addressed by the Computer Suppliers who argued

that people would not have a choice about where computers would be used

in education in the same way that individuals did not have a choice about

where a telephone was used. Furthermore, their arguments pointed out that

for economic reasons industry had to use them, and consequently, that

pressure would dominate the direction of education.

ll'ill educalion be conslrained by the use of computers? This question was

addressed by the Employers, the Computer Suppliers and by a Curriculum

Director. By and large the predominant view expressed was that education

would be constrained by the inability of schools to keep up with the

development of the technology

An Employer put the view that education would be subjected to the dictates

of the industries who were prepared to invest in developing the software for

educational purposes. An alternative perspective indicated that the teachers

themselves would produce the educational programs and hence the restrictive

control would not be a problem
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The Computer Suppliers who were also large suppliers of equipment to

schools claimed that education would not be constrained in any way, and,

in fact, would continuously find new opportunities by using the technology.

However, the Supplier rvhose market was in the industrial sector claimed

that education would flounder due to a lack of government policies which

favoured manufacturing and business. Elsewhere this spokesperson

expressed the view that industry should lead education and shape the

direction and outcome of the students.

"V[/ould schooling be reshaped by the use of computers in education?" This

question received a considerable degree of agreement by all participants.

One of the Educational Administrators expressed the view that he would like

to see the environment becorne more intimate as a result of the use of

computers. One of the Enrployers thought that a fair degree of resistance

would be encountered in the process while another expressed the view that

the change would be a consequences of economic pressures rather than

technology.

"Is the future of compttters in edttcation a frightening prospect?" This

question evoked a qualified answer from most respondents which again

demonstrated the complexity of theory construction in a modern world. All

but one respondent expressed the view that the future of education and

technology was an exciting one. One individual from the Employers
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explained that the future would be exciting on the basis that'change is

exciting'. However, he went on to explain that this was not something that

you look forward to. The corollary to the exciting future perspective was

the view that the present direction of education was frightening, that for

some people the prospect of using computers was equally frightening and

if handled badly a deterioration of human relationships would be the result.

Furthermore, if those who could not cope with computer learning, were not

supported, then this would be a frightening future for education and

schooling,

"ll'ill teachers lose control of the cttrriculunt if contpuler lechnology werc

used for educational ¡ttttTtoses?" This question was answered by the

Employers and the Computer Suppliers who claimed that they did not

believe that teachers ever had control over the curriculum. One of the

Employers explained that control was really in the teachers hands which

meant that the level of control was dependent upon how much responsibility

teachers wanted to take, but added, that he thought teachers would have a

lot of trouble changing to deal with the new technology.

COMPARISON OF EVALUATION OF EDUCATION

The Educational Administrators were asked to respond to a question

regarding how they currently rated schools. Two of them responded to this

question. In their view schools needed substantial change and particularly

in the area of methodology. Respondrng to the supplementary question that

t
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schools may need radical change the view was expressed that schools

needed continuous change. It was explained that teachers ought to be risk

takers but that the environment discouraged teachers from taking such a

stance.

The Computer Suppliers all claimed that schools were generally

unsatisfactory and that they needed radical change. One felt that they

needed to implement the technology available while another argued that a

third dimension of vocational education must be addressed more vigorously.

The view was also expressed that students should be taught to meet the

needs which would confront them when they finished schooling.

The Employers also expressed the view that schools needed change. One

claimed that radical change was necessary to take schools in new directions

although he conceded that the direction itself was hazy but that technology

was a major part of that future. Another argued that schools needed to

continuously change and that continuous pressure needed to be applied to

Educational Administrators to ensure that change.

The predominant theme identified throughout this analysis was that

technology was the essential factor in change for schooling and that it had

to be adapted to education regardless of the concerns expressed about its

inappropriate use. Of equal concern was the lack of support from teachers

and the perceived danger to human relationships if learning were to depend

totally on computers for learning,
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COMPARJSON OF PRON{OTION OF COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION

The responses to the promotion of computers in education were quite

revealing in terms of the knowledge held by the three groups. The

Curriculum Director explained that he recognised a number of influential

people within the Education Department who pushed the use of computers

within the Department for teaching purposes and as a result gained a high

profile for their use in the Department.

The Computer Suppliers shared the view that computer companies were the

main sponsors of computers for educational use. AII acknowledged that the

Education Department had also supported their use within their constrained

budgets. Teachers and parents were given some recognition for promotion

but to a much lesser degree than that of the Education Department and the

computer companres.

The Employers argued that employers as a group did little to effectively

promote the use of computers for education. Furthermore, they expressed

no consensus on who were the main promoters. One held the view that

teachers had a great deal to say on the subject while another identifìed

computer companies as the main promoters of computers for education.

However, both agreed that parents had some influence although according

to one Employer, it was the pressure groups, but after some thought

appeared to retreat from this view.
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6.9 SUMI\{ARY OF THE THEORISING OF EI\IPLOYERS, COMPUTER

SUPPLIERS A¡N D EDU CATIONA L ADMIN ISTRATORS

Theory construction by all the groups displayed a strong orientation to the

future. Each group dealt with the way technology would effect schooling

and all believed that the technology of computing would have a major

impact on schooling, work and Iife rn general,

Each of the groups displayed a unique 'world' view which defined their

theorising to the confines of their experience and also placed a unique focus

on those issues where shared theorising was identified.

Most of the theory building was defined as rudimentary in nature although

there was evidence of some explicit forms of theorising by the Educators in

particular. However, the fragmentary nature of the theories constructed did

not limit the extent and direction of the theorising when viewed as a whole

For example, quite complex arguments could be developed when the

independent theories were linked. (However, although this was evident to

the researcher, it rìa1r not have been so obvious to the theorisers

themselves )

The rudimentary nature of the theorising was also emphasised by the

complexity of the theories r.r,hich were not all intei-related or congruent
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Furthermore, many of the theories were contradictory both within the groups

and by individuals which demonstrated the speculative nature of the

subjective reality of the future.

The nature of the theorising by the groups of reality definers examined, still

presented a plausible guide into a new reality although shaped by the

various perspectives. For example, all groups defined a future in which

computer technology became a common aspect of life and a strong

component in education and schooling. All groups agreed that teaching, the

role of teachers, the methodology and the outcomes of education would be

modified The commonality of their theories suggested that much of this

reality was already objectified Their views were generally compatible with

those expressed by the media, by governnrent and authors commenting on

this matter

Some tension between the groups of realiry definers was apparent and each

of the groups attempted to define their particular 'world' view by making

legitimating statements to substantiate their claims For instance, the

Educators sort to legitimate the role of schools by claiming that the prime

purpose of schooling was the social development of students. The Computer

Suppliers agreed wrth this positron but sort to legitimate the role of

computers to enable schooling to be organised to provide the time for such

relationships to develop
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The Employers also agreed that relationships were important in schools and

in the workplace and sort to legitimate their role in the structure to make the

decisions about the direction of schools.

The conceptual reality evoked by all the theorisers was that the integrating

theme of computers in education was the economic imperative for the future

creation of wealth and for the growth of industry.

Collectively, the knowledge constructed presented a clear image to all that

schooling must adopt computing technology, that the educational process

must be modified to accommodate the technology and that the institution of

schooling should be preserved when making these changes.



Theorising Wíthin the 'World'
of the School
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7. THEORISING WITHIN THE WORLD' OF THE SCHOOL

7 I THEORISING ABOUT CO]\IPUTER USE IN SCHOOIS BY PRINCIPAIS

Interviews were conducted with three Principals of Schools. (Two of these

schools responded to a questionnaire [see below].)

7.t l The Prcsent Use of Computen in Schools

Each of the School Principals interviewed put the view that the

computer was a necessary element of schooling. This was reflected

in the variety of w.ays in which computers have been used, which

may be categorised in the following way:-

(a) Work related uses,

- word processing

- collputer programmlng

- drawing and design

- computer aided design and manufacturing equipment.

(b) Supplement to tradrtional teaching approaches,

- honle economics

- maths, geography

- business studies

- scrence
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Theofising About the Computer Skill Requircd by StudenS

Each of the Principals considered it essentral that students were able

to use computers and have some computer knowledge. The use of

computers was seen as having keyboard skills and the general ability

to use the computer as a tool in all subjects.

In one case, School X (a girls' school) committed all students to

undertake a ternl of computing and all girls were taught keyboard

skills from year four onwards

Theorising About FuÉher Computer Uses in Schools

All Principals were seeking to expand the application of computers

into subject areas not presently using computers and all sought to

expand their use into fields which reflected current commercial or

industrial uses

The theorising by all the Principals clearly reflected an awareness of

technology as a maJor influencing factor on modern life.

Furthermore, the Principal of School X admitted that computers

presently represented the major and only significant inclusion of

technolog¡, into the school's program In particular it was pointed

out that there w,as a need to extend the inVolvement of students in

areas of technology such as wood and metal However, because girls

may not feel conrfortable about traditional approaches, jewellery was
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envisaged as a field in which they could involve a range of technical

skills and the use of computers for design purposes.

Theorising Abor¡t the Computer Skills of Teachers

The Principal of School X considered that staff should be encouraged

to use computers and to use them as a tool in the process of teaching

and learning but the Principals of School Y and School Z felt that all

teachers would need to gain considerable computer skills as they

would be used more extensively in education.

The Principals of Schools Y and Z expressed the view that

computing was an essential skill of teachers whereas School X

considered it desirable

Theorising About Students Fuh¡re Vocational Needs

All the uses of conrputers in schooling outlined above, suggested that

the Pnncipals saw a future society in which all students would be

involved in some way in the use of computers for work related

needs It was also suggested that schools were far more concerned

about preparing their students for employment in a world in which

computer technology would play a much more important role t!lan

had been the case in the past
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Although the Principal of School Y had not considered that the use

of computers rlight also reduce the skills required by some people,

the other Principals recognised that the gap between the skilled and

non-skilled would widen Furthermore, work would change rapidly

in the future and as a result students would need to learn new skills

more frequently as computers become more widely applied in

soclety.

7.1.6 Theoñsing About the Use of Computen for Iæaming

All Principals saw a shift in the focus of learning from the group or

class to the individual. All three Prrncipals affirmed the importance

of the interaction between students and teachers and pointed out that

they could not see a situation in which computers would eventually

replace teachers,

Furthermore, they believed that computer learning had the potential

to create an increased relationship between the students and teacher

The Principal of School Y explained that if schools became

dependent on computers as part of the delivery system for Iearning,

then schools rvould need 1o provide social contacts and links between

people to enable developrnent of social skills. This view implied

that socral skills would be diminished due to the use of computers

He also acknorvledged that some students would prefer to be taught

by computers rather than by teachers.
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There was some divergence of opinion about whether students'

learning ability would improve if they were to use computers. The

Principal of School X believed that some aspects of rote learning

would improve by using computers but that computers would not be

useful for attitude development.

School Y's Principal on the other hand had no doubt that the learning

ability of students would improve from the use of computers.

The Principal of School Z considered that computers would not

contribute to the ability of students to learn but felt that they held

some potential for students to better research their subjects and that

marginal benefits in student results could be predicted

The Pnncipal of School X pointed out that a great deal depended

upon how the cornputers were programmed. The Principal's view

was that if computers were programmed for open ended inquiry then

student ability to learn nray be enhanced.

The major advantage cited by the Principal of School X was that

teaching would be able to nrove away from the lock-step approach

and students would learn at therr own pace
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In terms of the motivational effect of the computer, all the Principals

thought that little advantage would flow from computer use even

where the students controlled the learning material. The problem

according to the Principal of School Y was that the Australian

culture was not that of a learning society at this stage.

None of the Principals felt that the use of computers for leaming was

in any way a problem of gender and the Principal of School X

expressed the view that any gender effects were tied up with other

issues in society and not related to computers. However, the

Principal went on to say that because the computer was a mechanical

device it might attract males but be unappealing to females.

Using computers in schools did not pose any problems for students'

creatrvity according to all the Principals concerned The Principal

of School Y considered that it might be possible that computers

could restrain creativrty but that this was unlikely as humans would

always be divergent. The Principal of School X felt that their use

should enhance problem solving while the Principal of School Z

expressed the view that students would be more creative if they v,'ere

rvell taught using conrputers
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All Principals were of a like mind in respect of the vrew that all

subjects would be relevant for computer learning. However, there

was sonle doubts expressed by the Principal of School X about

whether arts subjects were as relevant as science subjects to

computer learning. A vision of how schools might develop using

computers was provrded by the Principal of School X. It was

suggested that schools would develop along the lines of distance

education eventually replicating the paperless office.

Theorising About the Need for Sh¡dents to Know the Effecb of

Computers on Society

Responding to questions concerning the need of students to study the

social effects of computers on society the Principals gave a variety

of theories. One Principal (School Y) suggested that schools did not

do enough of this sort of inquiry while another (School X) felt that

although students should be concerned about the effects of computers

in society they should not be attempting to determine the effects

themselves

Whether students should be concerned about the ways computers

were being used in society produced equally divergent thinking. For

example, the Principal of School Z was concerned about the need to

maintain a nraterialistic lifestyle (ie, production of goods such as

cars, machines etc) u,hile at the same time reducing the problems

this created such as the greenhouse effect.
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The Principal of School X, on the other hand, considered that the

way computers were being used in society was almost a moral

questl on.

Theorising About Futurc Curriculum Requirements

Discussing the likely changes to curriculum bought about by the

extensive use of computers for learning elicited the following beliefs.

The Princrpal of School X expressed the view that because

information would be readily available it should release teachers

enabling them to use data more effectively rather than spending so

much time imparting rt However the Principal of School Z thought

that such ideas were a 'Red Herring' and that basic knowledge would

still need to be imparted

Answering the question: 'will the use of computers for learning

change what students need to learn in future?', brought agreement

from all Principals with qualifying comments. The Principals of

Schools X and Z lelt that change would only occur after the basics

were first established School Y's Principal expressed the opinion

that present curricululn would be irrelevant in terms of ac',ual

knowledge but that the computer would enable the process of

learning to become nrore inrportant, that is, thinking. problem solving

etc
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7.r 9 Theoñsing About lssues of Equity

Considerable divergence of opinion was expressed about the issue of

equity. The Principals of School X and Y both thought that those

students who could learn using computers would become elite

students. The Principal of School Y explained that schools already

have an elite group of students in a sense, but teachers have not

extended them sufficiently, and if computers could facilitate this then

it would be welcomed. The Principal of School Z disagreed on this

point and also drsagreed that computers would create an elite student

group.

AII Principals agreed that computer learning would not benefit those

who could afford expensive, pnvate learning material to any extent

pointing out that books could be considered in a similar way.

Likewise all Principals were in agreement about the benefits

computer learning would brrng to the slower learners.

Regarding the abrliq,of students to select learning material according

to what they wished to learn, the Principal of School Z considered

that this was not practical given the need to direct students along

specific drrections accordrng to curriculum agreements. Both School

X and Y Principals felt that conìputers would enable students to have

this flexibilitv
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7.1.10 Theorising About the Efficiency of Using Computen for Schooling

The Principal of School Z pointed out that the use of computers

might cause a revolution in schools if the government increased the

percentage of GNP to education as in other countries.

The Principal of School X explained that questions of efficiency

depended on what was meant by success in schools.

However there was no disagreement about the question of how many

teachers would be'required in a school using computers for learning.

All agreed that ferver teachers would be required. The Principal of

School Y pointed out that schools could no longer sustain the Ievel

of student/teacher ratios for such things as language courses and that

compulers were the obvious solution to such problems providing

greater efficiency in teacher use

Likewise to the complementary question regarding being able to use

teachers more effectively there seemed to be general agreement

The Principal of School X in particular, suggested that schools cculd

use teachers nrore like universities That is, higher qualified teachers

could handle greater numbers for some subjects and better value

would be gained from auxiliary staff teaching small groups. The
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Principal provided the following example:-

For instance classes of 50 could be conducted by
qualified teachers then the less qualifred could
work with smaller groups

The Principal of School X suggested that overall teacher numbers

might be the same but they could be used more effectively, for

example, with slower learners etc

However, all Principals felt that students who did not have a strong

desire to learn would fall behind in a computer learning school

The notion of using home terminals instead of attending school did

not gain any degree of support as it was felt that most students

would seek the human and social interaction of the school although

the Principal of School X suggested that it was a possibility

somewhere in the future

7.1.1I Theorising About the Futurt Direction of Schooling

The theorising about the future direction of schooling was quite

divergent The Principaì of School Z considered that schools wor¡ld

remain much like they were at present but would rely on increasing

amounts of conrputer technology for learning
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The Principal of School X argued that the future could see schooling

become more divergent including schools much as they are at

present but using more computers, private computer packages

produced for soçial learning but where knowledge would be gained

through personal computers. Some of these already existed, she

claimed, if all forms of learning currently used in the world were

consi dered

The Princrpal of School Y stated that schools would change

somewhere down the track to reflect the following characteristics:-

become resource centres;

places whrch nlanage social activities;

manage practical programs especially for equipment which

individuals could not purchase;

co-ordinate physical education programs;

be centres for music training etc.

Furthermore, it was explained that much learning would also be

undertaken through other agencies, and schools would no longer hold

the monopoli, they presently enjoyed
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All the Princrpals expressed the view that schools were in need of

radical change The Principal of School X qualified this notion by

indicating that the changes should not occur too rapidly while the

Principal of School Y expressed the view that Schools should change

quite drastically but questioned whether society would allow this to

happen. He did not think that money was the issue but rather a

question of where educational priorities were placed. He also

explained that perhaps money should have been spent improving

teaching methodology and reducing the dependence of teachers on

the talk-and-chalk methods widely in use.

7.1,12 Theoñsing About the Role of Teachers

According to the view of the Principal of School Z the most

important aspects of the teacher's role would be counsellors and

study advisers, developers of students' social skills and evaluators of

computer programs. The Principal of School X on the other hand

considered that the teachers'role was to develop values and attitudes

rn students and that if students had appropriate values they would be

able to cope r.r,ith nìost aspects of life
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7.1.13 Theorising About the Reification in Schools of Knowledge About

Computers

In general tenns there appears to be some evidence that the

Principals have reified knowledge about computers to some degree.

All expressed some notion of excitement about the future and all

appeared to show that they would play an important role in

implementing computer use into the schools. Equally, due

recognition was given to the potential for computers to be used in

unhelpful ways detrimental to society.

However, none of the Princrpals questioned the ability of computers

to improve the learnrng process of students This seemed to be self

evident

When asked who was most responsible for the promotion of

computers into education there was some measure of agreement by

all the Principals For example, those seen to be most responsible

were, conlputer suppliers, sorne teachers, business and industry, and

to a much lesser extent, the expectatrons of parents.

The Principal of School X (a private school), however, identified

parents as being a nrajor influence A dichotomy of opinion was

clearly evident betu,een the Principals of the public school and the

piivate school in the study
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The Principals from the public school section expressed the view that

neither the Government nor the Education Department were placing

adequate emphasis on resources into this important area. However

the Principal of School X, although placing little responsibility on

the Government for the promotion of computers into education, felt

that the Education Department was equally responsible with

computer suppliers for their promotion in schools.

The media were not considered important by any of the Principals.

One of the reasons why the computer companies featured in this

respect was that two of the three schools had equipment supplied by

the computer companies or had staff involved in on-going

arrangements providrng access to computer software

7.1.14 Theorising About the Purpose of Schooling with Respect to

Computing

All Principaìs were in accord regarding the essential objectives of

schooling with regard to the use of computers,

(a) Students should learn how to use computers,

(b) They should have computing skills necessary for

emploYntent

(c) They should have the skills which enable them to live in a

corïputer soctet\/
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(d) They should be adaptable and be able to cope with the

changes in a computer society.

(e) Computers should be used to enhance students' intellectual

development.

This response to the normative statements shows a high degree of

agreement between Principals - such support shows the development

of a correspondence of beliefs between Principals about the meaning

attached to the use of computer technology in schooling.

The views held by Principals are summarised in the following table,

Table 6
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SUMMARY TABLE OF BELIEFS HELD BY PRINCIPAIS ABOUT THE USE
OF COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION
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BELIEF

[;.sscntial that all studcnts are ablc lo usc computers

Schools rvoultl continuc to cxpand thcir use of computers in schools

A grcatcr cnrphirsis uould hc givcn to thc usc ol computers lor vocatiorral sub.iccts

Cornprrtcr tcchrrologv rvould bccomc a ma_jor inllucncc on nìodcrn lil'c

I'cuchcrs ncctl lo usc c()rìrpulcrs ¿rs în cxtcnsion <lf thc tools lìrr tcaching antl lc:rrning

'l'c¿rcllcrs rrorrltl nccd considcrirblc computcr skills to rìranagc lcarning

All slutlcnts rvoultl rrccd conrl)utcr knorvlcdgc and skills l'trr rvork nccds

Sonrc .job skills u,oultl dccrcasc in l'uturc trccausc ol compulcrs

'fhc gap bctu'ccrr skillcd and non-skillcd rvould rvidcn

Work rvould changc rapidlv and sludcnls rvould nccd ncrv skills more l'rcqucntlv

Irocus ol lcarning rvoultl shift lrom thc groul) to thc individual

Al"[irmcd thc irnporlancc of rclationshi¡r betrvcen studcnt and tcachcr

Conrputers have thc potcntial to crcate incrcascd relationships bctu'een studcnt and teacher

Schools rvt¡uld nccd to cmphasise social rclalions il computers widcly uscd in schools

Computcrs u'ould not rcplacc tcachcrs in thc lcarning process

Extcnsivc usc ol- computers could rcduce social skills

Students lcarning ability would improve il computers used

Computcrs rvould not be helpful in developing attitudes
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BELIEF

Computcrs may be uselul to improve rote learning

Computers would help studcnts research their work

Computcrs would cnable teaching to move from the lock-step approach

Computcrs would not molivate students

Cotnputcrs do nol havc anv gendcr cllccts

IJccausc c()nrpulcrs rvcrc mcchi¡nical deviccs thcv may bc unappcaling to lcmales

Âll studcnls shotrld lrc conccnrcd al'rout thc \\'¿rv cor]rl)ulcrs are uscd in socictv

Conrputcr lcarning rr'ould not strllc crcalivrtv

Âll srrlljccts arc rclcr arrt ftrr cont¡rutcr lcirrnrng

Scicncc srrb.jccts mar'lrc nrorc rclcvant than arts sutr-jccts hrr computcr learning

lrrlìrrnlation ar'¿rilabilitv through cotïputcrs rvould l'rcc up tcaclrcrs

Ilasic knorvlcdgc rvould still nccd to lrc irlpartcd

Conrpulcrs u'ould changc s,lrat studcnts nccdcd in futurc

Proccss ol lcarning rvould bccomc nrorc important (lhinking, problcm solving)

Computcrs rvould crcatc an clite

Private ¿ìccess to private lcarning nr¡terial rvould not provide any advantagc

Computer lcarning rvould benc[it slorvcr learners

Some benclit from ability ol student to sclcct learning material

Use of computer lcarning would require fewer teachers

Teachers would be used more effectively in schools

Students without a stro¡ìg desire to learn would lall behind
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BELIEF

Students would rather come to school than use home terminals

Schools would change and rely much more on computer technology

Schools rvould not hold a monopolv on learning in luture

Schools arc in necd ol considcrable changc

Rolc ol tcachcrs srculd bc: studv adliscrs, dcvclopers of social skills, evaluators ol computer programs
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7.1.15 An Analysis of the Tlreorising of Principals

(a) A considerable degree of theorising was evident by Principals

about computing.

(b) Although there was some personal uneasiness about where

the direction of computer use in education was taking

schools, Princrpals did not appear to have reified the

knowledge about computer technology except in respect of its

ability to improve learning However, they expressed some

doubt about how nruch change to schools would be tolerated

by socrery.

(c) The degree of theorising was surprisingly uniform between

the schools and colleges given the difference in educational

philosophy held by the different Principals, eg values versus

knowledge and skills

(d) However the institutional basis of schooling was not

challenged by the Prrncipals even though they suggested that

radical changes be nrade All emphasised the relationship

between student and teacher claiming that this would not

change regardless of the technology.
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This point demonstrated that the knowledge of institutional

relationsliips held in the roles of the teachers has not changed

as a result of the introduction of computers and, in fact,

affirrned the institutional relationship between student and

teach er

A disjunction was evident between the position of the Public

School Principals, the bureaucracy and politicians with

respect to who was responsible for creating the changes

necessary to include the computer in education.

The Principals clearly saw a conflict between the statements

of politrcians and Education Department with respect to the

commitment to make the investment in computer technology

to enable changes to schools 1o become a reality. Equally the

Principals were concerned about schools acting in an unco-

ordinated manner and doing their own thing which would be

in conflict r.r'ith the detailed instructions in the Department's

policy statements.
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It seenrs that Principals see little connection between these

statements and the real needs of schools. It is doubtful

whether the Principals concerned had any knowledge of the

Departmental directions, or if they did, then they gave each

view little credibility.

It was also apparent that the Principals were engaged in

legitinrating the role of computers in the school and the

educational process, Although the Principals could have

chosen to reject the technology they have legitimated its role

in education However at this stage it appears that they are

rncorporating the technology tentatively into their own 'world'

and in so doing have begun to construct theories to explain

why computers should be used, how they should be used and

where they should be used in schoolrng.

Furthernrore, although nruch of the theorising seems tentative

and rudimentary in nature there is evidence of an emerging

explicitness wrthrn some of the theorising which shows how

rapidl¡, the conrputer is being established as a legitimate

technologv of learning and which will, as in other industries,

reduce the labour intensiveness of current teacher practice if
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the theorising continues at its present pace and in the same

direction

It was also interesting to note that none of the Principals

attempted to prove or question the validity of the claim that

computers would improve the learning process of students.

The acceptance of the claim by writers and suppliers that

computers would improve leaming suggests that Principals

have been susceptible to the general mythology of computers,

that they have a role in education, as they have elsewhere,

and they will be made to work. This seems to have been

accepted at face value which shows that Principals are not

immune to reification of the knowledge being constructed

about computers.

RESULTS OF SURVEY

Two schools, one independent, single sex (female) and one state (co-

education) were selected to provide insights from the school situation

relating to issues raised by the'theorising'of reality definers outside the

world of schooling

The following data provides the results of the Computers in Education

questionnaire (see Appendix 4)
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It had been planned to survey three schools, but industrial action in schools

resulting in 'work-to-rulq' made the administration of the questionnaire

possible in only two schools

The survey, however, was seen merely as providing insights into evidence

of theorising at the school level, and not as supporting any particular

hypothesis.

The survey was completed by:-

44 Teachers

222 Parents

308 Students from Years l0-12

Results are presented for each question and are recorded for each category

of response by total number of response for each category and percentage

of total response.

Parents, Students and Teachers are designated P, S and T in the tables

(Appendix 5) The tables show results in number of responses'n'and

percentage 'olo'
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The followrng sections of the survey results are displayed as follows:-

l. Source of Knowledge About Cornputers

2. Beliefs About a Technological Future

3. Computers and Education

4. Role of Teachers rn a Computerised School

5. Control of Technology in Education

6. Purpose of Schooling

7. Satisfaction with Schooling

8. Promoters of Computers ln Education

9. Selected Results by School, Sex, Age and Teaching Specialisation

7,3 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

The survey results were analysed using the following criteria:-

(l) A belief was determined to be commonly held by a group if

agreement for a statement was greater than 50% of all responses.

A converse belief was determined to be.commonly held by a group

if disagreerrent for a statement was greater than 50% of all

responses

A belief was deternrined to be not commonly held by a group if

agreement or disagreement for a statement was Iess than 50% of all

responses

A belief was said to be shared if values greater than 50% in

agreement or disagreement was found for all groups (ie, students,

parents, teachers)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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8. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Results from the analysis of the survey of schools (Appendix 5) are presented in the

following tables to facilitate discussion

8.I SOURCE OF KNOWLEDGE ABOUT COMPUTERS

(A) Personal Expeñence

TABLE 7: Have used a computer

Table 7 above shows an extra-ordinary penetration of computers into

schools, honres and work. Perhaps the importance attached to

computers can be denronstrated from the figures above and shows

that the theorising of the reality definers has to a large degree

become a reality. Concerns by educatronal writers about the

acceptance of conrputers by teachers is clearly repudrated by the

results found in this survey,

Also of significant interest is the high proportion of parents who

have at least handled a computer at home or at work.

TEACHERS
(N=48)

PARENTS
(N = 222)

STUDENTS
(N = 310)

YES NO YES NO YES NO

No 4t 2 18t 4t 307 3

o,//o 93 7 8l l9 99 I
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TABLE 8: COI\{PUTER EXPERIENCE

Respondents Yrs Exper l< I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 >ll
Teachers
(N=35)

Nunl ber I 3 ) 3 6 _5 2 3 4 J

Average exp
= 5'2 )'rs

l8l I 3 l0 9 24 25 t2 0 24 0 40 33

Parents
(l.J= 168)

Number l3 l4 24 20 24 23 t2 7 7 9 l5

Average exp.

= 4.6 ),rs
788 l3 t4 48 60 96 t25 72 49 56 0 90 165

students
(N=2e3)

Nunlber 27 27 3l 39 57 38 36 23 8 3 4

Average exp.
: 3,9 r'rs

I 159
27 27 62 t17 228 r90 2t6 l6l 64 27 40

Table 8 above shows the following informatton:-

(l) Teachers on average have had five years experience with computers. This

means many teachers were engaged in exploring computing at about the

same time as the nrainstreanr political reality definers began their public

thrust to legitimate the inclusion of computing into schools in about 1985.

Furthermore, it indicates some teachers (approximaely 20%) began exploring

computing at approximately the same time as the Educational Writers began

publishing their views.

(2) Parents, with an average experience of 4Yz years may have been influenced

to some degree b1, the realrty definers

(3) Students on average appear to have follow,ed therr parents in exploring

computing b), as little as 9 months although reified accounts of computing

would have been weÌl established by thrs time Anacdotal evidence suggests

that they progressed at a nruch faster rate than their parents.
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(B) Beliefs Held About the Sourte of Knowledge about Computem

The importance of each source of infor¡nation about computers for teachers,

parents and students when considering all three groups together is shown

below.

TABLE 9 (All figures in percentages)

Table 9 above suggests that the most important source of knowledge about

computers was derived from direct experience with the technology. This

result was also supported by the respondents' experience with computers,

(Refer Table 7; page 282 and Table 8 page 283)

SOURCE OF
KNOWLEDGE

MOST
KNOTVLEDGE

SOME
KNOWLEDGE

NO
KNOWLEDGE

NOT
SURE

N

Newspapers 030 42.22 53 35 4.11 509

Television 534 45.09 45 t3 443 509

Magazines 3.81 42 28 50.80 309 5ll

Radio 049 t2.26 80.98 6.26 504

Books I 3.84 5 4.00 28.37 3.78 509

Talk 35 34 53.22 8.48 2.94 523

Work/School 58.32 30 33 1 0.80 0.54 550

Computer
Training

32.04 24 5l 39 49 394 528
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The next most significant source of knowledge was derived from talking to

others about computers. This result supports the view by Berger and

Luckmann that theories about social changes are derived mainly from

signifrcant others as a result of explaining and sharing meanings about that

experience wrth others.

This result also suggests that the theories of writers, politicians and

employers, for example, are not as important as the direct theorising between

individuals This does not suggest that theories by such bodies are not

important but theories such as those put forward by George (1979) are not

sustained from their direct experience nor from their sharing of those

experiences with others.

8.2 BELIEFS ABOUT A TECHNOLOGICAL FUTURE

TABLE IO Commenly Shared Beliefs Held by Teachers, Parents and

Students in no partrcular order

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Computers would have a great effect on my life.
All people would need to know about computers.
Computers would change things greatly in my life time.
Computers wouìd store personal information about people.
Those who can use computers would gain good jobs

Computers would change jobs greatly.
Our leisure time would not be spent on computer games.

No new religions would arise based on computers.
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In addition to the above common shared beliefs, the following beliefs are

held by either parents or teachers (ie individual groups agree or disagree

with the survey statement wlth greater than 50% support. Refer Analysis

of Results).

TABLE ll: Additional Beliefs Held by Parents in no particular order

As a result of the introduction of computers:-

I

2

J

4

Most work would not be part-time work.
Computers would not put people out of work,
Governments would know much more about people.

Most information would come from computers.

TABLE l2: Additional Beliefs Held by Teachers in no particular order

As a result of the introduction of computers:-

I
2

J

Most work would not be part-tirne work
Computers would not put people out of work.
Governments would knor¡' much ntore about people

From Table l0 the follorving points can be made, First, theorising about

computers includes great expectations of change which would affect people

at a personal level Second, the nlost significant changes would occur in the

work place where n.ìost parents have already gained some experience. Thtrd,

knowledge about conrputers is believed to be of great importance in

maximising employnrent opportunrties Further, beliefs about work suggest

the computer will be in sonre way central to the type of work which will be
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available in the future Four, a reality of futuristic homes with all

entertainment and services controlled by a computer is not accepted as

feasible (ie this statement was rejected in the survey).

An analysis of the question, "Compulers are likely lo have a greal affect on

my life", shows that support for this belief was equally held when

discriminated by sex, by schools and by age. Clearly, such a widely held

belief suggests that some reification of the knowledge about computers must

have taken place and would have an impact on the theorising about

education.

Views held by parents, Table 11, that most information would come from

computers may be the basis fronr which theories about education originate.

Certainly, the strong belief by teachers and parents that computer skills are

necessary in the work place and the strong disagreement (Table 30 and 3l)

that computers would have any depressing effect on the job market reinforce

the view that computers are importanl to education and also indicate that

those theories put forward by writers such as Bennett (1981) and others

regarding unemployment being caused by computers is not the knowledge

held by teachers and parents.
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8 3 BELIEFS HELD ABOUT CO]\IPUTERS AND EDUCATION

TABLE 13 Commonly Held Beliefs by Teachers, Parents and Students in no
particular order

I
2

J

4

5

6

7

8

9

l0

ll
t2

l3

14

l5

l6

l7

l8
19

20

2t
22

Relationships:
Computer learning would not improve student relations.
Students would not prefer to be taught by computers.
Iæarning Ability:
Students would not achieve better results.

Gender Effects:
Males would not be better able to use computers.
Females are as interested as males in using computers.
Males and females are equally able to use computers for learning.
Females are no more likely than males to need computer skills for
future jobs.

Same sex classes would not necessarily be best when learning using
computers.
Carcer Needs:
Most people will need to use computers in future work.
Most school leavers will need to know how to use computers to gain

employment.
Need to Study Social Effects of Computen on Society:
Computers will greatly effect society in future.
Students should be concerned about the way computers are used in
socr ety.
Creativity.
Students would be nrore creative if using computers to learn.

Relevance of Conrputers to Futurc Needs:
Learning about computers would not be irrelevant to students future
needs.

Equity Issues:

Those students who can use computers for learning will not become an

elite group of students
Efficiency Issues:

Teachers will be able to give students more personal attention if
computers used for learnrng
Students without a strorìg desire to learn will fall behind in a computer
school.
Students will be able to ìearn at their own pace,

Some work could be done frorn honre tenninals
Students will have instant access to information,
Student records could be updated rapidÌy
Testing could occur when students felt ready
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TABLE 14

TABLE 15

Additional Beliefs Held by Students in no particular order of
lmportance

Additional Beliefs Held by Parents in no particular order of
l mportan ce

I

2

3

Iæarning Ability:
Computers would help organise work.
Gender Effect,
Group learning would not be best for females when using computers.
Equity Issues:

Those students who can afford private learning material will not be

advantaged

I
2

J

4

5

6

7

8

9

l0

l3

ll

t2

l4

l5
l6
l7

Relationships:
Computers would not reduce friction between students and teachers.

Students would discuss computer related problems with other students

læarning Ability:
Computers would not complicate learning.
Gender Effects,
Group learning would not be best for females.
Carcer Needs:

Future work would not be less skilled because computers were used.

Many jobs students aspire to will not be replaced by computers.

Computers would cause work to change rapidly and students would
have to learn for new jobs frequently.
Need to Study Social Effects of Computers on Society:
Students should study the effects of computers on society.
Computers would most likely have a personal effect on people's lives
in future.
Crcativity.
Computers would not cause students to think in a similar way
Relevance of Computer læarning to Differtnt Subjects:
Computer learning is relevant to all subjects
Relevance of Conrputers to Future Needs:

Most of present studies would still be required

Equity Issues:

Those who can afford private learning material would not be

advantaged
Efficiency Issues

Slower learners u,ouìd not be at an greater disadvantage using
computers.
Computer learnrng wor.rld nol reduce teachers.
Teachers '*,ould be more effectively used.

Computer learning would enable students to spend more time on

problems with teachers
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TABLE 16 Additional Beliefs Held by Teachers in no particular order of
importance

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

l0
ll
t2

t3
t4
15

l6
t7

Relationships:
Computers would not reduce friction between students and teachers.

Students would discuss computer related problems with other students.

Leaming Ability:
Computers would not complicate learning
Career Needs:

Future work would not be less skilled because computers were used.

Computers would cause work to change rapidly and students would
have to learn for new jobs frequently.
Social Effects:
Computers would most lrkely have a personal effect on people's lives in
future.
Students should study the effects of computers on society.
Creativity:
Computer learning would not limit students problem solving ability
Computers would not caûse students to think in a similar way.
Relevance of Computer læarning to Diffe¡ent Subjecß:
Science subjects would not be more suitable to computer learning.
Computers should be used for career studies

Computers would be relevant to all subjects
Relevance of Computels to Future Needs:

Most present studies would still be required
Slower learners would not be at a greater disadvantage using computers
Schools which used computer learning would be more successful than

those which did not
Computer learning would not reduce teachers

Computer learning would enable students to spend more time on
problems with teachers.

An examination of Table l6 above demonstrates that the theories put

forward by Papert (1980), Heaford (1985), Bork (1985) and others that

'computers would enhance the learnrng process' are generally held by

students, teachers and parents in the 1990s
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A summary of the theorisrng found in schools can be expressed as follows:

( 1) Although computers are desirable they should not cause any

impediment to student/teacher relationships nor be used in order to

reduce the numbers of teachers in schools.

(2) Gender effects on computer use by students are totally rejected and

are not seen as a relevant issue in schooling.

(3) Future demands make the knowledge and skills of using computers

essential for all students. These future needs are determined as

(4)

employment and future learning needs

Students need to know how and where computers are being used in

(s)

society This point suggests that although computers must be used

rn learning there exists some concern that they might be used for

undesirable ends.

Learning could be nrore creative and beneficial as Iong as (l) above

is maintained

Computers will make learning nrore efficient by enabling students

to:-

. work at their own pace

. work from home tenninals

. have access to information

. have access to rapid reporting

. be involved in rrnproved assessntent methods

. use corìlputers for all subjects

. benefit slower learners.

(6)
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In addition to the above theories, teachers and parents believed that schools

which used computers for learning would be more successful.

There is some evidence to suggest that computers were being viewed as a

panacea to learning in some respects but this may also be a result of the

reification of knowledge about computers and how they could be used.

By and large, Table l3 shows no evidence of a lack of confidence in the

schools'ability to prepare students for the future and tends to indicate the

emerging reality of schools which will use technology wherever possible to

enhance learning.
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8.4 THE FUTURE OF COIVIPUTERS & SCHOOLING

TABLE l7: The Future of Schooling

MOST LIKELY
DESCRIPTION

OF THE SCI{OOL OF THE
FLJTURE (ie 5-10 yn)

TEACH.
N=42

o//o
PRNTS
N=225

o//o
STDS

N=319
o/o

A place which conducts
lessons as at present but
which uses increasing
amounts of computer
technology for learning.

39 92.8 l8l 80.0 166 51.7

A place from where student
progress is managed, records
kept and advice given but
with much of the learning
occurring out of the school
in houses, libraries and other
public institutions

23 l0 4.4 26 8.0

A place where students
spend time on individual
study programs monitored
and recorded by computer

6 2.6 33 10.2

A private company which
manages computer learning
programs for individuals for
a fee in their homes or in
small learning centres

,7 2t

A place where students
gather for group and social
activities but specific
knowledge is gained
personally using computer
technology

0.4 9 2.8

A place which becomes
irrelevant as technology
removes the need for
separate institutional
education and replaces it
with centralised data banks
of learning material which
can be used as required
throughout life.

4 \.7 3 09

None of the above 23 t2 5.3 59 I 8 J

Not sure I 23 ll 48 l6 4.9
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Table l8 summarises the beliefs held about the role of teachers in a school which
uses computers for learning

TABLE T8 Commonly Shared Beliefs Held by Teachers, Parents and Students

in no particular order of importance

Role of teachers in schools using computers for learning include:-

TABLE 19 Additional Beliefs Held by Parents in no particular order of
lmportance

Role of teachers in schools usrng computers for Iearnrng include

I
2

Trouble shooters of student problems
Evaluators of computer programs.

TABLE 20 Additional Beliefs Held by Teachers in no particular order of
¡mportance

Role of teachers in schools using computers for learning include

I
2

3

Trouble shooters of student problems
Not computer progrant buyers.

Evaluators of contputer progrants.

I
2

J

4

5

6

7

8

9

l0

Curriculum developers.
Maintain student discipline.
Counsellors and study advisers.

Computer operators.
Developers of student social skills.
Managers of individual student learning.
Assessors of student performance.

Student motivators
Provide advice to parents
Not student minders.
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From Table 17 it can be seen that the theorising about schools incorporated

a commonly held view that schools would remain much as they were but

would increasingly use technology in learning. This perspective reinforced

the theories on computers in education from Table l3 which suggested that

all participants in schooling anticipated a gradual transformation of schools

towards much greater dependence upon computer technology.

The role of teacher also reflected this transition (Table l8) with the shared

belief that teachers would maintain their traditional functions but would

incorporate those roles which would support the use of technology ln

education

Both parents and teachers shared the view that they would remain involved

in identifying student problems but would also perform evaluations of

computer programs This, by implication, suggests that learning programs

would be developed by others for use in schools.

8 5 BELIEFS HELD ABOUT CONTROL OF TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION

TABLE 21 Commonly Shared Beliefs by Teachers, Parents and Students in no

particular order of importance

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

The development of computer learning is inevitable.
Teachers would have to use cornputers in education.
People should choose to involve computers in education.
A 'computer socie¡,' would not be an exciting possibility
Computers would not make most decisions ln society.
Computers do not think like humans.

Computers do r.r'hat they are told
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TABLE 22 Additional Beliefs Held by Parents in no particular order of
lmportance

I
2

3

Schools would be reshaped by the computer.
Teachers would not lose control of the curriculum to computer
programmers.
Education would not be constrained to fit computers.

TABLE 23 Addrtional Beliefs Held by Teachers in no particular order of
lmportance

I

2

Teachers would not lose control of the curriculum to computer
programmers
Education would not be constrained to fit computers.

The beliefs commonly'held by teachers, parents and students indicated a

belief in a measure of inevitability and a lack of control about the

involvement of computers in education However, this belief sits alongside

of a belief that people should choose to use the technology. The paradox

within these beliefs can be identrfied from the reluctance of those surveyed

to accept that a society whrch uses computing widely could be exciting.

This may be explained b¡,the recognition thaf the participants in schools

hold different knowledge about the reality of technology from their different

perspectives, for exau.lple, as workers, as teachers, and as parents seeking to

provide guidance for their children Each sees a different role and hence,

some conflict must exist between the theories of each position. Both
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teachers and parents are generally optimistic. This can be seen from the

parents' and teachers'belief that schools would be reshaped by computers

and teachers would maintarn control of the curriculum, while parents

believed that education would not be constrained in any way by use of the

computer.

It is also possible that the conflict within these views could be a measure of

the reifrcation of knowledge about computers which caused the participants

in schooling to acknowledge the'obvious'benefits as expressed by the

writers, politicians, employers etc, while constructing a reality which

maintained all the elements which they believe to be essential to the

institution The beliefs identified within thrs research are consistent with

such an accommodation

8.6 BELIEFS HELD ABOUT THE PURPOSE OF SCHOOLING WITH

RESPECT TO COMPUTERS

TABLE 24 Cornmonly Shared Beliefs by Teachers, Parents and Students

in no particular order of rmportance

Ì

2

3

4

All students should learn how to use computers.
Students should use computers to enhance their intellectual
development
Students should have the skills of computing necessary for
employment
Students should be adaptable and be able to cope with
changes in a courputer socief¡'
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The normative statements by Teachers, Parents and Students emphasise

again the belief that students should use computers for both learning and

preparation for employment

The beliefs also support the view that cornputers will have a major role in

any perceived future for which students must be prepared

8.7 BELIEFS HELD ABOUT THE PROMOTERS OF COMPUTERS IN

EDUCATION

TABLE 25 Commonly Shared Beliefs by Teachers, Parents and Students
in no particular order of importance

The promoters of computers in education were held to be:-

I
2

3

4

5

6

The media
Government
Employers
Education Department
Computer Suppliers
Teachers

In addition to the above the following beliefs were held by parents and

teach ers
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TABLE 26: Belief Held by Parents and Teachers

The promoters of computers in education were held to be:-

I Parents

From the perspective of teachers, parents and students there was no one

force promoting computers in education. This supports the view that the

pluralistic nature of society causes the promotion of technology to a greater

or lesser degree depending on the advantages and disadvantages viewed

from each perspective. In general there is a wide perception that many

groups are promoting the use of the technology. The potential benefits to

all parties have created the shared core of reality which has enabled the

technology to be absorbed with relatively little turmoil and hastened the

development of the knowledge which has legitimated its use by all sectors
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9. CONCLUSIONS

9.1

9.2

TTIE IMPLICATIONS FOR SCHOOLING

From the limited fìndings of this research it would suggest that schools will

not be in an environment which is dominated by the computer nor will

schools have features greatly different from those presently operating.

Schools will not cease as suggested by Papert (1980) nor will teachers flrnd

themselves unemployed. Schooling will maintain this profrle in the future

because the reality of such schooling is presently being constructed by those

engaged in the 'world of -schooling' namely, the teachers, parents and

students.

Based on the analysis of all sources used in this study an interpretation is

given as to how this reality of schooling is being created and how the social

construction of 'knowledge' about computers and education supports that

reality

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THEORIES & THEIR ROLE IN DEFINING A

NEW REALITY

A little over a decade ago, in the mid 1970s, the technology of computers

became suffrciently sophisticated to move them from the clumsy scientiflrc

models used for research and be purchased by businesses and individuals for

personal, commerci al and nranufacturing environments.
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At about the same time writers began publishing a range of books which

provided evidence of the theorising taking place about the effects of this

technology on society This points to the rate at which theorising impacts

upon society. There are numerous reasons why this may have occurred but

several may be cited.

First, research workers began publishing papers about how this technology

could be used, often straying far from their field of expertise to speculate

how work would be revolutionised (Michie, 1974)

Second, manufacturers and suppliers of computer equipment began

promoting the potential benefits of using computers. From these early

efforts to create a market and popularise the technology grew the seeds of

considerable theorising. In particular, claims by the producers that

computers would remove the drudgery and high cost of labour struck a raw

nerve within those concerned about the security of employment.

A plethora of books was published dealing with work and employment

(Barrett, 1978; Marsh, l98l). Computers were rapidly being used in

consumer goods Computers were also being used in space exploration and

military equipment These high profile uses provided the catalyst for further

claims about the power, versatilitl, and necessify of computers Upon this

fertile foundation writers speculated about how society would change as a

result of the technologv (Burnharn, 1980; Evan , 1979; Martin, l98l).
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Another contributing factor to the theorising at that time can be found in the

disciplines of psychology and neurology which used analogies of computing

to explain concepts about human thinking (Boden \977)

The language used includrng aspects of intelligence' enabled the theorising

to cross into areas previously considered sacrosanct. The theorising by

Michie (1979) about artificial intelligence and the potential of the computer

to become a tutor saw the beginning of a number of authors publishing

theories about the place of computers in education. Research had actually

taken place on this subject beginning in approximately 1970 but did not

become the topic of authors for another five years.

Some authors were clearly presenting rival definitions of the reality of

schooling. The challenge thrown up by Papert (1980), Heaford (1985) and

others to embrace the technology was generally ignored by the educational

bureaucracies at that time However, writers such as Shallis (1984), Reineke

(1982), Weigenbaum (1976) and Turkle (1984) all argued against the head-

long rush into the wide use of the technology Nevertheless, while these

debates were underway in the literature, society was adopting computer

technology in the business, manufacturing and service sectors at an over

increasing rate
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Many people, as a consequence, were involved in the use of the technology

as part of their daily work routines. The language of computers was

beginning to be seen as an essential pre-requisite for those entering the work

force and much of the social construction of knowledge about computers in

education was underway. But why were computers selected for use in

schools in preference to other technologies? This can be explained by

examining the reification of knowledge about computing.

REIFICATION OF COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY

Not only were computers viewed as essential to the work place but they

were being viewed as essential to life itself. Many of the early claims about

computers and their ability to send human beings to the moon, do rapid

calculating and issue detailed personal statements were accepted in society

but they were also enlarged and took on mythical qualities. Even where this

did not occur the computer was given a particular status in society where its

inevitability was unquestionable (see Table I I page 286). This

unquestionable nature of the knowledge manifests the reification of that

knowledge The reification of knowledge about computers appears to have

had a significant bearing upon ils acceptance within education and its

legitimation as an essential element of education
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9.4 THE PROCESS OF LEGITIMATION

As computers reached higher levels of reification in society more individuals

began to explore the technology. Amongst the individuals were teachers.

In a modern society a high level of tolerance exists for individuals to

explore new ideas (Berger and Luckman, 1966). Outside the institution of

schooling knowledge about computers, and particularly reified accounts of

its necessity, created a demand for schools to provide students with

'knowledge' about computers.

The knowledge held by society was and still remains tentative and

rudimentary in nature (see Table l0 and l3)

No fundamental denrand grew for schools to change radically the way in

which they educated the young as some accounts in the media proposed.

As teachers began to respond to the same reified knowledge, the educational

bureaucracy set up a small unrt to respond to growing socral pressure. That

unit, the Computing Centre, was not central to the Education Department's

purpose but provided evidence of its interest and response to community

pressure.

As the Centre trained teachers they returned to their schools and created an

internal force in sympathy with sonie of the external pressure for schools to

respond Computer supplrers also added to the pressure by offering schools

assistance to purchase computers However, although the schools
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accommodated this external and in some cases internal pressure, there was

no uniform response

A more unified response followed the legitimation of computing by

numerous organisational and political forces, in particular, political parties,

and Government.

There are compelling reasons to believe that the legitimation of computing

was a necessary element of schooling which required a high degree of

reification of the knowledge about computing before this legimation could

occur (see political party policy statement and comments by the then

Minister for Education, page 134)

Once again the legitimation of the knowledge of computing could only be

described as rudimentary in nature. No attempts were made to describe how

this technology was to be used but rather that students somehow had to have

the 'knowledge'.

THE ROLE OF THE SYMBOLIC UNTVERSE

No forms of Iegitimation take place without being located in some way into

a symbolic universe to explain its place in society and in this case,

education.
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Berger and Luckmann proposed that,

If the institutional order is to be taken for granted in its
totality as a meaningful whole, it must be legitimated by
'placement' in a symbolic universe (Berger and

Luckmann 1966 . 122).

In this study the inclusion of computer technology into the institution of

schooling was Iegitimated by governments, political parties and unions using

an economic symbolic universe which appeared to be taken for granted

However, what this study failed to establish was whether the symbolic

universe was used to locate computers into schooling or whether computers

were located into schooling because of a problem with the symbolic

universe of economics, that is, whether computers were used as a procedure

of universe-maintenance.

It may be that the legitimation process served both functions. For example,

it must be asked why the government chose to legitimate computers into the

institution of schooling at a time when they were clearly concemed with

economic theories although at a rudimentary level. After all, computers had

been in schools for some time Furthermore, would this legitimation by the

government have made any significant difference to the process given that

the computer knowledge was so highly reified and parents did not

acknowledge that the Governn'ìent was a major influence
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A further matter refers to the manner in which the whole institution of

schooling was moved towards the symbolic universe of economics. This

process brought the instrtution of schooling more firmly wrthin the

Government's own field of influence. This may demonstrate the influence

of power which was applied to impose a particular view of reality sponsored

by the government In this case, that education must serve an economic

purpose.

However, it is questionable how firmly the institution of schooling is located

in the economic symbolic universe as even the then South Australian

Minister for Education, Arnold, and the then Federal Minister, Jones, both

expressed views which showed that they were attempting to hold onto a

long established knowledge that schooling was to educate for the

development of the whole person (see pages 121,122,125 and 138) and to

maintain an established reality that is'held to be knowledge', against

emerglng competlng vrews

At this point it is necessary to discuss the nature of the theories created to

make this event meaningful

As previously nrentioned, few people when asked could articulate why

computing had such a high priority in cornparison to other technologies.

However, they could describe where computing was used to make life

easier This level of theorising was largely rudimentary.
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What appeared to be equally important in this case was that those trying to

legitimate the place of computers in education, were no better placed to

explain why computers were so important to society and education than the

rest of the community This appeared to present a problem for the

legitimators who in the absence of an elaborate symbolic universe, more

obvious in previous societies, had to rely upon rudimentary economic

arguments to justify and explain the importance of computers to education.

Their argument ran something like this: The well being of the community

depends upon its economic development. Its economic developments

depends upon the use of technology. Computer technology is most

important to the economic development and education is the appropriate

place to prepare society for the technology.

In other words educational purposes were being expressed in terms which

enhanced the creation of wealth. However, because the 'knowledge' of

computers became so reified then there seemed to be little need to justify

and explain the technology in any detail. It was self evident

The next question to answer was how had the institution of schooling

responded to the denrands of realiry definers from outside the school. First,

it nlust be pointed out that'knowledge'about the institution of schooling was

still firmly sedimented within society. However, unlike many such

institutions of the past, modern schooling seems to have placed few

obstacles and little resistance to the acceptance of new ideas for schooling.
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This does not rmply that individuals did not speak out against change but

at the institutional level no rigorous opposition was found. This can be

explained in three ways

First, the level of reification may have been at such a level that the

individual role holders in the institution did not resist what appeared to be

inevitable

Second, the institution appeared to have been respondrng to another

legitimated belief that schooling must respond to the needs of society.

Third, this may also be a factor explained by the levels of pluralism existing

in society where the needs of employers, individuals and the institution of

schooling are mutually supportive resulting in acceptance of the new reality.

WHOSE THEORIES WERE LEGITII\{ATED?

It was relatively easy to identify the 'knowledge' which had been legitimated

about the use of computers in education in South Australia (see Appendix

5, page 22,23 and 25), horvever, it was far more difficult to identify whose

'knowledge' had been legrtinrated Although lechnology suppliers were o.ften

assumed to be the driving force behind the irnplementation of computers in

education, there was Iittle evidence to support the view that they have a

significant influence in the construction of knowledge about its use in

education.
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The ownership of specific theories in a modern society seems to be far more

diffrcult to identify and single ownership of theories may no longer be

tenable in an integrated, pluralistic society In this instance the evidence

points to a process by which different groups adopted the theories according

to how the theories supported their own view of reality.

For example, Governments used the knowledge about the technology to

support claims that productivity must be improved and wealth generated and

to some degree had the power to enforce their views. Teacher unions used

the knowledge to protect jobs and to identify areas of exploitation while

schools used the knowledge in many instances to convince their clients, ie

parents, that they were progressive and responding to the latest needs of

society. However, the knowledge about the technology appeared, once

objectivated, to have created the substance of new knowledge which posed

the question, 'How can the knowledge now held be used to again redefine

the reality of schooling?' The Pnncipals were responding by exploring the

application of computers within their schools which tends to demonstrate the

dialectic nature of knowledge (refer Appendix 5, page 27).

THE I]\{PLICATIONS FOR THE PRACTICE IN SCHOOIS

It is necessary to return to the theories of the educational writers such as

O'Shea and Self (19S3), Heaford (1983), Coburn and others (1982) and

Conabere and Anderson (1985)
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O'Shea and Self gave three reasons for introducing computers into

education

To enable students to cope with a technological future.

This was widely accepted by parents, students and teachers.

They felt that computers would assist with administrative matters.

This too was a view widely shared and finally, computers would

improve the learning process.

AII sectors of the schooling community accepted that computers

should be used to assist the intellectual development of students.

I shall take Heaford as a writer expressing views opposed to the reality

described above

Heaford expressed the view that the rate of change would cause alarm to

educators. The evidence fronr the survey would not support this view. In

fact many of the educators appeared at ease with the introduction of

computers and held beliefs about its extensions into other fields His second

concern was that computers would be confined to mathematics and science

departments This concern \À'as not shared by the school population and

efforts were being made to extend computer use into all subjects. Third, he

felt that the use of cornputers would be monopolised by males. No such

belief was accepted within the schools even though some instances of it

mrght exist in reality Fourth, he had concerns for the lack of knowledge

held by the teaching profession Although this concern may be levelled at
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individuals within the profession evidence from the survey showed that

teachers'knowledge had at least kept pace with the rest of the community

and a larger percentage of the teaching profession had computing experience

than the community at large.

His final point regarded the lack of studies about the impact of computers

on society. This aspect of his beliefs may be sustained but once again it

could be argued that this is not the task of educators but may need to be

included in some way in the curriculum. Responses to the survey indicated

that this topic should be addressed in schools. However, School Principals

showed an awareness of this matter and were keen to widen the base of

computer use in schools whlch would address some aspects of this concern.

Coburn and others approached the issue of computers in schools from the

perspective of training Firsl, they raised questions about how teachers

would get adequate training This concern hinged to some degree around

what was considered adequate training

If Coburn and associates assumed that teachers would require extenstve

programming skills they nright have had cause for concern, However,

modern software developme¡lt and the hear.y promotion of computers in

schools by contputer conrpanies have retnoved many of these problems.
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The survey indicated that the nrajor source of knowledge about computing

came from direct experience with cornputers and from talking to others, If

the survey results were indicative of the teaching profession then most had

been using computers or had worked with a mentor in the school who had

been trained either by the Computing Centre or a computer supplier.

Second, Coburn and associates raised the issue of computer reliability and

ease of use. This problem was not raised as a concern by school teachers

in any discussions about computers. Moreover, recent developments are

simplifying the means of usrng computers further. Some students raised as

an issue the need to type information into the computer, however, many

devices are now available which would reduce this method of interaction.

Third, Coburn and associates believed that some social problems would

accompany the introductlon of computers into schools. School Principals

and some parents expressed concerns about this matter in relation to social

interaction. This concenr was not given any credibility by those responding

to the survey who believed that such problems could be dealt with by

restructuring the curnculum to place more emphasis upon human relations

and learning more about the knowledge acquisition aspects to computer

learning.
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Fourth, Coburn raised a question about the appropriate goals for computer

literacy. Within the schools surveyed this was no longer regarded as an

issue. Computers were regarded as tools and were to be used whenever

appropilate.

Finally, Coburn asked how teachers would use the computer's learning

potential This question cannot adequately be addressed at this time.

However, teachers were exploring the potential and the beliefs they held

supported the view that learning would become a more individual activity

as much more learning took place at the computer

Conabere and Anderson advanced four reasons why the traditional methods

used by teachers persisted. The first was that schools had never had any

real competition. This argument depended upon what they regarded as

competition If they meant that schools had not had to compete with any

organisation which offered a different technology then they might have been

correct However, the more likely reason for this was that'knowledge' about

schooling and the institution of learning using those traditional methods is

sedimented into human consciousness and thus other alternatives are not

easily accepted by society The evidence presented within this research (see

Table I 1 page 286) suggests that teachers, parents and students are

reconstructing that reali¡, to include computer technology as a legitimate

approach to learning
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Second, Conabere and Anderson claimed that the teaching profession was

conservative. This argument could probably be sustained but once again the

point can be made that 'knowledge' about teachers was the more important

factor in that the roles were institutionally defined and society would not

tolerate a role for teachers which was not conservative in nature. This

research nevertheless, suggests that new roles were being defined for

teachers which would involve the computer as a normal part of schooling.

Third, they pointed out that no com.mitment was given by the Government

to on-the-job training Such cornmitments have been given (refer page 135,

Arnold 1985) but whether that commitment had any real impact is debatable.

Certainly, within this research Principals of Schools and the Head of the

Computing Centre all expressed doubts about the Government's commitment

to real change occurring in schools

Finally, Conabere and Anderson expressed concern about the lack of

educational research and development to show how improvements could be

made This clainr could still be made but it could also be argued that

teachers are experinrenting with, in this instance. computers, and are being

supported in that developrnent by the school community.
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Conabere and Anderson also claimed that computers should be introduced

into education on three grounds:-

(l) Computers could enhance and aid learning through the immediacy

of their access to data

(2) Students showed increased motivation.

(3) Students might learn to 'think about thinking'.

The survey results showed a belief by parents, teachers and students that

indeed, computers would provide a number of benefits to learning,

However, no support was given to the belief that students would be

motivated by the use of computers

One further implication regarding the construction of knowledge about

computers in schooling needs addressing. Once a technology, such as

computing, is installed in schools and the institution begins to rely upon it

then there will be a temptation during times of scarce resources to make

decisions about where those resources should be spent; more technology or

more people?

If past trends, such as autonration in industry, serve to guide us then those

decisions will be nlade in favour of the technology Moreover, once

computers are widely used rvithin schools then the institution of schooling

would become a consunter of technology in the sanie way as other industrial

and commercial institr¡tions have become in the past. This process appears

to have the potential for acceleration of the rate of change in schools.
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SUMMARY

There is some evidence lo support the notion that a new reality is being

defined. Teachers and parents, in particular, support the inclusion of

computing in schools and Principals were theorising about the next phase of

development.

The responses to the survey could be interpreted in such a way as to suggest

that students are already taking the new reality for granted and not placing

great emphasis on the use of computers. Their general support for many of

the belief statements were at a lower level than parents and teachers and

many of their comments indicated that although computers were important

they were not the most important issue facing them in the future.

No doubt, as computing becomes more sophisticated and is more widely

available due to lower costs, then students will spend greater proportions of

their time working with and through computers

The'taken for granted'nature of the'knowledge'held by students about

education and computers and the theories being constructed by those reality

definers most able to influence the future directions of schooling, clearly

demonstrate that a new realiry has been established in which computers are

perceived as the Iearning technology for schooling and essential knowledge

of an educated citizen The roles of teachers, their methodology and the

potential crated for interaction between students, teachers and specialists
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with new 'knowledge' about computer applications for learning will

increasingly become more acceptable as alternative definitions of reality are

presented to schools and the dialectic between the old and the new

boundaries of reality create the conditions for the new 'social distribution of

knowledge (with its consequences for the social objectivation of reality)'

(Berger and Luckman 1966 : 193).
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Appendix I is the list of questions prepared to guide the interview of the Director of the
Angle Park Computing Centre.
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APPENDD( I

Interyiew Questions for the Dircctor of the Angle Par* Computing Centrt

What role has the Centre played in the development of computer education?

What is the Centre's present role?

What problems face the Centre and computer education?

Why has computing created such an impact?

What is the purpose of teaching about computers?

Should schools teach with computers or about computers?

Do you see a threat to education from external computer groups?

What role have parents played in computer studies?

Are teachers' fears a problern?

How important has the Centre been to computer learning?

What problems face the schools?

What has been the Governrnent's role in the development of computers for
school use?

Are schools still relevant?

How will learning be affected by the introduction of contputers?

What is the school's future in a nrodern socletv

4.

5.

6.

7

8.

9.

l0

ll

t2

l3

l4

l5
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Appendix 2 presents the questions prepared to guide the interview with the Principals of
Schools.
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lntcn'iov Qucstions Put to thc Pdncipals of Schools

l.l Horv inrportant to ¡ou is it that thc School offcrs computcr use in its studies?

Inrpoñant Not Important

Explain

1.2 What are the polrcies of the School rcgarding the introduction and use of computers?

Explain

1.3 What is the purpose of thcse policics'l

(a) Better prepare studcnls for technolog¡
(b) Better prepare sludents forjobs
(c) Give the¡n bctter access to infonnation
(d) To inrprove their lcanring skills
(e) To inrprovc thcir motir ation

Others specif¡
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t.4 Do 1'ou beliet'e that teaching students lo use conlputers intproves their emplo),ment
opportunities?

YES NO

If Yes
What sort of enrplo¡'mentl)

Is it inrportant for their leisure opportunities? YES NO

Explain

2 Are 1,ou under anv direction or pressure to iurplement computer use into your
curriculunl fronl:-

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)
(g)
(h)

Explain

Governulent
Education Depaflnrent
Media
School Boards- Councils
Parents
Teachers
Peers

Stu dents

3 Do ¡'ou think that parents uant their children to be taught to use cornputers?

YES NO

Explain



J

4. In u'hat rvavs should studcnts in this school be taught aboul conrputer use?

Explain

At u'hat levels should it be taught. (Ring ansrver)

12345678

lüy'hat students should bc given this education?

9 l0 ll L2

(a) All students
(b) Those u,ho request it
(c) Tlrose rlho are gifted u'itlr high abilit¡,
(d) Those u'ho ha'r'e nrathenìatical abilit¡,

Others specif¡'

5. Vy'hat steps have been taken to develop the knou'ledge and skills of teachers?

(a) Teachers sent to courses
(b) ln-sen'ice course at the school
(c) Literature distribution

Others specify'

6 What sort of responsc do tcachers generallv give to such prograurs?
(a) Highly intercstcd
(b) Attend courses
(c) Shou little intercst
(d) Generallv rcluclant

Others specif¡'
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7. What do vou belicrc rrill be thc long tenl effcct of using conrputers on students?

(a) u'a1,s of u orking
(b) u'a¡'s of thinking
(c) rva¡'s of relating
(d) u'a¡'s of problenr solving
(e) u'a¡'s of using their lcisurc
(Ð emplo¡'ment opporlunitics

Explain

8. What do vou believe rvill be tlre long tenn effcct of using computers on teachers?

(a) u'avs of rvorking
(b) u'avs of thinking about teaching
(c) rvay's of relating to students
(d) u'a¡'s of teaching problenr solving
(e) u'avs of using their leisurc
(O career opportunitics

Explain

9 Do 1,ou use conrpulcrs lor adnr inistcring thc School?

YES NO

If not

- is this planned for thc futt¡rc'l

What knou'ledge slrould adnl inistration have about con)puter use?

Explain
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l0 Do you believe the futurc use of conrputers is exciting and optinristic?

YES NO

Explain
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Appendix 3 was used to introduce the project to each of the participants in the project



Prujcct Dcscription

Objectivc:

Backgruund:

The Mcthod:

Time Commitment

Confidcntiaìit¡

Outcomcs

APPENDX 3

CO]\IPTITER AND EDUCATION
RESEARCH PROJECT

Conrputer Use in Education

To detenn ine the rva¡, in u'hich teachers, parents and students think
about the use of lechnologv in educatron

Over the past decade computers have rapidly been accepted as a

technolog¡ u'hich can inrpinge on all aspects of society. Having been
u'idel¡, accepted in the industrial and commercial sphere, writers have

suggested lhat conrputers have a natural and useful role in education.
Alread¡ conìputers are being rvidell used in most schools to provide
students s ith an a\\'areness of their potential. However, some
educational r,r,riters believe that the computer has a much larger role
both in education and socie[' and l'ill create immense change.

This project seeks to detenlrine the vieu's of those people u'ho rvould
have to accept such arguments if the computer u'as to become a reali¡'
in learning and educalion

A questionnaire has becn designed to elicit responses to a u,ide range of
questions b¡ teachers. students and parents on this subject

The questionnarrc 'rvould be adnl inistered to all teachers rvilling to
participate. u ho tcach Year 1 0. I I and l2 students.

The sanre questionnaire u'ould be adnrinistered to all students in Years
10, I I and l2 and the questionnaire u'ould then be sent home with
students to their parents u'ho rvould return thenl to the school

Tlre questionnaire takes approxinratel¡ 30 nlinutes to cornplete and

u,ould bc follou ed bl a short inten ieu' s'ith a sample of the
participating Tcachcrs and Parcnts to explore their viervs nore full¡,.

All aspects ol this sun'ev rlill be treated in the strictest confidence and

rvill onlv bc uscd for the research purpose citcd abole All aspects of
this researcìr uill bc in accordarrce l'ith the Education Department and
Universitl of Adclaide s code of conduct for research in schools

The rcst¡lts ol thc sun er ri'ould be nlade available to tlre school and

final details of anr rcscarch conclusions lould also be available if
considercd ol benclit for future decislons
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Appendix 4 includes the questionnaire used for the survey of Students, Parents and
Teachers. All questionnaires are similar except for introductory questions.

I



APPENDD( 4

STUDENT SURVE}'

A Sun'c¡'Ahout Com¡rutcrs & Eclucation

The following questionnaire seeks to dcternline rvhat students think about computers and their
possible role in education.

All aspects of this sun'e\¡ s'ill be treated in the strictest confidence and will only be used for the
research purposes cited above. All aspects of this research rl'ill be in accordance with the
Education Department and the Universitv of Adelaide's codc of conduct for research in schools.

The questionnaire takes approxintatclr' 30 nrinutes to conrplete.

Examplc
Strongll,
Agree

Agree

Not Strongly
Sure Disagree

Disagree

Computers are used in nlanv busincsses

Thank you for taking part in this sun'e¡

t2345



STUDENT SURVEY

SECTION I BACKGROUND

NAME OF SCHOOL

SEX À4ALE

ETHNIC BACKGROUND

MOTHER BORN IN

FATHER BORN IN

SELF BORN IN

LANGUAGE USED IN THE HOME

Ansrver each question b¡' circling vour ans\\'er

Have ¡,ou used a conrputer'l
Do 1,ou use a computer at school'l
Do you use a conrpulcr at lronlc'l
Have vou undef aken lraining in conìputcr use'l
For horv long have ¡'ou used a conrputcr'l

Neu'spapers
Television
Magazines
Rad ro

Books
Talking to Othcr Peoplc
School
Computer Training Cor¡rsc
Watching People use Conrpulcrs

FEMALE (Circle answer)

NO
NO
NO
NO

Mths

YES
YES
YES
YES

Yrs

Where did 1,ou gain nrost of ¡'our linorrlctlgc about conrputers'l Circle the number u'hich most
agrees u'ith the source of ¡'our knorvledgc.

lr4 ost Sonl e No
Not

Knou'lcdge Knou'ledgc Kno*'ledge
Sure

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4



PARENT SURVEY

A Survey About Computen & Education

The following questionnaire seeks to detcrnline'rvhat parents think about conrputers and their
possible role in education,

All aspects of this sun/ev rvill be treated in thc strictest confidence and u'ill only be used for the
research purposes cited above All aspects of this research rvill be in accordance with the
Education Depañntent and the Univcrsitr of Adelaide's code of conduct for research in schools

The questionnaire takes approxinratelr'30 nrinutes to conrplete and may be followed by a short
intervieu'.

Examplc:

Strongl¡,
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Not
Sure

Contputers are used in nranl businesscs 12345

If you are rvilling to be inten icrled as a follos up after the questionnaire, please place ¡,our
telephone nunlber in the space pror idcd.

Name

Telephone Nunr ber

PIease place tlre conrplcted sunev in thc acco¡upanr ing entelope and post to:-

The
Adelaide

Universitv of

Education

5001

Departnrent of

GPO Box 498

ADELAìDE SA

Thank ¡,ou for taking pañ in this st¡ncr



PARENT SURVE}'

SECTION I BACKGROT]N D

NAME OF SCHOOL

SEX MALE

ETHNIC BACKGROUND

MOTHER BORN IN

FATHER BORN IN

SELF BORN IN

LANGUAGE USED IN THE HOME

AGE: (Circle appropriate ¡'ears)

20-29

OCCUPATION:

30-39

FEMALE

40-49

(Circle answer)

60+

NO
NO
NO
NO

Mths

5 0-59

Ansrver each question b¡' circling )'our ans\\'er

Have vou used a conrputer'l
Do you use a conìputer at sclìool'l
Do vou use a conìputer at honle'l
Have ),ou undef aken training in contputer usc'l
For horv long have ¡'ou used a corrr¡ruter'l

Nerr'spapers
Television
M agazines

Rad io
Books
Talking to Other People
School
Conrputer Training Coursc
Watching People use Conrputcrs

YES
YES
YES
YES

Yrs

Where did 1'ou gain nrost of ¡'our linorrlctlgc aboul conrputers? Circle the nunlber rvhich most
agrees u'ith the source of ¡'our knou lcdge

N4 ost Sonl e No
Not

Knorr lcdgc Krrou'ledge Knou'ledge
Sure

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4



TEACHER SURVEY

A Survey About Computers & Education

The following questionnaire sceks to dctennine \\'lrat teachers think about computers and their
possible role in education

All aspects of this sun'e)' rvill bc treated in the strictest confidence and will only be used for the
research purposes cited above All aspccts of this research will be in accordance with the
Education Departnrcnt and the Unilersih' of Adelaide's code of conduct for research in schools.

The questionnaire takes approxinratelr'30 nlinutes lo conrplete and may be followed by a short
¡ntervreu,.

Example

Stronglv Not Strongl¡'
Agree Sure Disagree

Agree Disagree

Computers are used in nran¡' businesses t2345

Nanre

Thank you for taking pañ in this sun e¡



TEACHER SURVE}'

SECTION I - BACKGROUn-D

NAME OF SCHOOL:

SEX: MALE FEMALE

ETHNIC BACKGROUND

MOTHER BORN IN;

FATHER BORN IN:

SELF BORN IN:

LANGUAGE USED IN THE HOME:

AGE: (Circle appropriate vears)

20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59

YEARS OF TEACHTNG:

0-5 6-1 0 I I -15 16-20 2t-25 26-30

SPECIALISATION: (circlc nrost appropriate)

ARTSI MATHS 2 SCIENCE 3 VOCATIONAL

Ansrver each question b¡ circling vour ans\\er

Have vou used a conrputcr'l
Do ¡,ou use a con'rputcr at school'l
Do vou use a conìplrlcr al honlc']
Have vou underlaken training in conrputer usc'l
For ho's long have ¡ ou uscd a conr¡ruter'l

YES
YES
YES
YES

Yrs

(Circle ansrver)

60+

3l -35 36+

4

NO
NO
NO
NO

Mtlrs

Where did ¡'ou gain most of ¡our knorrlcrlgc aboul conrputcrs'l Circle tlre nunrber u'hich most
agrees u'ith the source of ¡,our knorr lcdgc

lr4ost

Knou lcdgc
Sonlc

Knou ledge
No

Knorvlcdge
Not
Sure

Nervsp apers

Television
Magazines
Radio
Books
Talking to Other People
School
Computer Training Course
Watching People use Conrputers

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

J

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2



SECTION TI TECHNOLOGICAL FUTURE

Read each statenrerìt belorv and circlc thc nunlbcr uhich nrost clearl¡' agrees s'ith vour opinion

Strongll, Not Strongly
Agree Sure Disagree

Agree Disagree

Computers are likel¡' to ha'r'e a greal effect on

mv life.

All people rvill need to knou' about conrputers
in the future.

Computers are unlrkel¡ to change things rnuch in
mv lifetinre.

The use of cornputers rvill nre an that nlost people
rvill be required to rvork part-tinre in futt¡re

Computers u'ill eventr¡all¡ put pcople oul of u'ork

Conrputers rvill run nlost factories

Computers u'ill store personal infonn ation about r¡s

Those people rvho can use contputers rrill get good
jobs.

Governments should have ntore control or er
computer use

Computer use s'ill greatlr clrange lobs

Governnrents rvill knorr n¡uch nrore about us front
computers,

Much of our leisure tinle s'ill be spcnt plar irrg
computer ganres.

Manv people rlill s'ork frorn lronrc using
conrputers instead of goirrg to a u ork¡tlacc

Ne*'rcligions s'ill arise bascd orì sr,rper cor'ìrpr¡tcrs

Most of our couìnrr¡nicalion u ill bc lhroueh
conr puters.

Most of our infonllation rvill conlc fronl
com puters

12345

12345

t2345

t2345

t2345

3

12345

5

5

5

5

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

4

4

3

3

2

2

5

5

542

4

4

3

3

2

2

5

5

432 5



SECTION trI - CONIPUTERS & EDUCATION

Read each statenrent belou and circlc thc uunlbcr uhich ulost clearlv agrees tvith vour opinion

Strongll, Not Strongly
Agree Sure Disagree

Agree Disagree

Rclationships
Computer learning rvould inrprove relationships
betrveen students

Students would prefer to be taught bv conrputers
rather than teachers

Learning b¡' a conrputer rvould cause less friction
betrveen students and teachers

Students would get better results if their leanring u as

controlled b1' conputers rather than tcachcrs,

Students u,ould tend to discuss conlputer relatcd
problems u'ith other students

læarning Abilit¡
Students' abili¡, to Iearn rvould bc iurpror ed b¡
uslng computers

Using coruputers u ould conrplicatc lcarning about
a subject.

Students u,ould spend nrore tinle researclring a

subject if it u'as learnt using corìtputcrs

Computer learning tlould help studcnts organisc
their work more successfullr .

Using compulers u'ould assist studcnts to lcarn lrou
to learn

Motivational Effccts
Using computers l'ould nlake studcnts ntorc
interested in their studies.

Learning u'ould be nlorc enjo¡ ablc if
students could control tlie subjccl llatcrial
through conlputcrs.

t2345

t2345

t2345

12345

t2345

12345

12345

12345

12345

12345

52

5

4

4

3

32



Stronglr
Agree

' Not Stronglv
Sure Disagree

Agree Disagree

Gendcr Effcclr
Male students rvould be nlore ablc al using conrputers
than female students.

Female students u'ould be less intcrested in using
computers,

Male and female students rvould be equalll' able to
learn using computers.

Females are more likelv than nlales to need

computing skills in their future jobs.

Mixed classes of nlales and fcnlalcs l'ould be best
u'hen learning b¡' computer.

Most students rlould be betler able to learn using
computers r¡,hen rvorking rvith a nleruber of the

same sex.

Females rvould learn bettcr usirrg conrputers in
groups.

Carcer Nccds
Most people u'ill need to usc conrputers in their

Most future u,ork u.ill be less skilled as colrlputcrs
are widelv used.

Many jobs students uould like to do rvill be

replaced by conrputer technologr'

Computers u'ill cause rvork to change rapidl¡ in tlre
future and people rlill need lo lcanr for a nerl job
more often

Most school leavers uilì necd to knou. ltorr'to usc

computers to gain enrplor nrent

Nccd to Stud) SociâJ Effccts of Computcrr on Socict¡
Computers u'iìl not greatll aflect socic(r in thc
future.

Studenls should be studr ing the el"lccts of contputcrs
on soc¡ef\'.

Students should be conccrned abor¡t the rr ar

computers are being used in socict¡ ,

12345

2345

t2345

t2345

12345

t2345

1234

J2 54

5

t2

t2

345

345

12345

12345

't2345

12345

t2345



Stronglv Not Strongly
Agree Sure Disagree

Agree Disagree

Computers are unlikel¡' to affect studcnts in thcir
personal lives.

Crcativity
The use of conrputers u'ould place linrits on the rva¡,s

students solve problems.

Computer learning rvould produce students rvho all
think in a sinlilar u'av

Students rvould be nore creativc if the¡, used conrputers
to learn.

Rcln,ance of Computer Lcarring to Diffcrcnt Subjccts
Science subjects are more suitable for courputer
learning than arts subjects.

Computers should bc used for career subjects

Learning using conrputers is reler ant to all subjects

Rclcvance of Computcn to Futurr: Ncctls
Much of students' present studies rvould not be needed
as the information rvould be instantlv available on
computer.

Learning about computers rrill be inclcvant to
students' future needs.

Use of computers to learn rr ill change l'hat students
need to learn in future

Using computers for learning tr ill bc useful to future
learning needs in TAFE or Univcrsitr.

Equit¡' Issucs

Students $'ho are able to learn corÌpute rs \\'ould
become an elite group (ie. a spccial group)

Computer learning uill bencfit thosc studcnts
ulto can alford tlre nrost e\pcnsivc. prir atc

lcarning material

Students u'ill have a greater sav in tltc nlaterials
the¡, u,ish to learn

t2345

12345

12345

r2345

12345

t2345

t2345

t2345

12345

12345

12345

t2345

2

2

5

5

4

4

3

3



Strongl¡' Not Strongll'
Agree Sure Disagree

Agree Disagree

The slower learners u'ill be at a greater disadvantage
u'hen using computer learnrng.

Effìciency Issucs

Schools *'hich use conrputer leanting rvill be nrore
successful than those u'hich do not.

Students choice of studies u'ill be nrore related to
their personal needs

Less teachers rvill be required in each school

Schools u'ill be able to use teachers nlore usefullr

Teachers rvill be able to give students rlrore
personal attenlion s'here it is needcd

Students u'ho do not have a strong dcsire to learn

rvill fall behind

Students u'ho are able to use co!Ìrputers rvould be

able to learn at their ou,npace.

Some rvork could be done fronl honre ternlinals

Students would have instant access to relevant
information through the conrputer

Students'records could be updated rapidl¡' and

results gained instantl¡ .

Students would individualh be able to spend urore
time on problenrs u'ith the teachcr

Students u'ould rvork nrore produclilclr
u'ithout distractions fronr othcr
students.

COMMENTS

t2345

t2345

12345

t234s

t2345

12345

12345

12345
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5

5
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4
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2
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SECTION TV - THE FUTURE OF COI\{PUTERS & SCHOOLING

What future do y,ou see for schools ulrere conrputers are sidelv used? Circle the most likely
description of the school of the future (ic 5-10 r'ears)

A place u'hich conducts lessons as at present but u'hich
uses increasing amounts of conrputer technolog¡' for learning

A place from rvhere studcnts'progress is nranaged, records
kept and advice given but rvith nluclr of the learning occurring
out of the school in houses. librarics and other institutions.

A place u'here students spend tinre on individual studr
programs monitored and recorded b¡ computer

A private compan)' rvhich nlanagcs con'rputer learning
programs for individuals for a fec in their honles or in
small learning centres

A place u'here students gather for group and social activities
but specific knou'ledge is gained personall¡' Írsing conrputer
technolog¡,.

A place u'hich becoules irrelevalrt as teclrnologv renroves the
need for separate institutional education and replaces it rvlth
centralised data banks of learning nraterial rrhich can be used
as required throughout life,

None of the above

The role of a teacher includes nlarrv tasks Fronl the lis( belou'indicate hou,important each

task will be in a future school in lrhich conìputers ¡uav be u'idely used for learning.

2

3

4

5

6

7

Most
Inr portant

Iur portant

Least
lmportant

Unimportant

Not
Sure

Curriculum developers
Maintain student disciplrne
Counsellors and studl adlisers
Computer operators
Developers of student social skiìls
Managers of individual studcnt lcarning
Assessors of student perfonuancc
Trouble shooters
Student motivators
Provide advice to parerìts

Computer progranr bu¡ crs

E'r,aluators of conrputer prograrìr s

Child minders
Writers of conrputer progralrs

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

J

3

J

3

J

)
3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2



SECTION V - CONTROL OF TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION

Indicate the degree to rvhich ),ou agree or disagree u'ith the follorving statements.

Stronglv Not Strongly
Agree Sure Disagree

Agree Disagree

Most people have made a decision about using omputers
in education

The development of the conrputer for school t¡se is
inevitable.

Teachers u'ill have to use colììputers in education

A 'computer societ¡" is an inhunlan prospect.

People u,ill be given the choice about rvhere conlputers
are used in socieh.

Given a choice I rr'ould not involve computersin education

Schools will be reshaped by, the contpuler

Computers rvill ultimatell,make nlost decisions in
socrety.

A 'computer socie¡" is an exciting possibilin.

Computers are onlt, like anv other rnachiue eg TV

Computers think nruch like hunlans

Manv computer applications are ratlrer frightcning

Conrputers are ven' complicated

Computers can onlv do uhat thev are told

A 'computer societ¡'' is a friglitening future

Teachers *'ill lose control of the currrcr¡lutìl to
com puter progranr n1 ers

Education u'ill be constrained to lit conrputcrs

12345

t2345

t2345

5

5

4

4

3

3

2

2

4

4

4

3

J

3

2

2

2

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3
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3

3

3

J
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2

2

2

2
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From the groups identified belorr shos u'hether )'cu agree or disagree that thel'have promoted

the use of computers in educalion.

Strongly Not Strongly
Agree Sure Disagree

Agree Disagree

The Media

The Government

Employers

The Education Departnrent

Parents

Computer Suppliers

Teachers

Unions

COMMENTS

12345
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I
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5

5

5

5

5

4

4

4

4
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3
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This appendix is the analysis of the surveys of schools. The schools surveyed were part of
a case study of the knowledge held by students about computers in schooling.

The appendix consists of responses to five sub-sections as follows:-

Technological Future
Computers and Education
The Future of Schooling and Education
Control of Computer Technology in Education
Evaluation of Schooling

These sub-sections have been presented as follows:-

Sources of Knowledge About Computers
Beliefs about a Technological Future
Computers and Education
Role of Teachers and Computer Technology
Control of Technology in Education
Purpose of Schooling
Satisfaction with Schools
Promoters of Computers in Education
selected Questions from Beliefs about a Technological Future by Sex,
Teacher Specialisation, School and Age
selected Questions from Beliefs about computers and Education
Analysis of Selected Questions from Control of Technology in Education
by Age, Sex and School

a

O

a

a

o

o

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a
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SOURCE OF I(NOWLEDGE ABOT]T COI\IPTITERS

NEWSPAPERS S

TELEVISION

MAGAZINES

RADIO

P

T

n
o/

n

%
n

o//o

I

034
I

057
0

000

Most
Knou'lcdgc

Sonre

Knori ledge

90

30 5l
72

40.91
2t

55 26

42 22

l5l
5t t9

6()

34 09
l9

5() ()0

45 C)9

93

3r63
7t

3 9.66

20

55 56

42.28

33

I t.34
2ì

tì 93

)
t3 5l

No
Knou'ledge

l'77
60 0t)

102

57 95

l6
42.1t

53.35

Not Sure

27

9.r5
I

0.57

I

2.63

4.1 I

TOTAL

295
100

t76
100

38

100

r00

295
100

176
100

38

100

100

294
100

179

t00
38

100

100

291
100

176
100

3t
100

100

Tol Vo () 3()

2(l

678

3 9tJ

2

526

5 14

l4
4.16

7

3 9t
I

278

3 8l

102

34 58

r08
61 36

ì5
39 47

)',
7.46

I

0.57
2

5.26

443

24

8 16

2

t12
0

000

309

29

997
6

3 4l
2

5 4l

626

n
o//0

n
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n

%

S

P

T

Tol ol 45.13

r63

55 44
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55 3 ì

l5
41 6'7
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78 35

t 1'7

83 52

3()

8l ()8

tìt) I I

n
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n
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S

P

T

Tol %"

n
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n
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n
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S

P

T

I
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2
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()

() ()()

(t 49 t2 26

Results shou'n as follorçs:-
S = Studenl, P = Parcnl, T = Teacller, fol: ¡rrrnlLe¡ ofres¡ror;ses = n

l)e rcc¡ìtirße oI tcs¡lottscs = ()4,

Tol 0l
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SOURCE OF K,\"-O\\/LEDGE ABOtlT COI\{PUTERS

BOOKS

TALKING TO
OTHERS

WORK/
SCHOOL

COMPUTER
TRAINING

WATCHING
COMPUTERS

Most
Knorr lcdge

5()

ì7 () |

zq

13 4l
4

ll.lt

13 89

8l
27.21

6l
32 62

l8
46 t5

35 34

Sourc

Knorllcdge

157

53 4()

90

50 28

2t
58 33

54 t)()

t64
55.22

109

58 29

l8
46 t5

53 22

68

22 r5
62

30 39

l5
3 8.46

3()33

67

23 l8
4l

22.16
ll

28.2 ì

24 5t

l7 (¡

58 tì(r

il?
619(r

23

57 5(l

No
Knou ledge

7(l

23 8t
65

36.3 t

9

25.00

28 37

4l
I 3.80

t7
9.09

I

2.56

848

Not Sure

l7
5.7 8

0

0.00

2

5.56

3.78

TOTAL

294
t00
179

t00
36

100

t00

297
t00
't87

100

39

100

100

307

100

204
t00
39

100

100

289
100

r85
100

39

r00

t00

299
l0()
189

t00
40

100

n

Yo

n

Y"

n
o/

S

P

T

ToT Yo

n
o/

n

%
n

10

S

P

T

ll
3.10

0

000
2

5.13

T ot V6

23(l
14 92

89

43 6i
22

56.4 t

7

228
5l

25 00

2

5 13

2

065
2

098
i)

000

2.94

054

l9
657

)
2'70

I

256

394

l6
5 35

3

r 59

tl
000

n
o//ñ

n
tl/

n
î//0

S

P

T

T o¡ o/o 58 32

78

26 99

52

28 tl
l6

4l (r3

32 ()l

() ¡1

22't1
1l

27 27

l3
3l i()

I t) 8()

r25
43 25

87

41 03

il
28 2 r

39 49

39

l3 C)4

21

t1 29

4

I () ()()

n

%

n
o//o

n
o//0

S

P

T

Tol Vu

n
t//i

n

n

/n

S

P

T

Re sults shou'n as follou s:-
S = Sludent, P = Parent, T = Teachcl, for: urrrrrlte r. of res¡tonses = n

J)el celllitß( of res])olrses = ol)



I

BELIEFS ABOT]T A TECHNOLOGICAL FUTURE

AGREE NOl'SI}Rì] D]SAGREE

ONE TWO I'I-ìIìEì] FOUR FIVE TOTAL COMMENT

Computers
u'ill have
great effect
on my life

All people
u'ill need to
know about
computers

Unlikely to S

change things
in m1, life P

trme

T

S n 58

% t895
Pn49

%22t7
T n 13

% 29.55

S n93
% 30.29

Pn6(r
%o 29 8(,

T n 16
o/o 16 16

n ll
Y" 3.61

n7
Yo 371
nl
% 22'7

r23
40 2()

98

44 34

t6
36 36

t48
4tì 2l

99

4.1 8()

l'l
38 64

36

il80
32

ì4 48

4

9 ()9

87

28 43

20

9 ()5

)
ll 36

29

448
13

l9 46

1

l5 9l

9

294
ll

498
J

6.8 2

306
l0()
22t
100

44

t00

307

100

221
100

44

100

305

r00
22t
100

44

I ()()

307

100

22t
I ()0

44

100

3 ()4

I ()()

22t
I (Ì()

44

100

3 ()7

I ()()

22ì
I ()()

44

I ()(r

50

t6 29

ì5
679

4

9 ()9

t25
40 12

56

25 11

l(r
22'7i

83

2'7 2I
l4

(¡ 33
)

4 55

r35
43 9'l

49

22 )1
l4

3t82

73

2J ()l
))

9 9_i

9

2() 15

97

316(l
6ì

27 6(t

l1
3l rì2

22

7 t'l
24

t() 86

9

2t)45

))
t7 92

tr3

37 56

t:ì
29 55

128

4t 9't
tt7

52 94

l,s

34 ()9

95

3()94
l0()

45.25

l6
36 36

ìt8
3fÌ 82

lt0
49'7'7

l7
3 ti (r1

2

06i
)

226
0

0 ()0

47

l5 4l
5l

23 ()8

22

50 ()()

2t
684
50

l(r
22 73

3l
ì0 53

6l
27 6(\

t2
27 2'7

4

I :ì()

t5
679

4

9 ()9

A1

t3 68

21

t2 22
1

4 55

Commonly shared belief
held

Commonly shared belref
held.

Commonlv shared beliel
held in the negative

No commonlv held belief
bv students

Commonlv held beliel in
the negative b1' parents
and teachers

No commonll' held beliel
bv students

Commonlv held belief in
the negalive by parents
and teachcrs.

No commonlv shared
beliel he ld

Most u'ork
u'ill be part-
tlme

S

P

T

n
o//o

n
o//o

n

%

6

r95
7

3.r7
0

0 0()

22 62

Put people
out of u,ork

Will run most S

factories
P

SnlT
% 559

P n l()
% 452

Tn2
% 4.55

(r-1

2l ()5

lil
8 t1

4

9 ()9

T

n26
ol¡ 8 47

n6
o/ a ìl

n3
o 682

Results shown as follorss:-
S = Slrtdcnt, P = Parerì(, T = Te¡lcllc¡, fo¡ llr¡¡lrlrt'r of rcs¡ronscs = n

l)e¡ce nl3ßc of rcsl)orìse s = u/u



5

BELIEFS ABOUT A TECHNOLOGICAL FUTURE

AGRI]I] NO'T SURE DISAGREE

Storepersonal S

inlormation
about people P

Use of
computers
u'ill lead to
good jobs

9

294
2

() 09

I

2 2'7

2

065
3

136
0

000

COMMENT

Commonlv shared belief
held

Commonly shared belief
held.

No commonll, shared

beliet held

Commonlv shared beliel
held

No commonl;- held belief
bl students

Commonlv held belief by

pûrents and teachers

Commonlv shared belief
held in the negatrve

ONE TU/O TIIREE FOUR FIVE TOTAL

T

n70
Vo 22 88

n67
% 30.32

nl7
%3864

Sn'16
% 24.'t6

P n34
% r5.38

Tnj
%1591

r63
53 27

144
65 16

26

59 09

ì38
44 95

il6
52 49

l8
4() 9l

62

2() 26

)
2.26

0

0 ()()

6()

t9 51

3()

t3 57

l3
29 55

r65

53 75

5()

22 62

ì8
40 9l

7

228
I

0.4 5

0

000

306

r00
221
100

44

100

307

100

221
100

44

100

307

100

221
t00
44

I ()C)

3 C)7

100

22t
l0()
44

l0()

306

I ()()

221

I ()0

44

l0()

3 0(r

I ()()

221

l0()
41

l0()

/o
8.47

4()

18.lt)
6

t3 64

I 1()

1i 6()

li1
6(1 63

l5
56 ir2

Government S

should ha,ve

more control P

Will greatll, S

change jobs
P

Governments S

will knou'
more about us P

Computers
uill be used

for leisure

I8
586
l4

o. -1 -1

ì

221

()

() ()()

I

t)45
[)

0 ()0

T

n 18
y" 586
n 18

% 8t4
n2

yo 4.55

n49
y" 15 96

n 37
o/ tl1^

n ll
Yo 25.(t()

53

t'7 26

51

25'79
9

2(t.45

42

t3 68

I'7

769
2

l 55

65

2t t1
23

ì(t4¡
4

909

59

t9 22

72

32 58

t2
27 21

4()

t3()7
l2

513
)

4 55

t2
3 9r
24

t() 86

l3
682

l()
i21

1

0 9()
(r

() ()0

52

ì6 91

4l
t9 9ì

t5
31(ì9

175

57 ()()

t46
66 06

28

63 (r.1

I l(r
3t 95

137

6Ì 99

21

6l 36

T

T

n 25

% 8t'7
n 54

Yo 24 43

n9
yo 2(t 45

nl
39 51

l6
121

6

l:ì 6J

Sn12
% 391

Pn2
Y0 (t 9()

TnC)
o^ () (t()

6t
t9 87

71

l() 8(ì

2

I _s5

Rcsulls shou'n as follorçs:-
S = Student, P = Pare rrl, T = 1'er¡cìrcl, for: ltrr¡rrl¡c¡ of res|orrscs = |

l)c¡ ccì¡ t¡lgc of t cs¡lottses = 9o
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BELIEFS ABOUT A TECHNOLOGICAL FUTURE

AGREE NOT SURI] DISAGREE

ONE TWO TIIREE FOUR FIVE TOTAL COMMENT

Many people
will work
from home
computers

New religions S

will arise
based on P

computers
T

Communi- S

cation r¡,ill be

through P

computers
T

Most S

information
will come P

from
computers T

S

P

T

n 30

% 980
n3

Yo 136
n0

Yo 0.00

t2t
39 51

7(l

3t 6'7

l6
3(r 36

99

32 35

65

29 4l
t7

38 61

5(r

I ti 3()

32

t4 55

6

l3 61

r08
35 Itl

37

t6 89

8

ì8 t8

88

28 66

_3t

l4 r6
8

It3 t8

48

l5 69

69

3122
8

l8l8

81

27.45
92

41 82

l6
3(r 3(r

6l
l9 87

56

25 59

l7
38 (r4

67

2182
5t)

22 83

lt
25 0()

8

261
l4

6 33

3

682

160

52 29

87

39 55

2l
4'7 .7 3

306
100

221
100

44

t00

306
100

220
100

44

100

307
ì0()

2t9
100

44

100

307
I ()0

2t9
ì00
44

I ()()

No commonly shared
belief held

Commonly shared beliel
held in the negative

No commonly shared

beliel held

No commonl¡, held belief
bv students.

Commonly held belief bt,

parents.

No commonlv held beliel
bv teachers

n2
% 065
nl
% 045
n()

Yo Q ()(l

I
l3l

8

364
I

2 2'7

n26
o/" I 4'7

n 13

% 594
n4

%, 9 (t9

n21
yo 879
n 14

% 6.39
n3
% 682

95

3()91
9'l

41 29

il
2 5 ()()

t1

5 59

l6
7 3l

4

9 ()9

8

261
l()

451
3

682

n1
38 II
ll4

52 05

l9
43 t8

Results shown as follorvs:-
S = Studenl, P = Palent, 'l'= Teachc¡, for ¡lt¡¡rUcr of tcs¡rottscs = n

l)e¡ ccrìliìße of r es¡rottses = oZ,



1

COI\,IPUTERS AND EDU CATION\

AGREE NOT SURF, DISAGREE

ONE TWO THREL- FOUR F]VE TOTAL COMMENT

Commonly shared beliel
held in the negative

Commonly shared beliel
held in the negative

No commonll, held belief
by students
Commonlv held beliel in
the negative bv parents

and teachers

Commonl¡' shared belief
held in the negative

No commonly held belief
bt' students

Commonlv held beliel b¡'

pa¡ents and teachers

No commonlv shared

bcliel held

Computer
leaming
r¡,ould
¡mprove
student
relationships

Snl
% 033

Pnl
% 045

Tn0
% 000

ì6
5 2r
25

il36
2

4 55

t5 36

l3
5 9t

682

83

21 (t4

45

20 45

9

2()15

),)
l9 28

24

t()9t
(r

t3 64

145

47 23

t22
55 45

25

56 82

62

20 20

27

t2 2'l
8

l8 t8

307
100

220
100

44

100

306
r00
220
100

44

l0t)

307

t00
220
100

44

lo()

307
I i)()

2t9
l0t)
44

I ()0

307
100

22(r

I ()()

42

I ()t)

Students
u,ould prefer
to be taught
b1' computers

S

P

T

n 14

% 458
nì

yo () 45

n()
yo (t ct1

S n 16

% 521
Pn2

% 09t
Tn()

% 0t)0

nj
% 228
n0
% 000
n()

o/. (l (t()

n 15
o/o 4f,,
n)

% 22'7
n2
% 4'76

S n 16

% 52t
P n l0

% 451
Tnl

% 227

ll2
36 6()

132

60 0()

2(l

45 45

79

24 t8
5tl

28 73

l5
34.09

42

l3 68

2'7

12.2'7

8

l8l8

Would cause

less friction
between
students and
tea chers

Students S

\À'ould
achieve P

better results
T

S

Students
would discuss P

problems u,ith
other students T

Students
abilitl to
learn u'ould
lmpro\¡e

92

29 97

3I
t1 t)9
lt

25 ()()

3t
l() l()

l()
451

2

4 55

I ()2

33 22

lt6
52 13

25

59 52

6l
r9 87

89
.1() 61

ì6
36 -36

69

22 48

3'7

ì6 82

l()
22 73

'11

l5 ()8

25

I I 12

1

t5 9t

r03

33 55

1'7

2 r 36

7

l6 (r7

88

28 66

123

55 9l
I5

34 09

I (l-5

31 l(l
i(r

2t Ír3

l6

8 Í.t

l2 ()j
ll

5 ()l
2

r it

'72

23 45

59

26 94

ì3
29 65

31

ll()7
)

221
2

1'76

t1

5 ()2

2

4 55

3()7

I ()()

219
I t)()

44

I ()()

r20
39 09

125

57 08

22

5() 0()

53

17 2()

41

2t36
6

t4 29

37

205

Results shown as foliorçs:-
S = Studenl, P = Parcrrl, T = Tc¡tcllel, for: IrrrDbt,r of l-es|orrscs = rr

l)el cc¡ìlâflc of resPonses = o/o



tì

CON'IPT]TERS AND EDUCATION

AG]ìE]] NOT SURE

ONE T\T/O TIlIìEE FOUR FIVE

20

DISAGREE

TOTAL

Computers
u'ould
complicate
learning

Students S

would do
more research P

if using
comPuters T

Would help S

organise work
P

T

Leam how to S

leam
P

Would be S

more
interested in P

stud ie s

T

Learning
u'ould be

more
en-jo1'able

n

%

n

%

n
o/

n

%

n
o//o

n
o/

n
o//t)

n
o//0

n
o//o

S

P

T

6 5r
4

183
0

000

ll
358

't

3 .2()

4'l
909

88

28 66

3l
l4 l6

I

227

l12
36 48

57

26 03

l3
29 55

t22
39 74

't2

32 88

23

53 19

11

24 ()3

58

26 4tl
l6

36 36

'76

24'76
120

54.'19

26

59 ()9

r05
34 2(l

82

31 44

t3
30 23

307
I C)0

2t9
100

44

100

307
100

2t9
r00
43

100

308
r00
219
100

44

t00

308

I t)()

2t9
I ()0

4-1

ì ()()

307
I ()()

22(l
l0()
44

I ()()

3 ()6

I ()()

2)9
Ì t)()

44

I ()()

COMMENT

No commonly held belief
bv students.
Commonll' held beliel in
the negative by parents
and teachers

No commonly shared

belief held

Commonll, held beliel by
students.
No commonlv held belief
bv parents and teachers.

No commonly shared
belief held,

No commonly shared

belief held

No commonlv shared

beliel held

5

t63
I

046
l

52

t6 94

53

24 2()

698

68
22 08

83

37 90

t2
21 .91

87

28 31

14

33 64

2()

1i {5

l3l
42 53

))
25 lt

I6
31 2l

83

2'7 (t4

49

22 27

1

ti 9t

95

3t ()5

6:ì

28 7'7

t5

31 ()9

54

l7 53

52

23.'7 4

l4
31 82

Õ/

2l 't5
o4

29 22

l2
21 9t

81

21 16

8()

36 36

ì1
3l 82

5(r

I tì 3()

6n

3l ()j
l2

?7 21

23

749
ll

502
3

698

t4
4 55

6

2'74
()

t) ()0

32

l()39
ì5

685
()

() ()()

34

ll ()7

l2
515

I

227

l7
l2 ()9

l()

457
I

221

2 33

21

871
1

1.83

4

909

n l()
% 3.25
n2

% o9t
n3
% 698

n 19

Yo 619
n)

% 227
n2
% 455

Sn2l
ol, 6 86

Pni
% 137

Tn2
% 455

139

45.t3
99

45 2t
l0

22't3

T

97

317()
75

34 25

l4
3r8l

Results shorv¡r as follorrs
S=Sludenl, P=Pa¡eDl, 'l' = 'l'cacìrc¡, for: ltul¡lltc¡ of re slrortse s = tr

Pcr-cclllllßc of les¡lotlscs = (%r
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COI\/¡PUTERS AND EDTICATION

AGREII NOI'SURE

TI lRlil: FOUIì

D]SAGREE

ONE TWO FIVE TOTAL COMMENT

Males more
able at using
computers

Females less

interested in
uslng
computers

Males and S

females
equally able P

T

Females more S

likell, to need
compuler P

skills in
future jobs T

Sn9
% 292

Pnl
% 045

Tn0
Y, 0 (tQ

Sn9
% 292

Pnl
% 045

Tn0
Vo (t 0(l

n 198

%6429
n 7()

% 31.96
n 23

%5227

tì

2 6()

2

0 9l
I

2 2't

7

227
7

i ì8
1

9 (t9

lt
351
t3

5 9l
6

13 64

8I
26 3()

t4l
64 3Iì

l(r
36 36

28

9 (t9

26

ll 82
(ì

() 0(l

7t
23 t3

65

29 55

l2
2'7 21

4_5

H66
3t

t4 l6
)

ll .ì6

24
't.79

9

4 (t9

4

9 (t9

t9
6 l'7

4

t83
3

681

6'7

2t'75
27

t2 21

l()
22:73

122

39 11

6l
28 t8
ll

41 1i

I ()(r

:ì2 57

5l
1.1 l()

l1
3 [ì (..1

20t
65 26

84

38 I8
22

5() ()()

3

(t 9'7

3

r.37
I

227

'7

2.27
I

046
I

227

38

l2 31

ll()
5() ()0

l3
29 55

(r3

2(t 45

lt3
5136

t2
2'7 2'7

il5
-1 / -1{

l2l
5i 0()

l5
31()9

41

Ì1:ì3
61

3()15
'7

t5 9ì

95

3() 91

I t)6

4lì l()
l7

3fì 61

216
79 81

I ()()

4515
26

59 ()9

308

I ()()

22(l
100

44

100

308
100

220
100

44

100

Commonlv shared belief
held in the negative

Commonly shared beliel
held in the negative

Commonlv shared belief
held

Commonlv shared belief
held in the negative,

No commonì\, shared

belief held

Commonlv shared belief
hcld in the negative.

ì36

2 2'l

n
o//tr

n
o/

n
o/

5

t62
93

3() ì9
¿+ 

-1

ì9 55

Itt
4() 9l

l(r
5 2l
ì1

636
2

4 55

53

t'l )6
2i

I () 5()

)
I I .ì(r

308
I i)0

219
l0()
44
l0i)

3C)8

I (l()

22()

I ()t)

44

I C)0

307
l0t)
22(l

l0()
44

I t)()

307

l0()
2t9
I ()C)

44

I ()()

Mixed classes S

best when
using P

comPuters

T

Same sex S

classes best

u'hen using P

computers
T

n 54

% t'7 59

n12
% 545
n2

o/u 4 55

n 14

Y" 456
n6

o/ I ? I

n()
o^ (t (t()

Results sho*'n as follorrs:-
S = Studcnl, P= Parent, T =Tcaclrc¡, [o¡ nrr¡lbcr of t-cs¡rouses = tt

l)erccr)tirßc of rcsllot¡ses = oZ,
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CON'IPUTERS An- D EDU CATION

ONE

AGREE

TWO

NOT SURE

TIIREE FOUR

DISAGREE

FIVE TOTAL COMMENT

Group S

leaming
would be best P

for females
T

Need to use

computers ln
future jobs

Future work S

u'ill be less

skilled P

because
computers T
used

Many jobs S

students
aspire to will P

be replaced
by computers T

Work u'ill
change
rapidly,
students u,ill
need to learn
neu,jobs
fre quentlv

Knou, horv to S

use computers
to gain P

emplovment
T

n9
% 293
n3
% t36
nl
% 227

Sn66
%2143

P n 32

% 14.55

Tn5
%n36

n20
y" 6il
n6
Y, 2'73
n3
% 682

n 19

% 619
n6

% 213
n3

% 682

21
't.49

33

l5 0()

l()
22 73

I ()5

6() ()6

14()

63 61

26

59 09

71

25 ()8

-3 
()

13 64

2

4 55

89

28 99

38

t'7.2't
lt

25 clo

I ()9

35 62

I ()8

49 Q9

20

46 51

173

56 t7
ì35

6l 3(r

23

57 21

l()'7

34 85

58

26 36

l6
36 36

95

30 94

lc)ì
45 9l

l()
22'73

t-t

23 78

25

il36
't

t5 9t

307
100

220
100

44

100

308

100

220
100

44

t00

307
100

220
l0()
41

l0()

42

13 61

23

l() 45

9

2()45

88

2 8.(;6

26

ìr 82

I2
27 27

96

3l 21

52

23 (r1

l3
29 55

l3()
42 18

))
25 ()t)

¡t
25 5tr

5()

r6 23

29

I:ì ¡8
l(r

:: t -1

t2
3 9()

25

lt 36

4

909

I t)2

33 22

134

6() 9l
2t

47 7l

3

097
0

0 i)0
0

0.00

20

6 5r

24

10,91

6

I 3.64

Commonlv held beliel in
lhe negative b1' students
and parents

No commonly held beliel
bt'teachers.

Commonly shared belief
held.

No commonl¡, held beliel
bt' students
Commonll, held belief in
the negative bv parents
and teachers

No commonl¡' held beliel
bv students.

Commonly' held belief in
the negative b1' parents

No commonly held belief
bv teachers.

No commonlv held belief
bv students
Commonll, held beliel b1'

pafents and teache¡s

Commonlv shared belief
h eld

Sn21
% 6.86

P n l(r
%'721

T n ì()
%2326

n 5(l

%1621
n 28

o/o 12 73

n)
%tt36

88

28 66

llì
5()45

13

29 55

l5
489
l3

5 9r
4

9 ()9

307

t00
22(l
l0(r
41

I t)()

306
100

22(l
I ()()

4J

I ()()

3 ()8

100

22(l
100

11

100

98

I2 42

38

t7 ?1

2

465

tì

2.61

136
()

() ()()

6

ì95
ì

t) 15
(l

c) 0()

29

912
21

t2 27

6

li (r4

Results shotvn as folìou.s
S=Student, P=Parent, 'l' = Te¡¡cllt ¡, lo¡ ltr¡lrrlrc¡ of res¡ronses = l

l)ctccÌìlr¡flc of re s¡totlscs = o/o
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CONIPUTERS AND EDT]CATION

AGREI] NOT SURE DISAGREE

ONE TWO T],]IìEE FOUR F]VE TOTAL COMMENT

Will not S

greatly effect
society in P

future
T

Should studv S

effects oI
computers on P

soct ety

T

Students S

should be

concerned P

about the use

ol computers T

Unlikely to
have any
persona I

effect

Limit S

problem
solvingP
abilit¡,

T

n4
y, 130
n3

Yo 135
nl
% 233

t2
3 9()

t0
452

'7

n 2'7

% 879
n 19

% 856
n9

Yo 2(t 93

S n 35

%|40
Pn6

y, 270
Tn(l

Vo 0 (t(l

n 2l
% 682
n l()

Yo 4 5(l

nl
%, 233

n
O//o

n
o/

n
o/ l6 61

39

t2 66

26

il 71

6

l3 95

93

30 t9
111

65 t6
29

69 05

r58
51 4'7

r55
69 82

3()

69'l'Ì

88

28 66

51

22 97

6

t3 95

9t
29 55

'72

)
ìt63

'7 (t

ll 8()

5(r

l5 l3
2

1 6-5

69

221()
29

13 0(r

I

l -1-1

il4
i7 0 ì

r5 38

4

952

136

44 t6
t39

62 6t
25

58 t4

6()

l9 48

25

ll26
l0

21 26

22
'7 t4

I

045
0

().()0

il
3 58

I

045
0

0 ()()

21

8'79
l5

6'76
8

ItÌ 60

308
100

222
100

43

100

308
r00
221
100

42

100

307

100

222
100

43

I ()()

307

100

222
I ()()

43

I ()t)

3 0tì
ì ()()

222
I ()()

ì0()

3 ()7

I ()0

222
I ()()

43

I ()()

67

2t 75

32

l4 48

2

416

Commonly shared belief
held in the negative.

No commonly held belief
by students.
Commonly held belief b1,

parents and teachers

Commonlv shared belief
held

No commonly held belief
bv students

Commonlv held beliel in
the negative bv parents
and teachers

No commonlv held beliei
br students and parents
Commonll held belief in
the negative by teachers

No commonly helci beliel
bv students

Commonly held belief in
the negative b1' parents &
tea chcrs.

'7 ()

22 8()

22

9 9',7

698

4l
t3 36

25

rì26
I

2 33

S

Cause
students to P

think in a

similar u'ar, T

n4
o/o 1 8(l

nl
% 233

85

27 69

4(l

t8 02

6

l3 95

ili
36 69

:ì2

t14l
ìl

27 91

91

29 97

-l -{

li 32

l:ì
3() l:ì

12

23 45

lt0
49 55

z\
53 49

6'7

2t 15

95

42'79
t5

31 88

Iì9

2ti 99

I ()8

1¡r 65

li
31 88

l6
5 t9
l3

586
l()

23 2(¡

3l
10, l()

2t)

9 (r ì

tl
27 9l

n25
% 8.t1

Results shown as follorçs:-
S = Student, P = Pâretì1, 'l'= Tcacher, fo¡: llrn¡¡bcr of rcs¡rorrscs = rr

l,('rcc¡rlrflc of |csl)orìscs = (,2,
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COI\IPT]TERS AND EDUCATION

AGREII NOI'SURE DISAGREE

ONE TWO ]'IIRì]II FOUR FIVE TOTAL COMMENT

Commonll, shared belief
held

No commonly held beliei
by students and parents.

Commonly held beliel in
the negative by teachers

No commonll, held belief
bv students and parents
Commonlv held belief b1

tea chers

No commonlv held beliel
bv students
Commonlv held belief bv
parents and teachers.

No commonlv held belief
bv students

Commonll' held belief in
the negative by' parents

and teachers

Commonl¡' shared belief
held in the negalive

Students S

would be

more creative P

n6
% 196
n()
% 000
n3
%714

n'7
% 2.27
n5

% 226
nl
y" 233

35

1t,41
39

t't 51

7

t6 6'7

{i2

26 62

63

28 5l
8

l8 60

97

316(r
r07

48 12
)')

53 6(r

1l
2 3 .2()

64

28 83

l()
23 8r

7()

22'73
57

25 79

6

ì3 95

t2'l
4t 3'7

69

3t22
ì2

29.21

t26
4ì l8
r07

48 2()

l9
45 24

r02
33 l2

8(¡

38 9l
l7

39 53

48

l5 64

38

t7 t9
4

416

68

22 22

t2
5 4l

3
'7.14

4'7

t5 26

l0
452
ll

25.58

306
l0()
222
100

42

r00

308
r00
221
100

43

100

30'7

t00
22t
t00
4l
l0()

3 0t)

l0()
222
I i)0
43

I ()()

306

I ()()

221
r00
43

I ()()

307

I ()()

22t
I ()()

13

I (r(t

T

Science S

subjects more
suitable to P

computer
learning T

Should be S

used for
career studies P

Relevant to
all subjects

T

n 15

% 489
n)
% 226
n3

Yo 1 32-

l0:ì
J-l 44

1t3
50 9()

3()

69'7'7

89

28 9()

16

20't2
3

698

ì ì(r
37 9t4

-ì ()

)6 29

9

2() 93

jlì
Itì l{9

t6
7 )l

3

(r 9iì

65

2t ì0
4l

Itì 47

I

2 33

87

28 43

t21
51 4'7

23

53 19

t66
51 ()7

Ì59
7) 95

29

6'7 11

2Ct

6 5l
2

0 9()

tr

() ()0

22
'7 t4

4

180
I

2 33

29

781
32

l4 48
'l

l6 28

53

t] 26

29

r3 ¡2

ll
25 5tr

Sn29
% 94?

P n l8
% 8tI

Tn8
Yo 18.6()

Much present S

studies u,ould
not be P

re qui red

T

n l()
% 3.27

n()
Yo (t (t()

n0
% () 0()

69

21 55

26

|16
4

9:ì()

Learning S

about
computers P

u'ould be

irrelevant to T
students
future needs

n-l
ol, I :ì ()

nl
%, Q 9()

n()
ol' (t (t(l

817
ìi

679
()

() ()(r

Results shorçn as follorls,'
S = Student, P= Parcnl, T =Teacllcr.lo¡ lllilDlre¡ of res¡ror;ses= n

Pcrcc¡ìlirßc of res¡rorscs = rZ,
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COI\IPT]TERS AND EDU CATION

ONE

AGREE

TWO

NOT SURE

1-IIREE FOUR

DISAGREE

FIVE TOTAI- COMMENT

No commonll, shared
beliei held

Commonly shared belief
held.

Commonlv shared belief
in the negative

Commonlv held belief in
the negative by parents
and students.

,.No commonlv held beliel
b\' teachers

No commonll, shared

beliel held

No commonlv held belief
bv students

Commonll held belief in
thc negatile b1' teachers

and parents

Using S

computers to
learn will P

change what
students need T
to learn

n12
Yo 392
n2
% 09t
n2

vo 465

17

25.t6
8'7

39 55

t9
44 t9

153

5() (r()

5tì

26 36

9

20 93

lt2
36 36

3(r

t6 29
'l

l6 28

5t
t6 61

65

29 55

il
25.58

2()

649
l8

814
I

2 33

t29
42 02

t40
63 64

l6
36 36

t3
425

8

364
2

465

6

195
0

000
0

0.00

3 ()6

Will be useful S

to future
learning P

needs

T

Those who S

can use

computers P

u,ell will
become elite T

Those u,ho S

can aflord
private P

learning
material will T
be advantaged

n 28

Yo 9 (t9

n 18

% 8t1
n8

% t8 6()

t42
46 t0

149

6'7 42

27

62 79

44

l4 33

3()

13 (r1

8

t8l8

64

20 9tì

39

t'7.71

t2
2'7 21

85

2'7 69

63

28 61

l3
29 55

58

t8 89

45

2()15
7

15 9t

76

21'16
3()

13 64

t2
21 21

63

2() 66

2'7

t2 21

ll
25 ()0

l3()
12 35

16

:ì{ 55

2t
1't'73

r03
33 1'7

136

6t82
t3

29 55

49

t5 96

t5
6.82

'7

l5 9l

5'l
r8 69

l3
5 9l

6

l3 (r4

220

43

308
r00
221
r00
43

100

307
t00
220
l0()
44

I ()0

305

t00
22(l
ì c)0

44

I ()()

n9
% 2.93

n5
Y" 2.2'l
nl

Y, 2.27

n l8
% 590
n)

Y:" 2 27

n2
% 455

Will have S

greater sa),

what material P

thel' uish to
learn T

Slorver S

learners u'ill
beata P

grea ter
drsadvantage T

n ll
% 3.58
n2

Y" Q .91

n0
% () 0c)

6-1

2()iì5

3i r8
9

2() 45

l7
5i4

6

: t-\

I

2 2'l

tÌ()

2(r ()(r

37

t6 s2

1

l5 9l

I ()?

31 85

lì9
5.1 ()9

20

45.15

11

l2 t)5

t3
5 9Ì

l()

22 73

3 ()?

I ()()

22(l
I ()()

44

I ()(l

3 ()7

I ()()

22(l

I ()()

44

I ()()

n 2i
o/0 8 14

n6
ol' 2 7J

n()
% 0()U

Resuìts shou'n as follou's:-
S = Sludent, P = Parcnl, 'l'= Tcachel, fol: ltrul¡btr of res¡rortses = tt

l)cl celll:rßc ol^ t es¡lotrses = ozí'
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CO]\TPUTERS AND EDUCATION

AGREI] NOT SURE DISAGREE

ONE T\\'O TI]R]]E FOUR FIVE TOTAL COMMENT

No commonly held beliel
bl' parents and students

Commonll, held belief bv

tea chers.

No commonll' shared

belief held

No commonly held beliel
bl,students.
Commonl¡, held belief in
the negative by parents

No commonl¡, held beliel
bv teachers

No commonll, held beliel
bv teachers and students
Commonlv held belief b1'

pa rents

Commonlv shared beliel
hel d

Commonlr shared beliel
he ld

Schools
u,hich use

computer
leaming will
be more
successlul

Sn12
% 391

P n ll
Yo 5.02

Tn5
Y" ll 36

84

2'7 36

89

40 6.1

l8
40 9l

9('
3t ?1

I ()()

45 66

l8
4() 9l

88

28 66

22

l() 0()

4

9.(t9

I ()3

33 66

ll2
50 9t

2t
47'71

119

4fr 53

ì23
5_5 9l

l9
44 19

tì5
3716

I ()lt

19 (t9

:1
51 i5

l()l
32 90

5ì
23 29

t2
21 21

78

25 4l
6l

27.85
8

t8l8

42

l3 68

43

19.63

8

ì818

I ()4

33 88

r35
61 36

l9
43 18

5l
t6 67

49

22 27

)
ll 36

45

t4 66

39

t'713
6

t3 95

)-l

t7 92

63

28 61

9

2() -1i

32

l0 42

7

320
I

227

307

r00
219
t00
44

100

307
100

219
100

44

| ()0

307
100

220
100

44

I ()0

306
100

220
I ()0

44

100

3 ()7

I ()t)

22(l
I (r()

43

l0()

307

I ()0

22()

I ()()

44

ì ()()

Choice of S

studies will
be more P

relevant lo
personal T
needs

Less teachers
u'ill be

required

Teachers u'ill S

be more
effectivelv P

used
T

Teachers will S

give students
more personal P

attentlon
T

n
o/

n
o/o

n
o/

n
ot

n
o/

n
o/

S

P

T

lft

5 2r
3

],3'7
I

227

l3
423

)
2.28

2

4 55

140

45 6()
(r[ì

3 I ()-i
t5

34 ()9

l9
619

3

I 36

I

227

66

2150
35

l5 9t
l3

29 55

30

9.77
25

I 1.36
'7

l5 9l

2(l

654
4

182
3

682

Students S

uithout
strong P

desire 1o learn
u'ill fall T
behind

n8
% 261
n'l

Y,318
n()

% (to1

n 23

%'749
n ll

Yo 5 ()(l

n3
y, 698

t24
4()52

4tì

2ttì2
ti

31 ()9

(r ll
22 r5

1t
lil 6l

t2
).1 9l

89

28 99

-j Ít

t1 )7
tl

I8lti

22

1t1
6

2'73

-t

698

n 35

Yo ll 4()

ntì
% 361
nl

% 227

t3
4 13

-t

l3(r
)

1 55

Results sbown as follorvs
S=Studenl, P=Parelll, T ='ì'el¡clrcr, fot: l¡r¡rrlrcr of rcsl)orìscs = ì)

Iìer ( er¡ l:rß(' oI r cs¡rorrses = ozo
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COI\IPUTERS AND EDTICATION

AGREI] NO'f SURE DISAGREE

ONE TU'O TIlRlllr FOUR FIVE TOTAL COMMENT

Commonly shared belief
held

Commonly shared belief
held.

Commonly shared belief
held,

Commonll' shared belief
held,

Commonlv shared beliel
held

No commonly held beliel
bl studcnts

Commonh' held belief by
parents and teachers

No commonlv shared

belicl held

Students u,ill S

be able to
leam at their P

own pace

T

Some work S

could be done
from home P

terminals
T

Students u'ill
have instant
access to
information

Student S

records could
be updated P

rapidli'
T

Testing could S

occur as

students felt P

ready

T

Spend more S

tlme on

problemsu'ith P

teachers

T

Students
u ould be

more
productive

t6() 1 I 27

5212 23ì3 879
I 37 4() 3()

6256 ì826 ì37i)
32 5 3

7272 ll36 682

n 39

Yo 12 7(\

n ll
% 5.02
n4
% 9.09

n8
% 364
n5

% tt 36

% 1205
P n 16

% 727
T n ll

y, 25 ()0

46

r5 03

n

%
191

64.3 8

t'7 9

8l 36

35

79 55

t14
56 68

l(r I

73 r8
!t

Cr I 3(¡

l7tì
5fì t7

I (tl
'75 9l

26

5 9. ()9

l3t
42 6'7

136

61 82

28
(r3 6-1

39

t2'75
25

il36
4

9 ()9

l7
5'76

8

361
()

0 0()

l()
126

I

0.46
0

0.00

l5
489

3

l -1()

()

() ()()

3()

9 tì(r

9

4ll
2

151

307
r00
219
100

44

100

306

100

220
100

44

100

307
100

220
100

44

I ()0

306
ì0()

22(\

I ()()

44

100

3 ()7

r00
220
10()

44

100

-3 07

l0()
22(l
I ()t)

44

ì ()()

3 ()6

I ()()

219

I ()t)

14

I ()()

7

229
0

000
0

000

t3
4.23

l'7

7'73
2

455

8

26t
I

0 45
()

().()()

9

294
(r

273
ì

227

6

ì96
2

() 9l
I

2.21

Sn37

lltS
3811
I l()

5() ()(r

Iti
40 9ì

96

-11 -1/

95

43 iR
l8

1()91

'75

24 43

25

lt :ì6

4

9 ()9

11ì

lt
5 (r()

l

2 2't

?o

25'73
39

t'l 73

-ì

6 tì2

9(r

29:ì2
()1

28 6J
t1

3t82

'7 (l

22 tìiì
59

2(r 9l
l-1

t9 55

31

1ì07
29

t3l8

(¡ 82

57

t8 i7
-1 -1

I 5 ()()
(r

l.ì 61

'79

:5 82

J8
:l9l

1

15 9l

7

228
)

221
I

2 2'l

n 7l
% 23.20
n 31

%t545
n 15

Y,34.09

n48
%1564
n l3
% 591
n l()

%2273

n 35
o^ ll4(l
n9

Vo 4 C)9

n5
o/o | | .36

S n 3l
v, l(t 13

Pn8
% 365

'l'n4
o 9(tg

Results shou'n as follorrs:-
S = Student, P = Parent, 'l'= Te¡rchel, for: nrrrrrbcr ol'responses = n

l)etcelttilße of tes¡rottscs = o/o
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ROLE OF TEACHERS AND COI\{PUTER TECHNOLOGY

AGREI] NOI'SU]ìE DISAGREE

ONE TU/O l'tlRl:li FOUR FIVE TOTAL COMMENT

Curriculum
Developers

Maintain
discipline

Counsellors
and Study
Advisers

Computer
Operators

Developers ol S

social skills
P

Learnrng
managers

S n 38

%t315
P n'72

%14t2
T n2l

% 5() 00

S n56
%t938

P n68
%3223

T n 13

Yo 3(t 23

S n83
y. 2g 72

P n'72
y0 34 45

T n20
%4651

S nStJ
yo 3(t 34

Pn3'l
%t787

Tn7
% 1628

n ))
% 19.03

n 52

%25t2
n 2t)

%4515

S n 4tì

%t655
P n 6l

%2961
Tnll

% 3tl (r4

I t2 2(l

38 7i 6 92

22 1

ì()43 3 32

3ì
7 t4 2 38

48

l6 6l
l3

6 t6

6 9iì

Commonll, shared beliel
held

Commonly shared beliel
held

Commonlv shared belief
held

Commonll' shared belief
held

Commonlv shared belief
held

Commonlr shared bellel
hel d

l14
39 45

I (t9

5ì6(r
l1

4t) 48

t44
49 83

8(r

4() 16

2(l

46 5t

l2l
41 87

102

48 8(r

l5
34 88

)
173

I

() 47
()

000

289
100

2tt
100

42

100

289
100

21t
100

43

100

28

9.69
t4

I r 37

3

6.98

l9
6 5'7

l0
4'78

(l

(). ()()

l3
450
20

948
4

9.3 0

T

r23
42 4l

I ()-1

5() 21

23

53 49

l0-'ì

36:ì3
91

45 4l
I(r

3(..ì(.

6l
2l (13

25

I 2 ()lì

-t

698

8tÌ

3()15
l(r

n56
I

2 2,7

t2
4 t1
32

l5 16

)
I 1.63

6

207
9

4 35

)
ll63

12

4 t5
l2

5 8()

6

t3 64

59

20 42

I8
8 6r

6

13 95

7

242
'7

3 35

2

465

I ()3

116
I

221

289
100

209
100

43

l0()

29()

l0()
20'Ì
I ()()

13

I ()()

289
l0(r
2(t1

100

41

I ()()

29(l

I ()()

2 ()(r

I ()t)

41

I ()0

It9
I I ().ì

l()tl
5l1i

1î

52 ?7

tr7

j () ()()

29

I () ()3

23

il ¡r
I

221

iî
lt 38

ll
i3l

1

4 55

l)

117
I

277

Resu lts shou'n as follorvs
S=Student, P=Palent, 'l = Tel¡clre¡,1-ol: ltrll¡bc¡-of tcs¡tonses = tt

llctccDt¡rfac of rcs¡toDse s = 7o
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ROLE OF TEACHERS AND COI\IPUTER TECHNOLOGY

AGRI-I] NOT SURE DISAGREE

ONE TWO TI-ÌRì]E FOUR FIVE TOTAL COMMENT

Assessor of S

performance
P

Trouble
shooters

Motivators

Parenta I

a d vi sors

Computer
program

Computer
program
eva l ua tors

n57
% 19.66

n66
Yo 32.(t4
n 156

% 34.09

Sn5'7
% t9'79

P n68
"/" 33 (ll

T n l8
y.4l g6

S n41
% 15.22

Pn47
% 227t

T n ll
%2558

Sn43
% ì488

Pn21
%., 13 (t1

Tn9
%2141

Sn
o/
/l

Pn
o//tt

Tn
o//tt

5l
t'7 59

39

l8 93

l3
3()23

'79 45

2'7 21 15.52

13 t3
631 63t

ìl
2 21 2.22

145

50 35

48

23 53

l3
3()23

47

l6 32

35

t7 16

I

2 33

T

105

16 2t
nl

53 88

25

56 82

4

I 38

3

146
2

4 55

n
3 8l

6

290
0

() ()()

29(l
I t)0

2(t6

100

44

I00

288
t00
204
100

43

r00

288
r00
206
I ()()

43

I ()0

289
I ()()

2(t1

I ()()

43

I ()0

289

I ()()

2(tj
I (l()

42

I t)()

29(l
I (l()

2(t(r

I ()()

q-t

ì0()

Commonlv shared belief
held

No commonly held belief
by students
Commonly held belief by
parents and teachers

Commonlv shared belief
held

Commonlv shared beliel
held

No commonlv held beliel
bl students and parents
Comnronlv held beliel b1'

teachers

No commonlv helC belief
br studcnts

Commonlv held belief bv
parents and teachers

Sn25
% 868

Pn29
ol 1 À 11/o t1 a:

Tn8
Yo 18 6(l

44

r 5 28

79

38 73

t8
4186

il2
38 89

96

46 6()

l8
4t86

l11
39 45

lt1
55 07

25

58 t4

76

2(r 3(r

7l
3i 27

t9
45 24

1t
24 65

ì9
9.22

-1

698

tì2

28 37

2l
ìllt

1

l6 2tì

96

33 22

,il
21 (¡{

tì

I 9 ()_s

9'7

3315
5(j

9

l(l 9i

27

9 38

t3
637

3

698

l4
4.86

6

29t
2

465

34

il 8l
l7

825
2

465

38

t3 t5
t'7

82r
tl

() ()()

4()

t3 79

22

I (l (r8

I

2 i:r

58

2(r ()7

ti
?(t 1'7

1

I 5l

l6
551
l3

6 28

2

4'76

92

3172
[ì6

4l 7-í

I ¡,i

4t86

l()

-,i 4)
9

)

165

Resulls shorvn as follorçs -

S - Stude n1, P = Pare¡rt, 'l = 'l'e ¡¡cl¡e ¡. fo¡ nu¡nlrc¡- of tes¡ronses = rr

l)crc(nlafac oI rcs¡rorrscs = ol,
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ROLE OF TEACHERS AND COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY

AGREì] NOT SURE D]SAGREE

ONE TWO TI-IREE FOUR FIVE TOTAL COMMENT

Student
minders

Computer

Progfam
\À,nters

Sn22
yo 7.59

Pn5
Yo 2.45

Tn3
% 7.14

Pn20
% 9.62

Tn6
o/c, 14 .63

40
I 3.79

I5
7.3 5

t4
33 33

86

29.86
56

26.92
t0

24 39

r05

36.21

29

t4.22
8

l9 ()5

88

30 56

52

25 00

8

t9.5 t

68

23 45

73

35 78

l0
23 8t

40
l3 89

43

20 6't
lt

26 tì3

55

r8 97

82

40 20

7

t6 67

t4
4.86
37

t1 79

6

t4.63

290
100

204
100

42

100

289
100

208
100

4l
100

No commonly held belief
by students and teachers,

Commonly held belief in
the negative by parents

Commonly held belief by

students.
No commonly held belief
by parents and teachers

n60
Y,20.83

S

Results shou'n as follorçs:-
S= Student, P= Parent, T =Te¡¡cllel, lol lluurbcrofrcs1rorrses=n

llet'cetllirßc of rcs¡lot:ses = 7.'



CONTROL OF TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION

AGRI]E NOT SUIìE DISAGREE

- l9 -

ONE TU/O TIlIì]IE FOUR F]VE TOTAL

Most people S

made decision
about using P

computers rn

education T

n22
% 7.36

n7
o/o 3 26

nl
% 233

l2i(
42 8l

8l
1'7 69

2(l

465t

I ()j

35 l2
51

25 t2
l3

3()23

40

13.38

70

32.56

8

t8,60

134
3

I 4()

I

2 33

3

t00
I

0.45

0

0 ()0

6

2.01

2

092
I

2.27

137

45 82

162

74 65

2'7

6l 36

t4t
41 t6
l6l

73 85

25

56 82

l15
38 4(r

l2
553

2

455

66

22.(t'l
l'7

7 8()

)
I I 3(r

ill
3't l2

31

l5 6()

tì

Iti ìtì

| ()7

35 79

41

2(t.28
l5

34 ()t

61

22 {(r
ì(¡

7 :11

I

221

lt
569

5

230
4

909

))
l8 39

l3
596

(r

13 64

58

l9 4()

88

4()37
l3

29 55

9t

92

42 4()

li
34 ()9

299
r00
2t5
I ()0

43

100

299
100

217
100

44

100

299
100

218
100

44

I i)()

299
t00
2 tti
r00
41

l0(l

299
l0()
2t1
l0()
44

I (l()

299
I ()()

218
I (t(l

44

ì()()

COMMENT

No commonly shared
beliel held

Commonly shared beliel
held.

Commonlv shared beliel
held.

No commonlv shared

belief held

No commonly held belief
bl students and teachers
Commonlv held beliel in
the negalive bl parents

Commonll' shared beliel
held in the negative,

The S

development
of the P

computer for
school use ls T
inevitable

Teachers u,ill S

have to use

computers in P

education
T

A'computer
societr" is an
'inhuman

prosPect

n27
yo 903
n37

%1705
n ll

Y" 25 0(l

n 3l
% 10.37

n25
% tt 4'l
n'7

%t591

People will S

be given the
choice about P

where
computers are T
used insociett,

Sn
o//o

Pn
o//o

Tn
o//o

56

l8 06

25

il47
6

13 64

66

22 01

56

25 69

ll
2i ()()

'73

214t
58

26 71

ll
25 0()

ll()1
il

5 ()-5

6 [i2

n 12
yo 401
n4
% 181
n()

vo (t 0(\

lì7
39 r3

111
(¡7 13

21
(r ì 36

l()
J -14

ì5
6 tìtì

6

I 3.61

t6
5 35

t9
816

682

4()

l3 38

12

t9 27

t2
2'7 21

Given a

choice I
u'ould not
involve
comPuters ln
education

Sn42
y" 14 ()5

Pn2
% ()92

Tnl
% 221

Resulls shorvn as follol's
S=Studenl, P=PareDt, T = Tcaclrcl, for: trrrrrrÌrct oftcs¡rottses = tt

lJCt ccD tîße of t es¡rottscs = o/o



CONTROL OF TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION

AGREE NOI'SUIìE DISAGREE

-2() -

ONE TWO TI-lRIlli FOUR FIVE TOTAL

Schools u'ill
be reshaped
by the
computer

A'computer
society' is an

exc¡tlng
possibilit¡'

Computers
u'ill
ultimately
make mo'st

decisions in
soclety

S n 28

% 936
Pn5

Y,229
Tn8

% l8l8

I l8
39 46

t09
50 0()

t2
2't.27

4(l

13.4'l
l4

642
2

4 55

94

3144
52

2i 85

il
25 t)()

t5 12

4b

21,10
t2

2'7 2'l

74

2475
89

4l0l
l4

3ì82

l2
401

6

2 75

I

221

85

28 43

35

16. l3
9

2(t.45

56

I8 86

6l
27 98

l5
34 09

36

t2 04

t2
5 5i

6

13 64

t9
6 35

l-1

596
1

t5 9r

il
3 6tJ

26

lr 98

l()
22 13

299

t00
218
r00
44

100

299
r00
217
100

44

100

297
100

218
t00
44

100

299
I t)0

217

I ()0

44

t00

299
I ()t)

218
I ()0

41

ì0()

299
I ()0

2t7
I ()()

44

l0()

COMMENT

No commonll, held beliel
by students.
Commonlv held belief by
parents

No commonly held beliel
bt, teachers

Commonly shared belief
held in the negative

Commonl¡, shared beliel
held in the negative.

No commonly shared
beliel held

No commonlY shared
beliel held bv students

No commonll' held belief
bv students

Commonly held belief in
the negative bv parents

and teachers

S

P

T

t2

S n 15

% 505
Pn2

% 0.92

Tnl
% 2.21

n
ol/o

n

Yo

n
o/

4 0l
2

(t 92

3

682

5l
l7 06

39

t1 91

tl
25 0()

'71

25 75

52

23 9(r

1

15 9t

86

28 96

23

t0 55

6

I 3.64

l0()
33 67

ll8
54 13

2()

45 45

Computers
are only like
any other
machine

A'computer S

societl" is a

frightening P

futu¡e
T

Teachers u'ill S

lose control
of the P

curriculum to
computer T
programmers

Sn25
% 836

Pn29
yo 13 36

Tn5
% n.36

n66
%2207
n 2l
% 961
n)
%|16

n 3(r

Yo 12 (t4

n)
Yo 2 3(l

nì
o/ I a1

61

22 4t

34 l()
t2

27.2'7

7l
23 75

68

3ì t9
l()

22 73

6l
2() 1()

36

r6 59

)
I I 36

76

2> 4J

It)
4 6t

6

13 (rJ

89

29'7'l
39

l7 89

I
2()45

l2r
4(t 11

36

t6 59
'7

l5 9l

95

1l 17

92

42 4()

l5
3.1 t)9

5l
ì8()6

1't

35 32

t3
29 55

1()
1 .. .1 I

I11
52 53

2t
4'l'73

Results shou.n as follorçs:-
S = S(udent, P= Parent, T =Te¡¡clrcr, fol: l¡rrllLc¡ of res¡torrses= n

pet cc¡ì tírgc of resIorrscs = ol,
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CONTROL OF TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION

AGRIIL NOT SUIìI] D]SAGREE

FIVE TOTALoNE t'wo l't-ilìIìE FOUÌì

34Education S

will be

constrained to P

fit computers
T

Computers
think like
humans

Computer S

applica tions
frightening P

Computers S

can do onlt'
u'hat thel' are P

told
T

Computers S n 36
aÍe % 12 08

complicated P n l3
% 599

Tn3
oÁ 698

lt 37

n

%
72

24 08

39

t7 97

)
lì36

22
'Ì 36

l()
461

()

0.()()

6()

2(), t3
'7t

32 57

9

2() J5

9'7

32 55

81

38 7 t

l'l
39 53

t25
4t8t

40
r8 43

l()
22 73

37

ll37
ti

:l 69
'ì

681

1'7

t5 72

9

4 t5
2

4 55

t3l
43 96

36

ì6 it
8

t8l8

4 f,ì

ì6. il
l9

876
1

9 i()

59

t9 73

107

49.3t
l8

40 9t

107

3 5.79
t0l

46 54

t8
40 9t

9

3.01

26

Il98
li)

22',l3

ll7
39.l3

96

44.24
24

54 55

l6
537
ì(r

7 .34

8

l8 ì8

2'7

9 iì6
)

2 3()

4

9 3()

299
I00
2t7
I ()0

44

t00

299
100

217
100

44

r00

298
t00
218
I ()0

44

100

298
100

217
I t)()

43

l0()

299
l0()
2t1
100

11

I ()()

COMMENT

No commonly held beliel
bl,students.
Commonll' held belief in
the negative b1' parents
and teache¡s

Commonly shared bel iefin
the negative

No commonlv shared

belief he ld

No commonly shared
belicl held

Commonly shared belief
held

n)
% 2.30
nl
% 227

Sn6
YD 2 (tl

Pnl
y0 (t 46

Tn0
% ()00

T

n29
Y" 913
n 15

% 6tì8
n4

o^ 9 (t9

n96
%32ìl
n 6(r

% 3(t 4t
n 19

%4318

t39
16 19

128

58 99

l8
4() 9t

62

20 8l
8()

36 7()

l5
3 4, ()9

9()

3() 20

96

41 21

l_5

34 88

23
't.69

ll
5 ()7

1

682

4

I 31

1

t81
I

2 2'l

Results shos'n as follorçs:-
S = Stude nt, P = Parenl, 'l' = 'l'cacljcl, fo:: llulllrc¡ of re s¡rorrscs = rr

l)('r c( il lirßc of r csl)olrscs = o/"
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PURPOSE OF SCHOOLING

NOI- SUIìì]

n 8l
% 27.65
n68
%3t63
n2l

Yo 47'71

AGIìE]]

t41
48 l2

l2'7
59 ()7

2ì
4'l'73

'72

24 5't

|4
52 53

24

54 55

n 2l
% 717
n 2l
% 968
n6

%1364

n29
% 990
n26

V0 12 (t4

n 12

% 27 2'7

n27
% 922
n 38

o^ l7 61

n 18

yo 4() 9l

DISAGREE

293
100

215
l0()
44

100

293
100

217
t00
44

r00

293
100

217
t00
44

r00

293
I ()()

2t7
I ()()

44

I t)()

293
100

2t6
t00
44

l0()

293
I ()()

2ì5
I ()t)

.1.1

I ()()

ONE TWO TI]IìETJ FOUR FIVE TOTAL COMMENT

Commonly shared belief
held

No commonly held belief
by students

Commonly held beliefbi
parents and teachers

No commonly held beliel
bt' students,
Commonh, held belief b¡'
parents and teachers

Commonlt shared belief
held

No commonly held beliel
bv students

Commonll, held belief b1'

parents and teachers,

Commonlv shareci bellel
held

Students S

should learn
how to use P

computers
T

Use S

computers to
enhance P

intellectua I

development T

Learn S

implications
of computers P

for societl,
T

Have
computlng
skills for
employment

Skills to S

enhance them
to live in a P

'computer
society' T

Be adaptable S

to change in a

computer P

socrety
T

n 25

% 85?
n 36

%t659
n 14

% 3t.82

S n 5l
% t'7.4t

P n 3i
%1613

T n ll
Yo 25 (t()

27

922
6

219
()

() t)()

3t
t2 63

t4
6 51

I

2.21

82

2't.99
43

l9 82

7

l5 9l

7

2.39
()

() ()0

I

227

24

819
5

233
2

4 55

8

273
t)

().0t)

I

221

91

3 2.()8

34

l5 (r7
)

I I -3(r

t24
42 32

r59
73.2'l

28

63 61

166

56 66

158
'72 8t

?4

51 55

lì3
38 57

159
'73 6l

3()

68 ltì

)79
44 03

l5()
69'71

25

56 82

I ()5

35 84

l1
(r 45

I

2 2'7

5t
l74l

9

415
6

t.ì 6{

3t
l0 58

8

369
0

() ()()

tìl
2't 99

t4
(r.l [ì

2

4 55

l8
6 14

l5
691

3

682

l6 ()4

l'7

1 8'l
(l

() (t()

219
0

() ()()

0

0 ()()

))
7 5t

(r

() t)()
()

() ()()

ti :ì

Irì t3
l5

(r 9fl

I

227

1t
l3 99

ll
i rl

Il
() ()()

li
111

I

() {7
(l

() 0()

Results shown as follorls
S=Student, P=PareDt, T = Te¡rclre¡, fo¡: nr¡llLc¡ of tcsJrorrscs = n

l)ct cclì lirgc of r cs¡rottscs = ozí'



SATISFACTION \ryITH SCHOOT.S

Satislìrcti<¡n rvith
sch<lo Is

SCII OOLS
AIìI]
SAI'ISI;AC Afì
l'lf lrY 

^lìll

ti:ì
52 04

65

:ì(ì 2:ì

l(r
27 2(t

SCII(X)T,S IN
NI]III) OI:
CIIAN(;I'

46
156-5

9rì

45 5rì

l9
44 19

SCI{OO[,S ARII
BIiCOMING

IRRIII-IJVANT

l7
5 7i.t

)
2.j1

3

698

SCIIOOLS
WIT,I, NOT
CIIANGI]

l9
646

6

279
3

6.98

NOT SURIì

59

20 (t7

4l
l9 07

8

t8 60

l1

n

n

/o

fì

J)

't'

TOTAI,

294
I ()0

215
r00
43

r00

COMMITNI'

Comnronlv hcld bclicl'
bv studt-nts

No conrmorrlv hcld
belicl by lcachcrs lnd
studcnts

Restrlts slrown as follows:-
S = Studcnl, P = Parent, T = Tcacher, for: nr¡mber ofresponscs = n

percentaße of responses = o/o
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PRO]\{OTERS OF COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION

AGIìEI: NO-f SURE DISAGREE

ONE l''ù/() TFIREE FOUR FIVE

Media

Government

Emplo¡,ers

Education
Department

Parents

Computer
Suppl iers

Sn34
% ll45

P n Il
% 5.16

Tn8
% l8l8

Sn3'7
Vo 12 50

P n l0
Yo 463

Tn5
y. ll 36

Sn4'7
% l5 88

Pnl'7
% 'l 94

Tn7
% 15 9l

Sn49
Yo 16 5()

P n 16
o/" 7.41

Tn8
o/" l8 18

S n 19

% 6.40
Pn7

y, 327
Tn6

Yo 13 64

l5l
5 ().81

117

54 93

26

59 09

il5
38 85

lll
56 ()2

22

5t) ()()

lr I

4'7 64

¡t4
53 27

l{t
4() 9l

12

24 24

48

22.54
5

ll 36

96

32 43

48

22 22

l()
22 73

87

29 39

5t
23.83

9

2(t 45

7'7

2 5.9-3

52

21 0'7

6

13 64

99

;-.
29 41

t2
21 27

43

t1{8
l9

tì 8()

1

9 ()9

33

I l.l I

35

t6 43

4

9.09

38

12.84

34

15.7 4

7

t 5.91

l8
608
3l

14.49

l0
22.73

7

2.36
2

0.94
I

2.27

152

5IìIt
135

62 5()

25

56 82

88

29 63

l()tl
5().17

2I
1'713

l4
4 '71

l3
603

5

il36

69
23.23

34

l5 89

)
r 1.36

9

3.03

l3
602

2

455

l0
3 38

3

I 39

0

0.00

3

t0l
I

0 4'7

0

000

22

74t
2

0.93

0

000

5

1.68

0

0.00
0

000

Sn
o/

Pn
7b

Tn
o/

t39
46 80

13

33 8(r

2t
4'7'13

I (r(l

I ()t

5().16

l7
:ì tr 6i

6

202
2

093
0

0 0()

Results shown as follou's,-
S = Studenl, P = Parcr)1, T ='l'eacìtcr,lbr: l¡utlì¡c¡ of rcs¡tolses = rr

I)C¡CCnlltß(. Ol- rCS¡tOtrscs = ul,
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PROMOTERS OF COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION

AGREE NOl'SURE DISAGREE

ONE TWO THREE FOUR FIVE

Teachers

Unions

Sn
oÁ

Pn
Y"

Tn
%

22

7 .41

l0
467

3

6.82

136

45't9
I ()7

5(r ()0

28

63 64

26

875

ro ã¡
7

t5 9t

9l
30.64

69

32.24
8

t8l8

201

67.68
il2

52.58

24

54.5 5

37

t2.46
27

12,62

5

I 1.36

42

14.14
62

29. il
l2

27.2'l

ll
3.10

I

0.47
0

000

l7
5.'t2
t4

6.57
0

0.00

Results shown as follos's:
S=Student, P=Parent, T = Te acher , fo¡ r ¡rrt nlbc¡' of res¡rorrses = tr

Ile¡ ( erì laßc of res¡totrses = o/o
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SELECTED QUESTIONS FROM BELIEFS ABOUT A TECHNOLOGICAL FUTURE
By sEx, TEACHER SPECIALISATION, SCHOOL & AGE

AGREE NOT SURE D]SAGREE

ONE TWO TF]REE FOUR FIVE

Computers
will have
great effect
on mv lile
SEX =
Female

SEX = Male

Sn
o//o

Pn
o/

Tn
%

5l
t9 77

2()

t8 02

6

33 37

l() I

39 r5
43

38 71
'7

38 89

22

47 8:ì

5()

5() ()t)

9

37 5()

)
33 33

1

28 57

'75

29 07

l3
ll 7r

I

5.5 6

ll
23 9 t

(r

6.00
4

t6 67

')

l3 33

I

t4 29

2

2() ()(r

23

261.1
8

tì 6()

1

l8 t8

24

9.30
28

25 23

J

t6.67

5

10.87
t4

14.00
3

r2.50

2

l3 33

7

2.71

7

6.3 r

I

556

Sn
o//0

Pn
%

Tn
o//o

6

13 04

26

26 0()

6

25 0()

2

4.3 5

4

4.00

2

8.3 3

I

6.67

Arts Teachers T

Science

feachers
T

Vocational
fea chers

T

School = Y

n)
% 3333

n3
% 4286

nl
Y" l(r ()()

4

4() 0()

3tì

13 63

39

4l9J
1

318l

I

14.29

Sn
Yo

Pn
yo

Tn
o//o

ìt
t2 64

2t
22 58

6

27 .27

2

2C) 00

lt
t2 64

l9
2(t 43

2

909

I

l0 00

4

4.60

6

645
3

13 64

Results shown as follorçs
S=Student- P=PareIl 'l = Te acltcr, for: nurrrlrcr of rcspottscs = tt

l)crccrìti]ßc oftcs¡totlscs = 7o
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SELECTED QUESTIONS FROI\{ BELIEFS ABOUT A TECHNOLOGICAL FUTURE
BY SEX, TEACHER SPECIALISATION, SCHOOL & AGE

AGREE NOT SURE DISAGREE

ONE TWO THREE FOUR FIVE

Computers
u'ill have
great eflect
on m1' life
SCHOOL =
X

AGE = 50-59

AGE = 40-49

AGE = 30-39

Pn5
% 29.41

Tn0
% 0.00

Pn3'7
% 22.'7Q

Tn7
% 3500

Pn6
% t8 75

Tn5
% 38.46

Sn
o//o

Pn
o//x

Tn
o/

47

2t 46

28

22 05

7

3r.82

8i
38 8l

5¡i

45 6'7

9

4(r 91

'7

41.18

2

33 33

't2

44 l'7
4

2().()(l

64

29.22
l2

945
I

4.5 5

t8
8.22
24

t 8.90

5

22.73

3

t7 65

2

33.33

12

l9 63

4

20 00

8

25 00
0

000

5

2.28
5

3.94
0

0.00

2

11.16

I

t6.61

6

3.68
2

l0 00

0

0.00
I

t6 67

l6
982

3

I 5.()()

Results shou'n as follorvs:-

t3
4() 63

8

6 t.51

T = Tc¡¡clrcr, for: rrrrrnl¡cl of resl)orscs = u
l)cl ce illirge of tcs¡tottscs = (Ze

3

938
0

000

2

6.25
0

0.00

S=Student, P=Parerìl
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SELECTED QUESTIONS FROI\{ BELIEFS ABOUT COMPUTERS & EDUCATION

AGREE NOT SURE D]SAGREE

ONE l'wo TIIREE FOUR FIVE

Students
would prefe¡
to be taught
by computers
SCHOOL =
X

SCHOOL =
Y

SEX = Male

SEX =
Female

Schools
u,hich use

computer
learning will
be more
suc cessful
SEX = Male

SEX =
Female

Snj
% 3 15

Pn0
% 000

Tn0
% 0.c)t)

S

P

T

n
o/

n
o//o

n

v,

n
ot

n
o/o

n

%

'7

833
I

108
0

0.i)0

-1

6.8 2

0
() ()0

(l

0 0t)

35

I i.1't
)

3 9'7

i)

0,00

ì2
t4 29

8

860
3

13 64

tì
25 ()()

8

8 ()()

l2 5()

36

l3 fr5

)
455

()

() ()()

l4
3ì il

4(t

4() ()(r

l()
4l (t7

'7 (t

26 92

15

4t}J
6

39

t7 5'7

8

6.3 5

2

909

20

25 00
49

52 69

6

27 27

9

2(t 45

ll
ll()0

4

t6 6'7

9t
40 99

82

65 08
t4

63 64

2t
25.00

49

52.69
6

27 27

II
25 00

58

58 00
8

33 33

t0l
38 85

69
62.73

t2
66 67

t2
26 67

28

28 (10

4

t6 6'7

65

25 ()()

31

28 41

4

22 22

50

22 52

3l
24.60

6

27.27

24

28 59

l9
20.43

9

40 91

l0
22 73

23

23 00

9

3 7.50

64

24.62
27

24.55
4

22.22

S

P

T

S n ll
% 4.23

Pn()
y" 0 0()

Tnt)
% i)()t)

Sn2
yo 444

Pn6
% 60()

Tn3
Vo l2 5()

Sn9
%t, 3 46

Pn4
% 361

Tn2
% lllì

48

ìil 4(r

9

8 )8
2

lllr

l3
28 89

23

23 ()()

6

2 5 ()()
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33 ti5

25

22 91

6

i3 33

4

889
3

300
I

4.17

28

10 77

4

3.67

0

000

Results show¡r as follos's:-
T = Tcacllcr, fot: trrrrrrber oftesltouscs = n

ltcrc(tìlage of res¡rorrses = 
oZ,

S=Student, P=Parenl
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SELECTED QUESTTONS FROM BELIEFS ABOUT COMPUTERS & EDUCATTON

AGREE NOT SURE DISAGREE

ONE TWO THREE FOUR FIVE

Schools
which use

computer
learning will
be more
successful
School = Y

SCHOOL=X

Students
ability to
leam would
lmPfo\¡e
SCHOOL=X

SCHOOL=Y

SEX =
Male

SEX =
Female

Sn4
% 4.71

Pn3
% 3.23

Tn3
% t3 64

S

P

T

n
o/o

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%
n

%

n

%

n
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n

V"

n

%
n

%
n

o//0

n

%

n

%

n

%

8

3.60
8
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2

9,()9

26

30 59
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3t l8
l()

45 45

58

26 t3
59

4'l 2(l

8

36 36

42

r8.92
59

4'1.2()

8

36 36

ì9
22 35

29

3ì l8
8

36 36

l(l
22 13

41

44 ()()

9

37 5()

5(t

t9 ì6
4l

37 (r I

(t

20

23 53

24

25 8l
5

22 73

8l
36 49

27

21 60
7

3182

l9
43 l8

l'7

ì7 5()

9

37 50

86

32 95

3l
28 94

6

33 33

25

29 4l
33

35 48
3

t3 64

53

23.89

28

22.40
5

22 73

68

30.63

27

2t.60
5

22.'t3

20

23 53

32

14 4t
4

l8l8

8

t8 l8
30

3() 0()

4

t6 6'7

79

30 27

26

23 85

5

21 78

t0
'n 76

4

4.30
I

4.5 5

22

9.9 r

3

240
0

0.00

S

P

T

T/

5 4l
7

560
0

0 0c)

77

34 68

27

21 6(l
8

36 36

28

32 94

23

24 71

8

36.36

23

10.36

5

4.00
I

4.55

l4
16 47

6

645
I

455

S

P

T

4

47t
3

3.23

I

455

S

P

T

3

682
4

400
I

4t7

l3
498

)
459

()

000

4

909
5

5.00
I

4t7

S

P

T

33

12 64

6

5,5()

I

5.56

Results shown as follou's -

S=Student. P=Pâren1. T = Teacher, for: ¡rrrulLcl ofresponses = n
p( r ccrÌ1i¡ßc of re s¡ronscs = oZ,
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SELECTED QUESTTONS FROI\{ BELIEFS ABOUT COI\{PUTERS & EDUCATION

AGREE NOI'SURE DISAGREE

ONE TWO THREE FOUR FIVE

Need to know
how to use

computers to
galn
employment
SCHOOL=Y

SCHOOL= X

SEX =
Female

SEX =
Male

Much of
present

studies would
not be

re quired
SCHOOL=Y

SCHOOL=X

Sn
o//u

Pn
%

Tn
%

l0
I 1.63

t5
r 6.30

3

t3.64

Sn
%

Pn
%

Tn
%

40

l8 02

l3
t0 24

)
909

S n 45

% 17.24

P n 15

%o 13 39

Tn3
% 16.67

Sn4
% 889

P n 13

% t3.27
Tnl

% 417

n
o//u

n

%
n

o//0

n
o//o

n

%

n

/o

S

P

T

q

P

T

4

4.65

0
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0

(),()0

6

273
()

() ()()
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() 00

4(\

46.51

47

5109
lì

5() ()0

132

59 9l
87

68 5()

t2
54 55

l5()
5'7 41

'l (l

62 5t)

l()
55 56

23

5lll
58

59 t8
l2

5() ()()

l7
t9 7'7

ì()

l() ?5

2

9 52

22

25 58

t5
t6 30

4

18.l8

28

l2 6l
l4

il02
6

27.27

39

t4 94

ì0
8.93

4

22.22

l0
22 22

l7
l7 35

6

25 0()

39

45 35

l8
ì9 35

(r

28 57

't'7

3 5 ()()

It{

t4.11
3

13 64

l0
1 r.63

l5
16.30

4

l8 I8

l9
8,56
r2

9.45

2

909

22

843
t6

t4.29
I

556

'7

r5.56
l0

t0 20

5

20 83

l6
18.ó0

54

58 06

t2
5'7 t4

'tI
32 27

'71

57 .48

ll
50 00

4

4.65

0

0.00
0

0.00

2

0.90
I

0.79
0

0.00

5

192
I

089
0

0.00

I

2.22
0

000
0

000

l0
I 1.63

lt
I 1.83

I

4.76

14

636
2t

t6.54
6

2'7 27

52

l3 6l
l5

tì 8l
2

4 ()9

Resulls shown as follou's.
S=Sludent, P=Parent, T = Te aclle r, fo¡: ¡lrr¡nl¡cl of resporrses = n

ì)e rccnlÍige of te s¡rorrses = o/o
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SELECTED QUESTTONS FROr\{ BELTEFS ABOUT COMPUTERS & EDUCATION

AGREE NOT SURE DISAGREE

ONE T\\'O TI-IREE FOUR FIVE

Much of
present

studies rrr,ould

not be

required
SEX =
Female

SEX =
Male

Males are

more able at
uslng
computers
SEX =
Male

SEX =
Female

SCHOOL=Y

SCHOOL=X

S

P

T

n

Yo

n
o//o

n

%

Sn
o/

Pn
%

Tn
%

8

309
i)

000
()

000

5'7

22 (tl

t3
ll 7l
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i) 0()
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16 94

t6.22
4

23 53

2t
46.67

l6
l6 00

5

20 83
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30 l2
66

59.46
l0

58.82

9

20.00
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l3
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l9
42.22
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63 27

1

29 t7

l9
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4l

36.61

5

27 78

22

25 58

4l
44 5'l

7

3t82
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72t
69

54 33

6

27.27

7)
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14

12.61

3

11.65
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61.61
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6r I I

t8

S

P

T

2
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()

000
(l

().00

2
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(l

0 ()0
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0 c)0

II
24 44

9

9.0()

3

l2 5()

4

889
I

I .()2
()

() t)()

4

8.89
6

612
2

833

7

2.68
I

089
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000

4

I 53
(l

(). ()()

(l

(l ()()

3

I l5
I

()89

2

lllr

4

465
I
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(l

() 00

7

814
I

I ()9

(r

() ()()

)
5 8r

1

4 35

2

909

5
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(r

() ()()

()

() ()()

2

() 9()

3

236
)

9 ()9

2

4.44

l8
l8 00

3

r 2.50

l6
3 5.56
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62 50

S

P

T

n

%
n

o//D

n
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n

%

n

%

n
o

n
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n

%
n
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n
o//0

n
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n
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S

P

T
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55.81

45

48 9l
l3

59 09
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89 19
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42.52

l3
59 09

S

P

T

I

015
I

(t 79

I

J ,55

Results shou'n as follorrs:-
S= Student, P= Parent, T =Te¿¡cllc¡, for ¡lrrulìrerofres¡ronses= tr

l)erccl¡tlße of tes¡rorscs = 7o
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ANALYSß OF SELECTED QUESTIONS FROM CONTROL OF TECHNOLOGY
IN EDUCATION BY AGE, SEX AND SCHOOL

AGREE NOT SURE DISAGREE

ONE TWO TFIREE FOUR FIVE TOTAL COMMENTS

SCHOOL=Y S n l0
% t205

Pn8
% 879

Tn5
% 2213

SEX =
Female

Teachers will S

have to use

computers in P

education
SCHOOL=X T

SEX =
Male

AGE = 20-29 P

T
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t) 0()
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() ()()
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0 t)0
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() ()0

I
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I

't 69
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() ()0
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() ()()

3t)

100

l3
I t)t)

Commonly shared beliel
held

Commonly shared belief
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Commonll, shared belief
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Commonl¡' shared belief
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Shared belief infened

Shared belief inferred
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1
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7
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9
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0
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t00
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t8
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t00
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n
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S
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42 t7
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I t'l
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2
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I
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2l l3
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9
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I
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)
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4
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)
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3
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3
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0
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0
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9
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AGE=30-39 P n 2
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Results show-n as follows
S=Student. P=Parenr 1' = Teaclter, for: ¡lur¡rlrc¡ of re s¡r9¡1s35 = ¡

l)cfccDlitßc of res¡lonscs = o/o

4

l -1 -1-1

(l

() ()()
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ANALYSß OF SELECTED QUESTIONS FROM CONTROL OF TECHNOLOGY
IN EDUCATION BY AGE, SEX AND SCHOOL

AGREE NOT SURE D]SAGREE

ONE TWO THIìEE FOUR FIVE TOTAL COMMENTS

Shared belief inferredTeachers will P

have to use

computers in T
education
AGE = 40-49

AGE = 50-59 P
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I
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0
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0
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4
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2
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)
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8
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Sha¡ed belief inferred

No commonly belief held
by students and teachers
Commonly held belief in
the negative by' parents.

No commonl¡' shared
belief

No commonly shared

belief,

No commonly shared

beliel held by students

and teachers

Commonlv held beliel in
the negative b1' parents

AGE=60> P n ()

% 000
4 Shared belief inferred

r00

A'computer
society' is an

inhuman
prospect
SCHOOL=X
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yo 17 84
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SEX =
Male
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ANALYSß OF SELECTED QUESTIONS FROr\{ CONTROL OF TECHNOLOGY
IN EDUCATION BY AGE, SEX AND SCHOOL

AGREI] NOT SURE DISAGREE
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ANALYSß OF SELECTED QUESTTONS FROÌ\{ CONTROL OF TECHNOLOGY
IN EDUCATION BY AGE, SEX AND SCHOOL

AGREL NOT SURE DISAGREE
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ANALYSTS OF SELECTED QUESTTONS FROI\{ CONTROL OF TECHNOLOGY
IN EDUCATION BY AGE, SEX AND SCHOOL

AGREE NOT SURE DISAGREE

ONE TWO THREII FOUR FIVE TOTAL COMMENTS
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ANALYSß OF SELECTED QUESTTONS FROr\{ CONTROL OF TECHNOLOGY
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ANALYSß OF SELECTED QUESTTONS FROI\{ CONTROL OF TECHNOLOGY
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ANALYSß OF SELECTED QUESTTONS FROI\{ CONTROL OF TECHNOLOGY
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l)crce¡ìlaße oftes¡ronses = o/o
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AGREE NOT SURE DISAGREE
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l)crcerì laBe of rcsllolìses = o/o
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APPENDIK 6

Appendix 6 provides the interview outline which was used to provide guidance

for the conduct of the interviews of Ernployers, Educational Administrators and

Computer Suppliers.

The responses to the questions in this outline were left to the individual to

answer or in some cases not ans\ryer according to their understanding.



Explanation of Researrh

Purpose of Interview

Pmcedure

Intrcduction

Technological Fuh¡re

Computers and Education

APPENDD( 6

INTERVIE\\' OUTLINE

Research into the ways in which knowledge commonly
held by people influences the creation of reality

To explore the boundaries and types of knowledge held
by people in different roles rn socrety.

In particular, explore the type of knowledge held about
technology in education.

A series of questions will be asked under the following
headi ngs:

Technological Future
Computers and Education
The Future of Schooling and Computers
Control of Technology in Education
Evaluation of Schooling

Given that children entering schools now will leave
schools a decade into the future - say 2001-2005.

llhú inruge do ¡,ev Imld aboul sociely and teclmolog¡,
in which sclnols tvill operole?

Greatly change our lives
Effect on work
Leisure
Privacl,
Control
New cults of technology

Relation sh rps

Learning ability
Motivation
Creativr¡,
Gender effects
Career needs

Relevance to subjects
Redundancy, of current learning
Equiry
Effi ci en cyÆffecti ven ess

I

2

3

4

5



2

Future of Computen and Schooling:

Conhol of Technology in Education

Evaluation of Schooling

How do J,ou see tlrc role of teaclæn clunging?

Most people decided
In evitable
"In-human" society
Choice where used
I would not use computers in education
Schooling reshaped
Computer society "exciting"
Frightening future
Teachers will Iose control
Education constrarned

Wlto do ¡,6v helieve lns mosl promoled
cotttpulers in ed ucsfion?

Media
Employers
Education Department
Parents
Computer companies
Teach ers

Un ions

Schools satisfactory
Need radical change
I rrel evant
Alu.,ays be same

Not sure

As now but more technology
Management of learning only
Individualised study
Private company providing programs for a fee
Gathering for social development but individual
Iearning using computers
Becomes irrelevant due to centralised data banks
None of the above

ofuse



Conclusion:

3

Any other matters not covered but considered
rel evant
How the questions will be used
Thanks for participation
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This table was developed by analysing the content of the interviews and

identifuing statements which were supporlive of computers in education for

Employers, Computer Suppliers and Educational Adrninistrators for each of the

key areas in the survey.



APPENDD( 7

CONSTRUCTION OF KNOWLEDGE

Constructions Supporting Computen in Education

EMPLOYERS CO]\IPUTER
SUPPLIERS

EDUCATIONAL
ADMIN.

Relationships Inr prove Inr prot,e Increase inter-
dependence and
independence

Learning Abilib' Speed up learning Learning u'ill be

enh an ced

Will learn hou'to
access information
Learn horv to
problem soh'e

EquiS' Governnr enI

schools shoLrld

provide access

Public schools
rvill provide
access

Motivation Will nrotilate Will nrotivate
Motivate those

taught rvell

Writing impro'r,es
Renroves
drudger_r,

CreativiS, Can enhance (if
uell nranaged)
Require latest
technologv

More creative

Gender Effect Does nol
differcntiate
betrr ecn scrcs

Provides conÌnron
platfonn
Girls nrust have

nr ore tlnì e

Boys nrore
attracted

Career Needs Careers database
u sefu I

Jobs rvill require
collr pu [crs

The r ar school
s) stcnì golng
nlakes it harder to
nrore students to
nrenial lobs
Teclrnologl
cnhances peoples

carecrs

Relevance Morc rclcr ant to
sciencc subjccts
Reler ant to all
d isciplin cs

Rclclant to all
subjccts

Relo'ant to all
discrplines into
basis of all
subjects



COn- STRLI CTION OF KN' O\\/LEDGE

Conshuctions Supporting Computers in Education

EI\IPLOYERS
COMPUTER
SUPPLTERS

EDUCATIONAL
ADMIN.

Relevance More relevant lo
science subjects
Relevant to all
disciplines

Relevant to all
subj ects

Relevant to all
disciplines into
basis of all
subjects

Redundancl, of
Knowledge

Problenr solling
s'ill be nlore
inrportant tlran
gettrng ans\\'cr

Witlr access to
inforru ation
problenr solving
rnr poftant
Need to introduce
conrputers to child
at ),oung age

Curriculum must
be reviewed to
maintain
relevance
Education should
provide common
expenence

Efhciency, and

Effectiveness
Will enhance

efficienc¡ and

effectir eness of
sch ool s

If teachers had

conrputer skills
schools rvould be

nlore efficient and

effectir e

Efficiencv should
rnrpro\ e

Will free up
teachers
Nes,deliven,
st'stems u'ill
remove levels of
infrastructure

If teachers focus
on nìon¡tonng
learning the¡' ma1,

get better
perfornr ance
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APPENDD( 8

This table was developed by analysing the content of the interviews and

identifoing statements which were not supportive of computers in Education for

Employers, Computer Suppliers arrd Educational Adrninistrators for each of the

key areas in the survey.
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CONSTRUCTION OF KNOWLEDGE

Conshuctions Not Supporting Computen in Education

EMPLOYERS
COMPUTER
SUPPLIERS

EDUCATIONAL
ADMIN.

Relationships Risk to listening
skills

Reduced
socialisation
Less flexible
Teachers not
comfortable

Learning Abilib' Some studcnts rlill
not be able to
learn b¡' conìputers

Motivation Will not ¡rrotivate
Motivatc onlr'
s'ltile nerr'

Sonre people u'ill
be demotivated

Creativiq, Wrll not enhance Linriting by, lack
of freedom in
technology
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This table was developed by analysing the content of the interviews and

identifying statements which were neither supportive or non-supportive of

computers in education for Employers, Computer Suppliers and Educational

Administrators for each of the key areas in the survey.



APPENDD( 9

CON STRT] CTI ON OF K,..^ O\\'LED G E

ConsÍuctions Which Neither Supporf ¡'or Confirm Computen in Education

EI\{PLOYERS
COMPUTER
SUPPLIERS

EDUCATIONAL
ADMIN.

Relationships InequiS'rvill
alrvavs erist

Will not have an1,

lnr pact

CreativiS' Education s)'stem
is restrictive to
technologv

Gender Effect Socieq' is saying
science is for bovs

Bias reflected in
socrel-v

Career Needs Career infonn ation
needs to conrc
fronl outside of
schools

Technologv
cannot be stopped
People cannot u'in
agarnst

technologv
All people u'ill be

affected
Many skills are

throu' as'ay skills
Need to move
skill levels up
frorn manual level

Relevance Need to replace
old sith nerr

Efficiency and
Effectiveness

Not studcnts rr ho

cannot copc bul
teach ers

Schoolrng is about
rel ati on sh ips
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This appendix presents a summary of the content of the newspaper articles in

South Australia in the period 1986 to 1992to establish the type of 'knowledge'

which they presented to the reader during this period.
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SUI\{MARY OF ARTICLES IN NE\\/SPAPERS
PUBLISHED IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA

PAPER DATE ARTICLE

The Advertiser 4 March 1986 Networking information base between
school s

The Advertiser 22 April 1986 Networking subject and curriculum
development

The Advertiser 2l June 1986 Funding from State Government for
computers - parents and friends committee
to provide funds

The Advertiser l3 December 1986 Computer awareness comes for parents in
country schools

The Advertiser 28 February I 987 Funding for computers

The Advertiser 7 March 1987 Links with schools in other countries

The Advertiser 28 March 1987 Theorising about swapping pens for
computers and benefits, better work, spell
checks and technology

The Advertiser I May 1987 Funding for computers by government

lointly with parents

Computers as tools to gain access to
curri cul um
'Legitimate' role of teachers

The Advertiser 9 June 1987 Theonsing about'independent study
habrts - better prepared

The Advertiser l8 June 1987 Technological solutions 1o small number
of students, ln distance locations to access

subj ects

The Advertiser 26 June )987 Education Department's new policy to use

conlpL¡ters across all subjects
N4inlster (Crafter) supports computers for
learning

The Advertiser 5 September l9B7 Parents Iearnrng about computers

The Advertrser 26 September 1987 Announcins the electronic database of
ne\\,spaper material NewsScan
Theorrsing about teachers keeping up to
date u'ith technology

The Advertiser l7 October 1987 (Advertising) Presents computer games for
teaching arithmetic and computers



PAPER DATE ARTICLE

The Advertiser I I December 1987 Purchase of computers by school council

The Advertiser 5 March 1988 Computer links to school in other
countnes

The Advertiser 22 July 1988 Theorising about new elite group by those
who cannot get computer access - Leader
of Opposition Olsen theorising that
computer awareness increases link
between school and work

The Advertiser 2 November I988 Technology - low number of students in
some country schools can be assisted by
using computer linkups

The Advertiser 6 November 1988 Promotion of Computers in Schools

Sunday Mail 5 February I 989 Theorising that computers develop skills
(especially for employers) in analysing,
questioning, researching, hypothesising,
adapting Tech will help students be
more productive in workforce

The News 23 February ì 989 Promotion of computers in education

Sunday Mail l9 March 1989 Application of computers for teaching
history

The News Ì0 April 1989 Claim that the benefits to education of
computers far outstrips the reality -

parents still ask - are computers good for
education - Yes if carefulìr, selected

The News 25 May 1989 Pronlotion of computers in education

The Advertiser 23 June 1989 Computers for admrn purposes networking

The Advertiser 3l July 1989 l\4inister for Education - theorising about
the needs for computing skills for the
future

The News 29 August I989 Theorising about student skills at industrv
standard Ievels Concern expressed that
go\/ernllent not provrding funding to
replace colnputer technologl,

The News 30 August 1989 Politlcal statetnent that some schools are
being discriminated against by not being
provided with computer technology



PAPER DATE ARTICLE

The Advertiser 3 October 1989 Admrnistration of Catholic education by
computers

The Advertiser 29 September 1990 Theorising about teacher numbers being
cut and money being spent on computers
for students to teach themselves
Applied to education as well as industry,
manufacturing

The News l5 February l99l Application of computers across
curriculum, 8 year olds English comment

The News 27 May 199) Promotion of computers by Apple - by
PM Hawke

The News 29 May l99l Promotion of computers in supermarkets

The News l4 June l99l Promotion of computers for education -
70o/o of SA and NT enrolled in Coles -
Apples for computers

The Advertiser I July l99l Promotion of computers first SA school to
wln computer

The Advertiser 4 July l99l Minister of Education - proposes code of
ethics for promotron of computers

The News 8 July l99l USA study - theorising about the use of
computers for learning from homes.
Theorising about need for students to use
computers and develop team work - not in
individual learning

The News 29 August ì991 Theorising about the development of
teachers to assist implementation in
schoo I s

The News 20 Septenrber l99l Theorising about students writing more
effectively that those using pen and paper

The Advertiser 3 December 199ì Theorising about the skills of young
chrldren r.r,l.lo use computers from 6 -

preparing for life

The News 25 N4arch I 992 Pronrotion of conrputer company

The Advertiser 6 May 1992 Theorising about conputers and learning -

skilÌs required for 2l st Century
Way,s children will learn
Theorising that parents can no longer
leave learning and future to teachers but
must take responsibility in the home
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Appendix l1 presents the unabridged interviews of Employers representing a

retail industry, a service organisation and a rnanufacturing industry.

This is followed by a comparative analysis of the key issues of concern for the

three (3) core studies.

Finally a summary of the theorising of all Ernployers is presented.



COMPANY

):¡¡ '

INTERVIEW FIVE

JOHN MARTIN RETAILERS LTD

PEBSONNEL MANAGER

Employs and manages the training and development of staff in a

large retail company

POSITION:

DESCRIPTION

TECHNOLOGICAL FUTURE

'What images do you hold about the future society and technology ln which schools will

operz¡te?"

ln looking at the structure of work, one of the trends you see is the fact that with the

advent of computers back in the míd 1970s' what we lound was that we created a

started using computers which reduced labour basically. Part of the

unemployment today is because those people cannot be employed because of the fact

that there is no work for them. We used to have 200 people working in Accounts

Receivable we now have 50 because of computers.

One of the other reasons we cost justity computers back in those days was because we

got equal pay for women and within 2 years we got an 83% increase in the wages of

women and that caused us to look seriously at our costs wh¡ch meant that we could

afford computers. So what you are seeing then is that there is a row of middle

management which actually managed all of that labour force and what you've seen is

that middle management has been eroded away. So if you continue those trends

through what you're seeing is you're bringing people into an organisatron especially into

an office environment rather than a shop floor environment so you have cut out a layer

of middle management on the way through, so that everybody now has to produce the

same end results but they now do it using a series of tools. Now computers, big

computers, were the tools; personal computers are now becoming more prevalent
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although very expensive. Still, I've got 2laptops, one here and one home. One that is

portable. The trends that lsee happening are that those PCs'will become more of a

diary and a workstation and these portables can be carried around.

Because of the high cost of labour ongoing, what we are seeing is that where a

secretary used to service a manager, now we have a secretary servicing 2 or 3

managers or a secretary/typing pool managing '10. ln the f uture what I see is that there

will be no secretarial pools at all. What will happen there may be some personnel

assistants around on different levels or teams of people but that one on one relationship

is going. So what you will see is people will manage their own environment, they will

create their own paperwork, their own letters, their own memos, they will use electronic

mail as it comes around and so what you will see you will get rid of whole layers of the

structure in society. Now that means that for each manager or each person of a

techn¡cal nature they will have to be fully conversant with the ability lo use computers in

order to communicate, and not only just use it to produce a letter but know how to use it

to transmit data from their PC to another PC and be fully conversant with how the

sottware actually works, not understanding all of it but understanding some basic things

like how to call up another person on their PC, send them some data or a report and

then close or open and close files on remote devices, things like that. That's a trend

coming on the way through from a management point of view.

So the general trend that I would see is that we have been educating the children on

computer literacy and computer skills.
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Education as such is a process that comes from about 3 areas lthink. lt's the education

you get in the home from the parents. lt's the education that you get from the school

and the teachers and then there's the ability of the cultural values that you have around

you. A person who comes from the eastern suburbs of South Australia culturally, you've

got supporl systems. You understand english, you understand other things. lf in fact

you don't understand the system or your parents don't or they have come in from a

foreign country as a migrant that is a part of the process of education which tends to

suffer. I am not explaining myself very well. What I am saying is that the 3 factors

affect the child's education or anybody's ability to get on and then in the workplace later

on. So what you find is that computer literacy skills have been developed on all 3

fronts. They are picking them up not only from home and school but more so the other

areas, then you are going to have people that are going to be successful because they

are going to be picking those up.

lf you don't have it at home and nobody is interested, they will pick it up at school. And

I think it's going to depend on the quality of the schooling that they go to, the quality of

the teachers and the facilities and a lot of that comes back to resources.

The third area is going to mean, other areas or in their total environment where they

come into contact with computers. Those 3 factors will have a lot of influence in what

we finish up in the end.

lf you look how you see it in 5-'10 years time, I suppose, everything will become slowly

more aUtomated and you will have more functions to do. An example is a cash register.

'15-20 years ago a cash register was a till which you rang some money up - it was an

adding machine with a security with the cash in the drawer. lt progressed to being the
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first optical format which was the first thing that they used which had an imprint which

could be read and you could collect data and then it's going through so it's......... now

you can put SKU information through etc. The next level of scanning so you have bar

coding and you integrate that with electronic funds transter and impost with pin numbers

and there is probably another stage aFter that when you have got more into the EPI

fields. So, although you are doìng that it has already been built into the equipment. The

person who is serving the customer is no more clever etc, their skills are in the selling

skills, right, and therefore the equipment is becoming ........ using the skills of the

programmer having to be built to the lowest common denominator.

What you will find is that things l¡ke expert systems, artificial intelligence, things l¡ke that

wrll make much more complex processes still transparent to the user. The equipment

that we will be dealing with will be much more complex and the sottware will be much

more complex but it will be much more user friendly on the way through.

So, if you take the process of going from old computers of years ago, the old Cobal

System, and today you are looking at fourth generation languages with data based

information systems, there you then get into information engineering, artif icial

intelligence and things like that you are going to find that will help the person who is

using the equipment to do something much better and much more complex which will

eliminate labour on the way through but it is still going to be transparent to the user

because the intelligence of people is not increasing overall. You will still have a clerk

doing a clerk's job but, for example, where you used to take an invoice in you used to

write an order and the order would be sent off to the supplier and the supplier would

then send it in and there would be paperwork going back and forth. What you do is pick

the data up from your scanning, you feed that into your computer, your computer

automatically generates an order, dials the supplie/s computer, they accept the order
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you've done, they create pick orders or picking lists, send the stock in. They send you

an invoice electronrcally, the clerk in Accounts Payable that we have is sitting at a

screen and pulls that up and then matches that we have received, the stock the invoice

is for, clears that and then we get an automatic electronic funds transfer and all of a

sudden you have a paperless society. Now you won't get totally away from paper but

you are reducing it but you are also cutting the handling times down. Because the

paper handling times are an enormous part compared with the thinking time of what the

person is actually achieving with the moving of that transaction through.

So, in educat¡on it is important that the children that are coming through in 5-10 years

t¡me are very comfortable with where the data is and where it's moving and things like

that so that abstract thinking about the data sitting here and how I am moving it here so

that they understand the process, they understand the process without understanding all

of the software, is important.

The problem is you need to understand the technology so you know when it is not

working or there's a bug or something. You have to understand the process to

understand if there is a problem, in the process not just blindly accept what's happening

on the way through.

'What About People's Perconal Life?"

I don't think in the short term it will. I think that you may have individual boxes that you

buy. Like you will have a smarter telev¡sion set which is more programmable. You will

have smarter CDs', you will have more personal computers in the home. I don't think

people can really afford, as a generality, to be all wiring up their home's air conditioning

system to be turning itself on and off. lthink that people will - the integration of these

networks is a terribly complex process in my mind, and although people will buy
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individual things the inlerlinking of, saying that you have a home computer that will onve

everything. lt means if that does nol work nothing works in the whole house and the

risk levels are high and the integration is high and when you have different companies

developing these things we have problems getting this box to talk to this box and where

are computer experts, so in the home it's going to be very difficult for that to happen.

I think you will improve what we have got in each of the areas but I do not think we will

actually integrate them at all. lthink the integration is not in the ne)ít 10 years.

'What about Privacy?"

I think the data is already there on data bases. The problem you have got is accessing

it and the cost of accessing it. We have a lot of data here but we don't bother to access

it because the cost of accessing it and using it for marketing far exceeds the benefit that

we get from it.

So, if you are going to be very sophisticated in accessing, you are going to have like

building up profiles of people's eating habits and other things, the cost of doing it far

exceeds the benefit we get from it so I don't think people will do it. I think also, that

people will be so concentrating on keeping their business in a survival mode that they

won't be accessing that sort of data except for general marketing.

lf you want to find all the people who buy lawn mowers from you for the last'12 months

to sell and the type of oils for lawn mowers or something like that then you might put

that data out. We do use, we have some data bases with customers who were on mail

order operation so we can selectively mail to them again in certain things but lthink

people are more concerned about tax information, health information and things l¡ke that

being disclosed and financral information to some degree is important too but I think
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health information and tax information are probably the two greatest ones and they are

fairly well guarded by law and privacy laws which are already there, so lthink lhere are

sufficient watch dogs for those, in fact, the law has gone a little bit over-the-top.

The problem you have got with some laws now is that they have been built for a

parlicular reason - privacy bills, but the implications they have on increasing cost on our

society are quite large so you have got that balance to have. lf you want total privacy it

is very very expensive, you have to have a balance between what you need to keep

pnvate and what you can atfôrd to keep private. And the second matter, Isuppose, is

that it is not good for a company's reputation for them to allow any of that data to be

seen to be given out so I think we generally protect a lot of our files, we would not like

to bê seen in industry or by the public as being a company which gives any data away.

'What about the notlon of contrcl?"

You mean do we have any control over the environment in which we live, changing?

No, I don't think we would have any more or less, I think, if you are talking about

environmental factors, weather and things like this, no, I don't think you have much

control. lf you are talking about our ability to allow new technology to come in and take

over jobs etc, no, we don't have. Because you are talking about competit¡ve advantages

and what happens is if there are a number of companies in one industry and one of

them comes up with some use for computers which gives them a competitive advantage

then they will usually take that, then, if in fact the other companies in the industry do not

take a lot of effort to catch up and go past or catch up then they fall further behind as

the company with competitive advantage can then afford to make more profit, they can

afford more computing and more marketing or more something else which will push

them further ahead, then everybody else has to take up that technology regardless of



the cost because rt's a matter of survival and ......... in big companies, if you do not do

that you are going to be left further and further behind and eventually everybody rn that

company will be ìn a situation of losing their jobs because either the company folds or

gets taken over as you get in that situation of trying to get market leadership, market

dominance. So, the role of competitrve advantage will eventually force people to use the

technology whether they want to or not. The danger is if they cannot afford to use it

they will go under. lt ¡s a sort of self fulfilling prophecy.

"Cults ol technology?"

Yesl but it has still got to be economically sustainable. I think a solution to the Three

Mile lsland thing is the fact that you have to use expert systems to do the data

engineering. You have to take the whole data and engineer it into a format that cuts all

of the hack work out so that the people who are making the decisions have the data

presented to them in such a way that they are only looking at the data that they need to

look at most of the time and then can select into the other data when they feel the need

for any furlher investigation.

So, an expert system should stop you data gathering but give you the data in such a

way that you can use it for decision making. So that's the way around that, if you get

overridden by the data, so you have to make decisions. lf you never make any

decisions you never go anywhere. Eventually, if you never make any decisions on a

regular basis you just slide.

There have always been people who have pushed the technology to more than what it

is on the basis that it gives them some special place in society and as such, you will

always have people who are specialists and who get a buzz out of the whole thing and

yet they will exist. You will always get the total spectrum of peopte in anything if you
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look at any subject you will get people who are to the right or to the lett of whatever

point of v¡ew you take. You will always have some people like that. 11 gets back to the

economics. lf it's economically feasible then it will make progress in society, rf it's not

economically feasible it may be a great idea for a while but eventually it will not survive.

COMPUTERS AND EDUCATION

"How will relationships change?"

There are a couple of schools of thought that I have seen in primary schools associated

with the ...... of computers in the classrooms. One is that you have the computers in a

separate room and you go for a computer lesson and it's there and it means that all of

the children get equal access, equal quality of access which is good.

Another school of thought puts a number of them in every classroom and only the bright

ones who have finished their work then get to go and work on the computers. I don't

like that particular aspect because rt's not an equitable solution. Theoretically, the best

thing would be, lthink it has been done in one of the little girls'schools in Melbourne,

Melbourne Grammar, I don't know, but what they have done is given every child in the

class a laptop, Panasonic 32K Laptop that is, where they put all their work. They can

then go to the printer and print it and run it out. I've seen it in other places, I think one

or two Catholic Schools, Seaman I think, in the high school has got 40 or 50 Panasonic

Laptops in the library you can go and borrow, do your assignment and put the laptop

back.

To my way of thinking what has to happen, ¡t has to be part of the tools of every student

on the way through but if you cannot get that and it is not economically feasible to do it

at this point in time because it has to be funded by parents and if you're in a rich school

you can have it and if you're in a poor school you cannot, you are better off to
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concentrate on giving them the skills by putling them all in one room and the class goes

there and they all use them than putting a small number in each class.

"lf all students had a computer, do you think it could impair the relailonship?"

No, I don't think so, provided that the sottware you are using is centrally controlled by

the teacher even though the learning skills of the students may be of different paces and

they pace themselves using it, you get the same thing, a series of basics in reading,

right, so that they will go and select books, they will read from those books and when

they finish that standard they will go and read to the teacher and they w¡ll then go and

put the book back. Now if the teacher ¡s not happy with that book they may try to get

them to select a book a l¡ttle higher or lower standard. Now provided you've got access

to those tools through the central computer or the teache/s desk which can monitor

which programs or which levels of programs children are going through then you know

you won't have that problem and what you will be able to do is, in fact, use the data and

the feedback from the computers to the teacher to be able to more closely monitor the

actual progress of different students and their strengths and weaknesses, right. So, I

think they could actually improve ¡t because it's teaching by exception rather than

teaching generally and they can get down and get closer to ¡t.

The other thing it would allow you to do would be to specity your LAP programs better,

where you are using your learning assistance programs. lf you've got those then you

can try to pick those areas and then have people like parents or other people who corne

in to asstst, more specifically, work on LAP programs as well. I think you can improve it

but it will take some clever people on the software side because .init¡ally if you don't do

that you are going to have the opposite reaction.
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technology, they will not be able to do it and therefore they will mess it up. So, it has

better potential but it has a down side risk to it.

"Leaming ability?"

Ithink so, because, lthink, certainly there is a lot of gifted students who are not pushed

anywhere near the level that they could be because they can't go any faster. LAP

programs are not always for the dummies in the class but also for erfension learning for

the smarties in the class and certainly if there is access to the sottware then the

students can benefit from it as well. What you have got to be worried about though is

that education is not about technology purely and simply, education is about

appropriately rounded students coming out with specifically set minimum centre skills

where if they have had extension they have to take from that through. Computers, I am

sure, can help in many of these areas of accessing data but they don't necessarily help

in areas of expression and things like that. I am not an educationalist but I think there is

a balance there and you can use computers in some parts of the educational curriculum

quite easily and others I don't think you will ever use them at all.

'ïVlll computerc motlvate kids?"

Yes.

'Creativity?"

I am not sure on that one. I think that one of the things you get with television is it's a

passive process. You sit there, you change a few channels and it's all fed at you. You

accept what you want but you don't have to think about the process very often.
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ln computing, where you are using your keyboard etc, you are going to be further along

the track. Ïhe facl that you have to do something, you have got to interact, you have to

use your mind quite oFten and figure out what you're going to do. So, it's more creative

than what you re doing. I am not sure if it's going to be creative in another sense

though. lthink Australians are a reasonably creative society. lthink there are a lot of

things we create but, in fact, we don't develop in Australia but we own pattens which are

developed in United States or in Japan where there is capital. I am not sure of that one.

My general feeling is, no, they're not going to, but they will not be any worse unless they

are taking time away from other creative act¡v¡ties.

'Geáder affects?" 'Will computers be beneflclal or deùlmental?"

The quality of access to the facilities is always a problem, so, provrded the facility

access is equitable then lthink girls have got the ability to do it. One of the things I find

then is boys are more boisterous and they are more aggressive and therefore they tend

to elbow the girls out to get to the machines to play the games and things like that. I

personally believe that if you can segregate the sexes ¡n the education process then

they only have to worry about the education process whilst they are at school then the

girls can, in fact, do as well, if not better.

I'm on the Board of SABSA, and I have just been reading some reports about the way

questions are written for year 12 exams. lt works a bit both ways, some of the girls do

bener, some of the boys do better, some subjects they are just about equal. So I don't

think computing is a subject where I would say that girls couldn't do as well as boys. lt

has really got to do with accessibility and the fact that they don't feel threatened in the

learning process is important.
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'Will computers help career development?"

ldon't think so. lthink that career understanding etc, comes from areas outside of

curriculum and schools. lthink schools can play a part in thãt but a lot of that comes

from the attitudes in the home. Helping them setting goals, showing them the different

pathways. SABSA are doing this with an "Unlock your future" to show people a lot more

pathways. They do talk about, have charls, where they say, if you are good at these

subjects you can do this sorl of career but in relating career to money, to lifestyle, and

that balance, a lot of that l'm sure comes from the home more than anywhere else, so if

you are going to educate anyone you have to educate parents as well as the students.

l'll give you an example - when I was Assistant to the EDP Manager here I had 4

geologist, geophysicists or mineralogists working for me as systems analyst because

they had all gone to Uni when geology and mineralogy was big, by the time they had

finished Uni there was no jobs in that area. ln some cases, they had found that they did

not want to spend 9 months of a year driving around in a four wheel drive at the back of

Bourke either, it was a completely different lifestyle but they had got the basic education

and they had gone on and done other computing courses so il wasn't wasted, it was an

education but they did not use those skills in that particular discipline directly, but the

skills they learnt by going through the discipline of University and the logic skills etc, the

presentation skills that they did use so there are a lot of skills that you can acquire by

going to education and Uni that do not directly relate to the career you get in the end. lt

is helpful if they all match together ¡n the end.

"Aæ computerc more rclevant to some subjects moæ than others?"

Obviously, the ones that have more facts and logic are the easiest 10 put together. I

mean subjects llke languages, French, ltalian - no. You can have language learning

laboratories etc, but that's got to do with understanding the thing. You may be able to,
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but some of that is marginal. I mean you could do some interaction between the student

and the stream in a learning process where you talk or type back in what you think rt

should be, it tells you back what it should be then corrects you and so that interaction is

a learning process. Certainly, you could pick some of that up but it's marginal compared

to some of the other subjects, the sciences, and biology and the chemistries and some

of these and the learning abilities through those, lthink, are much greater.

"Redundancy of knowledge?"

As you go through your education process the further you go through the less exams to

sit for and the more papers you write, in fact, I have been to some exams where I have

sat for 4 or 5 hours and I can take all my text books in. What I had to know is how to

access those text books and tables and so I learnt the process not the facts, I learnt the

process not the tables etc.

I am sure that education has to be about learning about thinking processes and how to

put things together and because, really, education is not about how to live in our society

and how to make a living in our society but fitting in.

Ithink that may be it's a bit like ldid lectures in 1st year Uni, now they do it in year 3, in

1st year Uni Maths. The process has been more integrated and therefore in year 12

they do more school assessment, moderation etc than they used to but they still do an

exam. 20 years ago they did not do that. I think you will go even further on the way

through, which means that things like moderation can be done by doing your exam on a

computer and somebody else will check it and the moderation will be done by the

computer. That's eventually where the technology's going to go, so ldon't see that what

we are learning today will be - we shouldn't be learning it necessarily, it's maybe the

way we are learning it that must change.
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"Does this mean that a lot ol time in teacher training in developing facts is not required?"

Yes, but you still have to explain why it's right and why it's wrong. When I sit down with

my year 9 daughter who is doing maths and she's doing an algebra problem and she

says 'l don't understand ¡t, why does it happen that way?". I can see what they have

done and I can do it by rote but why? And therefore, the teacher must be able to

explain why it happens and not just do it because on a screen you would be able to

explain it, give some examples etc, but you may need with some students, to tackle that

explanation from a different angle. And, maybe a computer can give you 2 or 3 different

ways to think about it which may, to some students, be confusing. lt will, in fact, give

them more information.

"Are we likely to crcate an equity problem?"

Yes, those who have the resources will get a better education. Then that has always

been the case in the whole of history. The people who have had the resources and

made the money have always been able to afford better quality education etc. And

education ¡s not always going to school, it's education. A child is educated having a trip

to the snow or see¡ng snow and watching it or seeing different things or going on

outings or having access to materials or all sorts of things like that. ln the case of

country students, computers may give access to things which they did not have before,

a lot better, because they can tap into the same data in the city as everyone in the city

taps into. lt cuts the distance out so it will give more equity to those particular students.

'illale and female equity?"

I think it's coming anyway in society. You know it's a bit like a pendulum, it swings a bit

far out at t¡mes, but then it swings back again. lt's sorl of swinging to try to find a nice

medium.
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Ithink there is a lot of prejudice against women in society and it won't actually change, it

will take generations to change it and get it out. Therefore, you are getting an over

reaction to the laws against it and draconian penalties against people at limes for doing

little things just to prove a point.

ln the educational sphere, lthink the attitude to girls getting access to good education

has changed. You had it in the 1920s'and 1930s'. You had females that want to and

became Dame Roma Mitchell's, but they did not have access to follow that through

quite olten. lt wasn't still acceptable in society. There used to be a rule in South

Australia, I think, that once a teacher married she had to quit her job. I mean, all those

things in society changed and once those things changed gradually the other things

came through but access to the technology is becoming more equitable but you are

getting social justice issues coming through now, or should, lthink.

I went to Mansfield Park Primary School to look at some air-conditioning systems

because I was Chairman of the School Council of West Beach Primary and they had the

same sort of buildings and I think that 80% of the children were from Laos, Vietnam,

Cambodia, those areas and so they had a whole set of special needs in that school to

try to get them access to the stuff .

'r,lVil! computets cæate implovements?"

I think that everybody who has qualifications should have to do refresher courses

compulsorily every ',l0 years or whatever because people like accountants in order to

keep their CPA each year have to do so many hours of training. Teachers do in-service

2 or 3 days a year but I doubt the quality is there. They do a first aid course. They

learn about how to discipline children differently and how to set up new polrcies and

discipline in schools. They do things like that.



lget the leelrng that in order to make computing work better in the schools it's not the

children who can't cope it's lhe teachers who can't cope and having been Chairman of

the School Council lor a year and then on the Council for a while, you get 2 groups of

teachers in the schools, those who embraced new technology and new ideas gorng

through and others who really do not want to change because ¡t's comfortable.

I think that in order to get the computing to work it's got to work from the top down not

from the bottom up, and what you are getting is that school councils are pushing it, the

parents are saying we need the children to have more computer literacy, you've got

some head masters saying we need more computer literacy, you've got some teachers

saying we need some more computer literacy. But the class teacher has to interact wrth

the teachers who have to, they are key teachers who get the enra money to do the

computing etc, and I think starl at the top. Dr Wilmott says, "right, I want a number of

laptops in every school and I want everyone to be part of the curriculum for maths or

whatever and its all got to be done in 3 years", and push it down and make every single

teacher actually to sit through 2 or 3 days in a year of in-service training so that they are

comfortable wilh it because once they have done it because they had to do lt, right, they

say this is not so bad atter all. They're scared. So lthink you have to tackle these

groups.

See, one of the areas they are putting computers into is the l¡brary systems. The Linex

and other systems they are using in schools. The kids can go in there and look things

up and they can reference etc., librar¡ans use it all right but none of the other teachers

do. The kids know how to use it, maybe headmaster knows how to use it, depending on

the headmaster, the teachers aids know how to use it and the librarians know how to

use it but the teachers don't. But maybe it's because the rn-service tra¡ning that they

are having is not towards new technology but towards things that are simple to organise.
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"ll they had it would it lead to greater efficiencies or greater etlectiveness?"

Yes, I think it would.

FUTURE OF SCHOOLING

Ithink the school structure as it is and the learning by going to school will stay very

similar to the way it is. My reason for that is, I don't think the majority of people in our

society are forward thinking enough to allow the change to occur.

A lot of people use school as a child.minding centre and really either they are both

working or one's working or they don't want the kids during the day anyway and so it is

unfortunate for those children who have that attitude but it is a fact in our society. So if

we try to change it to home base learning and all sorts of big data bases, they won't be

able to cope with the concept. They won't want it and they don't really care about it so

they will raise enough ruckus so they won't have it so you end up with having more

technology in the schools, hopetully, more experience with the teachers and maybe

more individualised learning programs within the structure with more technology but I

don't think you will go much furiherthan that in the nen 10-20 years.

'Glven that work will take on a different shape in the future do you thlnk that wlll have

any lnfluences?"

I don't think so, I think that is fairly marginal. The areas that can do that are very few

the examples, l¡ke programmers working from home can do it but they lose the

interaction.
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One of the things that happens about work is that when you go into flex¡time and shorter

weeks and things like that, the cohesion of the team effort in the office starts to fall away

because they don't have that where they all have to be together, therefore, they don't

spend that interact¡on time and you lose some cohesion ¡n the team effort.

Ithink what you get is change that happens slowly with technology being introduced.

You can change the number of hours that a department store operates but you can't

change the locations or say to people we have to be there when the public wants us to

be and the law allows us to be and what's economical and that balance has to fit in and

everyone has to fit their lives around that. lf you don't want to, that's all right, but go

and work somewhere else. But you have to fit within that environment and I think what

will happen 1o schools is the same, the parents will say "Hey, from 9.00am to 3.30pm or

from 8.3Oam to 3.30pm, I want my child in school." lt may be that it goes from 8.00am

until 2.30pm or 3.00pm or whatever and you put after school care services in and all

those soris of things, but that basic concept of 5 day per week will probably stay the

same but what you will do is introduce more technology, better learning procedures in

schools, you will pick up your LAP students better, you will do that sort of thing so that

the quality of education and maybe the productivity of education can improve but the

basic framework will probably remain the same because I don't think society can cope

with enormous changes ¡n that framework. They can cope with change inside the

framework but not of the framework. lt disrupts the¡r lives outside too much, as you can

imagine, if you have 2 people working trying to .... same for a house and things like that.
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"Do you think that with the technology available the educatlon department will be able to

move to having less teachers?"

Ithink they are gradually doing that now. lam not sure. See what is happening with

leachers is they are having more time off from classroom contact, one on one contact or

classroom contact as D.O.T. time or various things l¡ke that so that's increased the

number of children but lth¡nk they are reducing them gradually because of the number

of school children because of the population movement is reducing. I think the

education deparlment will gradually whittle them down anyway, because, if you look at

the comparisons across the states you are still looking at private schools versus

government schools. Private schools still run less teachers per head than the

government schools do and I think that the government schools will gradually reduce

down a bit as they try to eliminate the extra teachers and aids, but that's independent of

technology,

"How do you see the role of teacherc changlng?"

I think they have got to change and they have to be able to understand the technology

and be able to use it as an integrated part of their lessons structure, and that's going to

be difficult for them.

So, if they were teaching maths in a particular way or science in a particular way now,

eventually there will be computers everywhere and they will use the computers as one

of their tools just as you do your calculator, you will have a computer and they will plug

in a lesson pack to work on or plug in the system and turn it on and they can go to their

own lesson packs.
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'Will material be generaled elsewhere?"

Yes, but it will be integrated into their lesson plans so that they will have a lesson plan

for the period or whatever. What they will do as part of that is they will have access to

those materials as part of it. So the actual teaching itself may be taken over by the

computer packs but all of the work associated around them, the checking, the marking,

the management of the students and all of the explanations, that is all still there. lt

might affect 309,'" of their class time that is all.

"Do we have any control of technology?"

I think parents believe that the stuff ought to be there. I believe that parents really

believe that they have done ¡t themselves, at home.

"ls there a sense that it is all inevltable? "

No I don't, because I think it is seen as a bit of a competitive advantage. lndependent

schools who are pushing their children who have paid a lot of money to provide a better

quality of education are pushing it as a competitive advantage to g¡ve, that's one thing

you get if you go to this school that you don't get if you go to a state school or a

Catholic school or whatever, so I think it's pushed as a competitive advantage so that

the student that comes out the end has skills that you don't get if you go to another

school.

'Schooling become inhuman?"

ldon't think it has to become, because lthink it is only going to be 30% of the

classroom time of some subjects and because of the amount of teaching time, of

particular time, that a child spends at school, then it will probably not do what you are

sayrng.
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They used to go and watch television programs on science and things like that, instead

of doing that they will be doing interactive work which is more active rather than a

passive environment, therefore, they should get more out of it.

No, ldon't see that it should because of the total, ldon't know how many lessons of

maths you do in a week in a prrmary school, 3 hours a week out of all the time spent in

school.

I think it will be dictated to some degree by the companies that are prepared to put

money into the software development that you buy with the hardware. So that people

will buy a Maclntosh because the sottware you can buy with the Maclntosh is the best

you can buy. We, ¡nterestingly, had a debate at home last night when my 14 year old

daughter decided she wanted a Maclntosh because of the software and my wife is a

school teacher also believes that the Maclntosh is great. I am saying why don't we get

an IBM compatible and you know what the answer will be - we will probably end up with

both.

The Maclntosh will be favoured because it has better educational hardware. Things like

the BBC and things like that will go, they are not good enough it's just too hard for them,

it's too big a commitment to sottware development.

'Schools reshaped?

Yes, but not for the reasons of technology, I don't think. I think the reasons it will be

reshaped is because of the economy. There is a need to get economies of scale ¡n

teaching, and to do that, some of the schools in the western districts area, lknow of

some examples of where schools are down to 68 students in a primary school and they
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close them down, or down to 150, and they are getting marginal. The problem is the

geographic spread of students and the demographics of the student population from 20

years ago.

There is a program to put second language into early primary school within 3 or 4 years

and they are working the¡r way through that, and it's hard for some schools because you

pick Spanish and everyone says why pick Spanish in this school, but it has to feed into

perhaps the secondary school which teaches Spanish. So you have a feeder system

working. lthink they need to do that with computing and lthink that will only come if rt's

driven from the top down. lf an education department policy sa¡d there will be a second

language taught in every school, there should be comput¡ng but the problem with

computing is it is only a tool; it should be part of the curriculum of a number of subjects

not a subject in its own right. That's where the difficulty will come because you can say

we are going to have a second language and everyone says the 3 languages are going

to be Japanese, Chinese and Spanish and now you work out which one it's going to be,

it's easy, it's simple, it's little boxes but computing is not little boxes, you can make its

keyboard and information systems into little boxes, but when it should be integrated into

the interactive learning processes you can't put it into l¡ttle boxes, and that's why it's

difficult but that is why it needs to come from the top down.

I don't think we have spoken about whether industry expects computer literacy when

they start. A large number of our positions these days expect Word Perfect or a basic

word processing system understanding. A large number of our clerical positions are

becoming almost mandatory to have some sort of spread sheet, understanding or

something like that. I do not see it happening in the schools that, that actually being

taught unless you do some specific subject and get the use ol a calculator, the use of a

spread sheet is not much different. So, I see that maybe they are the trends that will
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appear and with the SACS program in looking at bus¡ness pathways. When we start

looking at people we may be lookrng more at people who have done those lhings so

that we don't have to do lhem here. Not that training is that expensive in those things.

You have self Iearning programs or we can send them off to training programs.

But there are some fundamentals that people are starting to say, that "everyone uses

word processing packages, don't they , - "everyone uses a spread sheet, don't they . So

we are finding that those are the things which should be taught in the high schools.

I have a philosophy at the moment, when people say we have big unemployment etc, I

believe that a lot of people in year 12 in retention which has gone lrom 45o/o lo 75o/o-

80% are there because there is no work.

People believe, at the moment, that by having more skilling, right, and putting people

through TAFE and all these sorts of things, this will solve the problem. lt will not at alt

because all this will do is keep people in education for another 2 or 3 years, at the end

of that they will come up with even greater expectat¡ons than before and there still won't

be any work for them.

The government is not tackling the problem of creating jobs. What it is doing is

educating; what it is saying is we need a more skilled society. That is actually being

pushed to a large degree by people like Carmichael with the Carmichael repoñ. Now

why are they doing that? The unions are using the quest¡on of training in order to get

changes to the award in order to get more money on the way through. So, I think there

are an enormous number of very skilled people out there at the moment who we would

love to have working in this business and in many other businesses. We have people

who are working with degrees as shop assistants, the education level is there. The
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problem is more the fact that we are not creating the basic first level work for these

people.

Retail is a sun rise industry. lt is where you first go. People say to me, "l am working in

retail until lcan get a real job'. They don't regard retailing as a real job. lt is where you

work when you go to Uni, you get work part time at MacDonalds or Hungry Jacks until

you get a real job. An you work in retail until you get a real job. Retailing itself is very

well paid in a lot of the positions. We have hundreds of positions which are well paid,

but you get this problem that the extra skill¡ng, and what you are talking about is

important, but really it is not that ¡mportant. lf we find the r¡ght person we will put the

money in to train them.

When people finish their apprenticeships and start a business as a sales rep, or

whatever, that's where all the new business comes from.

That's the whole debate when you get into the Meyer report and the Carmichael Report,

and all of this they are concentrating on competency and national standards, but to me

it's all a large smoke screen. lhave been deeply involved in it through SAAS and

lndustry Training Committees and I wonder whether it is a political smoke screen to get

Keating elected and then after that what happens because it isn't job creating?

lf you can get out at the end of TAFE and you can go and start up your own business

that you created, that's what we are after.

'1lVill teacherc lose control of the cuniculum il computing is wldely used?"

Never thought that teachers wouid tose control because they never had any
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'Who do you believe most promoted computers ln education?"

Media? lrrelevant

Government? Did not really have any push

Employers? Did not have any push

Educational departments? Did not have great degree of say

Parents? D¡d

Computer companies? Very little

Teachers? Yes

Unions? No
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Planning Manager to a large service organisation

TECHNOLOGICAL FUTURE

'What images do you hold about the future of society and technology ln whlch schools

must operate?"

I can see, I think, we will have to have a new social charter - before anything can really

happen. The reason why I say that is because we haven't got a very good charter.

Technology will be a very damaging thing. We are already starting to see that, I believe,

now with award restructuring, with work practice changes, micro economic reforms. The

only fall back to where we are starting is to get to the stage where we are employing

technologies, changing the way people work . Our own company is a good example in

that we are employing new technology now and in corporate planning we have got

computing being used in our training, even in our developmenl of people, we have got

computing being used in our offices, computing being used in our vehicles - we have got

fax machines now in our vehicles which are almost being superseded by computers

which will link directly with the company for dispatch and ordering of parts and that sort

of thing.

Now what is happening accompanying that, in 1992, is the downsizing of the

organisation which is the thing people have been talking about, that you have tighter,

leaner organisations. You have organisations which rely heavily upon technology with

some operators who do things to bring it all together. You have some operators who

are very well trained that can make decisions on the shop floor. They are supported by
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a group of managers who are making sure that the road blocks are óut of the way so

they can keep going on their jobs, so the whole role of management is changing now.

lnstead of management do¡ng a lot of things management are just trained to develop

people and clear the roads and let people through. That's all happening now with the

result that the organisation has gone from about a 1,000 to about 850 in 6 months.

That's all part of it, now what people were saying 5,6, 10 years ago, is that people will

have less work time and more leisure time. Now that's great if you have a job you can

have a bit more leisure as long as you can afford to have the leisure. Great, if you can

afford to have a semi retirement from work and have a bit more play, that's great. lf you

have money to do it.

What's generally happening and you read it in the papers the other day, people are st¡ll

clamouring lor a 40 hour week. Those people who still have got jobs are hanging on to

them like hell and they are watching and demanding more money and even before work

practice changes occurred people are saying, "l want 5% before I start, 2/" lor the nen

6 months, 27" lhe following 6 months" and so on, as the changes occur we'll evaluate

and if there is anything outstanding then we will get a bonus on top of it, kind of thing.

So people who have jobs are asking for more money and the management are saying

that we cannot deal with part t¡me employment very successfully because we have not

got contra built in and those kinds of things. So you have your leisure class; they are

called the unemployed, they go to the CES and pick up their money. So we haven't got

the social contract in place at the moment which will deal with technology and the new

features we are trying to develop at the moment. We have to become globally

competitive. We're talking about that and we're doing that through our micro economics

reform, and ldo believe that within 10 years we will be extremely competitive nationally.

I do believe that unless we have a social contract we are going to have a hell of a lot
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unemployed people and we are going to have a hell of a lot of unrest, so I guess, we

had better sit down and talk it out - how we have everybody in Australia happy in a

sense of having a standard of living which is acceptable to all.

lnstead of having a high standard for those working and the rest just hang on, and we

use them as we need to when the economics are good and put them away when the

economics are bad. So we are going from a time where we have had high human

involvement in industry to a time when we have high tech involvement in industry with

such pretty clever people - but if we don't be careful, we are going to have such a whole

group of people with nothing to do. We are starting to see the results of that now with

high crime rate, social problems, depression, drug taking and that sort of thing. Now,

the society I would not like is the sort of society that we could see in 10 years if we are

not careful.

"And for those people who have jobs?"

Fantastic jobs, very fulfilling, very challenging jobs within the global competition.

"And the timeframes for work, are you saying that we need to reconsider how much tlme

we spend ln wor*?"

I think we need to have a balance, where we've got all people making a contribution to

society, but that's a basic philosophy that I have got, and to do that we have to look at

the way in which people work, the way in which people contribute, for instance, women

have traditionally stayed home and men have gone to work. Women stayed home uP

until 25 years ago, now we have got quite a few families where 2 people work, mother

and father and a lot of people are only going to work because they get paid for that sort

of work and they do not get paid for staying home. Now we have to start thinking about

those sorts of contributions to soc¡ety and how we can reward people for them.
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With technology, there are a lot of things people can do at home and feed into work

"How will the level of technology affect those soñ of things?"

There are a lot of things in the Gas Company that we thought of 10 years ago, we

couldn't do, we just did not have the technology and now that we have got your satellite

links, your microwave links and that sort of thing - so accountants could operate from

home and be the accountant for 10-'15 small businesses, and at the moment they live in

an office - my accountant, for instance, has an office at Port Adelaide and a home at

McLaren Vale, now there is no reason why he could not operate from his home and still

work his grapes and have a balanced life. So, and that example could spread right

across where people work at home, for instance, organising and accounting things for

the school and they spend 2 or 3 days down at the school.

I think we have to get the balance between working at home and working with your

clients. A lot of people have lett me with the impression that they would hide

themselves behind the computer screen and you would never ever see them again, all

you would get is messages, a bit like Jumping Jack Flash. I think you will find that it will

happen initially, then people will start to say, "lets do what we're doing now, face to face

and having a talk". Because, either he types something up on your screen and it comes

through on my screen and I answer your message and send it back. To meet, work and

live are social things primarily.

'So even lf you have technology, people want morc than that?"

Yes, because I believe the key to the whole thing of work and life is a social interaction -

it is virtually, work is designed to keep us alive, to keep us all going and enable us to

have a life style which we like, there is no other reason to work and people who tend to

look at work with a sense of business and getting things done, and social interaction as
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someth¡ng separate, they have forgotten what the plot is all about - so you have to really

get that balance.

I think, even in here - we have got in our organisation some people who think that

business and social interaction are two separate things and we have found that people

put together and talking together and having lots of time together are more productive

than people sitting behind a machine sending messages to each other. So, screen

heights and partitions between people of no more than 1.2m high so that people can

see each other and things of that nature and talk to each other. Within the work groups

the screens are kept very low.

'What about the questlon of leisure. Will people be uslng morc and morc technology?"

Yes and No. I must admit that I am a fairly simple person when it comes to life and

leisure and all those sorts of things, I like bush walking and that sort of thing.

Technology will come about as I have found out just in the last week or so, just finding

out where the novelties and the unique things are. I have done that by looking at

television on trips to have and looked through data banks and things to find out places

to go, and I think, that gives you lots of opportunities if you have got the money. lf

you're one of those unemployed people I was talking about, you can't have it anyway.

'You'rc saylng that technology can give you access to the soil of lnfomaüon of things

you .-n do?"

Providing, one; that you have got the means and the sort of technology to link it up on,

and two; if you're lucky enough to get access to the money to do what you want to do

and if you haven't got a job then you will not have that sort of money. We come back to

that balance of a work life and a leisure life and not just having a lot of people working

with little leisure life and having people with leisure life and no work.
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'What about concems about privacy?"

Yes, lhave problems with this. lhave a mail box and lwill go there and lwill find 10

letters there, 6 of them from people I have never known before in my life. Where they

have got my address from I have no idea and I would like to find out. I would suspect

that they have got them from a computer mailing list.

Personally, I believe the selling of mailing lists should be made illegal. The same thing

happens with credit arrangements I believe, I think far too many people have got too

much information on people.

You must be given the chance to check information too because I happened to find out

some information about myself when I went to get a Visa credit enension for the latest

overseas trip I made. Whilst the information was given to me wasn't all that bad, but

somebody said, "l noticed that you have got so and so" and lsaid, "l have never had

anything like that before" and they said, "it is on your credit reference". So I had a look

at it and checked back on it from the company who gave it to them, they said it came

from somewhere else. I checked it back to the source and found that it was somebody

else.

It wasn't all that bad but it could have been monstrous.

I think that we have to be very careful about those sorts of things

"How much control do we have over the technology?"

Or how much control we have over it ourselves? I think it is just going to happen, I

don't think we have any control.
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Ithink the Pay television on 57 channels are going to come to Australia because

somebody out there thinks that quantity is great and I think that what we should be

thinking about is quality.

Personally, it would not matter to me if we had only 2 channels in Australia as long as

we've got some dam good stuff . l, personally, very rarely watch commercial channels. I

think that the quality of the productions on Channel 2lor instance, are far in excess of

that offered by the commercial channels, so I am a firm believer in quality productions

and I do fear that we have lost control as individuals over what is being done in the

community.

"Do you believe that cults will emerge based on computer technology?"

I think that is a bit - oh, I think it would be - we have got people here who we have to

say 'turn that bloody thing off and go home". I don't know that they are coming straight

out and saying "l worship this computer' but their behaviour starts to look that way and

some people do simple things with a calculator for instance and think that you or I could

do it in our heads. Take columns of figures or layers of figures in a column and come

up with an answer. I have seen people come up with an answer for how much 6 lots of

paper on a bench because they cannot add up. There are little things like that which is

inefficient to use a machine when it's likely you will put your fingers on the wrong button.

COMPUTERS AND EDUCATION

'1/Vhat about rclationships?"

Yep! This is an interesting area because I have said about social contract, that

education is a mixture of content and methodology. Content is the hard lactual stuff

which comes through and it's either learnt or not learnt and people at the senior
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secondary assessment board spent a lot of time looking at the content of what they put

into education and frameworks and all this kind of stuff and I said to them for years

when I was on the Board that we have to also look at the teaching methodology as

students learn as much from the methodology and the behaviour patterning of the

teacher and the interaction with the teacher is as important if not more important than

the actual content of the course.

Contents could be anything, there are'101 ways to teach a principle of mathematics but

the way the actual teacher puts it across is the important thing even with computers

going into schools, I think it is great - er because it allows students to work at their own

pace. I think it helps students come to grips with the computer itself so that they

become computer literate - and they then work computers and when they come to work

we can teach them specific things that we want them to be taught - I would like to have

every child at school to be able to type and type to the Australian standards. I would

like every child at school handle a spread sheet. I would like every child to be able to

use a graphics package of some sort so that they can write words, they can do numbers

and they can draw pictures with computers, and I think, if they can learn that, that

almost sets the path. You don't need a lot of packages to do that. I don't think, you

need to get more specialised at this stage because I think that's where TAFE comes in

and business such as ourselves take those basics and you might toss in a bit of 'D'

base as well.

I don't think you need any whiz bang computers to teach people that sort of stuff so you

can virtually get any of the cheapest technology to do that sort of thing. The problem I

see for schools is they're buying up at schools and colleges and universities. They are

buying up their computers at this stage. I hope they are coming to grips with the asset

they have got, the fact that it will have to be turned over fairly regularly - as I would hate
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to see a situation where they are trying to teach kids to be the people, perhaps 10 or 15

years out, they are using a product which is less than what is being used in business at

the time. They ideally need to have equipment 10 or 15 years out in time but they

cannot have that, but at least they must have something relatively modern; it's no use

trying to teach computing on an old typewriter - you cannot do it, so, I personally,

believe that students should have access to it. I also believe that in SA we should also

have 1 , 2 or 3 very very good TAFE Colleges who concentrate on real high level

computing, a polytechnic type group who are churning out the people who can go

straight into industry and do the high level thinking that is required and, thirdly, in a

business like ours which teaches specifically to a job description or to a package of jobs,

and so you would have that hierarchy- A very basic broad education type secondary

and primary school doing things like words, numbers and pictures and even play some

games on them, educational games.

Then, go to your post secondary education where you start to home in on generic - but

have in things which are a higher level and then you get to the specifics when you're out

to the univers¡ties etc, and latch on to those there and there is no reason why there

can't be kids going to the dilferent levels of the school situation and going out and

seeing something of industry and so, you get your linkages with industry and your

linkages w¡th the colleges even while they are still in secondary or primary school.

"Do you think if schools have all this technology it is going to enhance their leaming

ability?"

I think it will speed up their processing of the learning process and I think it will allow

them to apply more information and knowledge, and it will allow them, hopefully, to have

better relationships with their teachers - which brings in that social thing again.
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The first will happen without the second happening and there should be times when they

get away from their computers and relate to their teachers, talk to them. I think it will

give the teachers more time to come back to their students and say, "look, you've got a

blockage, let's sit down and talk about it", and relationships will develop that way.

"What makes you think teacherc will have the time?"

Computers are faster - it's the self paced learning concept. For instance in our place

here we've got people going through customer service type systems, how you actually

work your computer to answer telephone calls for a consumer or face to face things.

Used to take us weeks and weeks to train people, now it takes us a day. They go

through their modules and they will go screaming through their modules to a point where

they will need someone, they'll say, "hey, I need you over here" and they will talk to their

supervisor or trainer and the relationship will develop on a one-to-one basis talking

through things and then they will go on and go racing ahead and they might have 5 or 6

contacts during their 10 modules. Where as before, it was heavily into classroom

teaching and all that sort of thing and you would have to go back through things and

then you would be dragging your feet because you have to pitch the class at the slowest

person in the class and all that sort of stuff. So, we've seen that we can get people to

go through 10 modules without any reference to a supervisor, other than, "how are you

going" and 'everything is going OK'. They have answered all the questions which have

been set into that module, have been passed and they can go onto the next module as

a result of that. So that's working quite well. People that do get into strife and keep

coming up to a gate because the competency is not there, or it's forcing the

relationships, the supervisors then has got time to talk to that person and let the person

who is going well to keep going.
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'What about the notion that computens are highly motivational?"

I do not think that computers are highly motivational themselves but the person on them

might be motivated by using them and getting answers out. I've had computers and

engineers working for me for the last 5 to 6 years and they get the answers quicker and

I know people are getting the answers to things, so the computers and the higher level

of technology we are getting are providing them with the sorts of results quickly that

reinforce the desire to go and get more information. So what the problem I am having is

that one of them in particular is getting information almost for the sake of getting

information and my role as a manager is to say to him, "you know ...... get away from

your machine and let's go and use a white board or some butcher paper and work out

where in the hell we're going". And quite otten, we use technology to do that - with our

top 10 people we take them away on 4 occasions over the last 4 years and we've used

technology to get out of their heads into the computer all the ideas they have got and

then we have shunted them around in the computer and we've come out with priorities,

we've come out with directions about which way we should go - we've come out with

lists of things which normally talking to people or putting on butcher paper get lost

somewhere, but when you can actually put them into a screen and get them to rate

each of them in importance, then you can start getting cross-pair analysis to get your

priorities, to get your ratings, if you want. There's some magic stuff coming out about

that.

"Do you thlnk computlng will increase people's crêatlvlty?"

Sh.. - ldon't think it does actually - lthink it is just a tool to .... lthink lhave answered

that actually - lt gives them the chance to get results back quickly and be rewarded for

the work they have put in and that brings forth the desire to get more gain. But I think

those sorts of people would be the sorl of people who are creative anyway, all the

computer does is allow this.
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As I said earlier to you, lthink, before, a computer is only a tool, it is the same as a

shovel or a scythe or a motor car, it just allows you to do things a little bit quicker than it

would be possible without them.

Looking at the arts and reflecting on that, I don't know whether computers would help an

artist to become more creative in their painting. Graphic designers - my daughter is a

graphic designer and does some wonderful work by hand, does wonderful work by

computers now and it is allowing her to churn stuff a lot quicker and she is using graphic

packages now to play with, and it is giving her a medium and she can actually get

things on the screen that would have been difficult to get on to paper - I am thinking of

things like holograms and those sort of things, so these things that were in her mind and

actually created - the computer has only allowed her to put the creation out - but the

creativity was already there.

"What about the gender affects?"

The computer is sexless, ha, ha, when you think about it. When I first came to the Gas

Company about 30 years ago, all the secretaries were males using typewriters and the

females took over the secretarial role and we took all the males out. There's not one

male secretary now although we have two male receptionists come in and that's a job

change because gender use and pay rates are the sane. I've found computing no

different between the sexes.

"Do you think computers will help with people's career needs?"

There was a report for Greg Cratter back in 1989. One of the recommendations which

was put forward and picked up was that the Education Department create a data base

of opportunities for kids showing the linkages between schools and school and industry

links and tying the whole data base down. So that kids could key in, kids could even
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get on the phone at night time and using their own computer at home and get the

information and plan out career paths. Greg Cratter, I applaud him for the fact that he

went ahead with that and kids are getting a dam good deal out of that. That does not

mean it cannot go a lot further. I think we need to spend a lot more money on making

sure that it is available and I think at the same time we've got the social contract again

and we have to back that up. When I was in Germany they had vocational counsellors

for every 400 kids. We've got to start thinking pretty seriously about that sort of thing

and they actually get contracts for the kids in work.

"lt ls lnteresting to have you say that because TAFE ln lts restructurlng was trylng to get

rid of its vocational counsellorc"

I think they are more important than some of the lecturers. Ha, ha. lf the shareholding

breaks up and the Gas Company goes I'll be looking for a job Ha, ha!

"Do you think computing lends itseÌf more to some subjects than to otheP"

Yeh! Well at the moment it does but I think in the future it will be just an extension of

the typewriter and the calculator and now it extends to your graphic design. You have

got your CADDCAM drawing stuff and all that sort of stuff.

"Do you think we will get to a rcdundancy of curent knowledge?"

I don't think that is going to change very much. Certainly, when I was on the SABSA

Board they kept on adding subjects to the subject list. When I went there there was

about 60 and when I lett there was about 180 - but I kept on saying, "Surely there are

some redundant subjects now that we should be taking off. We should be looking

clearer". I looked on SABSA as a bit like a filing cabinet you have stuff coming in

asking for a new filing cabinet, you say, "we'll go back and check your own resources

and clean up and see what happens", and they come back and only use 2 drawers in a
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3 drawer filing cabinet. So, lthink we have to clean out the old and bring in the new. I

don't think we should toss out the old simply because it's old and toss the baby out with

the bath water. I don't know that computing is going to have that much influence on that

sort of principle. Where computing will come in is where I think we can do a lot of

cataloguing and stuff where you can very quickly go through it and analyse what is

throw-out-able. For example, we have my secretary each month giving me a list of files

which I have actually got a note on the bottom, which says'which do you want to delete'

and I go through them and say 'Those letters there can go, those reports have a result,

now they go'.

'What about equity lssues. Will some kids have access to the latest technology?

No, it's going to happen. lt happens when people leave school, for instance, my

daughter is struggling to get a computer at the moment and she has friends who have

parents who are fairly well off and give their children everything that they want. They

have the latest Apple Maclntosh and the latest software and it is very difficult for

parents. lt is a philosophical point of view. First of all, if you have the capacity to give

them all they want but you have the philosophical point of view you won't give it to them

but if you have a philosophical point of view but you don't have the money to give to

them, I think this is just a reality of life that some people are better off than others.

What the government's role is, is to try to redistribute wealth so that they get an

opportunity.

I spent 10 years living in a commune and we got a lot of things in our life simply by

pooling resources so that you might have 10 or 15 pieces of technology, whether it was

a lawn mower or a car or whatever, but by pooling all your resources and coming to

some agreement you have some chance of getting at least one or two, and if you can

centrally locate them and that's very important to kids - access to them, for instance, it's
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not too good, for instance, if you live at Morphett Vale or Noarlunga. You've got to

make sure they have physical access to them as well as the financial access.

'Will the technology enhance the efficiency and eflectiveness of schools?"

Yes to both questions. Yes, it will affect them, they can't get away from it. Yes, it has

the opportunity to make them more effective. There is a third point to this. I believe that

the principals will be more efftcient.

My view, looking out 20 or 30 years ahead, is that schools will still have the same

organ isatio n.

I said to you before that buildings are becoming less relevant. The sort of developments

that are occurring now where you utilise any resources you can to advance the learning

process is good. We are starting to get that way with school/industry links, the closer

we can lock in education to life the more motivated kids will be to learn.

One of the criticisms is that teachers have things to teach and the systematics have lost

touch with the relat¡onships with what people are doing, or will be doing, and they kind

of get bored stiff and are not motivated towards the future aspirations that they had, and

if you can lock that future aspiration into the learning process they have a reason for

doing things, the motivation just churns its way and the creativity does as well. Having

got that sort of learning model in mind, buildings don't make very much sense

necessarily as long as you have got somewhere to keep the rain off your head, or even

out in a paddock with rain falling on your head, in certain circumstances. So you then

come to the question of whether there will be a need for a social interaction as part of

the learning education process or whether it can all be done on computers, but I do

believe that the social interact¡on in the learning process will augment learning.
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Computers will play a very important role in that the process will involve a lot more than

the teacher/pupils that we've got now and the process could involve people from

industry and commerce, and could involve people from leisure pursuits working out with

PE. You might get some football teams helping kids, and things of that nature, and

there would be a whole lot more socialisation of the education system using computing

as a medium to make things work, and allowing for flexibility you will probably find that

the hours that we are locked in to at the moment with secondary education and primary

education, for rnstance, could be blown out of the window. We could have kids doing

things at 6.00am, and/or at 9pm, if it's appropriate - and I think you will find that the

barefoot teacher and the boundary rider type concept will be in where a teacher will

have a group of people and act as a mentor for that group. The beauty of that is that I

reckon that we have a pretty good primary education system in the sense that one

person is the mentor for a group of people and takes them for all subjects. lt's OK when

they get up to Grade 7 aller that things get a bit specific and perhaps beyond the

generalised ability, but you still could have the concept of the primary class contained if

specialist information came through on a medium such as the computer is, and you

could call in experts to answer questions where the person failed competency based

type tests, or a module could be unlocked because they were not ready yet to go ahead

in some sort of assessment process, may not be a competency based test, that will

allow them to unlock the door to the next module.

Now, the group's mentor might be the person that unlocks that door for them by

discussion or talk. The group's mentor could bring the whole group together to discuss

little Joey's problem - have your social interaction, and have your social development

start, so you could have a team helping another member of the team to unlock the door.

You could have specialists come in who actually designed the module or knows about

the module enough, has been trained by the designer, might come in and talk to the
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individual or the groups about unlocking the door. So, I see this in human terms being

an explosion of potential, and I am not too worried about Greg Crafter's problem with the

school buildings, quite frankly. lthink that they will all last long enough to see out the

old way, and by the time he comes to finish his repairs on all of them, I think you might

find they are not what we wanted anyhow. So, I would not worry about repairing too

much. There is quite a possibility that we might bulldoze and put houses in there and

utilise some other form.

'You mean like houses linked together?"

Yes, or a shopping centre or things, so that when the kids move out of the area they

can be used for other sorts of things. So those sort of things I can see it happening and

I think computing is going to be a very important part of that linkage, but it doesn't take

away from the fact that we have to get the social, and social not in the sense of having

a party, but the social interaction going as well. There has to be some modelling of how

we deliver the education process because the one to a group that we have at the

moment, and in the case of secondary education one to a single group or to a changing

one, it's most unsettling. ln our company we are in the process of bringing in mentors

for graduates and apprentices. We are trying to tie graduates to mentors now, and have

that mentor follow that young person through. The young person can change their

mentor, it's a voluntary sort of a set up we are putting in to link in with mentors at

different stages of development. For instance, people come through us in the corporate

planning area here, I have a certain style and I have a certain message to give about

the way the Gas Company is going and they might want to be exposed to a different

style of mentor, different style of manager and take in some other areas of knowledge,

for instance, in an accounting area, an engineering area, or a human resource area, or a

computing area - that way we not only run into the detail and the content, but they get

different delivery as well.
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"How will the teache/s rcle change - What will they be doing differcntly?"

The teachers role is changingl There are far too many teachers these days out there

who tend to teach the same stuff, year in year out, and they are still out there, I know;

my wife is a teacher. She virtually has an oriented approach to herteaching, she has a

basic core of information, stuff that she wants to get across and pathways which she

wants kids to experience and learn from them, to develop their thinking, and what have

you. But a lot of the stuff that she does is in reaction to the stimulus that she gets each

year, so she personalises it, and a lot of teachers don't do that still, and I think that

content versus methodology coming out again. I was horrified the other evening to hear

of a teacher, this particular male said, "l have not changed my lesson plans in the last

10 years". lsaid, "that's interesting, the needs of children have changed in the last 10

years". He said, "No they haven't", and that horrified me a bit, even things like the

economic situations are different now, so I was horrified to hear that.

'If a lot of content is now stored on computerc what happens to those people who arc

so content focussed?"

I guess they will be the ones which fall by the wayside.

I think you will find a lot of things, like discipline problems, are related to those teachers

who are content oriented. Teachers who are open to the student and create that

environment where the students can learn and have control over their education,

probably more in their latter years than their former years, I think there is some control

over their former years but as they get later on in life, and I'm talking now about adult

education and that ongoing life, lthink we should be teaching people how to learn. I

think we should be encouraging them to do it themselves with the teacher actrng as a

mentor and I keep hammering that word, but lthink it is very important and lthinkthat it

is very important that Australia looks very seriously at the German Mister System which
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is pretty well for apprentices but there is no reason why that cannot be based on any

level of entrant, or organisation, or whatever, so that lthink teachers are going to have

to come to grips with the fact that they are not the king pin in the classroom; the student

is. I'm happy to say that a lot of teachers are doing that and unhappy to say that the

education systems, all of them, are not helping teachers enough, in servicing teachers

enough, to actually take time out to sit down and study those areas of methodology and

how one changes from being content person to being a methodology person and

assisting a self learning group. ïhere's not enough money being poured into that. I

think the money will come from the use of technology and things of that nature, because

as you speed up processes and you get people learning through mediums like the

computer you'll have perhaps greater.class sizes than you have now and as lhave

already said, that you will link it with some sort of motivational force, like where the

people are heading. You will be able to have greater class sizes so you will be able to

have some of your teachers spare to actually go through the relearning process and

recycle them, and put them back in and take the one in there back out, and if you work

that with your intake of teachers and your natural attrition, and that sort of stuff, I think

that over the next 25 years you will get the quality you are atter. So, I can see that

process happening and I think that one of the major problems we are having now with

things like I read in the paper the other day about bosses slam education and that sort

of thing is that the people, people in general in the community, have not got the sort of

wide picture of the process that is happening and I think our politicians, some of them

have and some of them haven't, and I think if they have got it, I think they should start

talking about; this bigger picture to give people a framework to work with . One of the

things which has been said quite often is that we have no leadership in Australia,

worldwide, and what people are losing the fact of is this vision of the future. lf we can

start explaining to people what is the vision we can get them involved in building the

vision, then we can start getting people to be owners of that vision and participate in the
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process. lt think we will have a lot less sniping and griping and people will say, "OK I

can see things will get better but it's a step backwards from where we want to be, and

this and this and we will have to put up with pain for the next 5 years to get something

in place so that we can go on". Then they have got control over their destiny.

I think that's what we are doing in our organisation. We get that process up in the Gas

Company here and in 3 years we doubled the size of the Company and in the next 5

years we hope to double it again in the sense of market value and everything else.

We have done that simply by getting away from the old methodology of just saying, over

the last '10 years we have had this sort of trend in the graph and we will accept it, a nice

geometric curve there, of say, 5% increase per year and a couple of points over CPl.

We have been quite happy with this sod of approach up until 3 or 4 years ago when we

said to ourselves, "what we have to do is stop at this point of time and be happy with

what we have been in the past because it's been good but let's set ourselves a target

which is considerably above the normal sort of graph and then we look back from that

target and develop strategies to get us to that target". We are now doing that, and

hence we have doubled the size of the Company in 3 years and the Company has been

going for 130 years, and we are going to double it again ¡n the next 5 or so, and it's

simply because we've had vision, and we've had a target, and we've had a strategy,

those 3 things. So, education I don't think is any different, they are not orphans and if

we can set the whole thing up in that context - I think it is great that the Education

Department has a 3 year plan. What I would like to see them come out with is a 25

year vision.
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CONTROL OF TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION

"Do you think that most people have made a conscience declslon about wherc we are

heading and about using computerc in education?"

I think it is just happening at the moment. I think, because of the cost of the thing

involved, it's going to have to make people plan ahead and given that there are limited

resources, I think that that will be an economic forcing of control.

The other thing is that looking at the social side of things the ..... social scientist's view

of education using those type of things is proceeding, and as the studies and things are

done and the scient¡fic papers are written, I think we will probably find that will have an

affect on them as well as use of them in certain areas, and kill them off completely in

other areas. For instance, we have in the Gas Company an example of that which was

that the cost of training was too high and that was one of the reasons why we went to

computers and the other thing was that we read some papers on computer base training

and competency based training and self paced learning, and those 3 things t¡ed up w¡th

the economic argument works out a pretty good cost benefit result and we have tried out

and we are going ahead leaps and bounds.

The other thing which is important too is that with our information processing people, our

computing people, and this is an economical thing as well, we bring every situation in

which there is go¡ng to be some work done and it should be examined from a point of

view, should we do it ourselves and develop it ourselves or should we be buying

packages because there are so many packages these days, our training people, like

TAFE, tried to do it themselves and we were getting ourselves into a hell of a pickle with

dollars, they were low quality high cost products and we have now found that there are

packages from all over the world suitable.
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'1s lt all inevitable?"

There is in society a certain inevitableness about it, because there is loss of control of

the way things are happening, and let's face it, governments are very close together

whether they're government or opposition there is very little difference between them in

these sorts of things.

'Will computerc constraln the way teachets teach?"

Teachers in the system have a fair degree of flexibility about the way they teach and the

good ones are developing good stuff. For instance, I'll give you an example, Terry Stair

of Morphett Vale Primary School, when my kids were there, now you are talking about

team teaching and a classroom teacher, and he used to take the kids out and study

aerodynamics and things like that out on the oval and he was teaching them stuff which

was about 4th year high school and they were using gliders and kites and things of that

nature and he would take them to the airport for a visit, come back and translate it all

into mathematics and english and various other things; various other core subject

material which the kids took up and ran with and thought that it was very exciting.

Some good stuff came out of that school.

'What about Unlons, do you think that they have any lnfluence?"

Yes, they have to some extent - there are some positive pockets in the Union, just as

there are in companies. But just as there are in companies there are a hell of a lot of

reactionaries around the place and those reactionaries, especially some of the Teachers

Unions, I believe, are wanting to stay and what they consider to be rights and they are

stopping a lot of the work place reforms and things. I think it is probably out of fear. lt

is also this mentality that we are representing the people and let's face it if people are

scared and want to keep what they have got and not looking towards the future and
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there are a few creative people who get outvoted every time it goes to a meetrng, ldo

not think we are doing ourselves any favours.

That's why I go back to this paint¡ng a vision. We have to get a few more painters

around the place to promote it otherwise the reactionary side of things is going to slow

things up all the time.

FUTURE OF SCHOOUNG AND COMPUTING

"How do you believe that computing will effect the futurc of schooling?"

Do any of the following descriptions meet your lmage?

A place which conducts /essons as at present but which uses increasing

amounts of computer technology for learning.

A place from where students' progress is managed, records kept and

advice given but with much of the leaming occurring out of the school in

houses, libraries and other public institutions.

A place where students spend time on individual study programs

monitored and recorded by computer.

A private company which manages computer learning programs lor

individuals for a fee in their homes or in small learning centres.

A place where students gather for group and social activities but specific

knowledge is gained personally using computer technology.

A place which becomes irrelevant as technology removes the need for

separate institutional education and replaces it with centralised data

banks of learning material which can be used as required throughout life.

None of those described.
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I don't think that any of them are right. lthink that schools need radical change but I

don't think that closing it all down and starting again is the way to go. I think we have to

go from A to B with an educative process and I think we have to take people with us

and when I say we I mean those people who have the picture of the future where we

are heading; we have to take people who have it with us. We have to encourage them

to have that same vision or a vision, and let's face it, they can change our vision once

they get talking, so those sorts of mediums have to be set up for discussions and we

have to take the people from where they are now, we have to take them in the new

directions of where we are going and where we are going is not in concrete, it's a hazy

thing, but there are some walls up but we got a fair idea of the parameters we are

walking within, but we are heading towards something we are not sure what it will be but

we got this hazy picture of where we are heading.

We have a fair indication that it is the right way to go at this stage and we have to get to

move as a group through that process and we have go to it for a couple of reasons, I

think. Number one; is if we don't we will have to drag people through screaming and it's

going to be a hell of a problem. You are going to get through to the end and they are

going to say, "We did not want this anyway". So you can have your argument where

ever you want, I prefer to have it up front, and argue my steps on the way through. The

beauty of doing it that way, and this is the second point, having gone through and

gained consensus on the way through, there is this great addition, you have ownership

on the way through so I don't think revolutions work, I think evolutionary processes will

work. I think evolutionary process can be speeded up if we have a very clear vision of

what we want and we may have to have some mechanism for people to have, to

actually put in place that vision.
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I think things like the 20/20 Vision document and the Arthur D Little stuff we have got

out is good, the son of stuff we are doing in the Gas Company about where we want to

be in 20 years time is good stuff. All of our people, you ask them where we are going

and they can tell you, and they have all had a chance to have input into that. Now, that

is all pretty powerful sort of stuff and that is starting to spread all across Australia and

the world now and I personally think that ¡s the way to go and I think you will find that

the people in the Eastern Bloc that at the moment are turning one over for the other,

they are good at doing that, will come to the conclusion, there was some good stuff in

the old and there is some good stuff in the new and perhaps we can forge a new one.

But they need a few visionary people to help and pull it all together. Visionary people

do not necessarily have the visions they have the powers to actually pull people

together to see a vision. So I won't say that when people say that is a visionary person

I say, I have not heard them say a vision or speak of a vision, I say you listen to them

talk, they do ask people to think about the future, and they do ask people to form

opinions about the future and they do bring people together and start saying that you

have the same sort of picture as these people and before you know it, you can write it

down. So those sorts of visionary facilitators are the sort that need to be developed. I

think that part of the educational process is that we should build that sort of thing into

the methodologies and content of our schools. We should teach people the process of

facilitation, that's another hard process to learn and I encourage people to do that sort of

thing all the time and bring things together, so I think things will evolve, and I think

technology helps to evolve quicker, I am only worried that the social skills of the

facilitation of this thing will not travel as fast. lthink w€ rr'ìår! get different targets if we

do not do it properly and get people to talk about it, if we do not do that, we will muddle

along and end up in some back water.
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lNTERVIEW SEVEN

ROH PTY LTD

PERSONNEL MANAGER, Employer Rep, Manufacturing

ROH is a medium size manufacturing company specialising in

mass produced automotive components for the Australian and

overseas markets.

DESCRIPTION:

TECHNOLOGICAL FUTURE

'What lmages to you hold about the futurc society and technology ln whlch schools will

operate?"

I imagine that there will be a lot greater play on audio visual type equipment, in fact, I

think that is already happening whether it's just through entertainment and so on, but a

lot of the types of computer packages seem to be much more interactive and therefore I

think that will flow through into both training and work, but further than that, I do not

think I have thought about it very much.

"Do you see us dealing wlth a lot morc technology?"

Yes, absolutely. The question is whether it will be a simplified version rather than what I

see as fairly difficult to get into, perhaps it reflects on my own lack of training but when I

look at young kids today and the way in which they match up into computers and so on I

imagine that it will become the norm rather than the exception which it still is to some

extent.

"Do you think people need rcasonable levels of skills in this area to wort the technology

or do you think lt ls a bit over-rated?"

I think the skills that are needed and are a lot more likely to be needed, are a lot more

basic than are generally given credit for, and that is, good keyboard skills and so on,
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which is very basic I suppose, but which are not generally trained or taught to people

today and most schools are going to have to be first achieved.

At the moment, as I see it, young children, in particular, that go on to computers are self

taught, so therefore, they are probably learning many bad habits in the use of effective

keyboarding and I think that keyboard skills have to be taught at much the same time as

children are first taught to write. Maybe even sooner so they are being efficient rather

than the sink or swim approach which I use.

'What lf the technology is slmpler to use?"

I guess it depends what you are trying to do. I am only marginally computer literate

anyway, so perhaps I am not aware enough of the options that are available, but the

basic keyboard skills are going to be required, you are still going to have to put in

words. Now voice actuation may overcome that, I am not sure.

'Iì/hat about woñ<lng from home?"

Personally, I have problems with that, I believe that if organisations are going to develop

and maintain an espirit-de-corp if you like, people feel that they are part of the same

process, that they understand what other parts of the organisation do. I do not know

that it's going to work adequately sitt¡ng at home using the keyboard or something, it

removes them and isolates them from the work process and one of the things we have

found in our company, even now, is from a practical point of view, is that our offices for

best effect are physically adjacent to the manufacturing area so that people have an

understanding and an ownership of what goes on. As soon as you put them in ivory

towers they forget the real reason for why they were employed.
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"Do you think that the integration will become even grcater?"

Depends on the company I suppose. Certainly, within our organisation that is the

objective but lots of organisations are going in different ways and perhaps where you

are a service provider or something of that nature maybe it will not be as necessary for

all the component parts to be in one site. As manufacturers, I believe it will because

people across the workforce are going to become more and more skilled and are going

to be using the same technology anyway, so I think that they will be much closer.

"Do you think that technology will greatly change our llves?"

Well, lguess if you reverse it and say lvhat has happened overthe last 10 years then I

would say in the next 10 years, yes.

I see nothing to suggest that it is going to slow down the growth, the speed of growth or

the speed of change.

'l/Vlll lt happen in the lelsurc area as well as ln woÉ?"

Do you mean that leisure will be technology based?

'Wlll technology have a greater influence on our lelsurc?"

I guess it will, because it w¡ll open up new avenues for leisure. There will be acts which

will be perceived as leisure pursuits which are perhaps not even known about now, so

yes, I guess it will.
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I tend to have some concerns about the isolation of people using some forms of

technology and lthink that is not necessarily a good thing so lthink we are going to

have to work very deliberately to try and have group interactions. As to whether

technology will increase leisure time, I doubt it very much.

'Therc ls not a lot of evldence of it so far ls therc?"

No there is not and I think the so called approach of working smarter not harder is a

nonsense because what has happened in other societies that I can see with which we

are competing they are working harder and smarter.

"What about privacy ls that a concem?"

Yes, absolutely, it's a big problem with trying to get the system interrupted once

information is into a system it's very hard to break it, it's stating the obvious anyway, but

also when organisations, government organisations in particular, set up processes we

seem, even though we may talk to the clerks or whoever, for them to actually break that

process once it is in train is exceedingly difficult. I am not sure whether it's a lack of will

or a lack of ability to break into the system.

"Do you thlnk people will have much control of what is going on arcund them?"

Ithink that is difficult. lndividuals are going to be hard pressed to break into it and it's

going to take the development, further, of organisations which will look atter individuals

rights and so on, whether you agree or not with the current organlsations. I cannot think

of the name of it, the human rights type of organisation? I am just trying to think of the

local one which is always bobbing up and down, and I do not think they will just sit back

and I think they will gain increased support as individuals see themselves impacted

upon. lmean, at the moment they are probably seen in some ways as almost fringe
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groups that get carried away with all sotls of fairly sensitive issues. Unless the

computing and technologically based information systems are controlled very well you

are going to see a lot more people hurt.

"Llterature suggests that we will see a lot of computer based cults spring up?"

I had not really thought about it; I can see the logic in it. lt's likely, the more I think of it

now. There are always cults in one form or another about the environment in which you

live. I think about this very simplisticly. I suppose you go back to the trade unions and

whilst they were originally set up for worker support they were also very cultist about

their levels, skill, and so on, in the original crattsman based organisations. So, why

couldn't it continue in the same way.

COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION

"Relationships between kids or teachers?"

Well, I alluded to that earlier. I think it is a real concern that you get all these people

staring at screens all day. Ok, that is an oversimplification but, I think, particularly in the

classroom there is a risk that they will lose the skills of listening to people.

They may very well be able to concentrate on the machine because they have

something continuously happening before them but life does not work like that and

sometimes you are required to be involved and be able to respond to people who are

leading groups or whatever, so I think that is going to be a problem.

I also wonder if there are not going to be kids who, for whatever reason, cannot

successfully learn by a computer and are going to be in need of special education in the

future, a kid being taught one to one by a teacher as opposed to by a machine.
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"Leamlng Ab¡llty?"

I tend to think that people have different ways of learning and some are better in some

ways and others better in others, so it will probably broaden the base as long as we do

not forget about the other systems.

As to their ability, I suppose you can only use anecdotal evidence as to the effect of

televis¡on, and the repetition and all those sorts of things, which may improve people's

ability to absorb information. Whether it helps w¡th their thinking though ¡s another

q u est¡on.

'Motivatlon?"

ln my experience at the moment, they are motivated because it's something different.

When every kid has access to one, and maybe, has the¡r own, or maybe, has a portable

or whatever, or a modem at home that they have to plug into them, it may not be so

motivating. lt will be just the same as when I got my first fountain pen. I thought it was

pretty good but atter a while it was not any different from a pencil or pen and ink.

'1/\llll computerc have a beneficial etfect'r

May improve confidence levels. I guess it's a cliche that you do things that you can do

well. I would not sit down and draw because I know I am a lousy drawer so I would not

even try. Where as, if a kid could go to a screen and do something they would not

normally try, I have my doubts about that. lf they are going to be creative in one format

they are going to be creative in another format. lf they are not going to be creative, they

are not going to be creative. Does not really matter what you add to it.
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It may change the group of people who are creative. lt may pick up on some and others

will drop by the wayside. Again ¡t's a matter of whether it's a cure all for every one.

'Will technology be detrimental to females?"

lf I just think of my own contacts I do not see any big discrepancies in females using

technology. I guess, for children it's going to depend on .... I have a 9 year old son and

he is mad keen to get on the computer and I have a 6 year old daughter who would

rather play with her dolls. Now, in 3 years times will she be the same? I don't know.

"Would computers help students make better cholces?"

As far as this goes it is imperative that all kids get an opportunity to be involved because

Ithink in 10 years time so many jobs will require literacy. Literacy will mean using the

computer as much as reading, writing, arithmetic and it will be the function of putting

reading, writing and arithmetic on the screen, if you like or whatever, as to tell them

more about jobs. I doubt that very much. ln the same way reading at the moment,

does that tell you more about jobs? Only if you go looking for it.

'Tl/lll lt lend ltsell morc to one subJect than another?"

No. What it does is allows quicker calculations. lt allows quicker recall of information

and so on, but lthink that, iÎ you like, a computer is only an upgraded calculator.

ln a Science based employment point of view it may allow a little more efficiency in

handling inf ormation but f rom a social science point of view or more literacy

occupations, and again it is still retrieval of information, quick editing and all those sorts

of things, so I do not see it specifically more one way than another. lt may have been

promoted more from a science base but I am not sure it is real.
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"Redundancy of Knowledge?'

ln pure knowledge levels, lguess that is true, but what it will do is conceivably allow for

knowledge of systems or how to retrieve information, as opposed to - the population of

Australia is 10 million, or whatever it was when lwas at school, if they are able to

access ABS data or something and pull out the most up to date information then that will

be a matter of knowing how the system works, then perhaps there is a benefit to be

achieved there if that is focussed upon.

The question that has always concerned me, I suppose, and it goes right back to

calculators, is whether or how important the basic knowledge is. Calculation, I mean

how important is it that we know how to do a long division as opposed to being able to

punch it into a machine and have it do iÎ for you. I do not know the answer to that. I

think some where we need the basics but as far as absolute information goes, apart

from; I am jumping around here, I got a bit lost. I am more concerned about the basic

information I mean . . . well all right that's fine but what does it mean? How do you use

that? lt's the problem solving process rather than solving the answer, provided we get

back to the basics.

'Wlll equlty be a prcblem?"

I think it already exists and I believe that is probably the b¡ggest problem of all because

unless prices fall absolutely dramatically it's going to be a very real issue. The time

where a kid who was bright enough and smart enough to fight his way out of the crowd,

if you like, either by using libraries or shear intellectual will, it's going to be much harder

if they cannot get their hands on to the technology and I think it's going to be a problem

with money put into schools and which schools get priority and how do you standardise,

and so on, to offset the kids from private schools and will they get better access or will
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the school which is seen as the disadvantaged school in the state system end up with

the best system in the state, disadvantaging schools in other parts of the system.

'îtlVlll they improve efficiency and effectiveness?"

Maybe the level of efficiency in running of schools. Just on documentation, and those

sort of things, I am sure that will gradually improve in the same way as other office

systems have improved.

As far as the efficiency of teaching and the effectiveness of teaching then it comes back

to what we are trying to achieve and are we really going to get the message across to

all kids or are we really just restructuring the groups of kids who are going to benefit out

of the education system and those who are going to struggle through all the way. As I

said earlier about the special education, well maybe that's going to change the scope of

that sort of approach although I am not sure about that effectiveness - doubtful,

efficiency - should be.

FUTURE OF SCHOOLING AND COMPUTERS

"How do you believe computing will effect the future of schooling?"

"Do any of the followlng descriptions meet your lmage?"

A place which conducts /essons as at present but which uses increasing

amounts of computer technology for leaming.

A place from where students' progress is managed, records kept and

advice given but with much of the learning occurring out of the school in

houses, libranes and other public institutions.

A place where students spend time on individual study programs

monitored and recorded by computer.
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A private company which manages computer learning programs for

individuals for a fee in their homes or in small learning centres.

A place where students gather for group and social activities but specific

knowledge is gained personally using computer technology.

A place which becomes irrelevant as technology removes the need for

separate instìtutional education and replaces it with centralised data

banks of learning material which can be used as required throughout life.

None of those described.

All of the above. I think, in fact, that schools will still be there and that they will be

technolog¡cally advanced. I do not think our society will allow all training to be handled

over to private companies because you get into, what happens if someone is not

prepared to expend or what ever, you get the hillbilly scenario.

I think there will certainly be a lot more individual interaction, individual needs based

education and I think that has been one of the great weaknesses of the current system

in that it has not been able to allow kids to learn at their own rates and encourage them

and keep them challenged and so on. So there will be more of that but I think ¡t w¡ll st¡ff

be based on the school structure as people know it today, but maybe a lot more

movement between classes or levels or whatever; there will be classes, perhaps, based

on age. So, you will have a class base but then people will study at different levels. So

I imagine that is how it is going to work, maybe a different sequence.
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'Will the role of teachers change to any degree?"

I am not cerlain. I think teachers are going to have to be more responsible to see that

people do not fall off the edge. They are going to have to pick up and highlight those

who have problems coping with the system, those who are able to operate within the

system will run ahead and you could argue, that should already be the situation anyway.

That kids are going to be rescued, I do not believe that is true at the moment, I think

that too many get too far through the system without their individual problems being

addressed. So, I think it will be more easily highlighted if kids are falling off because of

their inability to use technology and I think it will show up more quickly, perhaps, and it

will be harder to fake it so teachers are going to have to be able to pick that up and be

a bit more remedial.

'1 was going to ask you if you though that their role was becoming more dlagnostlc than

It ls at the moment?"

Yes

CONTROL OF TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION

"Have people made a cholce?"

Largely, it's just happened, lthink some people have said, "Oh yes it is necessary," and

some have used that as a justification for purchasing home computing equipment.

Often, I think, without any idea of what it is really going to do for the education of their

children. I think very few people have given very much thought as to what it should do

within the education system except to make their kiCs smarter, whatever that means.
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'lnevitable?"

Ithink it is. Purely as a consequence of the view that it is in society, therefore, we need

it, therefore, it will be in the school system. People expect, again without necessarily

knowing what it is going to do, they expect it to be there, so, therefore, it is up to the

main players in the system to make sure it's there for some good purpose.

'Would you make a perconal choices to include computerc ln educaüon?"

Yes, Yes I would. I think for two reasons, one is that we have to be part of the main

world, you cannot isolate yourself and if other countries are using them in whatever

format, and if they are necessary as a part of careers then you have to train people to

be able to utilise them. To stick your head in the sand is ridiculous, it's a matter of

controlling it and getting a balance and that to me is a far bigger problem.

'Schools be reshaped?"

Ultimately, they will I think, there will be a fair amount of resistance. I can see the

teachers unions, for instance, giving a lot of resistance. They will, I think, first of all be

looking at the number of heads and they will be using arguments which have been

around for a long time, the studenVteacher ratios, which may no longer be as pertinent

or at least change. The other aspect of it though . . . I still think that the school base will

be there as a base. We talked about that before and that will be there, it's just how the

structure changes.

"Exciting Futurc?"

I guess, on the basis that change is exciting, then it's an exciting future. lf it is

something that you are necessarily looking forward to then I am not so sure that is true.
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"Frightening Future?"

lf handled badly, and again we have discussed some of the things which I think are

problems where if it becomes the over-riding thing if we lose interrelat¡onships, if we

forget about the kids who cannot cope with that particular system of learning and so on,

then it's frightening.

'Willteacherc lose control of the curiculum?"

That is assuming teachers have control of it now. I am not sure that some of the them

would agree with that especially with changes in SACE and things like that. I think that

it will change, and again, we come back to the basics or the methods of thinking or

whether we are teaching pure fact as it occurs at the moment, now, that's going to

change and its going to depend a lot on the ability of teachers to be able to control that.

The control is in their own hands in large part and I think a lot of teachers are going to

have a lot of trouble changing in that way.

'Will education be constained by technology?"

Constrained is the word, the problems are going to be keeping up with technology and I

suppose that is a constraint and it will be the expenses incurred with that and the spread

across the whole system so that everyone whose in that system has the same

opportunity and I think that has already been reflected in my experience in technology.

The technical studies type classes were for schools to keep in the race; it is almost

impossible. Their concepts of NC machining and things like that now how are they

going to teach that in schools and have that technology there. Even if ¡ndustry was to

give them their cast offs they have already outlived their life so it is very, very difficult

and having looked through a few schools and seen theirtechnical study centres you can
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only leel sorry for them and wonder how the hell they get anything over but maybe it

gets back to teaching them basics.

PROMOTION COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION

Media?

Ah yes, it's taken as complicated and they have beefed it up, "isn't this wonderful", and

so on, yet, lthink there is a fairly shallow basis on which media operate.

Govemment?

When it suits them politically, yes.

Employerc?

They make noises but I do not know that they have been that effective. They say that

the system should provide skills, and so on so, that people are able to use but I do not

know that they have actually advised on what they want.

Eduædonal DeparÛrent?

I think they perceive a need to equip people with skills but I am not sure that they, I am

not aware, that they have addressed the issue as far as the equity one goes and the

keeping up with technology. I think its too big a problem for them.

Pa¡ents?

Again, there are pressure groups, there are small groups which jump up and down and

make comments, and all those sorts of things, but I am not sure that they are being

particularly eff ective.

Comryter Compnles?

Yes, considerable, as I am sure Coles supermarkets and so on would attest. I think it is

a very good marketing ploy which is being used by Coles and is it Apple. As a matter of

fact it is a great marketing ploy. How much of it is genuine directed towards our kids is

another matter.
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Teacherc?

I do not have a wide contact with teachers. Those which I do know and see in action, I

would say not. I would think that they just clamber along trying to keep up with their

daily demands wrthout really getting involved in where it is going.

Unions?

As a body, I suspect not, I think that again, they are more interested in saying it's going

to reduce working hours or is it going to cut employment or whatever without really

articulating where they see it is going.

EVALUATION OF SCHOOLING

"How do you believe schools are performlng at the moment?"

. Are schools satisfactory?

. Need radical change?

. lrrelevant?

. Always atâe the same?

. Not surc?

I do not know that schools are ever satisfactory and I think that is a good thing because

it means that people keep on trying to improve it if you just become biased about it

saying that the schooling systems are fine.

I do not know about radically change. They need continuing change and continuing

pressure. Radical changes means you are going to throw a lot of things out and that

worries me because I think it needs to be done on a timely basis you can choose as you

go along without chucking the baby out with the bath water.
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"Any Other Matters?"

I am concerned about those people who are not going to fit into a computerised society,

for whatever reason. What are we going to do with them? How are we going to handle

them? I do not think to date we have handled very well those people who cannot read

and write or have not been able to learn those skills easily, we have tended to shove

them aside, we have pushed them through the system and sent them out with a piece of

paper which is irrelevant, and I think we are only changing the focus a bit or maybe we

are going to have two groups of people who cannot cope and that is a real worry. We

are going to end up with a sub-class of people unless that is addressed very early in the

piece. Factories are moving away from having the jobs for those people who do not fit.

We no longer employ lots of trades assistants or sweepers or whatever we usually

require people to look after their own work area and be multi-skilled as the jargon goes

and unless they can do all things we are just not going to employ them.





Summary of Intenlews wlth Employen

TECHNOI]OGTCA L F.TJTURE

RETAIL INDUSTRY
(A)

SERVICE INDUSTRY
(B)

MANUFAC INDUSTRY
(c)

WORX
Part of the uncmphyrent today
is because thosc people cannot
be employed because of the fact
that there is no work for them.
We used 1o have 200 pcople
working in Accounts Reccivable
we now have 50 becausc of
comPuters.

...what you'll see is that middle
management has been eroded
away.

... people will manage thcir own
environment they will create
their own paper work, their own
letters, their own memos, they
will use electronic mail as it
comes a¡ound and so what you
will see, you will ger rid of
whole layers of thc stn¡crure in
sociery.

... for each manager or each
pcrson of a technical narure thcy
will bave to bc fully convcrsanr
with the abiliry ro use

compulcrs...

Education, as such, is a process
that comes from abou¡ rhree (3)
a¡eas I think. Ir's rhe education
you get in the homc from rhe
parents. It's the educrion rhar
you get from the school and rhe
teachers and then there's the
abiliry of the culrural values rhar
you have around you.

... ¡he th¡ce (3) fac¡ors affect rhe
child's educrion or anybody's
ability to ger on and then in the
u'orkplace laler on.

WORK
... we will have to havc a new
social charter.

Tcchnology will be a very
changing thing.

The only fall back to whcre wc
are stafting is to gct to a stagc
where we are employing
technologics, churging thc way
people work.

Now what is happening
accompanying rhat in 1992 is thc
down sizing of the organisation.

You bave organisations which
rely heavily upon technology.
You havc opcrators who arc well
trained that can make decisions
on the shop fìoor...
... so thc role of managemenr is
changing now.

So you have your lcisure class,
they arc called the unemployed,
they go to the CES and pick up
their money.

I do believe that unless we have
a social contract we are going ro
have a hell of a lor of
unemployed peoplc and we are
going to have a hell of a lot of
un¡est so I guess we had better
sit down and t¿lk it out.

Instead of having a high srandard
for thosc working and the rest
just hang on and we use them as

we need to when the economics
are good and put them away
when the economics a¡e bad.

WORX
... a lot greater play on audio
visual rype equipmenr.

... the skills that a¡c nceded ...

a¡e a lo¡ morc basic tha¡l a¡e

generally given crcdit for a¡rd

that is good keyboard skills ...

... I thirù that keyboard skills
have to bc taught at much rhe
samc timc as childrcn a¡e frrsr
øught to write.

Now voicc actuation may
overcome that. I am not sure

I do not know that is going ro
work adequately sitting at home
using a keyboard or somcrhing
it removes them and isolates
thcm from the work process.

... people across the work force
are going ¡o becomc more and

more skilled and are going to be

using the same technology
anyway.

I see nothing to suggest that it is
going to slow down the growth,
the specd of grou'th or the speed
of change.

I tend to have some concems
about the isolarion of people
using some forms of technology
a¡d I think that is nor
necessarily a good thing ... I
think '*,e are going to have to
*'ork very deliberared to try and

have group interactions.
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WORK
... in 5-10 yeÍìrs time, I supposc,
everything will bccomc slowly
more automated and you will
have more functions to do.

... although you ¿ue doing that it
has already been built into the
equipment. The pcrson who is
serving the customer is no more
clever...

... things like experr sysrems,
anifìcial intell igence, things like
tbat will make much morc
complex proccsses s¡ill
transparent to the user.

... it will be much more user
friendly ...

... the intelligence of people is
not increasing overall. You will
still have a clerk doing a clerk's
job...

... in cduca¡ion it is irnportant
that the childrcn thar a¡e coming
through in 5-10 years rime a¡c
very comfortable with wherc the
da¡a is and whcre ir's moving
and things Iike that ...

WORK
... we are going from a time
when we had high human
involvement in industry to a time
when wc have high rech
involvement in industry with
such clever people - but if we
are no¡ ca¡eful we arc going to
havc such a whole group of
people with nothing to do.

With tech¡ology there a¡e a lot
of things people can do at homc
and feed into work.

... the key to the whole thing of
work and life is a social
interaction, people who think that
busincss and social interacrion
¿ue ¡wo sep¿ìrate things.

WORT(
As to whether rechnology *'ill
incrcase leisure ¡imc, I doubr i¡.

PRIVACY
... we have some dalabases with
customers ... bur I rhink people
Í¡re more concemed about tax
information, health informarion.

If you want total privacy it is
very, very expensive, you have
to have a balance between what
you need to keep privare and
whal vou can afford ro keep
pri vate .

PRTVACY
I have problems wirh this.

... far too many people have got
too much information on people.

PRIVACY
Yes, absolutel¡,, irs Iprivacy] a

big problem wirh trying ro get
the system intemrpred once
information is in¡o a sysrem ir's
very hard ¡o brea_k it.
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CONTROL
If you are talking about our
abiliry to allow new tcchnology
lo come in and takc ovcr jobs
etc, no, we don't have. Becausc
you'rc talking about competitivc
advanøge ...

... everybody else has ro rake up
that technology regardless of rhe
cost because it's a matter of
survi val.

So thc role of competitive
advantage will evenn¡ally forcc
people to use rhe technology
whe¡hcr they want to or not.

CONTROL
I don't think we have any
control.

I do fear that wc havc lost
control as individuals over what
is being done in the communiry.

@NTROL
Unless the compuring and
tcchnologically based
information systems are
controllcd vcry wcll you are
going to sce a lot more people
hurt.

Ct]LTS
There have always been people
who havc pushed the technology
to more than what it is on the
basis that it gives them some
special place in sociery...

If it's economically feasible then
i¡ will make progress in socicty,
if it's not economically feasiblc
it may be a great idea for a

while but cvcnrually ir will not
survive.

CULTS
I don't know that they are
coming straight out and saying,
"I worship this computer", bur
their behaviour stans to look that
way.

CULTS
It's Icults] Iikely, the more I
think of it now. There a¡e

always cults in one form or
another about the environment
in which you live.

LEISURE
Wc comc back to that balance of
a work life and a leisure life and
not just having a lot of people
working with littlc leisure Iife
and having people wirh leisure
life and no work.
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RELATIONSHtrìS
Thcorctically, the next thing
would bc ... [to give] every child
in the class a laptop ... where
they pul all their work.

... it has to be part of the tools
of every srudenl ,.. bur if you
c¿¡nnot get tha¡ and ir's not
economically viable to do it ...

because i¡ has to bc fundcd by
parents and if you'rc in a rich
school you can havc it and if
you're in a poor school you
cannot.

You a¡e bettcr off to concentratc
in giving them the skills by
putting them all in one room.

RELATIONSHIPS
... srudents learn as much from
the methodology and the
behaviour patrerning of the
teacher a¡d the interaction with
thc teacher is as imponant if not
more imponant than the acrual
content of the course.

... it [computers] allows srudents
to work at their own pacc.

... when thcy comc to work wc
ca¡ teach them gpccific things
that we wan¡ thcm to bc taught -
I would like every child at
school to be able to ... rype ¡o
Australian standards ,.. handlc a

spreadsheet ... use a grapbics
package,

RELATIONSHIPS
I think it is a real concern thar
you ge¡ all these people swing
at screcns all day.

... thcrc is a risk that they will
losc thc skills of listcning to
pcople.

[conccrn for thosc who] cannor
succcssfully lcarn by compurcrs
and a¡e going to bc in nccd of
spccial education.

LEARNING ABILITY
I think so ...

What you have got to be
worried abour rhough is rhat
education is not about
technology purely and simply,
education is abour appropriately
rounded students...

Computers, I am sure can help
in many of thesc arcas of
accessing data but they don't
necessarily help in a¡eas of
expression and things like rhat.

LEARNING ABILITY
... it will speed up rheir
processing of the learning
process and ... allow thcm to
apply more information a¡¡d

knowlcdge and ... allow them
hopefully to bave bettcr
relationships with their teachers

LEARNING ABILITY
... people have differenr ways of
learning and some a¡e better in
some ways a¡ld others better in
others, so it will probably
broaden the base as long as we
do not forget about the other
systems,

... repctition and all those sons
of thing which may irnprove
pcople's abiliry to absorb
information. Wlrether it helps
with their thinking though is

anolher question.

MOTTVATION
fWill computers morivare
students?]
Yes

MOTTç'ATION
I do not thinl that computers are
highly motivational rhemselves,
but thc person on them might be
motivated by using rhem and
getttng answers out.

MOTTVATION
... they a¡e motivated because
it's something differenr.

It will be just the same as when
I got my first fountain pen ...

after a while it was nor any
different from pen and paper.
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CREATTITN'
My general feeling is no, rhey're
not gotng to ...

CREATTI'ITY
I don't think it does acrually - I
thin-k it is jusr a rool ...

CREATTVITY
I have my doubts abour thar, If
they are going ro be creative in
onc format they are going to be
creative in anothcr format.

GENDER ETFECTS
...if you c¿r¡¡ segregate the sexcs
in the eduction process ... then
the girls can, in fact, do as wcll,
if not better.

GENDER EFTECTS
Thc computcr is sexless.

I've found computing no
different bctwccn rhc sexcs.

GENDER ETTECM
I do not sec any big
discrepancies in fcmalcs using
tcchnology.

CAREER NEEDS
... c¿ueer understanding etc,
comes from areas outside of
curriculum and schools. I think
schools can only play a part in
that but a lor of that comes from
the attirudes in ¡he home.

CAREER NEEDS CARER NEEDS
... it is impcrative rhat all kids
gct an opPotruniry rc be

involvcd because I think in l0
yea¡s time so many jobs ... will
mean using the computer as

much as reading, wriring,
arithmetic...

SUBJECT RELEVANCE
... sciences, and biology and the
chemistries and some of these
and the learning abilities through
those, I think a¡e much greater.

SUBJECT RELEVANCE
Well at the momcnr it does but I
think in the furure ir will be just
a¡ cxtension of the typewriter
and the calculator ...

SUBJECT RELEVANCE
It may have becn promoted
more from a science base but I
a¡n not surc it is real.

KNOWLEDGE
REDUNDANCY
I am sure that education has to
be about learning about thinking
proccsses and how to put things
together and becausc really,
education is not about how ro
livc in our sociery and how ro
make a living in our sociery bur
fitting in.

KNOWLEDGE
REDUNDANCY
,.. I thinl we havc to clcan our
the old and bring in the new.

I don't know thar compuring is
going to have thar much
influence on that sort of
principle.

KNOWLEDGE
REDUNDANC"I'
The question has always
concerned me, I suppose, a¡d it
gocs right back to calcularors, is
whether or not how important
the basic knowledge is.

It's the problem solving process
rather than solving the answer .,.

EQtnTY
Yes, those who have ¡he
resources will get a better
educarion.

The people who have had rhe
resources ... have always been
able to afford the berrer qualiry
education etc And education is
not al*'ays going to school. ir's
educat i on,

EQUITY
I think is just a realiry of life
tha¡ some people are better off
than others. What the
goverûnent role is. is to try ro
redistribute wealth so thar rhey
get an opportunity.

EQUTI-Y
... it's going to be much ha¡der
if they cannot get their hands on
to the technology and I rhinl
it's going ¡o be a problem with
monev pu( into schools and
*'hich get priorir¡' ...
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EFFECTTVENESS/
ErTICIENCY
.., in order to makc computing
work be¡ter in sch¡ols it's not
the children who can't cope, ir's
the teachers who can't cope.

.. it's got to be implemented
m the top down.

EFTECTTVENLSS/
EITICIENCY
... it has the opporruniry ro make
them morc effec¡ive.

... the principals will bc more
cfficicnt.

EFFECTTVENESS/
EMCIENCY
.., it comes back ¡o what we are

trying to achieve ... or are we
really just resrrucruring the
groups of kids ...

I am not surc about thar

cffectivencss, doub¡ñ¡1,

cfficiency, should bc.
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I think the school stn¡cture as it
is and the learning by going ro
school will stay very similar ro
the way it is.

... I don't think thc majoriry of
people in our sociery are

forwa¡d thinking enough to
allow the change to occur.

A lot of people usc school as a
child minding cenrre ... or rhey
don't want the kids during rhe

duy ...

... if we try to change it to home
base lcarning ... they won't want
ir ...

,.. more technology in the
schools. ... more cxperience with
the teachcrs and maybe more
indi vidualised learning prograrns

[Given thar work will rakc on a

different shape will it have any
infìuence?]
I don'r think so, ... cxamples
like programmer working from
homc can do ir bur rhey lose rhe
interaction.

... when you go into flexitime
and shoner weeks ... you losc
somc cohesion in the ¡eam
effort.

You can change the number of
hours ¡hat a departmenr store
operates but you can't change
the Iocation.

My view looking out 20 or 30
years ahead is rhar schools will
still have the same organisation

Buildings are becoming less
rcleva¡1.

... with school industry links the
closer we can lock in education
to life the more morivared kids
will be to learn.

... if you can lock that furure
aspiration in¡o rhc leaming
process they havc a reason for
doing things, the motivarion jusr
chums i¡'s way in and the
crea¡ivity does as wcll.

... you then come to the question
of whether there will be a nced
for a social interaction as part of
thc learning cducation process or
whe¡her it can all be done on
computers but I do believe thar
thc social interacrion will
augmenl leaming.

... there would be a whole lot
more socialisarion of rhe
educa¡ion sysrem using
compu¡ing as a medium to make
things work.

... the hours thar we arc locked
in to al the momenr with
secondary educarion and primary
eduction for instance, could be

blou,n out of the u,indou,.

... the bare foot teacher ... rype

concept will be in where a

teacher will have a group of
people and act as a mentor for
that group.

... schools will still be there a¡d
that they will be technologically
advanccd.

I do no¡ think our sociery will
allow all training to be handled
over to Private companies ..,

... thcrc will cenainly be a lor
more individual intcracrion.

.., one of the gtcat wcaknesses
of the cur¡ent sys¡em is that it
has not bcen ablc to allow kids
to lcarn at thcir own ratcs ...

... it will still be based on rhe

school sm¡crure but maybe a lot
morc movement betwecn classes
or levels ...

... teachers are going to have to
bc morc responsiblc ¡o see that
people do not fall off tbe edge
... and highlight those who have
problcms coping with rhe

system...

,.. those who can operare u,ithin
the system will run ahead ...

... if kids are falling off because
of thei¡ inabiliry ro use

technology and ... ir will be

harder to fake it so teachcrs a¡e
going to have ro be able ro pick
that up and bc more a bit more
remedial.
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.., the basic concep! of 5 days
per week will probably stay the
same but what you will do is
introducc more technology bctter
learning procedures in schools.

... you will do thar sort of thing
so that the qualiry of cducation
and maybe the producriviry of
education can improve but the
basic framework will probably
remain ¡he same ...

... in schools will gradually
reduce down a bit as thcy try to
elimina¡e ¡he extra tcachers a¡ld
aids but that's independcnt of
tcchnology.

... you still could have rhe
concept of the primary class
contained if specialisr
information came such as ¡he
computer is and you could call in
exPens to answer questions
whcre pcrsons failed comperency
bascd typc lests ...

You could have specialists come
in who actually designed the
modules.

So I sce this in human tcrms
bcing an explosion of porential.

ROLE OF TEACIIERS
... they Itcachers] have got ro
change and rhcy have ro be ablc
to undentand the rechnology and
be able lo use ir as an integrated
pan of their lesson strucrure and
that's going to be difficulr for
them.

... the acrual reaching itsclf may
bc t¿ken over by thc computcr
packs but all the work associated
a¡ound them, the chccking, the
marking, the managcmcnr of thc
s¡udents ... that is all srill there.

... eventually there will be
computers everywhere and they
will use computers as one of
¡heir tools,

ROLE OF TEACTIERS
Thcrc a¡e fa¡ too many teachers
thcsc days out thcrc who tend to
teach the same sn¡ff ycar in ycar
out and they a¡c still out there ...

... the needs of childrcn have
changed in the last l0 ycars ...

cvcn things like thc cconomic
siruation are diffcrent now ...

fWhat happens to those people
who a¡e so conÌent focussed?]
I gucss they will be the ones
which fall by the wayside.

I ¡hink we should be reaching
people how to leam. I rhink u,e

should be encouraging them to
do it themselves with the teacher
actlng as a mentor.

I think teachers are going ro
have to come to grips with the
fact that they are not rhe king
pins in the classroom, the srudent

ROLE OF TEACI{ERS
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... as you sPced uP P¡ocesses and
gel people lcarning through
mediums like, the computer,
you'll havc perhaps grcarer class
sizes than you bavc now.

... you will bc able to havc
greater class sizes as you will be
ablc to havc some of your
teachcrs sparc to actually go
through thc relcarning process
and recycle them ...
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[Have people madc a choice?]

I think that parenrs believe thar
the sruff oughr to bc rhere.

[Have people made a choice?]

I ¡hinl it's just happcning ar the
moment,

I thinl that therc will be an

cconomic forcing of control.

fHave people made a choice?]

Largely its just happened.

... few people havc given very
much though as to whar ir
should do within thc cducation
systcm cxccpt to makc thcir kids
smanerr whatcver that mcans.

Inevitable?]

No I don't, because I rhink it is
seen as a bit of a competitive
advantagc ... so thar the student
that comes our rhe cnd has skills
that you don'r get if you go to
anothcr school.

Inevitable?]

There is in sociery a certain
inevitableness about it, because
there is a loss of conrrol of rhe
way things are happening ...

[nevitable?]

... it is i¡ society, therefore, we
need it, therefore, ir will be in
the school systcm.

... it is up to thc main playcrs in
the system to make sure it's
hcrc for some good purpose.

ISchools In]rumanl

... they will be doing interacrive
work which is more acrive rather
than a passivc cnvironment,
therefore, they should get more
out of it.

ISchools Inhuman] ISchools Inhuman]

Bducation Consrrainedl

... it will be dicta¡ed ro some
dcgree by thc companies that arc
prepared ro pul money into the
softwa¡c development ...

[Education Constrained]

Teachers in the system have a

fair degree of flexibiliry abour
the way they teach and the good
ones a¡e developing good sruff.

[Education Constrained]

... the problems are going ro be

keeping up wirh technology.

ISchools Reshapcd]

Yes, but not for the reasons of
technology .., it will be reshaped
because of the economy.

ISchools Reshapcd] ISchools Reshapcd]

Ultimately, they will I thinl,
there will be a fair amount of
resista¡ce.
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Bxciting Futurel

Yes, exciting dcvelopment

Bxciting Fururel [Exciting Future]

... on the basis tha¡ change is
cxciting, then i¡'s an exciring
furure.

If it is somcthing that you are

looking forwa¡d to thcn I am
not sure that is m¡c.

[Frightening Furure] [Frightcning Furure] [Frightcning Funrrc]

If handlcd badly, ... if wc lose
interrclationships ... if we forger
about thc kids who cannor cope
... then it's frightcning.

[Tcachers Losc Conrrol]

Never thoughr that ¡eachers had
any control.

[Teachers Lose Control] [Teachcrs Losc Control]

Thc control is in their own
hands in large part a¡d I rhink a

lot of teachers are going !o have
a lot of trouble changing in rhar
way.

[Personal choice ¡o include
computers?]

[Personal choicc to include
computcrs?]

fPersonal choice to include
computers?]

... Yes, I would. ... you canno¡
isolate yourself ... and if they
¿ue nccessary as a pan of
careers then you ...have ¡o be

able ¡o u¡ilisc rhem.
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[Who has most promorcd
computers in education?]

MEDIA
Irrclcvant

GOVERNI\{ENT
Did no¡ really have any push

ENIPLOYERS
Did not havc any push

EDUCAT]ON DEPARTMENT
Did no¡ have a great dcgree of
say.

PARENTS
Did have a say

COMPUTER COMPANIES
Very liule.

TEACHERS
Yes, tcachers had a great deal to
say.

UNIONS
No

fWho has most promoted
computers in cducation?]

MEDIA

GOVERNMENT

EMPLOYERS

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

PARENTS

COMPUTER COMPANIES

TEACHERS

LNIONS
... to some extent bul jus¡ as

lhere are in companics there are

a hell of a lot of reacrionaries
around.

[Wbo has mosr promored
computers in education?]

MEDIA
... thcy have beefed ir up ...

GOVERNMENT
Whcn it suirs them politically

EMPLOYERS
... I do not know that they have
bcen that effective.

EDUCATTON DEPARTMENT
... thcy perceive a nced ro equip
peoplc with skills.

PARENTS
... thcre are pressure groups ...

but I am not sure that they are

being panicularly effecti ve.

COMPUTER COMPAMES
Yes, considerable.

TEACHERS
... I would say not

LTNIONS

I suspect not ...
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[Evaluation of Schooling] Bvaluation of Schoolingl

I think that schools nccd radical
change ... we havc to take thcm
in the ncw directions ... is not in
concrete, it's a hazy thing ... but
we got a fair idea of the
para¡ne¡ers...

... I think things will cvolve and
I think technology helps to
cvolvc quickcr ...

... if wc do not do it propcrly
and gct pcoplc to talk about it, ...
wc will muddlc along and cnd up
in some back watcr.

Bvaluation of Schoolingl

I do not know about radically
change. They need conrinuing
change and continuing pressure.

Summary of the Theorising by Employen

TECITN OITOGICA L FUTURE

ISSUE THEORETICAL PROPOSMON

Technological Work
Impact

Greater use of technology in the furure
Greater levels of automation will result
Job profìles will change.
Work will become more integrared and more highly skilled
Equipment will become easier to use (user l'riendlr')
Workers will need to be very conversant wtth computers
Skills more basic than assumed fteyboard skills)
Children should be taught use of computers when ven voung

Economic and
Organisational Impacr

Computer technologies will be damaging
Organisations will reduce in size
Middle manågement u,ill be eroded
People will have less w'ork time
Unemplovment u'ill nse
Some people *'ill have a verv high srandard ol living
Others rvill have a poor srandard of lrvrng and *,air ro be used

Sociologrcal Impact Rate of change u,ill increase
There rr ill be grearer use of technology (compurers)
No percerved control over the lncreaslng use of technologr
Concern expressed about the ¡solaIion of some people due ro the nature
of the technologr
People need 1o maintain social interaction nou,found at work places
Concern lor prrvacv ol information
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ISSUE TI{EORETICA L PROPOS ITION

Relationships Relationships would not be damaged and mav be improved due to
additional time teachers can give to their students
Students learn as much from the behaviour of teachers and interacrion
from them as educational content
There ls some risk that students mav reduce their listening skills

Equiry Inequit¡- will always exist with respect to resources; but governments
through schools must enable students to n at least limited access

Learning Abilitl' Computers will speed up the learning process and give thcm access to
more information
Education provides for more needs than tcchnology.
Some students will not be able to learn successful ly by computers

Motivation Computers will motivate children
Computers themselves will not motivate but their use mav motivate
due to the desire tó gain more information.
Their motrvattonal effect is because they are new - but alter a while
will not be any dilferent from pen and PaPer

Creativitv Computers will not enhance creativitv

Gender Effects Computing does not differentiate be¡ween the sexes

Career Needs Career understanding will not improve as it comes from areas outsrde
of schools
Careers databases help students
Manv .¡obs u,ill require using the compurer as much as reading and
u'riting skills

Relevance Computers more relevant to the science disciplrnes
Computers are relevant to all disciplines
Computers presently more relevant to some subjects more than others
but in future *'ill be an extension of rypewrirer and calculator

Redundancv of
Knowledge

There is a need to replace the old with the new
Problem solving process is more important than solving the ansuer

Eff-rciency and
Eflectiveness

Computers will enhance the efficiencv and effectiveness of schools
If teachers had computer skills schools would be more efficrent and
e llecti ve,

Efliciencv should improve
Its not the students who cannot cope its the teachers
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Decision about Computers
in Educatron

Parents do not think about how computers should be used in educatron
Parents expect computers to make their kids smarler
Teaching mav be taken over bv computer programs
Computing in schools in inevitable
The soclelv expects computers to be in schools because thev are in
socrel\
Technologl is pushed as a competitive advantage betwcen schools
Studenrs *rll be doing interactive work on a computer and therefore
*'ill get more our of it
The potenrral of computer learning will be dictated to some degree bv
the investmenr put into software development by companies
Schools u'rlì uìtimately be reshaped but teachers and teacher unrons
will provide considerable resistance
The fixed hours.of schooling will be removed.
The teacher will act as I mentor to a group of students
The concept of a general tcacher could be retained if you could call
expert advise through the media
Schoolrng will be reshaped for economic reasons not technological
reasons

The dlrection for computers in schools must be directed lrom the top
dor.r'n

People are starting to expect students to leave schools r.r,ith u,ord
processing, spreadsheet skills
Parents believe that they have introduced computers into schools
Computers should be integrared through all subjecrs
Socret¡' is not creating basic first entn, level work
There are manv hrghly skilled people u,ho do not have emplovmenr
The future u,ill present manv changes but people do nor necessarrlr
look for*'ard to change
Jl inter-relationshrps are reduced and schools do not respond ro those
uho cannot cope wirh technologv then the result is irrghrenrng
Teachers do not have anr control over the curriculum
Teachers ulll have trouble changrng
Schools rvill have difficultv keeping up u'ith rechnologv due ro rhe
cosls
It is almost impossible for schools ro keep up with technologv
Schools could be built like houses or shopping cenrres so lhar thev can
be reused

Computtng rvill be an imporlant part of the lrnkages rn societv
There are too manv teachers uho teach the same malerial vear alter
!ear
the needs ol children have changed during rhe last ren vears
Teachers u ho are content [ocussed will fall br the u,avslde
Discrpline rs a problem for content focussed teachers
Schools should be teaching students hou ¡o learn and encourage them
to tjirect therr orvn learning and use the reacher as a menror
Class srzes uill rncrease as computers are used for learnrng
Teachers rvill be able to be retrained



FUTURE OF SCHOOLING

ISSUE THEORETICA L PROPOS ITION

School Organrsation

Social Response

Will sta1, as they are for next 20-30 years
Will be technologically advanced
Will have same organisational structure
Buildings will be less relevanr

Schools used as child minding centres.
Sociery will not want home based leaming
Societv u'ill not allow education to be handled over ro private
comPantes

Schools will form closer Iinks with industry
Closer links with indusrrv will improve srudenr morivarion

Teachers Roles Teachers should be more responsible for student performance
Teachers need to be more remedial and diagnostic
Productivity and qualiry will improve
Teachers must respond to the change and use technology as an
integrated part of learning/reaching,
Teachers will be required to have greater experience
Number of teachers will continue to reduce independent of technolog¡'

Learning Methodologr Individualised learning programs will/should be used u'here children
learn at their own rate
Greater movement between classes and levels
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Appendix l2 presents the unabridged interviews of Educational Administrators

representing a Curriculum Director, Infonnation Technology Director and

Technology Adviser

This is followed by a comparative analysis of the key issues of concern for the

three (3) core studies.

Finally a summary of the theorising of all Educational Administrators is

presented.



COMPANY:

POSITION:

DESCRIPTION:
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|NTERVIEW ONE

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

CURRICULUM DIRECTOR

ïhe most senior position responsible for the management of

school curriculums

TECHNOLOGICAL FUTURE

'What images do you hold about the future society and technology ln whlch schools will

operate?"

Certainty, one would have to acknowledge that more and more homes will have their

own personal computer for a variety of purposes ranging from a recreational

enterlainment model to people who use it for sophist¡cated supports to employment, or

their own ¡nterest, and in terms of their own areas of knowledge.

A second strand, I would be thinking about, would be the way in which people are on

the receiving end of information which is stored and then letters and reports generated,

and then those bigger incidents in eastern states when letters went to wrong people and

the suspic¡on that generates in some people, in people's minds, that some malevolent

force is acting on these and technology is really inappropriate because it intrudes in

people's lives in adverse ways.

On our part, we have the people increasingly familiar with the home based stuff while at

the other end, the macro-level, the government some how it's malevolent and sinister

and it's going to lead to the breakdown of society and the intrus¡on into their lives.
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Ithink people tend to have an ambivalence, they are quite comfortable sitting in front of

a screen/terminal playing a game, writing to a friend or keeping track of their finances.

They don't seem to relate those things or that they can stuff things up and press a

wrong key and you obliterate a screen or mismatch an address to a letter with the stuff

which at a government or organisational level, where they seem to think that there are

some other forces at work it's different to me sitting down at my little keyboard, making a

simple mistake but it's not tolerable when somebody else does it and it has something

to do with the fabric of society.

I suppose it comes down to the level that we find in a lot of areas of life, that people are

comfoñable with the things in which they have direct control but they are suspicious of

the same sort of things which operate in another area. A classic example of this is that

most parents, I suppose, are reasonably supportive and comfortable of the schooling

their children receive in their school but when you talk to them about the educational

system, it's failing and the krds are hopeless and the kids hang around street corners

and vandalise etc. My kids are ok. My kids school is OK, but it's all those other people

out there. lt's that level of familiarity, people seem not to make connections - if my kids

are ok perhaps most schools are ok for their kids.

WORK

'What do you believe will be the effect oir wort?"

Well certainly, I believe it is having an impact in terms of employment opportunities in

that they have changed and some employment opportunities now will require some level

of sophistication with technology support such as Caddsman or computer asststed

operation in various manufacturing industries or in working just in places such as motor

vehicle deparlment with keyboard skills. Even that level is becoming a very ¡mportant
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part of the skills a person brings to a potentiar employer. So, you do not have to stand

at a counter while somebody pecks your name into a keyboard. So lthink that sort of

thing will be an increasing demand, and lwould hope that eventually all kids will leave

the school system with quite well developed keyboard skills, but we haven't actually got

that formally as a requirement.

CULTS OF TECHNOLOGY

"As computing becomes mor4e sophisticated, do you believe, as expressed ln the

liteature, that as computing becomes more and morc developed we wlllactually see the

development of cults whlch worship computerc?"

Yes - it's a possibility, but I see it as no more than an extension - in an office setting.

Traditionally, the women who is the stenographer, personal secretary to the CEO or

Chief of a Division is a very powerful penson and is often regarded by people as being

very influential and that is because he or she is in a position, because of their skills - to

be part of that intimate workrngs of the department - now that's about information - now,

if people are working with information sources which give them additional, I suppose,

power then people will see them as very influential and important people - and I

suppose what technology does is give people access to information and enable them to

massage and manoeuvre the information in new ways. People who have skills to do

that then use that information in ways to influence people.

COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION

'Computers have intruded into the education system but many thlngs a¡e still

unresolved. I will go through some of those things with you now, for example, what do

you think will happen to relationships?"

I think it increases people's need to be ¡nterdependent. Well actually, it can be a two

edged sword, can't it? People can use technology to increase interdependence because
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they draw on information and software and processes from a range of groups and so,

particularly if you are in a networking situation, you can access a much greater range of

information so you have that interdependence where this is my bit of information and I'm

going to lock it away behind my key word and nobody can access that unless they know

what my key word is and it's mine and I'm not going to share it with anybody.

I would like to think that within the educational sector it actually leads to people sharing

more information because it is so accessible in a variety of forms and you can transfer it

either by text or in hard copy or whatever, and you can manipulate it so that I generate

something as an economics teacher and a mathematics teacher sees it and says that's

a useful model, I can also use that, and so you get that transfer of information but I think

that can only happen as teachers become familiar and comfortable with the erfent, the

ever exlending use of technology, and I don't know that a lot of teachers are yet

comfortable.

'1 don't thlnk they have come to grips with a dÌfferent way of conducting thelr buslness.

Some people would argue that computers actually damage relatlonshlps whlle others

argue that they enhance rclationships."

I guess that's what I was starting to hint at. Part of my view of the usefulness of

computers is technological access to information such as bulletin boards and all those

sort of things.

It ought to increase the capacity for teachers to enable students to be much more

independent as learners and to develop a way of accessing information which is not

dependent on them saying now turn to page 32 and we will read this together as a

class, and that kids ought to become much more familiar with saying what is the

information lneed, where is it held, how do laccess it most effectively? You access
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some of it by going and reading a book, you access some of it by dialling up through a

database etc, etc.

Now that leads to people having confidence In their capacity to work through a series of

quest¡ons such as:-

- what information do I need

- how do I access it

- how do I put it together

- and how does this answer the original question.

Now, that whole information thing, that I do not think that teachers have really come to

terms with. How does this relate to relationships? lt comes back, I think to teachers

willingness to allow kids to become independent. Now again, one could develop a

scenario that a teacher with 25 to 30 kids who is actually allowing them, within broad

parameters, to develop their own thing as a series of individuals or small groups - that

actually enables the teachers lo interact with, on a very personal level much more than

by standing at the front and saying now everybody do this, so I think there is the

opportunity for teachers to actually interact more personally with kids by giving them

independence and in turn, by seeing the kids grow as independent learners and develop

their self esteem, and that enables them to develop relationships at a much higher level.

LEARNING ABILITY

'What about the leaming ability? Some people would argue that leamlng ability will

actually be enhanced with this sort of technology where as other people would argue

that it ls lnnate and there is no way you can do anythlng about lt and you arc only

changing the mode?"
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I suppose I am being a bit idealistic but one would like to hypothesise that because

students start to develop some rigorous way of identifying how they use information

towards particular ends - that is a preferable learning model rather than listening to

teachers and repeating back - and they are learning about accessing information and

problem solving and those sorts of things which are higher order skills than just

gathering information and repeating iÎ back.

It does not mean that they are more intelligent but they develop higher level skills of

using information. They are operating at a much more sophisticated level within the

boundaries of the¡r own personal capabilities because they are learning at starting to

work at things of analysis and synthesis rather than straight repetition.

MOTIVATION

'Some people would argue that using thls technology wlll motivate students."

I do not think there is any doubt about it. There is enough research around, even small

scale research, to show that kids writing improves when they use a keyboard to write

their stories than when they have opportunity to write it, cross it out, write it, cross it out,

dratt it. That whole process of drafting becomes less primitive when you can actually

change a word on a screen and you don't see a line through it or an amendment. lt still

looks like clean text and lthink the evidence is there that kids respond much more

positively than using paper and pencil.

Oh, something, because a kid can capture a bit of an idea and replace it in an earlier

part of the text. lt encourages them to, sort of, think more where as if you are writing

something on a piece of paper it's messy to have to go back and rntroduce another

paragraph between your second and third paragraph when you are actually down to
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your fitth whereas on text you go straight back to it. So lthink in terms of creativity,

again the research that I have read and it's been fairly basic, in kids private writing they

tend to be more expansive when using a laptop than when using a paper and pencil.

Well again, research suggests that if you have an area dedicated to computers, if it's

open slather, boys seem to be more attracted to those sort of processes than girls.

'We don't even know the potential benefit's to come out of virtual rcallty. lt seems qulte

remarkable to be able to say to a penson - hoping herc we wlll give you the etfect of

being blasted off to the moon."

But even voice activated stuff is going to revolutionise because it is going to take some

of the tedium out of the clickity clack. I suppose voice activated stuff will become

reasonably prevalent. I suppose eventually it will be in the home and everywhere. That

provides a means of additional communication and the capac¡ty of a program to have a

spell check is a great advantage to kids. I mean, I don't ... I mean some people will

decry that and say that, jolly gosh, they will never learn to spell because somebody is

going to do that for them, but if that is the major means of communication they are going

to use because they have a computer at home and a printer, and even writing a letter to

grandma to say thank you very much for the $10 you sent me for Christmas - er that,

they are going to do that in typed form, so what!

'This may even be more beneficial because it lnstantly provldes feedback"

Spell checks are not actually foolproof because you do have to make choices. They just

give you a range, you still have to make choices - you just can't chose at random.
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RELEVANCE TO SUBJECTS

"Do you think that the computing technology is morc relevant to some subJects rather

than to others?"

The capacity for technology to provide modelling ol a variety of activities in science or

geography or history, as well as the mathematical modelling that might apply to

economics or mathematics itself.

One can imagine, I presume, that there must be programs around which model wave

formation in a physics lesson, for example.

Now again, I don't think teachers use those as affectively as they could to demonstrate

the theory about which they are talking, they still tend to use diagrammatic stuff. So I

think there is quite a large market for modelling programs which teachers can use, but

the one I keep coming back to and I suppose, it is a bit of a hobby horse of mine, is the

way that we ought to be empowering kids to use information because that is the

direction in which we are moving in the twenty first century. lt is going to be information

rich and a society in which it will be essential that you are able to discriminate between

the information which you use or don't use because no person is going to know or have

access or store all the stuff you need to make a useful life.

REDUNDANCY OF CURRENT KNOWLEDGE

"Do you think computer technology makes a lot of curent leaming tedundant?"

I think we always do that. I spent hours and hours of time in the 60's going to courses

down in the University of Adelaide and learning how to program in Fortran - and I taught

that to year 11 kids. Nobody does that now. lt was an interesting intellectual exercise

because I did not use it to any sophisticated purpose but that is now deemed to be not
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really relevant, and similarly, lspent hours and hours teaching kids how to use a slide

rule and logarithms; now even the most basic calculator can do all of the things a log

book or a slide rule could do - so lthink we are continuously jettisoning parts of the

curriculum processes and knowledge as we grow smarter and as information becomes

wider; so we do that almost automatically.

I think it is to do with, again, how much the system allows kids to become independent

and that means that you don't require all kids in a cohort, or a class, or a group to do

exactly the same thing and we become more focussed on the skills that are used rather

than the end product per se, and I think this is the d¡rection we are going in terms of the

Mayer Committee, Finn Committee stuff which is really focussing on ... it's interesting

that they have used words like social and cultural skills, science and technological skills,

not social and cultural knowledge - now obviously you must have some knowledge in

order to be able to develop skills but they weren't talking about pure content that you

have to be able to answer these 6 questions with 90% accuracy in order to be deemed

to be socially and culturally aware. I suspect it is more about what are the skills that we

want people to have in order to operate within a social and cultural contexl.

EOUITY

"Do you think the technology creates a problem agsoclated wlth access to lt?"

lf we hypothesise that there are valuable outcomes associated with having access to

information, in developing skills in managing information, in developing confidence as a

person because you are able to do all those sorts of things, then if you don't have the

access to the resources you don't have a keyboard at home and you are not a member

of a bulletin board like Nexus, or whatever, then if they become very important

components then you can get a differentiation of people on yet a different set of criteria

yet which are part linked w¡th affluence and the economy.
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So there are issues of equity but ldon't know, lhave not bothered to find out what the

research says, as to whether people, in fact in low socio-economic situations, actually

do spend their money on technologically related things - I suspect they do, but it's otten

more for enteriainment than for education, so you are more likely to find a place in

Elizabeth with television and a video cassette recorder despite their low income, or a

computer game but often it's at the level of entertainment and that's possibly more

related to qualities of boredom or whatever than it is for educational enhancement.

EFFECTIVENESS AND EFFICIENCY

'What about the question of etfectiveness and efflclency?"

Effectiveness is a very relative question and one would l¡ke to think that in terms of

handling information, people become more effective ¡n the sense that they learn how to

ask questions which lead them to access the sort of information they want - which is the

whole problem solving approach, to know how to deal with the information in appropriate

ways which means that you are communicating effectively through chasing the right

information and expressing it in the appropriate form for your audience.

So, from that perspective we ought to be able to be more effective. ln terms of

efficiency, again just using the analogy between the person who has to rewrite three

pages of hand written stuff ¡n order to change the third paragraph because is wasn't

quite right compared with somebody who can just change the third paragraph, press a

button and add one box on a printer, is more efficient because you are not having to

invest a whole lot of time in doing stuff over again which does not need doing over

again.
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FEDUCTION OF TEACHERS

"Do you think this may mean we will require less teachers?"

Yes and No. Schooling is about personal relationships and so you do need that

interaction and I have never quite worked out what my response is to the possibility that,

in fact, there are no schools. lt's an unreal scenario, but a lot of kids sitting at home

accessing some educational database, and a lot of people sitting in a building, all you

are doing is communicating v¡a text and there's no personal stuff. I do not know

whether it will ever get to that point and so, I suppose, while it will lead to greater

efficiencies in terms of the teaching arrangement, if the teacher is still the monitor and

the manager of the range of learning processes then we will still need teachers but

maybe they may get better outcomes in terms of student performance.

FUTURE OF COMPUTERS AND SCHOOLING

'Which is the more likely future lor schooling emerging down the track?"

"Do any of the following descriptions meet your lmage?

A ptace which conducts /essons as at present but which uses increasing

amounts of computer technology for learning.

A place from where students' progress is managed, records kept and

advice given but with much of the leaming occurring out ol the school in

houses, libraries and other public institutions.

A place where students spend time on individual study programs

monitored and recorded by computer.

A private company which manages computer learning programs lor

individuals for a fee in their homes or in small learning centres,

A ptace where students gather for group and social activities but specific

knowledge is gained personally using computer technology.
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A place which becomes irrelevant as technology removes the need for

separate institutional educatìon and replaces it with centralised data

banks of learning malerial which can be used as required throughout life.

None of those described."

I see where we ought to be in the first one and moving towards the second one where

there ts a range of technological support both for students and teacher purposes and

administrative purposes in schools. Certainly, much denser than we have got them at

the present time and that schools ought to be places where learning is managed, but

where they are not places of instruction. But moving beyond that point I do not know

whether we will get there by the 21st century, but it may be further down the track.

I think it is bound up with the question about how much longer we are going to be

committed to a model of organising schooling and learning essentially linked with how

the factories operated a long time ago.

We are stuck with, here you are kid, jump on the conveyor in Year 1 and you go past a

whole lot of places and we squirt stuff at you and all the rest of ¡t. Now if we move

away from that model where you can have kids working at home in the atternoon or

morning and there would be gathering places for other purposes, I think is a fairly big

society conceptual leap. lthink society likes to think of schools as places where kids

are, they will never say locked away, but they are supervised and they are controlled by

people who are supposed to know what they are doing.
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I think it will take awhile for us to move away from that but there ought to be that

capacity ¡n the system. I suppose the system ought to be free enough so that if you

have a number of students and parents who say we would prefer our kid to stay at

home and work in this way and link the superv¡sion with a teacher - that is possible.

Not every body has to walk through a gate in the morning and stay there until 3:30

because that is a way in which a group of students learn best.

So, I think at this stage I would suppon the second of your scenarios. We ought to

encourage teachers to see themselves as managers of learning and not as instructors.

I am a great believer in leachers giving students the freedom so that by negotiation

students say, in order to do this lneed to spend, if we just take a trivial example,

Thursday and Friday working in the museum by myself, and that's a negotiated contract,

and on Monday the kid comes back and says this is what I have done but the way

technology impacts on this I have not thought it through yet.

ROLE OF TEACHERS

"Does the use of computers imply a change ln the role of teacherc?"

There are huge changes in approach which teachers have to go through and I think

that's going to be the thing which will impede the development of some of the ideas we

have been talking about. The technology will always be much further advanced than

teachers have the capacity to utilise.
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My obseruation is that kids are more amenable to a new technological development and

learn faster than the teachers do. lt's moving away from what I call the custodial view

of teaching to the other end where it's giving kids the power and responsibility, and I

think that's pañially a emotional laden value thing that I am responsible for the learning

of these kids, therefore I have to constrain and constrict what they do or they might get

away from me, stuff.

And a lot of teachers, and we have reinforced this by putting kids and teachers in a

room 24 x 24 wilh 20 desks and the teacher being able to shut the door and say these

are mine and I will be responsible for what happens within these four walls.

A negative spin off is that kids tend to divorce real learning, that is, what they do out of

school with what they do in school. So what you do in school is not actually d¡rected at

life. The end of schooling is to finish schooling; the purpose of schooling is not to make

you a better person. We have made people passive learners. So, I suppose if I had a

magic wand and I wanted to change people I would want to change teachers from being

primarily custodial and perceiving themselves as instructors, to managers of learners

and freeing kids up rather than constricting and constraining them.

Our educational system basically constrains, it does not liberate. Teachers must

become more diagnostic, yes!

We have just finished developing a series of attainment levels in all the areas of the

curriculum. I was managing that project and we had a management committee which

received in drafts of attainment levels from working groups and the question we

continually found very difficult to resolve was that question of process versus content.
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Do you lock people in to saying that they have got to know the towns, rivers, and

mountains of South Australia in year four or are we more interested in a quest¡on say, a

question of geography, that there are some processes that kids need to know how to

utilise rather than being able to regurgitate fairly moribund information and we did not

actually resolve this question.

We tend to still be more locked into the content than before, we are more process aware

but I do not think we have gone far enough at this time and it is a tension and it comes

back to a lot of debate about is there knowledge which people ought to have which

makes them a fundamental operating Australian citizens. I mean, what things about

Australia in terms of it's politics, it's laws, it's rules, it's government, it's mores do people

need to know about how to operate as an Australian citizen.

It is a very vexed question. One of the things I observed while I was on the Board of

SABSA was we shifted quite dramatically from an assessment process which was

basically an end of year exam which was fairly traditional in it's approach with some

influence from school assessed stuff on the quantum on the proportion changed to an

acknowledgment that assessment processes had to reflect the actual nature of the

curriculum and so there were bounds drawn so that subjects could be designed so that

there are objectives which we want to achieve, a student to achieve and have in the

range of assessment practices we will use to determine that and it was not just here in a

3 hour exam they will have to sit at lhe end of November and I think SABSA has started

to realise that there is a varrety of ways of determining whether people have achreved

that but it still tends to be in class or cohorts forms of, if you are doing geography in

Year 11 you will have this balance of stuff it's not so individualised that you can say -

the teacher of geography can allow that student to be deemed to be progressing

satisfactorily by having 50% of the marks on a individualised project, 25"/o lor that and
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25"k lor that but somebody else only 10"/o Ior a project. There's not that variability but I

think there is that acknowledgment that we now have to tailor more and more the

program to certainly cohorts of students and certain assessment processes have to be

linked to the purposes of the course or process and not an orbitary end on thing - but

we have a lot fudher to go on that.

CONTROL OF TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION

"Do you think that most people have actually made a decision about whether technology

will be used or not?"

No, I don't think people have made a decision in the sense of a specific cognitive

process - I think we just continually bump up against new things and we accommodate

them. I think it is more a process of accommodating than a stop start decision, new

information, decision, it's a rolling accommodation and adjustment.

'When we look to the future there appearc to be two vlews of the future; one, we a¡e

moving to a morc inhuman society and the other that we are movlng lnto an exciting

future. Which one would you support?"

The latter, the exciting one. One would like to hypothesise that as technology provides

opportunities for some of the more routine tasks which are undertaken within the

manufacturing sector, for example, to be done with fewer and fewer people that, that

liberates people, removes some people from that very deadening and restrictive activity.

I think our society's problem is that we don't have any alternative employment for a large

number of those people so while one says that's liberating, that component actually can

also produce a whole range of other tensions in other areas but I suppose my general

world view is more along the lines that people are more likely to take a development and

utilise it for their ends for the general benefit and the development of soc¡ety and that we

tend to be adept at creating valid and alternative solutions to problems; so for example,
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my vtew on lhe management of nuclear wastes is that eventually there will be a

technology developed to manage that but it won't be such a negative thing which makes

me want to join a movement which says you should never build a nuclear power station,

you should never do any of those things. I believe we will develop the technology to

overcome that particular problem in the same way as waste management can be more

effectively managed by using technology, otherwise we are going to drown under a sea

of waste.

"Do you think education will be constralned ln any way by the adopüon of this

technology?"

I think that education will be constrained by not being able to resource it adequately.

And I think that will be the major constraint and we won't be able to keep pace with the

developments as they occur. Although, as we get further into the technological arena

the price comes down. As it is now the access to home PC's is now much more

accessible because the price is so low - but that is always a problem.

PROMOTION OF COMPUTERS

'Who do you believe has most promoted the use of computerc ln educatlon? The

medla, the govemment, employerc, educatlon departments, patents, computer

companles, teacherc or unions?"

Not overly. lthink the availability of cheap PC's has enhanced that so as kids come to

school from a home where they have a PC they are more likely to look around and say

where are they here because I want to be able to use them, I want to be able to play a

game or I want to be able to do something here. So, I think the general availability has

done as much as the formal channels. There have been people who have been quite

influential in terms of policy makers and decision makers who have pushed it'

individuals, I can think of in this department who have given it a very high profile, so I
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don't know that I could identify one particular factor but I think the general availability

would be as prominent as anything in that I think the world outside of schooling has

gone faster than the world of schooling and therefore it's influenced schooling.

EVALUATION OF SCHOOLS

"How do you think schools rate at the moment?"

I think they need a substantial change and it is in that area of methodology, and I think

teachers tend to be clinging and because we have got an ageing teaching service where

the medium age must be around 40 plus, that teachers skill resort - let me start again -

and because there have been some reasonably significant changes to work loads that

when teachers are under pressure they are more likely to resort to traditional and what

they believe to be safe methods of teaching rather than risk taking, so our current

environment actually discourages teachers from taking risks and using new

methodologies yet all of the other elements of society suggests that our teachers ought

to be risk takers and more developmental in their approach.
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INTERVIEW FOUR

EDUCATION DEPABTMENT

DIRECTOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Provides a management role in all aspects of information

technology within the Education Department

FUTURE TECHNOLOGY

'What images do you hold about the future society and lts technology ln whlch schools

will operate?"

I think anybody who crystal balls twenty years into the future when you look back at it

they get it wrong, and sometimes I think we over estimate the rate of change but I think

in the next twenty years the technology will force changes that will happen a lot quicker

than people realise.

lf I can use the model of another technology that has been around for a while now, that

of television, where on your television you can actually see the places that we only read

about in book; for example, the Pyramids in Egypt or the ecological disasters of the

Great Lakes of North America, things like that. So that ind¡cates that there is a change

coming in education. I think it is coming very very slowly and a lot slower than what a

lot of people would like because the resources available to bring these technologies in

are not there; or if they are there, they are not perceived at a high enough level to make

them be in the front line. They are always somewhere ¡n the background.

The technologies; for example, CD-Roms, where !ou curr put an encyclopedia on a

network, 20 or 50 students can do research at the one time and get information not only

in the written form but also visualise it as well, because as you know, you can digitalise

pictures. Now if you extrapolate that onwards then I see study being less imparting
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information as a teacher into you, as a student, and more of we - we are going to learn

about mathematics, and we get back to the basic concept of the building blocks of

mathematics, not that 1 and 1 makes 2 or 6 x7 = 42. What is the relationship between

those numbers and not only do it in the abstract, as we have always done, but you

visualise it and you get the children to call it up on a small screen or ideally on a 2m x

2m screen and then try it and you can say 3 x 3 what does that really mean? What that

means that a group of 3 by 3, so put up 3 groups by 3, - now what does that give you?

9, now why is it 9, well 3 groups and 3 in each group, and that thought process, and you

can visualise it as well as the conceptualisation and I think that is going to be the

biggest change that is going to come and no longer are we expected to accept things

because I am telling you; which has been the traditional school teaching model, but we

are into a lot of the stuff at a lower level at what were to a university which is the

research, the analysis, the assessment and the report.

What Changes Do You See in Society?

While I have been talking about the cottage industries but, for example, I cannot see

bureaucracy changing. This is a good model of that. This bureaucracy was

decentralised and we went to five areas and, I believe, that they were a reasonable

success . They were not as good as they could have been but they were improving and

like all bureaucracies having just set the darn thing up and giving them a chance to

settle down, we demolished it. Now part of that was because there are too many

managers who are fixed in their ideas, and that has got nothing to do with age, and a lot

has to do with power and I think power is greatly under est¡mated when we look at

organisations and the other issue is of the resourcing.
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It costs money to decentralise whether you do it physically or whether you do it

electronically and I am not sure whether if you do it in twenty years time, society will

have adjusted to do it electronically. I think we will still need that social contact which is

so essential in the work Place.

"Does lt bother you that Govemments may have more control over people?"

I think governments have a lot more control over people at the present time than people

realise. I think any sort of electronic technology will just make that easier. I do not think

in its self technology is good or bad or evil or whatever.

The issue is whether society is willing to let government get away with it and I am a

great believer, very strongly, that if you do not like something you stand up and you tell

the politicians and if the politicians will not listen then the nen time there is an election

then you vote them out of office. I think that the controls that we are prepared to accept

really come back to us as a society.

"Lelsure time changes?"

The answer is yes, but I think people will become bored with leisure or specific elements

of it a lot more quickly than we do at the present time.. ln fact, just use the analogy

there of computer games. I think all ages like them but they are very quickly bored by

them.

For example, if you play an arcade game and in a few hours, a few days, a few weeks

you have got through and using my own children as an example; they do not want to go

back to it again, they want to stretch out and do something else. So, in that one to one

entertainment or leisure time activity, then I think that there will be percentage changes

but not radical changes or any thing like that.
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"How do you think, say, production will change 20 years down the track?"

Well, I think it will increase in certain areas. Anything in the production line, if we do it,

then you can design a machine to do it better. Where people do come into their own, of

course, is where there is creative thinking, which whether people recognise it or not, that

is their innate skills. That is what separates us from a lot of other creatures.

A horse is a good example. A horse once it learns its routine, a movie horse or a police

horse or anything like that, will follow the same routine down too dying. A human being

will follow that routine and will say there has to be a better way of doing this and the

lazy way of doing it; whatever way you want to put it, but it will change it, and I think we

should machine out techlike, technologise if there is such a word, 'out'those jobs

which could be done better by machines - by the same token, I think that society as a

whole has got to bear the fact that we are looking at a change in our work ethic and I

believe that there are people who are going to go to formal work, say, what I am doing

here now, and there are people who are in different types of work, such as people who

may be classified as unemployed, and there has got to be a sharing of the wealth of the

nation.

Now I am not saying that all people have to get an equal amount because that takes

away the initiative and the reward structure. You, now; people work hard and they

expect to be rewarded. lt never happens in government. Not necessarily wealth but to

some sort of recognition. I hate to see us all irrespective of whether the assistant

director of information technology or, I am not derogatory of somebody who cuts lawns,

because somebody who cuts lawns, I suggest, has not put the effort into trying to

improve themselves in the same way that I have. But that has got to be rewarded,

perhaps, that is, on the margin rather than on the whole.
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I believe that society should make sure that everybody has a right to a cerlain standard,

but if you have prepared to lift yourself and work hard then you should be able l- litt

yourself up from that standard and get additional things.

"You may do other work?"

I am a great believer that I should not do this job any more than about five years. I

thought of ... the difficulty is, when, years, the head of an organisation such as what I

am here, you have to have a vision of where it is going and that is where the difficulty

starls because you bring somebody else in here and they have another vision now their

vision maybe just as valid as mine, it might even be better than mine but we are going

to have a conflict and you put three people in and that's where these job sharing issues

work to a certain degree, but you need somebody, right or wrong, to say, right this is

where we are going and this is how we are going to do it.

lf people thought very seriously about what outcome of, what, 20 years in the future is

going to do regardless of what job they are in, if they really thought about the

preparation for those people for those sorts of futures, if they are accept¡ng the sorts of

future you have been addressing well I think some people are, I mean, the

Commissioner for the future and people like that, some of the th¡nk tanks we have here

in Premier and Cabinet for example, do it. There are people in this department who do

that as well; I do it. Not twenty years on but five years.

The danger is that you get too many people who become almost revolutionary in the fact

that it's got to change and the thing to realise, lforget who created the thing, but it's

government especially, and it's greater incremental change; it is not massive change

and we see that every time we change political parlies in government. Who ever comes
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in thinks they are going to make a mighty change. They are going to do this, they are

going to do that, going to do that and the other, and when they look at it they fiddle with

the marg¡ns and that's it.

And we have a Director-General here who for four years has struggled to change the

direction in which the Department is going and I applaud his concepts which I find very

very disappointing in the way in which it has been done. lt has been done through the

fear and coercion rather than through leading and co-operation.

People then spend their creative talents thinking about ways to stop it. lf it's worth

making, let's go.

'What I think you'te saying is that it is a very changlng world and 20 yearc ahead lt is

almost lnconceivable to actually put a plcture together?"

I find it incredible to think that in 1969 I was sitting in front of a black and white TV set

watching man step on the moon. Now that was in 1969, that was twenty two years ago;

that's nearly half of my life time.

COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION

'Yet the thlngs you'rc doing now are going to have an lmpact flve to ten years lnto the

futurc and lt's golng to affect the type of educatlon on those kids as they come out of

the Schools."

'What impact arc computers going to have on rclatlonships?"

I think it will be getting back to the old Greek concept ef rutors rather than teachers.

Teachers is a, I believe, if you look at the history of education, a fairly late development

which really came through in the 19th century when we adopted mass education for the

first time. lf you go back to the way in which the Greeks did it and other similar
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civilisations, there was a much closer relationship between the tutor and the students

and I think we will see that come back.

The teachers will share, and we may not call them teachers, will be sharing those

experiences with the kids. There will be a much closer relationship. I concede the fact

that classes may well become slightly smaller but I am not a great believer, that, I

sincerely hope it never happens, that my son is at home and your son is at home and

the teacher is somewhere else and they communicate through the medium.

Ithink what will happen then, we will lose our capability of socialisation. lthink one of

the greatest benefits out of schools not only in the formal learning but in the sport and

other activities is our socialisation, and people learning to mix together to accept

individual differences and to realise that just because you're black or you're red or that

you have only got one arm or what ever, you are not really that different from what I am.

Learning will become far more individualised according to some writers.

"Do you think all thls technology in educatlon wlll lmprove the leaming?"

What do you mean by learning? We will get back to a fundamental question

'l am using it in the very geneml sense, leaming experiences, gaining loowledge,

gaining skills."

A lot of people think learning is stuffing facts into people. I believe that we never stop

learning through the osmosis effect. The ¡ntensity of learning may reduce but for

example, just sitting here talking to you is forcing me to focus on things which I may

think of from time to time but I have never focussed on particularly well. lt's a different

experience, an additional experience and making me think and that is learning.
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'\rVill computing have a motivating etfect?"

Yes, I think there is a time for individual research and if that is all we ever do we will

become so dam intolerant, because I know, because I have learnt it, and you know

because you have learnt it but we have never ever got together and exchanged what

you have learnt and I have learnt so that we can modity each other. So that's the worry

that I have. lf we went down this track to complete individual learning then we just

become a mob of more intolerant people than we already are now.

'You ate also saylng that some of the trends ln educaUon are a blt of a wolry to you."

I really do not know. I have two sons and two daughters. ïhey all use computers but

my oldest daughter is 17 and in matric, is not interested in computers. She uses the

computer as a delivery mechanism for doing assignments. My younger daughter who is

1 0 uses the computer for writing essays, also for other experiences; she likes playing

games and she likes learning because we have from some very simple databases to do

with dinosaurs. Now she is taking information from it and she has made a poster of it

and she is taking it to school, today actually. She is actually into the experience of

computers - then she wants to share that experience with others.

Others are doing it as I did it for the individual, but she is showing that she is not only

doing it for herself but to share those experiences with others. That is the way I would

like to see it go¡ng. That is a good model.

'Will computing assist students career needs?"

You cannot stop technology. I really think it will become part of our life experiences and

we accept the telephone but most people do not know how it works. They certainly do

not know what a switchboard is or what a switching mechanism is or anything else like
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that but they accept it. My beliefs is we have microprocessors in microwave ovens.

Nobody gets terribly excited about it.

'Will computers improve creativity?"

My kids are much more, and I am using my youngest as an example, she is a computer

kid. She has been using a computer lrom 3 onwards. She is much more creative than

whal I was at the same age. I will not sit down and paint a picture on a screen and I

will not do any drawings. That may be a function of age; I am not quite sure. But to her

it is just another extension and a bit more frustrating because you do not have the

freedom. The technology is not free enough at this stage. And I suspect that it is

another reason why a lot of children warm up to Mac's rather than PC's because the

Mac is more friendly. We use the word friendly but the boundaries are not as visible.

Teachers are behind the kids. There are no two ways about it. I do not think that is an

individual teacher's role, it is the system. lt is the education system that is not. The

education system is about two generations behind where it should be.

'1l\lhat impact will the use of computerc have on equity?"

Let's use a model of a different technology and that is the School of the Air. lt did not

matter whether you were on a small station or a large station, you had a radio. Now the

radio had certain fundamental properties. lt might have had a few more bells and

whistles and some, but for all intense and purposes they were a piece of technology that

met your needs.

lf you have a look at those beasts that are sitting here you have got to ask yourself why

are they improvements and the answer is because somebody somewhere thinks they

can make money out of them, but if we were honest, we would say that with a
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reasonable amount of effort the PC's that we had eight years ago would do damn r,ear

what they do today but a lot quicker and the other issue is that we create libraries of

software so that if the class is doing graphic design then the deparlment or school or

something has a library of software so that it does not matter whether your dad earns

5100 million per year or not even employed, you can use, and this gets back to this

concept of the society making sure that individuals in it do not fall below a certain level.

'That seems to be the dividing line. lf in fact lt ls used as a libary then lt seems lt wlll

not be a problem. lf education were to change radically then we may have some equity

problems".

That is the nature of the human animaL.

"But your perconal bellef ls that wlll not happen?"

You're asking me to predict out 20 years. I would be disappointed if it did happen. I

have a sneaking suspicion that elitism is a problem and we are not going to get rid of it

in the next 20 years.

"Efficiency and effectiveness in education?"

Well, I get hung up about efficiencies, I would like to talk about effectiveness and in this

place we normally are - our lord and maslers or lords and mistresses keep hammering

the issue of ef f iciency. I have done method study in industrial engineertng and

efficiency is just a measure of input over output or output over input. I am much more

happy when we talk about effectiveness. I can demonstrate efficiency, I can take every

file that is in there and put it in there and that is a measure of efficiency. I have got rid

of them. Effectiveness is how I have dealt with them.
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"Let me put it more bluntly, some people have suggested that fewer teacherc wlll be

required. "

I do not think it will make a lot of difference. lf learning was just stuffing facts it might

but it is about relationships and I do not think society will tolerate that much change.

OIRECTIONS FOR SCHOOLING IN THE FUTURE

'4tlVlll computing effect the future of schooling'?

Do any of the following descriptions meet your lmage?

A place which conducts /essons as at present but which uses increasing

amounts of computer technology for learning.

A place from where students' progress is managed, records kept and

advice given but with much of the leaming occurring out of the school in

houses, libraries and other public institutions.

A place where students spend time on individual study programs

monitored and recorded by computer.

A private company which manages computer learning programs for

individuals for a fee in their homes or in small learning centres.

A ptace where students gather for group and social activities but specific

knowledge is gained personally using computer technology.

A place which becomes irrelevant as technology removes the need for

separate institutional education and replaces it with centralised data

banks of tearning material which can be used as required throughout life.

None of those described

Not in my model. The nearest one to my model would be the fitth one.
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IMAGES OF FUTURE

'What images do you hold about the future society and technology ln whlch schools will

operate?"

I think it will greatly change our lives. I think that you can see if you look back the way

technology has changed our lives and the way we go about things whether it be the

technology of the television, the video, the automat¡c teller machine. So you can see

how technology enters our lives in everyday, and how it has changed the way we live.

"How will it change our lives in future?"

Well, are you talking about? Generally, it's technology. Well l, you may not need to get

to places in the future, I think a lot of things will be done from home, I think that a lot of

work can be done from home so that you may have a link through a computer to your

office and be able to deal with people across the computer screen. There is no reason

why the telephone will not be linked to your computer and you will be able to actually

have conversations seeing and hearing both ends, as though you are meeting together.

However, it will be across a distance whether it will be within the Adelaide district or

Australia or across countries. You will be able to move information across those like

you might do today, with a video conferencing facility you will be able to pass

information between each computer set up, so there may be no need to meet face to

face as such, or to move out of your house to go to work. The same with shopping,

banking and one can see the beginning now with a teletex type system that is available

on the television, lcan see in the future that a lot more will be done, lsuppose not by
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mail order but by computer order, so that there may be no need to have supermarkets

where you go to look around, you look around through your computer to see what you

would like to purchase, and so again for banking or shopping, no need to go outside the

home they will be, things are delivered, basically. As far as your social life, you will

open up more time for social interaction on a social basis as opposed to force from a

work or a, all those other things like shopping, banking etc, so it can have, lthink,

positives and negatives lrom that point of view. I think a lot of things will be speeded up

that you do, like your shopping etc, so it may give you more time for your sport, but I

think that the imporlant thing is we obviously do not all sit on our bottoms in front of a

computer screen for the rest of our lives or our children do not, that they need to, I

suppose, balance their time between doing those sort of things maybe at home, you

could look at school. I suppose a bit differently is what I would say that there still is a

role for that social interaction, so as much as people may say that technology could now

deliver what you are learning at a university, I think is still important to have tutorial type

system where you do interact w¡th others and as with work, you might work at home four

days a week but go in on the fifth day for that interaction and meetings or you can meet

across the computer screen. I think that it is still important to have the social interaction.

I suppose from a school's point of view I think we will see technology used so that

teachers become more of a consultant and any of the facts taught by, you know, CD-

Rom across the computer or whatever technology is atter CD-Rom so that there is a lot

more depth and children can self pace themselves, but then join back into the class for

general discussion. lthink you will see people going a lot îuñher in that way and that

teachers, as I say, will have to be more like consultants than teachers because the facts

will be taught by computer not by the teacher

'1s privacy a concem?"

I do not see it as a real concern but I can imagine some people would, it's very easy for
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information to be accessed because, you know, there will be some time whether it be in

the social security number, here, something else so that there is a trigger that all

information can be held, so, but then again lthink that it can help society in some ways

if you look at some of those credit problems people are having at the moment. lf there

was a better system for banks to understand what sorl of debt some people are in we

would not have people running up the credit problems that we have today. That is a

minor positive versus some of the negative some people feel but I do not see it as a real

issue. lt is not a real issue for me.

'Will technology and in partlcular, computerc contrcl our lives?"

I do not see a problem probably because of how familiar I am with technology. I think

that for those that are unfamiliar with technology they could be quite uncomfortable

about how technology could change their lives but for me I think it is a positive move

because I think if we use technology or if we utilise technology properly we can gain

more. We can do things smarter, we can do things quicker and we can " ake more time

available for things that we like doing, leisure time, sport, you Know, social.

'rtlVill technology stimulate a new series of cults?"

Yes, it is possible I think, I mean you could almost look at them now with the people

that, what is the term for it, the computer hackers and it could become a cult. However,

I think it is important for the technology companies to do a bit more work on the security

side of things and also the telecommunications carriers. But it is possible, I think there

are probably people in some universities that just about do that now.
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COM PUTERS II.¡ EDUCATION

'What impact do you believe computens will have on education? For example,

rclationships?"

I think the relationship will mature in that, as I said earlier, the computer will be teaching

the facts, however, the students as a group and the students with the teacher will

discuss the issues, probably at higher levels so that, I would say that, relationships will

not disappear by any means, I think in some ways will strengthen because they will be

built on more of a consulting style role from the teacher's point of view, and peer to peer

it will be more of a discussion focus rather than a competition over, you know, whose

going to be the first person to put up their hand to answer this question. that will all be

held on a computer basis and people will be given equal, I suppose, hearing by

computers which does not always happen in the classroom setting.

'l/l/ill leaming abilities be enhanced?"

Absolutely, I do not think there is any question of that, I think that the difficulty of a

teacher handling students of different abilities is already proven to be a problem in many

schools where some children do not get the attention others do, just from the attent¡on

point of view some students get lett behind or also the fact that leaning disabilities are

often ignored and otten not recognised and I think through a computer a lot of those will

possibly even disappear in that a computer can represent toPics to be learnt in a

number of different ways, and I think that from my experience people are a little

backward with computers, it is not impossible to enhance the learning abilities and also

teach people at different levels.
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'Will computers have a motivating etfect?"

I thìnk that it will motivate them to do more I think especially those who are gitted

students they will be able to move further ahead without the constraints currently in a

ctassroom environment. I think for them that are a little behind they will be able to

motivate to spend a bit more time on the work to catch up with the general mass of

students and that they will be able to actually revise work at home in a way that they

can actually get some feedback which they cannot now because once the class is over

the teacher is gone. When your using a computer you can revise your work with some

input from an expert effectively.

'Will computers imprcve crcatlvity?"

I think that as long as it's managed it can enhance creativity but definitely not reduce

creativity, however, it depends how the computers are implemented. lf one, or if the

school system chooses to use the computers to their utmost and they stay at the leading

edge of technology, then I think creativity will be enhanced, students will be able to do a

lot more than they could do today and, I mean, I think you can even just look at the way

things are used to design equipment even to see how students can see how something

that you could not necessarily do on a piece of paper or even with a lot of fancy tools

can be done in an almost imaginary type format on a computer. So I think it can

probably enhance creativ¡ty as long as, as lsaid, that we stay at the leading edge and

we move with technology.
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'Will computerc have a detrimental effect on women?"

I think that the gender effects is probably something that comes from the parents of the

students rather than the students themselves. I think it is something that may come

from some backward teachers which I think there are plenty of around still, so, I do not

think it is a gender effect or something that is inbuilt, I think it is society's push and

society saying that science and maths is for boys and, you know, needlework is for girls

still.

'Will computers help students career needs?"

Well, I think the way that the schooling system is going will make it possibly more

difficult to move people back into the men¡al style jobs because you do see a lot of

people then that would probably be more comfortable in the white collar area, however,

as far as enhancing career needs, I think, I mean, this country, anyway to keep moving,

if we are going to keep pace wlth other countries in the way that they utilise technology

and how that does enhance people's careers so I think, yes it's quite possible that

maybe we will see a change in the blue to white collar percentages because people will

feel that they can strike further because of what they had learnt using the computers but

I think that ¡s a long way off still.

"Are computens morc rclevant to some subjects more than otherc?"

No, I really do not think that.

'l{ill computens constrain education in some way?"

I think that is possible but I think if the education system does that they are not

educating the students, lthink that it's important just like learning your times tables, a

calculator can do that, but you dc not always have, you know, it is important for your
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now, lsuppose, abilities, stretching your own brains, to be able to do some of these

functions even though you know it does not mean because you can use a spell check

on a computer, you should not learn to spell for example, and that, I mean, that is what

could be said about the calculator and then, times tables and I am sure that there are

some people who use that as a reason not to learn them.

'Will computers create a problem for equity?"

I do not think it will change the problem of equity, I think that the problem exists today

and I think that will, well, just, you know, it will not change, those that are well off have

better ability to go to tutors, or go to private schools and may be get better attention etc

today, and I think it just may be spent in a different way but I do not think there will be

any change, so yes, I think the problem will still exist.

'rriVill schooling be moFe or less etlective and efficient lf uslng computerc?"

They will be huge, huge and llke I said I think it will free up the teachers to, to do other,

to pelorm other roles so that I think, not that we will not need the same number of

teachers, they will need new skills.

FUTURE OF COMPUTERS AND SCHOOUNG

"How do you believe computing will effect the future of schoollng?"

"Do any of the following descriptions meet your image?

A place which conducts /essons as at present but which uses increasing

amounts of computer technology for learning.

A place from where students' progress is managed, records kept and

advice given but with much of the learning occurring out of the school in

houses, libraries and other public institutions.
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A place where students spend time on individual study programs

monitored and recorded by computer.

A private company which manages computer learning programs Íor

individuals for a fee in their homes or in small learning centres.

A place where students gather for group and social activities but specific

knowledge is gained personally using computer technology,

A place which becomes irrelevant as technology removes the need for

separate institutional education and replaces it with centralised data

banks of learning material which can be used as required throughout life.

None of those described,"

I would say, management learning only, I think that teachers will be involved in the

management of learning but like I said, also, this is a consulting process so they will

manage the process so the computers can manage that almost as well. The computers

will test and assess, the teachers will not. They would do, the fact based testing will be

done on computers, the consulting will do more of the user style, how they may relate to

people. lt may not mean the same timeframes and the computers may be available at

school or they may be available in another format, however, I think it is still very

important to have the school facility for, whether it be, the discipline of students still

having to spend some time doing this sort of thing, the social interaction with peers of

the same age and abilities and different age different abilities, there is no reason why a

class in this environmenl should not span dilferent age groups as well. lthink that, like I

said, that the teacher will manage the learning process probably, but also act in this

consulting style role and lead discussion within a class.
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'Will the use of computerc change the role of teacherc?"

They have to do a massive relearning process and in some cases part of the problem is

going to be the people that are teachers now are not going to be capable of this new

role.

"Have most people made a decision about using computerc ln educaüon?"

I think people think that their students will still go to school and that they will go in and

they will use the computers to teach them typing. I think a lot of people do not

understand how computers can be used. They can be used for learning to do a user

word-processor, or learning to use a spreadsheet. They do not think about how you can

apply that. 'lnevitable' - absolutely.

'Will soclety become mote inhuman?"

lf it is not managed well, if the opportunity is there to go without social interaction, it is

possible that society could become inhuman.

"How much choice do we have about using computets?"

I think, if we do not we might as well, you know, shave ourselves off from the rest of the

world because we are just getting so far behind.

"Do you believe that schools will be reshaped?"

Absolutely, I cannot imagine life without it now.

'Is the future excltlng or frlghtenlng?"

Ithink for some people it could be very frightening, those that are currently illiterate, but

I think it's good to see the number of people that are trying. People now that have
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children or are goìng to be bringing children up in this new society are start¡ng to try and

learn with their children and they are the ones that are going to be the winners.

'Will teachens lose control of the curiculum?"

Teachers within schools I do not think have control of the curriculum now so I do not

think that will change. I think curriculum rs set by central departments or government, so

it is being delivered through computing rather than through teachers.

'Constrcin education"?

No

PROMOTING THE USE OF COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION

'Whom to you believe has most promoted the use of computerc ln education?"

Media? Not much

Government? Very little

Employers? Non computing company employers. Employers generally - no

Education Department? They have done what they can do with their constrained so

called budget.

Parents? Uni, yes. I think parent have done quite a bit considering what they

know, but then again I think that there are unfortunately a few parents in

each school who think they know everything and maybe do not

understand the full implications and the full abilities of using computers in

ed ucation.

Computer companies? I think the computer companies, if your talking about

hardware and software, I think, yes they are the main, the

main sponsors or the main people that are trying to

promote it. lthink that, the dilficulties are that there is no
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money in it for the computer companies and so they do

what they can and I think that, you know, the thing is a

prime example. However, what are they promoting? Apart

from hardware, in my opinion, nothing. lt is not the total

concept it's one ol the smallest portions.

ldo not think teachers are given enough education. lhave spoken to a

couple of sessions of teachers and they just blow their minds with the sort

of things that I have been able to show them. They really have not got

across to the technology.

I probably really do not have an opinion, no that I know of.

EVALUATION OF SCHOOLING

"Arc schools cunently satisfactory?"

Not really.

"Do they need radlcal change?"

Well, I do, I do think they need radical change because I do not think they are

implementing the technology available today and if they are not doing that today, when

the students get out there, they are going to be seeing something totally different in the

work force.

"Ale schools inelevant at the moment?"

No, I do not think they are irrelevant because we still need to learn these facts however

we tearn them, but ldo think that we need to move to, to teaching students, on, you,

more about what they need to know when they get out of school rather than just the

f acts.
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'Will schools in the future be the same?"

I think we need better teachers at the top, at the top of these education departments to

move them into the, into the real time, and I think part of the problem is that people at

the top of these organisations are just moving funds from the bucket to another and not

looking at the total problem or concept of education.

"Anything Else?"

I think the teachers are going to need a massive reskilling or teachers will not be

suitable as teachers and maybe ¡ndustry will be the teachers. I do not think they are

doing it now but I think in the future that they, that people from private industry, whether

it be, I do not know, you know, people from computer companies or people from

wherever any have better, consulting, discussion leading skills than the current teachers

and may feel more comfodable in that role.

"People moving ln and out?"

Absolutely I think, I mean, I think it would be a good development exercise from both

sides of the camp.
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One where students go for group and social activities but where learning of specific

knowledge is gained using computer technology.

But that does not go far enough. lt is part of the way there

'îtlVill the role of the teacher change?"

lmplies some changes in the educational process. ln the training in the philosophical

argument.

I think a lot of problems with children stem from two things. One is the home. I am not

sure that a lot of people are fitted to have children, but accepting that as a given,

children have behaviour problems because they cannot be compressed or fit in with the

way that school wants it and they are bored. Let's be honest, schools at the present

time, you either look atter the bottom rung or the top rung, where as the guys in the

middle who are the majority suffer as they suffer at each end, and that is a fact of life

not a criticism of teachers as such. My belief is if we enrich the learning experience in

the school then we will see issues which we identify as behaviour problems at the

present time will reduce.

We will not get rid of them but we may well lind that there are other man¡festations

around the place that are an output of the technology such as this mob who insist on

writing viruses. But I believe that the behaviours of children change as we enend them,

so if you sit them in a corner they will get bored and react. You keep on stretching

them, well they do not get time any more.
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'What about their role as Counsellors and Study Adviserc?"

Well if you look at the model I suggested, teachers becoming pedagogs, then I think that

is part of that. lt also puts a damn site more responsibility on teachers. I am not sure

that teachers are equipped to do that. A lot of our teachers now finish up as social

counsellors because there is nobody else to do that.

"Are teachers just child mlnders?"

I think that society changes a lot slower than most people want it to change

Wdters of computer programs, or just users of them?

I am not a great believer in reinventing the wheel. Although it may come to that

because I ran a programmrng department and I only want to do a job once and then get

on with something else, but there are people like programmers who are more than

happy to rewrite a program 50 times if I let them. As each time they twig this, change

that and buy something else. What that does come back to the effectiveness. What

that does for the effectiveness is not worth writing on. My belief is nothing an individual

can do, this is a general statement, can equate to what is available off the commercial

sottware market.

CONTROL OF TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION

"Do you thlnk that most people have made a declslon about computers ln educatlon or

let them wash over them."

No - let them wash over them.

"Do you consider the question of computers in educatlon lnevltable?"

Yes
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'Teachers will have to use computers in education?"

ln the next twenty years I do not think that it will come in to such a degree that every

teacher in every place will have to use them but one may find - what I call the parachute

effect. lf you want to deploy a big parachute the drove comes out first and fills up and

drags out the rest of the parachute. A lot of teachers I know will not have a bar of

computers.

'1s a computer society inhuman?"

Provided that he does not internalise it them it is a better thing. I am not saying that it is

good or it is bad. lf it encourages us to become more and more individualised, sort of

turning inwards, then lthink that it is a bad thing. lthink we have to keep our

socialisation going.

'Will people be given a choice about where the technology wlll be used?"

No; because I will tell you why. You do not get a choice about whether you will use a

micro processor in your microwave or video recorder or your car. We all know that if

you have a car lrom about '1984 onwards you will have a micro processor in there

irrespective of whether you are a luddite when it comes to computers or not.

'Wltl schools be reshaped by the computer?"

Which of the followlng descriptions do you agtee with?"

. Schools arc satisfactory as they are?

. Schools are in need of radical change?

. Schools and schooling systems arc becomlng irtelevant?

. Schools will always be the same?

. Or none of these.
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I would like to think that the learning environment becomes more intimate and I think the

outside shape remains the same.

'Schools - where are they?"

I would be happy with a word other than radical ... I would put progressive change. I

otten get accused of being radical myself.
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INTERVIEW NINE

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

TECHNOLOGY ADVISER

The Technology Adviser provrdes a service to the various arms of

the Department regarding the ways in which technology may be

used in education.

TECHNOLOGICAL FUTURE

'What image do you hold for schools and society ln a technologlcalfuture?"

It's pretty difficult to predict the future. The only thing you can do is look at any

enrapolation of what exists now. The-re is no way you can take account of quantum

leaps that occur just because of their very nature. So, if one extrapolates through now

then clearly there will be an increase in the variety and messages put over the electronic

media. The variety of media will increase in terms of the actual artefacts and the ways

in which it is used to influence people; What they do, what they buy, how they are

entertained are also increased, in fact, the way of doing this seems to be narrowing

down so that everything comes to be transmitted using digital data techniques, and,

really, all we will look out for in the variations is in the nodes at the end.

Ithink that will become more personalised. That portable television, portable

communication devices of various kinds will increase in scope. Portable phones and

they will have, one of the applications of those, effectively, is a security device. You

have a portable phone which can be turned on at any t¡me, you have the means of

contacting anybody if you need assistance. Portable video, portable faxes, more fax

styled machines. I think faxes are a general subset of general electronic information

service. Portable music; the whole range of things that are available now so that's one

aspect of it. They will also, I think, extend. You will see, increasingly, a decrease in the
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use of cash and an increase in the use of credit, so credit transaction and all the things

which go with that being done electronically, there will be a significant increase in that

area.

'Very much moving to a cashless society do you thlnk?"

I don't think in our ..... it's very hard to change something like that under several

generations because of people's habits. You can cut out one or two cent coins but

there are still billions or millions of them sitting out there because people are hoarding

them. Society is not cashless in that sense. I think there will be a reduction in the

number of applications in which cash changes hands.

"Do you think that if technology ls becomlng, I mean, ln one sense there's golng to be

morc technology that's the sort of picture you are palntlng and we are going to be

lnvolved wlth it much morc, at the same time some of lt wlll be less obvlous?"

Well, yes, I think so, the infrastructure that's there will be less obvious. I doubt if you

were to ask many people now what the e)ítent of fibre optics networking of South

Australia is, whether they would be aware of the extent fibre optics has been installed to

major suburban and country nodes in South Australia. ln a little over a vear's time there

will be a new satellite put up which has the capacity, will have the capacity, to receive,

send signals which can be received in somethrng a little over the size of an A4 page,

won't need the bulky receivers in the past. lt won't matter to people, to you or me, it

doesn't matter whether the signal comes v¡a satellite, fibre optic, micro wires, or

whatever, that structure is invisible to us. What we're concerned with is what's

transferred and what's the mode, what are we sitting with in our hands.
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'So that has an etfect on what we know as work or how we might wod<?"

It may, it will have a larger effect on personal lifestyle, entertainment, and of course

there is the application of this in education or open access to eduction. There is a

proposal currently before government which is being worked on to provrde Australia wide

education through various aspects of television, either broadcast or narrow cast. The

implementation of that is planned within 5 years. lt was announced in last Saturday's

'Australian'.

"And, as you say that is going to have implications for educatlon. lf in fact technology ls

going to be much morc a part of our lives, I've got to be carcful about that as lt is

already a large part of our lives now. Amongst some of the llteraturc ls the suggesüon

of new cults of technology, notions of worshlp of levels of technology. Do you have any

vlew on this soÉ of thing?"

I don't know about the worshiping but you have to be fairly careful to describe what you

are talking about. We use the word technology fairly loosely. lt refers to artefacts, the

things we make. lt refers to processes by which we make those artefacts, the type of

processes and it refers to those organisations and structures in which those processes

are made. We talk about a technological society we talk about a structure.

'We are also talklng about the possibillty of quite mammoth computer systems whlch

have, possibly, capabilities we a¡e not yet thinking about"

We already know that it is technically possible to put a library into a one inch cube.

Extracting the data, information, that's another issue. That's part of the problem, the

¡nterface with people, that's part of the problem but to go back to what you were talking

about worship.
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Last weekend, why did 100,000 people go to the Grand Prix, that's rampant interest,

worship, I don't know, in machines that are true modern technology, and in fact, it's not

the elements that caused the race not to be run it was money, marketing, television tied

up in overseas telev¡sion, they could have quite easily have delayed it two hours, the

weather blew over in two hours, by 4 o'clock it was clear and the roads were dry. They

didn't go on with the race then because they had missed the international television

spot, which meant that it could not be beamed around the world which meant there was

no money in it, which meant that it was not worth the risking the machines. So the

worship side; in some ways we do, in some ways, it's obvious.

'That also raises the point of some sort of restrlction by the technology."

Who puts these restrictions on?

'ìúVe do of course"

Do we? Whose we?

'Well, let's put it this way, within society therc seems to be rcstrictions, well that's one of

the things we need to ask ouselves, Whether ln fact therc are any restrictions or

whether, ln fac! they are self lmposed or govemed by groups of people, or what ever."

Well everything we do is socially constructed to an extent. lf we take the example say

of biology and aspects there. About 10 or 15 years ago there was an international ban

placed on genetic engineering because it was feared that things could get out of hand.

We could change the human genome in a way which may be irreversible but with

greater information being developed, research in that area is now going ahead so at one

time there was a ban or a restriction placed by a very small group because very few

peopte understood it. That ban has been litted to an extent although there are still strict
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precautions but the implications of that work, mapping the compositions of the

chromosomes, has enormous repercussions if a group of people will need to know about

that if they are going to make sensible decisions.

'You mentioned eadler, privacy. Does that ralse any concems about the fact that

there's all this information that's able to come to use because of the description you

have already given us about a very intensive information soclety. Does lt glve you any

concems about the questions of privacy and control or govemment Interfenence or

anything of that nature?"

The knowledge that's held, the information, is there already. All we are talking about is

accessibility in different forms. The individual human being has only got so much time.

Nothing has happened that has increased the capability of the brain that I am aware of ,

so, in some cases having access to much wider set of information will make absolutely

no difference because people tend not to use it. Well, not in general, they will turn to

more specific things in which they have an interest in, but certainly as soon as you

make stuff more generally available you do have to look at privacy considerations, and it

may be easier in some ways to relax more general privacy legislation with everything

held electronically in a common media, than it is now with information held in a wide

variety of media and relatively insecure; physically insecure.

'I haven't head that argument put before."

Again it's, it does depend on what you regard the current level of security to be and

what could be imposed electronically.
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"l darc say most people arc not awar'e of how much infomation is available about them

whlch is well and truly available about them at the moment"

I could give you a folder at the moment in a locked box. lf you broke the lock on the

locked box you could read the folder. I could give you an encrypted disc in a locked box

and you broke the box and you tried to read the disc on your machine. Now, unless you

are extremely experl you wont get to it. So, the stuff which is in written form is more

generally accessible once it's in front of you than if it was encoded electronically.

COMPUTERS ANO EDUCATION

'If I tum from that one now and tum to computerc and educatlon I rcally want to pursue

a couple of arcas."

We do know that regardless ol what the Department or the schools mlght thlnk parents

also have views about what they ought to be gettlng out of the system and also have

some views about the technology which ls belng applled, computerc ln partlcular, lt

doesn't matter whether these views are accuate or not the fact that they hold those

views ls putting pressurc on the system to respond.

'The first one I wanted to ask you about is: How do you think with increasing use of

computerc in schools, both for delivery purposes and for other uses, how do you think

that ls going to have a bearing upon relatlonships. Relationshlps between students,

between teaches and between student and teacher?"

Well, there are various levels of the impact of computers on schools. Clearly wlth the

move to greater devolution to schools and schools are in most country towns the biggest

business in the town then the administrative running of the school, staffing, scheduling,

student records, etc, has moved into a computer¡sed form and that has an impact too in

terms that tends to set an agenda for the structure within which education operates
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within the school. You have a computerised timetable. There is not always the same

flexibility within that than there might have been with manual methods. lt might be more

efficient overall for all students but it can remove flexibility within that structure and does

effect what can happen within the School.

But I won't talk about the admin side of it

The use of computers within the classroom, it has the capacity to increase interaction.

Some of the research which is around shows that the image of a single student sitting in

front of a computer isolated is an erroneous one. You only have to walk into a

classroom to see that. Usually there are two or three kids interacting, depending on the

nature of the program, and there is a fair bit of give and take between students. I did

some research on this some time ago on the IBM project we ran here. The interaction

of student student was high the interaction of studenVteacher was high, in fact, far

higher than in conventional teacher centred approach.

'That was what I was golng to ask you; do you thlnk that lt lncrcases or enhances that?"

It can, it can be used to decrease it. ln some areas if we are looking at this training

then using computer assisted instruction with the student, whether it is a network

situation or a laptop or whatever, then clearly that is a one to one, one machine one

student and a fixed agenda which is training, not education, but that also leaves the

teacher free to ¡nteract with a smaller group of students rather than the teacher trying to

be the trainer.

So, again that has the potential - it depends on how it is used. At the other end of the

scale and something that we have been using computers here for, and it's been our

policy with the computer, as a tool, to make education more effective. lf we take an
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example within, perhaps, a practical physics class. One technique of exploring motion

in the past was to photograph, set up apparatus, laboratory apparatus and to take

multiple flash photographs of a moving object and to use those photo flash photographs

to analyse the motion of the object and therefore, learn something about speed, velocity,

acceleration. A better, better technique that is now being used is to use a distance

sensor similar to the ones used on a camera, which feeds information directly into a

computer and the computer processes that and displays a graph of displacement, or

velocity, or acceleration versus time instantaneously, as it happens, so we've cut out

about forty minutes of busy work.

'You're into the conceptual stuff"

That's right. You can see the mathemat¡cal representation of the motion at the same

time as the motion is occurring and the object can be you so you can feel it, see it, do it

all at once. You can do it, you can repeat it twenty or thirty times with variations in the

classroom and get at the underlying concepts, so, in that sense you've improved the

interaction by using technology.

'That leads on to the next one which suggest In fact and most of these questlons I'm

asking are derived from the literaturc ln one fom or another. lt doesn't mean the

literature ls rlght, much of lt ls speculative. One of the pleces looked at leamlng ability.

I was wondering whether you though the use of technology enhanced leaming abllity?"

It's not a question you can really answer because you have to decide what is learning

ability. Do you mean access to information, access to a range of activities. Yes, it can.

lf you mean the innate learning ability of an individual, one doesn't know what that is. I

couldn't really answer it.
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ln terms of the capacity to become engaged with something in a variety of ways, you

may have seen the video disc of Mozart's Work, you can play it, you can stop it, you

can play little bit's, you can go off and see where Mozart lived with the pictorial images

of the time, it will put up the score at the same time as you're playing it and move it

along. That provides a lick.

"Ate you saying that it enables you to get closer to the material ln morc variety of

ways?"

Yes, a double edged sword always. lt can bring an individual closer or in the same way

it can lock you out. lf it's applied to the lock step single person directed thing like every

teacher Standing there saying, "yoU may now push enter, you will now push one", that's

not enhancing learning, the sword cuts both ways.

'What about motivation. They seem to have made a blg thlng of this ln early literature.

Do you thlnk this ls a motivational factor at all?"

It is for some students. lt can be a real turn off. For some kids give them a can of

worms and a question and that's highly motivating to find out about worms. There ts no

technology involved at all. lt's really how one builds on natural curiosity and exploit's,

exploit's is the wrong term, uses the natural curiosity most people have'

'Of coutse, most classtþoms are gearcd in such a way that the questlons Hds are

asklng are not in step wlth where kids are. The questlon, ls whether computers arc able

to because of the varlety of levels at which they can approach lt whether they can moæ

satisfactorlly answerthe klds natural curiosity as opposed to the manufacturcd one,"
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Most of the stuff that is pre-programmed because of the, I programmed a lot of this stuff

in the past. You've really got to predict what the major responses are going to be and

allow for your response to come back on that limitation of space, limitations of your own

capacity to think up what's possible to ask.

So really, at this stage, with technology at it's current stage, allowing students to use

generic software or communication software to get access to information, to process

data and to leave the curiosity to them, you can take out a lot of the drudge which in

effect is motivating. I'm not, I've seen some stuff presented in the games format and

that motivates some children. l'm not overly enthusiastic about games but if it's a way

in for some students, well I think you've got to give multiple pathways.

'The games makers have been trying to carye out a nlche and to clalm that that ls the

whole of education from their perspectlve for some time."

Life is a game.

"Actually, the survey of this I did amongst children showed that some of them hated any

form of computerc and werc quite happy to get it through much morc tnditional foms.

What about the questlon of creatlvlty, do you thlnk wlth the technology available and the

way ln whlch lt operates, do you think lt ls actually going to sponsor opportunlties for

creatlvlty wlth klds, more so than in the past?"

Yes, you can and there's evidence that is the case, but often if you're somebody as

stupid as lam, if you want to determine a design I'll sketch it first and then use the

machine to extend those sketches in ways which would not have been otherwise

possible to them and the same with music, a lot of children have been locked out of

music in the past because of just physical inability to operate an instrument. Well, if you
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can input the notes slowly and the think about them, edit them ¡n the same way as you

would a word processor and then play it back and build up an orchestra. Yeh, and that

allows you to work in an extended timeframe and then compress it for the final result.

The same way with some of the design packages, by being able to put something in

rotate it, explore it, get the machine to do all the line drawing stuff and then look at it

from different views, different lighting, you can reject bits, reshape it. The potential is

there for enhancing creativity.

On the other hand, you can stifle it, if the machine that is being used, the software, is

limiting the student, where you're frustrated, I wanted to do that. I don't know how to do

it. lt will only draw this line from here to here, I wanted it to go from there to there, I'd

rather use pen and paper.

"l suppose to some degree it depends on the developments of computers and the

frcedom that the new developments may or may not create, certainly lt's getting easier

to use computerc. lt's lnterestlng that most people have the bellef that lt wlll enhance

crcativity. "

'l wlll ask you the obvlous one - gender effects. Do you have any ¡eason to think that's

golng to be soÉed out using computerc?"

There is a fairly significant body of literature that says that there is gender bias in

technology, in society overall, and I think that is one of the social constructs which

dom¡nate the world in which we live, does place people in particular roles.

Ithink that it is changing and technology has the capacity to hasten that change.

Because it is opening up a whole new range of activities which means that people could

enter those activ¡ties without the inertia of the past. The main problems are where
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males and females are looking at established activities which may have had a bias one

way or the other, like nursing; women, or construction; men, or management for men.

More men are involved in management.

It's when you're looking at the older structures and you are looking for a better balance

that is more difficult to achieve but certainly, within schools there is evidence, clear

evidence, that there has been a bias towards boys rather than girls in some aspects of

the use of technology.

'One of the problems which have been put forward regardlng the computer and the

gender effect ls that boys have been qulte happy to slt down and wod< on a prcblem

with a ,computer lndividually, whereas glds prefer to do lt through group actlvltles, and

whether the computer actually enhances, that is the question."

Well, I've seen, if we take examples

I mentioned that physics program, I've been in the classroom there, there's no difference

boys or girls.

The notion of preferred learning styles does depend on the social setting and the social

background. There are girls, quite a significant number of them, who prefer to operate

individually and prefer to work alone. There are boys who prefer to work in groups.

Pref erred learning styles I think there is a socialisation, the socialisation factor.

Certalnly, all the research says it's there. lthink it's because of the hypertension on it,

it's becoming less of an issue.

'Ye! the public still believes very much that thls ls a very strong polnt"

It's a perception and because it's a perception then it has to receive continuing attention
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"lt ls interesting that within the education sector this has been dealt with by saying from

our experience this ls not a major issue,"

It's an issue. There have been ways of approaching it like single sex classes. We have

one position to the Technology School of the Future. I created a position there which

was for women only. We ran a women in technology program, women only and girls

only. There are those areas where there is evidence that girls have not had access,

stuck at control technology; ah, but once you overcome that initial barrier then you can

run heterogeneous classes quite successfully. The problem, actually, is the home

experience in that those in groups are different. Boys may have been encouraged to

tinker, to play, the girls might not, so if you can bring that in as a single sex environment

and to get them to have confidence in their ability, then when you bring them together

the girls and the boys, compete is not the right word, but they are able to carry through

the activities quite successfully. We found this with logo techn¡c and year two and three

students; no problem. lt is only when you are looking at bringing together older students

who have different experiences.

'1 can tell you a story about a lecturcr friend of mine who was busy telling everybody

about yearc, wor4dng very hard at this because it was part of the program and all the

people paÉicipating and then finally as the lesson ground on as he was talking about the

angle of gea¡s, lubrication and the flow of motion, thls gil put up her hand and said, 'Sir,

what is a gear?' Brought him to ground very quickly about establishing where people

arc to start with and he had to put a lot of woÉ< ln to lt after that He related the story to

me so it made a big impression on him."

All the boys now, as young children, have no direct interaction with the sorl of things

which might have happened in the past with tinkering.
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'1 think that's really causing more of the changes than otherwise because I am also

staggered by the number of boys who have no idea, and yet we seemed to, I don't know

how it happened. Perhaps it was a time in history were we had to tinker to get things to

wod(."

Less prepackaged material, less final product, you had to build it yourself.

'What about the career needs of people do you think that computing and the demand, if

you like, from the parcnts and otherc and the outcome that ls, what people must do

when they leave schooling, is an lmportant factor?"

Ther¿ is probably a perception that some skilled knowledge in the use of information

technology enhances job prospects although in the current state of unemployment that is

a bit curious but I think it is clearly there. There is also a significant fear amongst the

general community that technology is de-skilling and it's true that one becomes an

operator of a machine where as one did what the machine did and therefore had a set

of skills.

So there are two views, one is that you have to be able to be confident with and use

machines in order to operate in society, the other is the de-skilling.

'1 put that vlew to a Principal about the way the technology could de'skill because he

was a very firm advocate that you all had to have lots of computing skills because that's

the way everybody was going, When I pointed out that many people working in lndustry

etfectively are being de-skilled by the technology he was shaüered. lt had never

occured to him. "
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A lot of the skills you learn are throw away skills. How to load a disk, how to access an

application. ln five years there will be different forms of media, different forms of

access, different applications, those skills are critical now but different skills will be

critical in terms of the mechanics. How you employ that tool in a more creative fashion,

that is the key to de-skilling, it is moving your skill level up away from some of the

mechanical aspects. lf you put people in a race with technology they are going to lose.

'That's not a view that is well underctood by many people."

It's true; we no longer see bank workers and insurance workers sitting over pads with

paper and pencil. We no longer see people on assembly lines doing every task simply

because, for one th¡ng, they were menial tasks in the first place, and machines do the

job better and cheaper. We have to look at people doing what people can do best.

"Do you have any thoughts about the rclevance of the technology to varlous subject

areas. Do you have any notion that you can use computerc any more logically to say

sclence subJects rather than aÉs?"

No, I have no worries about that; lnformation Technology is at the basis of the lot, every

area of study and the computer is a generic tool.

'The one woñh pursulng ls the redundancy of current knowledge. lf we move lnto a

soclety wherc lnformatlon ls much morc rcadily accesslble. The questlon we have to

ask schools is how valid is the cuænt cutticulum?"

The content of any curriculum has to be constantly under review because it's got to

relate to the soctety in which the schooling, education system is embedded.
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I'm not an advocate of content free total process thing because all the research

ind¡cates that context is important and the context is what makes observation scientific.

The context, the scientific context which.is important, you observe in english, you

observe in, art but scientific observation, you don't teach observation you teach how to

observe something in a scientific manner.

'That puts content into a relationship with knowing and knowledge and leamlng a llttle

differently than what's often used at the moment, wherc in fact, content is seen as

lmportant in it's own right."

Aspects ol it, at any particular time,- will be! You need to know how to access

information, but you need to know what is there to at least have some idea of what

you're stañing with. ln order to operate in the world, each of us has a conceptual

framework within our heads which is built up in many ways from our experiences. That

our education, in effect, provides a relatively common set of experiences on which that

conceptual framework can be developed and built, and once you know how to do

something in one field it is easier to transfer it to another.

'The next one ls a questlon of equity. lt runs something like thls. lf technology

becomes more commonly used in educational processes, and as some people would

have lt ,more widely available in the home, as well as in other places, then that raises

the question regarding those people who have access to expensive, latest top of the

line, both hardwarc and softwarc. Does that cause a problem for you generally?"

It does now. lt's no different now from a hundred years ago. Some children then would

have come from homes where there were personal libraries. Other children came from

places where there were no resources at all. lt is really saying that it is accentuating,

continuing that same problem.
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One thing schools can do is to provide a level of access to technology and rnformation

which is common to all children. Schools can't change the social structures totally in

which they operate. You cannot deny that this group of children are going to have this

experience but in their home life they are not. You can't change that.

"Nelther can you atford to keep up wlth all of the possibilitles which ate thete,"

That's one of the basic tenets of having a public education system as against a totally

fee paying system in that it does provide that access to all children regardless of their

economic background.

'The next questions are really questions of effectlveness or efflclency.

Do you think that technology in education is golng to make lt more efficient or more

effective and there arc a number of ways in which you mlght look at that?

Do you think it will require less teacherc as more technology is used or would they be

used ln different ways?"

Using people, employing your personal resources in different ways is the key, I don't

think it will require less teachers because if you look at education, part of it is straight

didactic inlormation giving, some of it is based upon coaching.

Analysis of what's needed, coaching and some of it on socratic questioning, individual

one to one and that's always going to be there, we need interaction with other people.

Now this may occur in different settings, as with our open access all year, but again the

research has shown the most effective open access programs are not the ones where

the information has been sent out on books or videos, the students interact with them

and then send them back to some anonymous teacher,
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The key to success in that interaction is personal contact between student and teacher.

How those networks are set up might vary with the technology. We already know with

our nexus electronic information system, on a weekend, students get on to that, they

don't have to be from the same school, they can be from anywhere in the country or

anywhere in South Australia, and they can set up their own one-to-one network so

technology does have the means to make just the administration of education a

business and it is in terms of employing people, more efficient. lt can make access to

information or a broader range of information, both video or print, more readily available

to students and, therefore, you may say it's more effective, more efficient, than other

means and as I explained before in terms of taking some of the training components,

what I would say is busY work.

'That raises the question which I have asked some wherc ln the surveys whlch I thlnk

you have answercd. Those schools which punsue the technology as opposed to otherc

which don't Do you see one as being morc effective morc efficlent than the other?"

Each school has to come to grips with how it is going to do this in it's local community.

ln this State we have never imposed a single way of doing it in the classrooms not even

down to the level of equipment. lf you as a school believe that brand "X" is the brand

for you and if you are going down that line without our support then fine, but bare in

mind that it has these implications. lf they choose to do thìs then fine but increasingly

that tends not to be the case and go outside the system.

There are still somewhat individual variations and in a way that's good provided that the

School's have thought it out, know that they can get some support from somewhere if

it's not centrally from say, Angle Park with the software produced and the training

course, but from some local agency, and that the system is reliable and cost effective
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then what we have around the State is diversity that other Schools can drawn upon, for

example, when they are looking to expand. lthink that is a strength rather than some

mono-culture where everybody is using exactly the same products but in different

contexts. Now it is easier to manage bureaucratically.

There is no one item of equipment currently that is affordable and is the best machine

for business, education and say for the arts with manipulating video images.

You pick on the equipment which is best suited. lt might be that a particular teacher has

a personal computer where they have developed enormous expertise for processing

video image. Now if the school buys that brand for that application they get his

enthus¡asm with the students, and provided it's recognised that unless they train up

within the school somebody else,it will go when that teacher shitts or they are sure he is

going to be there.

'Some of the relationships some people have set up wlth other organisations to get

them to glve that support are qulte dlverce and qulte lntercstlng."

There are exceptions to that where you actually have to transfer the data like in admin

system where there is a need for commonality of data format,then you have to have

uniformity of the machine and the same with a video application. lf it is intended that it

is part of a course that all schools will do, then you must have the means of converting

it to a common format.
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DIRECTIONS FOR SCHOOLING IN THE FUTURE

How do you believe computing will effect the future of schooling?

Do any of the following descriptions meet your image?

A ptace which conducts /essons as at present but which uses increasing

amounts of computer technology for learning.

A ptace from where students' progress is managed, records kept and

advice given but with much ol the learning occurring out of the school in

houses, libraries and other public institutions.

A ptace where students spend time on individual study Programs

monitored and recorded by computer.

A private company which manages computer learning programs for

individuals for a fee in their homes or in small learning centres'

A ptace where students gather for group and social activities but specific

knowledge is gained personally using computer technology'

A ptace which becomes irrelevant as technology removes the need for

separate institutional education and replaces it with centralised data

banks of learning material which can be used as required throughout life.

None of those described.

We are looking at roughly a decade ahead?

"At least a decade."

All of those options are likely given the fact that schools are embedded in society. They

won't change any faster than soc¡ety changes, so all those scenarios you painted will

exist; they all exist now and they will continue to exist in varying degrees.
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"Are there any that you believe will be more predomlnate?"

The trends, I think, are towards more open access of education. The trends of this

country are towards national, collaborative development of curriculum materials and

that's going to be the picture over the next five to ten years at all levels, not just schools,

TAFE, tertiary sector and therefore, if you have got those materials being developed the

obvious extension of that is for the delivery of that material Australia wide. lncreasingly

students will be in settings, not just because of distance where full-time attendance in a

normal class room is not possible or necessarily desirable, so open access materials

with contact with the teacher, or somebody, a tutor of some sort, I think will increase in

sco pe.

ln terms of the actual artefacts, there is a different line from the early 70's of the Xerox

book through to the notepad computers which are becoming available now. So we are

looking again at, as I mentioned earlier, portable devices which go where you need to

use them rather than having to go to the computer room.

'This gives you enormous flexibility to go to say, the Grand Pñx, and do speed trials or

something as part of your leaming."

We had students down there who had portable computers there as part of the act¡v¡ty

associated with the four days associated with that. Once you have the infrastructure

there it can be used for transmitting system developed materials but it can also be used

for transmitting privately, commercially developed materials.
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'So that's wherc your point about it already existing and what you are really saying is

that although we will have more of a netwoñ< effect, you will have access to either the

private material whlch are developed and probably wlll be developed by the computer

companies, equally, you will be able to tap lnto natlonal stuff whlch has been developed

for national ¡easons."

Some of it may be transmitted by television, some may be for commercial telev¡sion,

some may be transmitted by the six channels being developed.

'This leads on to the question, how do you see the rcle of the teacher changing?"

lf I take those 3 r¡odes of leaching which I have discussed belore. Straight didactic, the

front of knowledge is the race against technology; you have to lose that one. You will

get beaten on that one.

Coaching; not in an instrumental sense but tailoring programs or even adapting a lairly

common program so that individual students have access to them, is one role. The

other is credit questioning which is asking the question w¡thout leading the student

necessarily to the answer, giving them cues but questioning students so the students

come to know, understand more fully, what they do know. Often we know more about

something than we realise ourselves.

'What you're suggesting now describes a rcle wherc teacherc will play a much more

developmental rcle both at a maturlty level, and the behavioural level and thinklng level

as well. lt ls a much more personal and fuller model than what we have now."

Teachers bring to the classroom the benefit of the¡r experience, the benefit of mature

judgement and making that accessible to students, providing guides rather than dogma,

is a very valuable thing which technology will never be able to do.
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That entails a much greater change in the basic preparation of teachers, as well, I

guess, ourtertiary system has to adopt a some what different approach.

CONTROL OF TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION

',Do you think most people have alrcady made the decislon about wherc computlng will

be used in education?"

No, there is a fairly naive view I think. Most only see a surface notion that using

computers has got to be better than not using computers.

lf a school has lots of computers then it has to be a better school than one which

doesn't have so many computers regardless what they do with them.

,What about the question of it's inevitability, do you think that the wider use of

technology in schools is inevitable?"

To a degree it is, because it's again come back to the fact that schools are social

constructs, society is moving down that line and schools can't be too far out of step. So

there is a degree of inevitability, but society can vote with it's feet, with it's spending

patterns, as to how it wants to employ technology.

,They have done that ln some degree haven't they because they put a lot of money lnto

compu¡ng earlier on and now they are not puttlng so much money ln to lt expectlng the

govemment to put morc lnto it,"

That's part of the government.

That's part of the socio economic pattern at the moment where we are in a recession.
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"Even before the recession came on there was perhaps a reductlon of money that was

being put in."

I don't know, I have not had the surveys

'Certainly the media suggest that was the way things wete moving."

I am not sure now much notice you take of the media.

I don't think - there have been any surveys that I am aware of.

"Do you think people actually look at this scenario of greater use of technology ln the

schoollng system and feel that we arc developlng a sort of lnhuman soclety?"

I guess that view is there. There are some who see technology in an association which

is deterministic. That is, the hard side of technology, there is a sotter side which is the

organisation side which I spoke about earlier. Again, you will get a wide spectrum of

views depending on what people's backgrounds are and what their motives are in

putting that point.

"Do you think people will in general, that is the userc of education, the parcnts etc, will

have a lot of choice about wherc computerc will be used?"

lncreasingly, if they wish to exercise that choice, certainly, for people in this state it ¡s

towards much greater involvement of parents on school councils and the restructuring of

schools that is proposed at the moment by the department requires the school

development plans be negotiated with the school community, including students.

Certainly the means for doing it has been created'
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'The picture you have suggested so far says that schools will be falrly heavily reshaped.

ls that your view?"

Some aspects of school if you walked into a new one are vastly different from twenty

years ago. Other aspects are almost no change. Certainty, there has been a reshaping

that's going on the whole time, in terms of devolution.

"Do you look at thls notlon of a computer soclety whlch we are descdblng as an excltlng

prospect?"

Yeh, I don't know that exciling is the word for it, but I am not apprehensive about it

personally, but there again, I come to it with knowledge from a particular direction. I am

prepared to make choices that say, I'll turn the television off and l¡sten to music or read

a book. I'll use the video recorder to time shitt, I do not want to watch that program now

but I do want to watch it later.

'1t certainly doesn't create a frightening future for you?"

It doesn't for most people either in terms of the positive impacts on their lifestyle. Most

people accept the television, the fast food, the transport.

'Oddly enough when you ask people the questlon many of them say thelr perception of

the future of the technology ls frightening."

I think some of the environmental issue,s but technology if you want a broad definition of

technology is the means of exercising control over the environment. That may seem to

be a harsh deterministic view of it but that's what we use it for.
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'I certainly did not find a frightening future view so prevalent amongst students as I did

amongst parents. "

It may be that they had not thought about it so much.

"A lot of the students I found, in fact the thing I would argue, ls that while parents and

teacherc are struggling with the technology lt ls already common place for the kids, it's

taken for granted."

Most of the things which are changed for the parents have been in the students life for

the whole of the¡r l¡ves.

When I was young there was no television but my children do not know the world

without television. The emphasis in our framework for technology which is in draft form

at the moment and the fundamental tenant of that is design, make, appraise, use.

Design - the students should be involved in all of those things, the appraisal is not just

what they make. The appraisal is technology generally. How do you appraise the

impact of technology, it's never neutral and the use part is, chose and use.

'lt's lnterestlng that you raise that question as I skipped a question eadier which raised

that questlon, lt says do you thlnk we should really be teaching chlldren morc about as

part of the cun'lculum the approval of technology and lt's shape ln soclety therefore

enabling them to have a moFe conscious choice about it?"

Yes, that is part of the studies, assuming it gets passed, and is eventually published and

that is part of studies in technology.
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'The next question asks whether teacherc will lose some control over cun'lculum ln this

scenario?"

Not unless they give it up. The process of consultation, processes of consultation are

there. The national frameworks - they're fairly broad they have to be to be acceptable in

all states and the interpretation of those is very much at the local level and there is a

good case to be put to say that all kids in Australia should have some common

experience.

The maths you do if you are in the western suburbs of Sydney or Oodnadatta ought not

to be vastly different otherwise you block those two schools and have different pathways

to careers, but the manner in which the concepts are developed, the education

achieved will be different for the student in Oodnadatta than in the western suburbs

because their experiences are different, but to try and have the same course would not

be appropriate. The best person to make that judgement is the professional teacher, the

one that's there.

"Do you think that education will be constrained ln anyway as it moves down thls path?"

Financial, finances are always an issue. lt depends upon what society is prepared to

pay and the inertia of established practice is always an issue. They are the two major

constraints, and they will always be there to a degree. They are a nuisance but they are

also a safe guard.
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PROMOTION OF COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION

'When we look at who has promoted the use of computer technology, do you thlnk any

paÉicular group has had more say than another?"

They have all been promoting it to a degree. The positive side of it and at different

times, different sway. I was a consultant to the National Computer Education Program

about 6 years ago when the government put about $25 million into it.

So at that stage the federal government had quite a significant input. Parent groups in

an individual school might decide to spend $80,000, as they did in one of our schools on

installing computlng equipment, so for that per¡od of time the Parent group had a lot of

say.

We put out a policy on schools computing and that determines directions. We develop

sottware through Angle Park Computing Centre. Particular packages that have an

application at a particular time. They have an influence. So, you know, it's an ebb and

flow in the tide of influence.

'So what you arc saylng ls that you don't see any prevalling force whlch has been

wortlng away but you see variety of forces whlch have taken a ditfetent tole."

Parents and teachers working at the local level.

EVALUATION OF SCHOOLS

"Do you think schools curently arc satisfactory, ln need ol radlcal change, lnelevant, wlll

always be the same or don't you have an oplnion?"

Do you realise that ACR have a large contract looking at effective schools at the

moment.
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There is an effective school campaign which two weeks ago there was public phone in,

there will be questionnaires out in schools. What makes a school effective, are our

schools effective? lt is managed nationally by ACR. lt is a Commonwealth Government

funded program.

Schools certainly are not irrelevant, they can't be. lf they were totally irrelevant you

would have to ask why the;' were there.

Are they pelect? No, not by a long shot. Some schools serve educational needs better

than others, and that changes over time. But it is interesting when you look at the

national press it is full of disasters in education. The state press tends to focus on those

who read the Messenger Newspapers then you get a different p¡cture. lf you ask

parents about their local schools, their schools are ok. lt's the other schools which are

not performing.

So, there's a lot that could be done within schools but I think in the current climate it's

not brilliant as you would imagine with the industrial issues, the recession there's a

whole range of things which impact on schools. Every time there's a social problem the

solution is, there are problems with divorce, teach marriage guidance in schools - we

have problems with, teach that in the schools.

We really have got to focus on what our mission is. Our education for the twenty f¡rst

century says our prime function of schools is to enhance the intellectual ability of

students. You have to have an environment where that's possible and a lot of effort has

got to go into that.
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I think we have got to focus on that and there's no evidence to suggest that our schools

are any worse than twenty years ago and they are catering for a much wider range of

students in a more complex society, so, even if they were not doing any worse than

twenty years ago and they are taking on a broader task you would have to say that they

have improved.

Thank you for your time
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more homes will have their
o$'n persona I computer for a

variet¡, of purposes ranging from
recreational entertainment model
to people u,ho use it for
sophisticated supports to employ-
ment or their ou,n interest

the suspicion that generates in
some people, in people's minds
that some malevolent force acting
up these and technology is really
inappropriate because it intrudes
in people's life rn ad"'erse wavs

u'e have people increasingly
familiar with the home based
stufl whrle at the other end, the
macro level, the govemment
some how it's malevolent and
sinister and it's going to lead to
the breakdou'n of societv and the
intrusion into their lives

most parents, I suppose, are
reasonablv supportive and
comfortable olthe schooling their
children receive in ¡heir school
but when you talk to them about
the educational system, rt's failing
and the kids are hopeless and the
kids hang around street corners
and vandalise etc

there uill be an increase in the
varietv and messages put over the
electronic med¡a, The variety of
media uill increase in terms of
the actual arlefacts and the ways
in u'hich it is used to influence
people

we seem to be nanowing down
so that everything comes to be
transmitred úsing digital data
techniques

rt doesn't matter whether the
signal comes via satellite, fibre
optic, microwave or whatever, that
stn¡cture is invisible to us What
we're concerned with is what's
transfer¡ed

I think we over estimate the rate

of change but I think in the next
twent), years the technology *ill
force changes that will happen a

lot quicker than people realrse

... there is a change coming very
very slowly ¡nd a lot slower than
what a lot of people would Iike
because the resources available to
bring these technologies in are

not there or ilthev are there they
are not perceived at a hrgh

enough level to make them be in
the first line

, , vou can put an encvclopedia
on a network twentv or lilN
students can do research at the

one tlme and get informatlon not
onlv in the written form but also
visual¡se it as well no rl vou
extrapolate that onwards then I
see studv being less we lmparling
inlormation as a teacher, vou as a

studen¡ and more of ue - we are

going to learn about, mathematrcs
and we get back to the baslc

concept ol the building blocks of
mathematics

vou can lisualrse rt as \.\'ell as

the conceptualrsatlon and I think
that rs gorng to be the brggest

change that's golng to come and

no longer are \Àe expected to

accepl thlngs because I am tellrng
vou rvhich has been the

tradrtional school teaching model
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\ilORK
I believe it is having an impact in
terrns ol emplovment oppor-
tunities in that they have changed
and some emplovment oppor-
tunities now will require some

level of sophistication with
technologl support

I would hope that eventuallv all
kids will leave the school system
with guite well developed
kevboard skills but we haven't
actually got that formally as a

requlrement

What technologv does is give
people access to information and
enable them to massaBe and
manoeuvre the ¡nformation in
new wavs and people who have
skills to do that then use that
information in wavs to influence
people

\PORK
rt will have a larger effect on

personal life styles, entertainment
and of course there is thc
application of this in education or
oPen access to education

We use the term technology fairly
looselv I refer to artefacts, the
thrngs rve make It refers to
processes b¡' which we make
those artefacts, the rype of
processes and it relers to those
organisations and structures in
which those processes are made

. it is technically possible to put
a library into a one inch cube
the interface with people, that's
part ol the problem

WORK
I can't see bureaucracl changing,
this is a good model ol that I

think, power is greatlv under
estimaled when we look at

organisations and the other lssue

is of the rcsourcing It costs
money to decentralise whether
you do it physically or whether
you do it electronicallv and l'm
not sure whether you do it in
twenty years time socien, will
have adj usted to do rt
clectronically I think we *rll
still need that social con!act
which is so essential in the work
place

WORSHIP \ilORSHIP
why did 100,000 people go to

the Grand Prix, that's rampant
interest, worshrp, I don't knou, in
machines

WORSHIP
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PRIVACY PRIVACY
Nothing has happened that has
increased the capacrtv of the brain
that I am aware of so in some
cases having access to much
wider set of information will
make absolutelv no dilference
because people simplv tend not ro
use ll

as soon as vou make stulf more
generallv available you do have to
look at privacy considerations and
it may be easier in some ways to

relax more general privacy
legislation with every'thing held
electronically in common media
than it is now with information
held in a wide variety of media
and relatively insecure

I dare sal most people are not
aware of how much information rs

available about them which is
well and truly available about
them at the moment,

PRIVACY
. governments have a lot more
control over people a! the present

time than people realrse

... I think any sort o[ electronic
technology will just make that

eSsrer

I don't think in its self technologv
is good or bad or evil or
whatever

I think that the controls that we

are prepared to accept reallv
come back lo us as a societv

LETSURE
people will become bored u'ith

lersure or specific elements ol rt

a lot more quickl¡ than u'e do at

the present trme

just use the analogv there ol
computer games - I thrnk all ages

like them but thel are ven
quickìv bored bv them

the demand will be lor more
and more changes and more
rraditronal t)'pe actrvrties like
ItstenrnB to muslc and socral
actrvltres lrke sport

there will be percentage
changes but not radrcal changes
or anvthing like thar
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PRODUCTION
Anything in the production line il
we can do it then you can design

a machine to do it be¡ter - where
people come into their own, of
course is where there is creative
thinking which whether people
recognise it or not that is their
innate skills

WORK
societv as a whole has got to

bear the lact that we are looking
at a change in our work ethic and

I believe that there are people
who are going to go to formal
work, sav, what I am doing here

now and there are people who are

in dilferent t¡"pes of u,ork such as

people who mav be classrfied as

unemplol ed
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RELATIONSHIPS
People can use teuhnology' to
increase interdependence because

they drau' on information and

soltware and processes from a

range of groups

i1 can also lead to indepen-
dence u'here thrs is mv brt of
inlormatron and I'm gorng to lock
it au'av behind my key word

I would like to think that within
the educational sector it actuallv
leads to people sharing more
informatlon because it is so

accessible in a varíeN of forms

I think thal can onl¡, happen

Itransfer of informarion] as

teachers become familiar and
comlortable with the extent, the
ever extending use oI technology
and I don't know that a lot of
teachers sre yet comfortable

It ought to increase the capaoitv
for teachers to enable sludents to
be much more independent as

learners and to develop a way ol
accessing information which is
not dependent on them

I think there is the opporrunity
for leachers to actuallv interact
more personallv with krds bv
grving them rndependence and, in
tum. bv seeing the kids grow as

independent learners and develop
their sell esteem and that enables
¡hem to develop relationships

REI"ATIONSHIPS
with the move to greater

devolution to schools and schools
in most country lowns are the
biggest business in the town the
administrative running of the
school, staffing, scheduling,
student resea¡ch, etc, has moved
into a computerised form

that has an impact too in terms
that tend to sel an agenda for the
structure within which education
operates within the school.

. it might be more eff':rent
overall for all students but ¡t can
remove fìexibility

The use of compulers within the
classroom it has the capacttv to
tncrease lnteracl¡on

., the image of a single student
sitting in front of I compurer,
isolated is an erroneous one

I did some research on this
sometime ago the interactron of
student was high, teacher was

high, in fact, lar hrgher than in
conventronal teacher centred
approa c h

its been our polrcv wtth the
computer as a tool to make
educallon more elfective, then
clearlv that is a one to one, one
machrne one student and a llxed
agenda uhich ls training not
educ a ti on

RELATIONSHIPS
I think it will be geuing back to
the old Greek concept of tutors
rather than teachirs

The tcachcrs will share, and we

may not call them teachers, uill
be sharing thosc experiences with
the kids There will be a much
closer relationship

I concede the fact thai classes
may well become slightly smaller
but I am not a great believer that,
I sincerelv hope it never happens,
that mv son is at home and vour
son is at home and the teacher ls

somewhere else and the\
communicate through the
medium

I think that wrll happen then rr,e

will lose our capabilit¡' of
socialisation I think one of our

Sreatest benefits out ol schools
not onlv in the formal learning
but in the sport and other
activltles our socralrsation
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LEARNING ABILITY
one would like to h1'pothesise

that because studenrs stan to

develop some rigorous wav of
identifying how they use

information tou'ards particular
ends - that is a preferable
leamrng model rather than
lrstening to leachers and repeatlng
back - and thel'are leaming
about accessing information and
problem solving and those sort of
things *'hich are a hrgher order
sk ill

It does not mean that thev are

more intelligent but they develop
higher Ievel skills ol using
rnformation

learning at starting to work at

thrngs of analvsis and svnthesis
rather than straight repetltion

LEARNING ABILITY
Il y'ou mean innate leaming
abilrtv ol an individual, one

doesn't knou' what that is I
couldn't really answer it.

It can bring an individual closer
or in the same way it can lock
you out

If it's applied to the lock step
single person directed thrng..,
that's nol enhanced learning

LEARNING ABILITY

MOTIVATION
I do not think there is any doubt
about it, there ls enough research
around even small scale research
to show that k¡ds wriring
improves u,hen thev use ¿

kev board

MOTWATION
It is lor some students. I¡ can be

a real tum ofl For some klds
give them a can ol worms and a

question and that's high lv

mottvattng

u'ith technologv at its current
stage allowing students to use

generic soft*'are or commun-
ication software to get access lo
information to process dara and to
leave the cunosltv to them, \,ou
can take out a lot of the drudge
ri h ic h in e flect rs mot rva t tn g

I'm not overlv enthusiastic about
games, but if lts a u'aV ln fo¡
some students u,ell I think vou'r'e
gol to give multrple path*'a)'s

MOTTVATION
lhe worn that I have il u'e

went down thjs track to complete
rndrvrdual leaming then ue .¡ust
become a mob of more intolerant
people than we alreadv are no\À

mv oldest daughter is l7 and

in matric is not interested in
comPuters

m\' \'ounger daughter who ¡s

l0 uses the computer for wnting
essavs, also for the experiences

she ls actuallv rnto the experience
ol computers - then one $ ants to

share that expenence with others

That's the uar I *ould like to
see rt gotng That rs a good
model
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CAREER NEEDS CAREER NEEDS
There is probably a perception
that some skilled knowledge in
the use of information technology
enhances job prospects.

There is also a signiñcant lear
amongst the general community
that technology is de-skilling and
it's true that one becomes an
operator of a machine wherc as

one did what the machine did and
therefore had a set of skills

A lot of skills you learn are throw
awav skills

Hou, vou employ that tool in a

more creattve lashion, that ¡s the

key to de-skilling ir is moving
your skill level up awav from
some of the mechanical aspects

If you put people in a race with
technology thev are going to lose

We have to look at the people
dorng what people do best

CAREER NEEDS
You cannot stop technology I
really think it will become part of
our life experiences and we

accept the telephone but most
people do not know hou it
works
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CREATTVITY
In terms ol creativitv, again the
research that I have read and its
been fairlv basrc, in kids private
u'riting thev tend to be more
expansive u'hen using a laptop
than u'hen using paper and
pencil

CREATIVITY
Yes vou can and there's evidence
that is the case but olten if you're
somebodv as stupid as I am, if
vou u'ant to determine a design
I'll sketch it ñrst and then use the
machine to extend those sketches
in a u'av which would not have
been otherwise possible.

., the potential is there for
cnhancing creativity On the
other hand vou can stif'le it if the
machine that rs being used, the
softrvare is limiting the student,

CREATWITY
My kids are much more, and I

am uslng mv youngest as an

example, she is a computer kid
She has been using a computer
from 5 onwards She is much
more creotive than what I was at

the same age.

to her it is just another
extension and a bit more
frustrating bccause you don't
have the freedom The
technology is not free enough at

this stage

leachers are behind the kids
There are no two ways about it I

don't think that is an individual
teacher's role it is the svstem It
rs the education system thar is

not, the education svstem is

about tu,o generations behrnd
where it should be
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EQUITY
il you don't have the access to

the resources vou don't if they
become very important
components then you can get a

drflerentiation ol people on yet a

dillerent set of criteria yet which
are partlY linked with the
economv

EQUITY EQUITY
Let's use a model of a dilferenr
technolog¡' and that's rhe School
of the Air ,. now the radio had

certain fundamental properlres
they were a piece of technologl'
that met your nceds

If you have a look at these beasts
that are sitting hcre you have got
to ask yoursell whv are the1.

improvements and the answer rs

because somebody thinks thev
can make money out of them

the deparlment or school or
something has a librarv of
software so that it does not
matter whether vour dad earns
$ loom/,vear or not eYen
emploved vou can use, and this
gets back to thrs concepr of
society making sure that
individuals in lt don'r fall belou
a certain level

I have a sneakrng suspicron that
elitism is a problem and we are

not going to ger rid of it in rhe

next 20 vears
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GENDER EFTECT
, research suggests that if you

have an area d;dicated to
computers, if it's open slather
bovs seem to be more attracted to
those sort of processes than girls

GENDER EFTECT
There is a lairly signiñcant body
of literature that says that ¡here is
a gender bias in technology in
societY overall

I think that it is changing and

technology has the capacity to
hasten that change

, within schools there is
evidence, clear evidence that there
has been a bías towards boys
rather than girls in some aspects
ol the use of technology

The notion of preferred Iearning
stvles does depend on the social
setting and the social background
There are girls, quite a significant
number ol them, who preler to

operate individually There are

boys who prefer to work in
grouPs

The problem actuallv is the home
experience .,. boys mav have been

encouraged to ttnker, to plal', the

girls might not so if vou can bring
thât rn a single sex environment
and get them to have confidence
in their abilitv then when you
bring them together - thev are

able to carr) through the activitres
quite successfullv

the boys now as voung children
have no direcl rnteractron u'ith
that sort ol thrng u'hich mrghr
have happened in the past wtrh
tr nkeri ng

GENDER ETTECT
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RELEVANCE to subjects
it is going to be information

rich and a sociery in which it will
be essential that you are able to
discriminate between the
inlormation u'hich you use or
don't use because no person is
going to know or have access or
store all the stuff thel'need to
make a uselul lile

RELEVANCE
Information technologv is at the

basis ol the lot, every area of
studv and the computer is a

generic tool

RELEVANCE

REDUNDANCY OF CI.JRRENT
KNOWLEDGE
I think we are continuously
jettrsoning parts of the curriculum
processes and knowledge as we
grow smarter and as rnformation
becomes wider

that means that vou don't
requrre all kids in a cohoñ, or a

class or a group to do exactlv the
same thing and we become more
focussed on the skills that are
used rather than the end product

REDUNDANCY OF CURRE¡¡T
KNOWLEDGE
The content of currrculum has to
be constantlv under review
because it's got to relate to the
societv in which the schooling,
education system is embedded

I'm not an advocate of content
lree total process thing because all
the research indicates that context
is important and the contexts are
what makes observation scientlfic

In order to operate in the world
each of us has a conceptual
framework within our heads,
which is built up in manv wavs
from our experiences That our
education, rn effect, provides a

relat¡r'elv common set of
experiences on which that
conceptual lrameu,ork can be

developed and built and once I'ou
kno* hou to do something in one

field rt is easier to transfer it (o

another

REDUNDANCY OF CI.IRRENT
KNOWLEDGE
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ETTECTTVENESS
. one would like to think that in
terms of handling information
people become more effectlve in
the sense that they learn how to
ask questions which lead them to
access the sort of informat¡on
thel' want - which is the whole
problem solving approach

Schooling is about personal
relationships and so you do need
that interaction

i suppose it will lead to greater
efliciencies in terms of the
teaching arrangemenl if the

teacher is still the monrtor and
the manager of the range of
learning technrques that wrll still
need teachers but mav be the¡,
maY get better outcomes in terms
of student performance

EFTECTTVENESS EFTECTTVENESS
I don't think it Icomputers] will
make a lot ol difference li
learning was just stulñng facts it
might but it ¡s about relatronship
and I don't think society *,ill
tolerate that much change

EQUITY
It's no different now lrom a

hundred vears ago it's really
saving that it is accentuatrng,
continuing that same problem

One thing schools can do is to
provide a level of access to
technologv and informatron r¡'hich
is common to all children
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Schools ought to be places where
learning is managed but where
they are not places of instruction

I think it is bound up with the
question about how much longer
we are going to be committed to
a model of organising schooling
and learning essentiallv linked
with hou the factories operated a

long time ago

I think socierl, likes ro think of
schools as places where kids are,
thev will never sav locked away
but thev are supervised and they
are controlled bv people who are

supposed to know what thev are

doing

the svstem ought to be free
enough so that if you have a

number of students and parents
who sav we would prefer our
kids to stay at home and work in
this way and link the supervision
with a leader - that is possible

We ought to encourage teachers
to see themselves as managers of
learning and not as instn¡ctors.

There are huge changes in
approach which teachers have to
go through and I think rhat's
going to be the thing which u,ill
impede the development

kids are more amendable to a

neu technological development
and leam faster than teachers do

.. one of the basic tenants of
having a public education system
as against a totally fee aying
svstem is that it does provide that
access to all children regardless of
their economic background

IFuture schooling would be] one

where students go for group and
social activities but where
learning of speciñc knowledge is
gained using compurer
tcchnology.

... I think a lot of problems with
children stem from two rhings
One is the home, I am not sure

that a lot of people are fitted ro
have children - but accepting thar
as a given, children have
behaviour problems because thev
cannot be compressed or fit in
with the wav that school wanrs rt

and they're bored

Let's be honest schools at the
present time, you either look alter
the bottom n¡ng or the top rung
where as the guvs in the middle
who are the majorin' suller

Mv belief is if we enrich the
learning experience in the school
then we will see issues u,hrch we
identily as behaviour problems at
the present time will reduce
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It's moving au'av from what I call
the custodial view ol teaching to
the other end where it's giving
kids the power and responsibility
and I think that's pañiallv an
emotional laden thing that I am
responsible for the learning of
these kids therelore I have to
constrain and constrict what thev
do or they mrght get awal' from

A negative spin off is that kids
tend lo divorce real leaming, that
ls, what they do out of school
with what they do in school so

u'hat vou do in school is not
actually directed at life

The end ol schooling the purpose
of schooling is not to make vou a

better person We have made
people passive learners

I would want to change
teachers from being primarill'
custodral and perceiving them-
selves as instructors to managers
of learners and freeing up kids

.. the question we continuouslv
found very diflicult to resolve
was that of process versus
conlent
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ROLE OF TEACHERS ROLE OF TEACHERS
If I take those three modes of
teaching straight didactic, the
lount of knowledge is the race
against technolog¡', you have to
lose that one. Coaching, not in an
instn¡mental guide but tailoring
programs or even adapting a fairly
common Progrsm so that
individual students have access to
them is one role

The other is -credit questioning
which is asking the question
without leading the student
necessarily to the answer

Teachers bring to the classroom
the benefit oltheir cxperience, the
benefit of mature judgement and
making that accessible to students,
providing guides rather than
dogma, rs a very valuable thrng
u'hich technology will never be

able to do

ROLE OF TEACHERS
It also puts a dam sight more
responsibility on teachers I am
not sure that teachers are equipt
to do that

EFTECTTEXpSS
I don't think it will require less
teachers because il vou look at
education part of it is straighr
didactic information giving, some
of it is based upon coaching,
analvsis ol what's needed and
some of lt on socrallc questtontng,
rndividual, one to one, and that's
alwavs going to be there We
need interactlon with other people

The kev to success in that
interaction {open access leamingl
is personal contact between
student and teacher Ho* those

nel\\,orks are set up mrght van
uith the technologv

vou ma\ sav lt's more eflectrve
and ellicrent than other means

in terms of taking some of the
trarntng components
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Each school has to come to grips
r.r'ith how it is going to do this [be
effective and eflicient] in it's local
communrl\'

]n this State we have never
imposed a single wav of doing it
in the classroom not even down to
the level of equipment the fact
that schools are embedded in
societV they won't change anv
faster than sociery changes so all
those scenarios you painted will
exist, thev all exist now, they will
contrnue to exrst rn varytng
degrees

The trends, I think, are towards
more open access of educatron.

Increasingly students will be in
settings, not Just because of
distance u'here full-time
attendance in a normal classroom
is not possible or desrrable, so

open access materials wl¡h contact
with the teacher or somebodr', a

tutor, of some sort, I thrnk will
lncrease ¡n scoPe

So u,e are looking at portable
devices u,hich go where vou need
to use them ralher than having to
go to the computer room

Once vou have the infrastructure
lhere it can be used for
transmittrng svstem developed
materials but it can also be need
to transmittrng prrvatelr,,
commercrallr, developed
materia ls
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CHILD MINDERS
I think that socretv will change a

lot slower than most people want
lt to

WRITERS OF COMPUTER
PROGRAMS
My belief is nothing an

individual can do, this is a

general statement, can equate to
what is available ofi the

commercial software market
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[Have most people actr.rally made
a decision about whcthcr
computer technology will bc used
or not?]

I don't think people have made a

decision in the sense of a spccifl¡c
cognitrve process - I think we just
continuously bump up against
new things and we accommodatc
. its a rolling accomrnodation
and adjustment,

[Will societ_v be more inhuman in
future or are we moving towards
an exciting future?]

, . the exciting one,

, as technology provides
opportunities for some of the
more routine tasks which are
undertaken within the
manufacturing sector, for
example, to be done with fewer
a¡d fewer people tbat, that
liberates people, removes some
people from that dead cnding and
restrictive activrty

IWill cducatioo be constraincd?]

I think cducation will b€
constrained by not being able to
resource it adequately,

we won't be able to keep pace
*'ith the developments as rhey
occur

[Have most people actually made
a decision about whether
computer technology will bc used
or not?]

... most only see a surfacc notion
that using computers bas got to bc
better than not using computcrs.

If a school has lots of computcrs
then it has to be a better school
than one which doesn't have so

many computcrs, rcgardless what
they do with them.

[Have most pcople actually made
a decision about whcther
computer technology will be used
or not?]

Nope - lct them w¡sh over them

[A¡c computcrs in cducation
inevitablc?l

Ycs
A lot of teachers I know will not
have a bar of computers.

[How do you think schools rate at
the moment?]

I'd be happy with a word other
than radical I would put
progressive change.

[Wider use of technology in
schools is inevitable?]

... schools are soci¡l constn¡cts,
society is movrng down that linc
and schools are moving down that
line and schools can't bc too far
out of step, so there is a degree of
inevitability but society cEn vote
with its feet, with its spending
patterns as to how it w¡nts to
employ technology.

[Will society be more inhuman in
future?l

If it encourages us to become
more and more individualised,
sort of tuming inwards, then I
think that it is a bad thing. I
think we have to keep our
socialisation going

IChoice about where technology
is used?]

No; because I'll tell you why,
you do not get a choice about
whethcr you will use a micro
Processor ln your mrcrowave ot
video recorder in your car,

ISchools reshaped]

I would Iike to think thar the
learning environment becomes
more intimate .,. and I think the
outside shape remains the same,
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IWho has most promotcd the use
of computers in education?]

There have been people who have
been quite influential in terms of
policy makers and dccision
makers who have pushed it,
individuals, I can think of in this
department who have given it a

very high profrle so I don't know
that I could identify one
particular factor.

[How do vou think schools rate at
the momênt?]

I think they need a substantial
change and it's in that area of
methodoloç'

.. our current envrronment
actually discourages tcachers
from taking risks and using new
methodologies yet all of the othcr
elements of society suggests that
our teachers ought to be nsk
take¡s and more developmcntal in
their approach



Summary of the Thcorising by Educational AdminisûÉtors

TIIEORETICAL FT.'TURE

ISSUE

Technological lmpact

TTIEORETTCAL PROFOSITION

Technology will forcc changcs at a rapid rate.
Information will bc easily accessiblc via computcr in a variety of
forms.
The tcchnology will bc t¡aolparcnt (invisible) in mrny cucs.
Homes will have computcrs for rccrc¡tional and cmploymcnt PurPoses

Sociological lmpact The technolog'y hrrman interface is the problem,
Employment opportunitics will dcpcnd on tcchnological undcrstanding
and skills,
Informatiooal tccbnology will en¡blc many students to reserrch
inform¡tion ¡t the same timc which will change the concept of
education from tcaching to learning.
Pcople will become comfort¡blc with tcchnology in the home but be
suspicious of technology at the macro, social levels (government).
Schools suffer from criticism in a macro sense although parents
satisficd at their local level.
Invasion of privacy will not be an issue because people only have the
capacity to deal with so much information.
Legislation to protcct privacy may be able to be rcduced if information
is held electronically.
Govcrn¡nents havc more control over peoplc than they realise



CÍ)MPUTERS IN EDUCATION

ISSUE TIIEORETTCAL PROPIOS ITION

Relationships Computers can increase intcrdcpcndence and they can also lead to
indepcndence. In the education scctor it should bc used for improving
intcrdcpendence and sharing of information.
The capacity to incrcase interdcpendcncc should lcad to bcttcr pcrsonal
relationships bctween tcacher and student.
Computers will en¡blc students to bccome more indepcndcnt as

learners thus developing thcir sclf estcem and improved relationships
Learning via computers will reduce human capability of rccialisation.
Classes may become slightly smallc¡.
Many teachers not comfortable with thc technology.
Computer learning might bc more effectivc but can bc lcss flexible.
The policy to make education morc effective rclies on tnining råthcr
than education,

Learnrng Ability Students will le¿rn how to acccss and usc information, problem solve
and how to work at analysis and synthcsis rathcr than repetition

Motivation Students writing improvcs whcn they use keyboards
For some students the computer can be demotivational
Removing the drudgery from learning by the use of computers is
motrvatlng.
Total reliance on individualised learaing will produce more intolerant
pcople

Career Needs Tecbnology cannot bc stopped.
Peoplc cannot win against technology
All people will be affected
Fcar that technology is dc-skilling
Many skills are tb¡ow away skills
Need to move skill levels up away from the mechanised aspects of
work.

Crcativiw Children who use computcrs are more creative than those who do not.
Computers are limiting to creativity due to the lack of lreedom in the
technology
The education system is restncting children's creativity

Equity Public schools are there to provide access to certain levels of
technology regardless of econom¡c crrcumstsnces

Gender Effects Without controls applied bovs are more attracted to computers than
girls This bias is reflected in socretv.

Relevance to Subjects Information is the basis of all disciplines and the computer is a gencric
information technologv suitable for all subjects.

Redundancl,of
Knowledge

Curriculums must be constantly reviewed to relate to the societv in
which the schooling is located,
Education should providc a common set of experiences upon which
further learning can develop
All children do not have to do the same thing. The focus musr be on
the skills that are used rathe¡ than the content



COMPUTERS IN EDUCÂTION

XSSUE TTIEORETICA L PROPOS ITION

E ffe c ti vene ssÆ ffir c i ency Schooling is about personal rclationships.
If thc teache¡ focusscd oD maneging and monitoring learning they may
get better outcomes in tcn¡s of student performance.

FT.'TURE OF SCII(x)IJNG

ISSUE TTIEORETICÀL PROFOSITION

Public cducation provides access to ¡ll childrcn rcgardless of their
cconomic background.
Schools should bc flexible cnough for ¡omc children to bc studying at
home supervised by thc teacher.
If the lcarni¡g environmeut is cnrichcd many of the present bchaviour
problems will disappear.
Society likcs schools to bc places whcre children are supervised and
cont¡olled by pcople who k¡ow what thcy are doing
Schools ought to bc places where lcaning is managed but not be places
of instruction.
Many of the behaviour problems stcm from the home.
Tcachers ought to pcrceive themsclves as managers of learning rather
than as custodians of children.

Role of Teachers Tailoring programs or adapting them so that students can access them

Qucstiouing students without leading them to an answer,
Tcachers should bring tbcir experience and mature judgement to
studcnts and provide guidancc rather than dogma
The responsibility may bc bcyond teachcr skills

Effectiveness Numbcr of teachers will not reduce because education is didactic
i¡formation giving, coacbing, analysis of needs and socratic
questioning, that will always be required
Tcaching requires personal contact bctween teacher and student.
Open access will incrcase in scope.
Port¡ble deviccs capable of use where you need them will be

developed,
Education material will be a mixture of private and public material
Society will change a lot slower than many people would want



CONTROL OF EDUCATION

ISSUE TIIEORETTCAL PROFOS ITION

Most people have not made a dccision ¡bout the use of computers in
schools. Most only have a swface notion, change is not a conscious
process for most people.
Most pcople belicvc that schools which use computers are bcttcr than
those which don't,
Schools will use more technology.
Schooling must focus on socialisation ¡nd individual learning may
create problems in this respcct.
Educ¿tion will be constr¡i¡cd by leck of re¡ourccs to purchasc the
latest developments in computer technology.
Schools need substantial changc in methodology.
Cu¡¡cnt environment discouages tcrchers from taking risks with usc of
the latest computer tcchnology.
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APPENDX 13

Appendix 13 presents the unabridged interviews of Cornputer Suppliers

This is followed by a comparative analysis of the key issues of concern for the

three (3) core studies.

Finally a summary of the theorising of all Cornpnter Suppliers is presented
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INTERVIEW TWO

CADDSMAN LÏD

MANAGING DIRECTOR

South Australian based computer sottware development for the

Engineering lndustry

DESCRIPTION

FUTURE VISION

'What images do you hold bout the future society and technology whlch schools wlll

operate?"

There is a couple of things immediately that I'll come back and detail. First reaction is to

say that technology in education, is going significantly in the wrong direction in one

particular area. I think it's government policy that really causes this, and, it's also

expectat¡on and, understanding of what technology can do in industry and I'll explain

that this way, that, firstly, lthink educational institutions are teaching people how to use

technology, how to actually use the instrument, where as, there is a need for people to

understand what technology is, how it can be harnessed and in fact, the key thing too is

to create. Where Australia is going wrong, where the governments going wrong in

education and technology, is that, they're teaching how to use the technology not

creating, an industry around technology so it can be created, shown how it is created,

jobs are produced and an understanding of technology in itself, rather than just the

means or a tool and that is where the whole of our Australian industry has come

crashing down. You look at, some perspectives of the Australian computer hardware

industry, five years ago there were seventeen manufacturers in Australia, there's not one

lett. Not one and yet the sorl of importance of this is just astronomical, you have got a

twenty billion dollar a year import into Australia for technology, engineering, scientific

technology items and we are less than 3olo self sufficient in the whole of that technology

area and industry, if you cannot, ¡f you don't build your industry on computing technology
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as a store you have not got any chance of competing on the world market anyway. But

for us to be less than 3% self sufficient and have less than, I think we had 30 million

dollars worth of exports in Australia last year in our industry and there is 20 billion

dollars worth of imporls and that.000015 up or something or other, so there are real

problems I see in Australia, that the government has no strategy in which to bring

technology to bear through education and education is still teaching what, how to use

the technology not how to create it.

How will computing change our lives?"

I think the pendulum swings a bit I think there's going to be a real surge in technology

over the next probably decade, what I think is going to happen is that like morals, and

everything else, it's going, going to get to the stage where human nature reacts against

it and there will be a sort of return to perhaps a more equally balanced approach to

human involvement and sorl of , hands on approach versus technology approach. I think

were in for a real heavy surge in technology though. lt has to be, because there is so

much pressure on industry, particularly in Australia, to update and be competitive and, it

is going to be the strain that industry tries to grab hold of but I'm not sure it is the

answer

'What wlll be the effect on work?"

It will, I think the maìn things in terms of harnessing records within companies, getting

expertise within and standards and quality control all of those aspects of it, computing

technology because of memory base because of speed of, searching, those sorls of

things will, will really become, absolutely, the basis of operations for industry but, l, do

think that it's that, the main fill in area and then it's going to be minor in, terms of it's

application to, other areas which are things like design, it will be an aid to design, I

think.
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What I am trying to say is there will be a replacement of a whole swag of human

endeavour in terms of statistics and records, and standards and that will be all computer

based and then when you get to the th¡ngs that are more specific like design or

engineering or building or manufacturing, they will be the aid basis rather than the

complete standard.

'Will computing affect leisurc?"

Just one furlher point, lthink the integration of the tools, the computer aided tools, it's

the integration that's going to make the impact. lt is not the individual steps within it ...

unless you harness that integration unless everything comes together, it's going to be

spasmodic and sorl of , non-effective. But that's a fair way off too, I think the integration

the thing that you're going to have to bring business's together and whole industnes

together, that is a fair way off, it's like trying to get, Australians who, who naturally are,

are competitive to one another the only way Australia is going to compete in the world

market is you get all of the big ones in the Australian industry to combine together,

collaborate use all our own skills, muscle in on the world market and come up with an

export program and how far are we away from that I reckon we are a million years away

frorn that. You look at Japan collaborate in their own environment and they take a

product that they do not have any market share world wide in and they will look at that

and they will combine four or five, of the competitive companies together and say lets go

get this market and Australia's very much individualist they are compete and tear each

other apart in disregard. lt's no benefit to the whole industry.
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"Just getting back to leisure, is computing technology likely to have any lmpact?"

I think it is and I think it's going to be opposite to what people expect. I do not think it is

going to be a computer generated industry it's going to force people further and further

towards nature and sort of using your hands and things that they do not do otherwise. I

think it's that pendulum scenario again that the more you stack in on computing for a

work environment, the more you go the other direction for a leisure environment.

"How important will privacY be?"

Big issue, it's going to be, it's already being networked up for use, that is, it's going to

absolutely slash it aparl. Privacy circumstances through finance is probably the most

contrôlling factor in the whole of the human existence anyway, if you have not got

enough dough 1o exist, well, you are pretty vulnerable and it might not be that it

penetrates more than 10"/o of your, your sort of total environment but it will penetrate the

environment that is, sort of going to hurt most and I think that it's wide open to

corruption and everything else.

'Will we have morc or less control over the technology?"

Less control because the more and more material that goes on to disks it's like books

you know, they tried to stop books once, this is ten times more potent. lt's going tc be a

tool I'm sure in that area, you know, it's because it's now bringing in a hell of a lot of

different sensors, you've got visualisation, you've got artificial intelligence to make

decisions, you're getting to the stage now where, you've got feel and look and touch

combined together and that can be a very, I suppose you could turn it to h'ainwashing

or whatever you like. Artificial realities are sort of high on the agenda but still a long

way, still a long way out, but by hell you put a child in that environment and you could

reap unbelievable damage I think.
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Do you think new cults of technology will develop?"

I think human nature, I just off the top of my head here, is that human nature is always

drawn towards, sort of power or knowledge, or, and it does not matter what your own

opinion of God is, if you asked the sort of 15 different religions they'd all sort of have a

concept of all knowing sort of perhaps all loving, but the knowledge based and the all

knowing, the all sort of comprehending and lsuppose there's a hell of a lot of that in a

computer, the more you're thrown into it, the more advances it's going to give and when

you get to the stage where you get artificial intelligence and reasoning and things like

that, people can take their, your, analytical questions to a computer and get to sort of

verbally give you some answers at some stage. I'm sure that emot¡onal problems and

financial problems you could, I could see a day where you get the computer that sort of

takes this set of criteria and nuts it out and says there is your best option. I suppose

audio today for psychologists you know, sort of soothing tapes and this sort of stuff and

you stick someone in a capsule, a flotation tank, and you sort of put comPuter graphics

up there and artificial intelligence and a few other things and they have a conversation

and they are going to go out of there and say this is, so I think there is heaps of

potential in the sort of direction that technology could go, it's all romance and

daydreaming at the moment.

'What lmpact do you believe computers will have on educatlon?"

I think again it comes back to how it's actually taught, if it's taught as a , as a method of

similar to reading or mathematlcs or something, how to get into computing, it's going to

be a fairly narrow field and people will perhaps tend to use it like a book whereas, I

really believe that the opportunity in computing is the reverse to that, to have them

understand what computing is capable of providing, and being able to use it as a tool

and to work through the basis of , nol 2x2 is four and knowing your tables off by heart
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but being able to use it as a logical tool to get diverse range of answers and ldon't

know whether the education systems got the wherewithall to do that. 'lmprove learning

ability?' Again, only if it's, if it's done in a way where the student understands the

technology before they use it, such as a, a learning aid.

'W¡ll lt have a motivating effect?"

lsee it as a bit of a negative, lthink it's a tool that needs, a bit like television, control.

It's reactionary, rather than being proactive, you, you've sort of, if the computing is

taught in the way that, I suspect it's going to be, it will be reaction, reaction, reaction.

Whereas to get the thing working properly it's got to be a proactive, searching, enquiring

arrangement from the students, otherwise it's just a lock in like a pair of headphones

and, they listen and it goes over their heads. lt's, the sort of scenario is, is sort of like

getting on the Grand Prix track with these cars that are all sort of fixed to the track

verSUS driving it and you have got to come off, you have got to spin the wheels, you

have got to understand what the controlling mechanisms, are you have got to

understand the vehicle on the scenario that you're in otherwise, I think what you will find

is human endeavour looses it's sort of unique reasoning and other parts, lsee ¡t as

being a real knife edge as to which way it goes and only those students that are taught

welt and get the principles and the, sort of handle on the computer they're going to

come out with what I would say is effective, knowledge to use in industry, otherwise,

they're, unless it's poked up to them on a computer they're not going to have any ability

to control or redirect their initiatives in industry.

'Will computers improve creativity?"

They have to be, they have to be shown or, they have got to understand how to control

the technotogy and this is how the industries get built, jobs get built too, but it's

understanding what puts computer technology together and how it works and why it
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works and where the broader opportunities are that creates an industry and, Silicon

Valley is sort of a, the example, because, you, you have to get a whole understanding of

how the stuff goes together and yet Australia is absolutely starved oi that, all we do is

impori the bloody stuff in here, sit rt down in front of people and use it and that is why

we have got such a huge import bill and no ability to create it ourselves. "We are

probably unharnessing what creativity we've got there?" We are killing it off at a rate

that is unbelievable.

'What about gender effects?"

I think it will provide a bit of a common platform, actually, at the moment, well up until

recently, I would have said that computing was, more or less, five years ago, computing

was a man's domain, apart from sort of input of data, and now I think it I providing a bit

of a tool between bringing a common platform together for students to work on. lt's

probably a great evener for the female side of learning, particularly to get into things

traditionally, like engineering.

'Would computerc be able to hetp ldenttty career needs?"

I do not know, I am really unable to put a fix on that.

"Are computerc morc rclevant to some subjects more than otheñ?"

No, I think it will spread across everything, it's just a matter of commercial reality to it. I

think engineering, it could go right through engineering, it could go right through

scientific, right through anything, that is, maths or maths related. I do not think there is

any limitations I think it's just a matter of commercial possibility.
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'Will the user of computers make some forms ol cu¡rent knowledge rcdundant?"

It's the extension of the calculator from tables, it depends on how far divorced you get

from what the principles of, well creating or solving the problem is if, lf you are looking

up information on computing you would again just need to understand what it is that you

are doing so I suppose it's a change from, from the structure of how these things are

calculated, if they understand it in general approach and then they have got the pool of

instant information available and understand that it's a tool that can be used that way

and they have been grounded properly. Well it does not really make a lot of difference

but I suppose kids today really need the tables example provided they get the right

answers and have calculators in exams, that sort of thing, and computers in exams will

be the next step so I, again think it will get back to knowing how to get the information

and what are the principles of solving the problem. With all that information it's even

more important to start teaching the way of resolving and getting solutions. lt's, the

principles of maybe lateral thinking problems. So in grade one, in future, like straight out

of kindergarten; how to use computing. What of the basic if, it's got to be an ABC

language. The principles of computing and what it's about and get them at that stage

and once they understand the language and why it works that way and etc. lt's got to

go right back to, whereas, what we have done is, we have brought in new technology

and stuck it right at the end of the education stream and, been given the effect rather

than how it sort of all comes into being. That is where Australia's absolutely going to

get nowhere in building an industry unless they go back that way.

'What impact will computing have on equity?"

I do not think it will have a major impact on learning but I think it will have a major

impact on output because those people that they can attract ¡f they can get their central

information and computing technology together, the best in the environment, they will
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attract the people who know how to use it and that have got the creative minds. That is

where they will bring, the advantage will come not from the information they have got

but from attracting the people, the best brains ¡n the bus¡ness. As to how to use it, it's

sort of , the result is the same but the cause of effect I think is a bit different. They will

attract a lot of advantage.

'Will schooling be moFe or less effective or effìcient using computets?"

The way it's going now, no, because I think there is a transition course needed because

those that can use computers at the moment do not necessarily have the skills in

knowing how to adapt to it in industry and when they go out all they can do is use the

programs that are available. lf it's Word or Lotus or CADD or whatever it is, that is

where', I think, somewhere there has got to be a group of educationalists or government,

it should be, soñ of that, that government or government education group that

understand how to apply these tools in new industry and to set up a collaborative

arrangement between industries that build an export business and, you know,

unfortunately what we are taking about is just a mammoth task. Australia is there, a real

problem that I see coming up.

FUTURE OF COMPUTERS AND SCHOOLING

"How do you believe computing will effect the future of schooling'?

"Do any of the following descriptions meet your image?

A place which conducts /essons as at present but which uses increasing

amounts of computer technology for learning.

A place from where students' progress is managed, records kept and

advice given bul with much of the learning occurring out of the school in

houses, libraries and other public institutions.
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A place where students spend time on individual study programs

monitored and recorded by computer,

A private company which manages computer learning programs for

individuals for a lee in their homes or in small learning centres.

A place where students gather for group and social activities but specific

knowledge is gained personally using computer technology.

A ptace which becomes irrelevant as technology removes the need for

separate institutional education and replaces it with centralised data

banks of learning material which can be used as required throughout life.

None of those described."

I think a bit of each, I think the social environment for kids is something that would be

really lost out if the kids were put into terminal situations at home or in sort of, major,

sort of terminal rooms or libraries or whatever you call it. However there is a lot to be

gained from a computer orientated learning system that forces them to be creative that

sort of has them use a whole range of other skills like the library or doing exercises it

can be a controlling factor, but it has to be able to push people outwards if it's using

computer technology all the way down so to follow this track, stay on the terminal, do

everything. lf it pushes people out to doing different, varying exercises using a whole

range of centres, that is the way to go and they get the social environment as well. But

my overall concept would be for Australia to be competitive then the university system,

and rt's got to be broken up and the TAFE system has got to be broken up to almost a

category of verlical markets where the metal trades industry say, ok, there is a metal

trades university and we have got all these facilities put together and we are working

with the whole of the industry. You have got 335 companies in South Australia that are

in the metal trades industry that are developing the curriculum once saying this is what
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we need as a person that selects th¡s as their career. You have universit¡es that are

based on perhaps the current concept but they are industry, vertical market based, if it's

engineering, it's mapping or survey or if it's graphics or ari and there is a centre to that

end. Really that is where I think that industry has got to set up a computing centre in a

whole range of skill exercises that puts them through instead of the university course.

"Pñmary and early high school?"

I suppose communities are st¡ll going to be a problem in transport circumstances to get

the soc¡al skills they are going to have to be in an environment from there, but I would

expect ¡t if the tendency would be more and more like industry to have computing

facilities at home to do a job from that direction. lf you have got visual aid where you

have got video and computing combined together you can enhance the social skills at

the same time, then I can see the option that perhaps even 50% of that is gardening a

curriculum that develops so that it can be done at home and the rest of the social skills

are brought together when they have to do research programs or use libraries or go to

centres for specific skills those sort of things. I really see like the MFP is the sort of

centre that I would see lor leaning where you bring an industry together to get the very

best course unless we, unless we have at that level, Australia is not going to be able to

compete worldwide. lt is a global community already and if there is not an economically

viable industry on a world basis, well there is just not going to be jobs'

'What about the teache/s role?"

Perhaps lsee the kindergarten up to grade 3 or something like that being fairly similar,

but I see a vast change sort of from the age of 10 or 11 to 15 where 14 would be what I

see now as almost a universrty course where there is a lot more independence, a lot

more, maybe it's a matrix style approach in there and then you have got, you are almost

pushing university back into that calegory of learning. Then you bring in what lwould
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say is an industry based university course specialist, it's not, it's not so much non-

productive learning or, maybe it's from 18-25 but it's an industry based, development

and unfortunately it's going to get that specialised and Japan's already trying this. Wilh

there philosophy of this is the family, you know you have selected this industry and lsee

the only way you can beat that situation is if you take, maybe, the top 20 plastics

industry people in South Australia and they all work as a conglomerate because they

can no longer work as competitive individuals in the Australian market because they

cannot survive. Everything that comes into the country is going to be cheaper and

better quality if they work that way.

CONTROL OF TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION

"Have most people made a decision about uslng computers ln education?"

The majority of people have not given it a great deal of thought. Where I believe the

lead should come from is not education but industry. lndustry has got to say this is what

we have to achieve and really drag the, sori of, the education into that. More specific

provision of skills if you still have the general and lateral broad based education

approach that TAFE colleges have got and universities have got, you are going to have

to add another five years to it.

'ls computing inevitable?"

Computing mode inevitable, I think ¡t is, it will get down to the stage of hand held

computers. Engineers that are on jobs, they walk onto the job and they sort of scan it

and they do the specifically in our industry, that is what is going to happen.
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'Will society become more inhuman?"

Yes, society will to an extent, but those that do that will be relegated to oblivion and

those that stlll keep the human skills, this is where I was sayrng before that you, you will

get the skills centre that might have everything but what they will really do is selectively

attract those that have got the best ability to use the tools that are there and that is

where again human sort of contact and in the relationships are going to be the thing

that, that makes it's success, it's not going to be the computing power or anything else

that is there it's going to be the human interaction.

'Will we have much choice about where computlng used?"

Well two points; there will not be any choice for industry and economics and therefore

that will dominate education.

'Would you use or not use computerc in education?"

I would definitely use computers in education, but I'd definitely use them differently to

what they are being used for.

'1ll/lll schooling be rcshaped?"

Yeah, yes, if, industry has to do it through. Education has for a long time its been a

ladder system to get to a platform then industry says, you have arrived, it's got to be,

industries got to be right down at the bottom of the ladder instead of saying right there is

15 ladders now we have got a sitting system to here and we build up on those platforms

to these specific areas and then when you have got through, sort of, the first third of

education, it's a bit more specific and very much more defined and otherwise, you are

just not going to have the level of skill.
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"Exciting or frightening?"

lsee it as hugely exciting on one hand but devastatingly frightening at the moment with

Australian government policies the way they are and the education system going in the

direction that it is and generally the lack of perception I suppose of the community, to

say you should be, perhaps, changing things. lthink Australia's opportunities are going

to run out within 10 years.

'Will teache¡s lose control of the curiculum?"

Yeh, definitely, think you've got to break up the education system which is one block in

to about 15 channels and at the moment the 1 block is going in the common direction

and that common direction is 50.001ok and you know, it's just got the majority like

bloody governments do and they go in blundering off in a block direction. Really it has

got to be broken down into all points of the compass direction with a common core and

sort of, it's like a pebble in a pond. The common core goes out, sort of, a third oi the

way then the next third is, sort of , very specific in, sort of, different applications and then,

sort of, when it hit's the bank you have got to a whole lot of specialist task that they take

up.

'ltlVill education be constrained by this?"

I think it will flounder simply because unless the government has the right policies in

conjunction with industry and there is a whole lot of collaboration that's got to go in there

to get the ground work right and education cannot hope to do it all on their own and

unless, I think, education's floundering now.
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PROMOTION OF COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION

'Whom do you believe has most promoted the use of computers ln educatlon?"

Media? No

Government? No

Employers? A little

Education Depafiments? L¡ttle

Parents? Little

Computer companies? Dominant, absolutely dominant and for the wrong reasons

Teachers? A little

Unions? I think that it's changing. Actually the perception there would be that at least

starting to change

The question of the commercial sort of promotion of computing as a learning aid is now

getting a very big push, and I am not quite sure that, well l'm positive, that it's going in

the wrong direction. Really what it should be about is, maybe it's more that it should be

education linking with government and computing and industry to find the way that it

should go and at the moment it's very heavily handed in the big corporate dollars. You

look at the Coles promotion, you know, all it is is shitting boxes. lt's good in an extent,

it's positive because it is getting computing there but it's totally unrelated to education.

All it is is a methodology of, of fostering, seeding the need lor computers without getting

to the core of what education is about.
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EVALUATION OF SCHOOLING

"How do you believe schools are performing at the moment?"

. Are schools satisfaclory?

. Need radical change?

. lnelevant?

. Always be the same?

. Not sure?

It's; it's not irrelevant but that scenario it's getting towards it, sort of. I think human

nature, picks up in society as much now as you can learn in education and the

curriculum that are there, particularly lor the first, I suppose, it's a lot of basics but, but

there are big blocks I think in the middle of the education system. Like kindergañen

does it's role to sort of get up to the stage of social, sort of, equity and at least knowing

language and doing those sorls of things. You know, there is a bit of formality in the

first few grades then you have got to have English and you have got to know maths but

somewhere in amongst all of that there is a great big block of stuff that just is not

happening. I think, what I am really saying that perhaps the whole of the education

system is fairly adequate for what it does but it lacks, it's two dimensional, you lay it out,

you say all right those blocks are all being done year by year and term by term and, sort

of, you can see that it's advancing but it's advancing along a flat plane. What you really

got to do is, sort of , put these lanes into it in a third dimension that are all leading to

something at the end. At the moment when I say it's two dimensional it's a learning

process which has no direction to, perhaps an elevation, which is your job at the end of

it. You come up to a brrck wall at the end and you look up and you say, shit, the bloody

job skills are nowhere and I got 350 metres to climb and I got to do that when I hit

industry.
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The vocational selection, sort of, has to happen a hell of a lot earlier and people with

goals to, really go through an education system in an effective way at an early date with

the skills that are required and at the moment it's a block system they turn out 450 at

the end of the year from, son of , matriculation class and then they say well what are you

going to do and, what is even worse, that 450 say, well l'm going to go to university,

then they select what they want to do and they cannot do ¡t anyway so 287 will go into

arts and there is 4 or 5 that are brilliant that have got just great academic skills but

perhaps no human skills at all and they say, well I'll be a doctor. You finish up with a

whole set of, I was going to say, I should not on the tape, that they really are mucked

up. By grade 6 they should have been put into a not a channel but it's a, sort of,

quarter of the entire segment that is available, like at the moment, what happens is that

education they start and finish in matrix and they all the same what, what should be

happening is that, it's broken into 15 directions or perhaps at the end of the first f our

years of school it's broken into four different directions and then at the end of 8 years of

school it's up into 12 directions and then by the time it hit's univers¡ty they have already

got a focus which puts them rnto either engineering or law or something that is right

down the track where they know what their best attributes are and what they enjoy most

because to me it's bloody simple if you are good at it you will enjoy it. You do not build

on people's weaknesses and, sort of, give them hours and hours of work to get them

lrom 49"/o to 5'l% to say, lhave passed. What your looking to do is taking them from

things that they are 78"/o at and enjoy and are good at it and push them right into the

9O's and, you just break them off into those groups. But we, we just do not seem to

have that, that will.
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Well, let me go on to industry. Today in Australian industry it is so, cut throat,

competitive, tall poppy syndrome that your, your, Australian industry just cannot

compete. Where ¡t's got to come from is that industry gets together and they bring all of

the best of the companies to create a harbour, where, there is, there is job and there is

world competitiveness and everything else and that is where the government has got to

start. You have got to have that harbour, you have got to have, and, you do not try and

compete with the motor car industry in Japan. You take the wool trade and, we build it

up to the stage where we can actually do something with the wool. We have, a finished

industry, the whole structure wrong like that, like, like just here in South Australia, there

is three gran¡te quarries. Those granite quarries, all they do is send blocks of granite

overseas and they sell, I know a farmer in the western district and he is selling cubic

metres of export quality granite for $25 per cubic metre, they take it overseas, it's cut

and it's polished and it's cut and they finish up getting in the order ot $450 a linear

metre for it and you multiply it out and they are getting in the order of $26,000 per cubic

metre and we are selling it for $25.. Now there is no reason at all why we could not

have that industry and we have got a great resource here, it's just ludicrous.

The, sort of, thing that is a tragedy in Australia right now is you get a whole lot of people

that are highly educated doing things that they do not really enjoy, they have been

pushed into it because they had to, you know, they want a university degree, they have

to do something that they can get into they are not really attuned to it, the whole system

is whacked.
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INTERVIEW EIGHT

COMPANY:

POSITION:

APPLE COMPUTERS

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN SALES MANAGER

Multi-national distribution of Apple personal computersOESCRIPTION

FUTURE IMAGE OF SOCIETY AND TECHNOLOGY

'What lmages do you hold about society and technology in the futurc?"

Well the image I hold of technology and the one reason that I got into this game is I had

worked for all the standard industries, all the industrial commercial type industries, that

were not really changing their ways. Yes, they were using technology to help them

atong that path but not really changing their ways. Technology itself will precipitate

some of the greatest changes that we can have and it is precipitating them right under

our nose. My own view is that the first thing we have got to do is start getting people

working from home. lf we can get just 40% of each of our capital cities people working

from home, that is office people, because all they work with is information, then this

country, rule number 1 does not buy another drop of oil. So first, economically, it is very

attractive - ecologically, the greenies will love it. There's no more . . .

Socially there is going to be a few changes, divorce may go up even further but burglary

is going to come down because people are going to be more at home. I think you

would start to see job sharing so a husband and wife could take turns at doing the

business end of the money income, so one day the wife can do it, one day the husband

can do it because they both know the job intimately. They would sit at their terminal at

home from which all information would be dispersed. I guess there would be arguments

then, oh we need to have them meeting once a week at a cricket club or we need to

have them once a week at another part of the office. I personally believe that they can

see, ie they are on a window with text, data, speech and visual, which we have right
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now that demands very close personal interaction, to top that, lthink a lot of people

under-estimate the number of folk that would like to work from homes.

The next point is, people will say, well your cities will be dead, but we have immediately

solved our housing problems because all those folk that are out there without a house

now have all this space in the city and if you have a good look now you will see there is

30-40"/" of each capital city unoccupied, they would be delighted to have people paying

20 or 30 bucks a week rent on that. They would just need to put in the partitions, put in

the sanitary parts of it and your off. So my own view is, I think technology can help us

get out of the jam we are in but only if we start thinking that way. No one wants to

change the status quo, none of the industrialists want that. But the first person to do it

will be right on the ball.

I would hope one of these days BHP did it and I would love to be the chap that walked

in and said listen to all this, sell it, give me half, l'll have all your folks working from

home. Attendance rates up, clothing, you do not have to spend as much on clothing,

you might have to wear a nice shirt while your sitting in front of your camera but the

freedom then allows the individual really is exceptional they will never have had that sort

of freedom, they do not have to run out in the rain, hail and snow to go to work.

A lot of folks say, I really enjoy that half hour drive to work, well in Adelaide it's not bad,

Hobart it's probably a little better but Sydney and Melbourne forget it. And the other

thing is they build a tunnel under Sydney Harbour Bridge, that's not going to change

anything, in, in effect it will make it worse because they are still coming from that area

and across that narrow gap into the same areas. There they have a problem so they

can dig 3 or 4 more tunnels. We are just going to sell more computers and that's the

only thing that is going to solve it.
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'So you are saying that computers are the major communication channel?"

With ISDN and satell¡te communication you can get, well, I was showing some people

from channel 10 this morning a brain scan a CAD scan video put into the computer, no

video tape, straight into the sottware and then simply cut and pasted into the letter sent

over the modem to the doctor. Now instead of the doctor having to type the description

all he does when he gets the letter over his modem, he clicks on the picture and the

scan runs. He can also emulate it with voice and say, if you look carefully as the head

revolves you will see at the cerebellum this particular patch, and you can stop the video

running right there, just by clicking the mouse. So there is all the information that they

have at their lingertips, compressed, thrown over the line, seconds later it's at the other

terminal and it can be anywhere in the world.

All those folks that work in our offices do nothing but play with information. They do not

make doors, they do not make cars, so in my own view the computer is a liberator,

contrary to other opinions.

'Wlll leisure be effected?"

It will effect leisure. lf my own leisures any, um, if I walk past the computer at home,

well, ok, but if I sit down at it invariably I will be there for a couple of hours. Now, it can

teach me a language, I have a preference for Japanese because I think we need to be

dealing more and more with the Asian side of things, probably lndonesian shortly. At a

click of a button I can run through the Japanese alphabet. I can have the computer,

repeat and repeat and repeat until I get it word perfect. lt never g,ets tired, it never goes

on holiday, rt does not have sick pay and it's always there when I turn it on. lt has not

broken down yet. lf I want to play a video game just swap over to another disk and sit

down and play it. I'm a little tired of them now, but if you look very closely at Nintendo
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and Sega that market is huge and rapidly approaching ouI own markets and the people

fighting and jockeying at the control of that are ruthless because they know that that's

where enterlainment lies and God help us all when virtual realities ¡n.

For instance, virtual reality is in the early days. Two years ago Scientific American ran

an nice little article on it and the chaps were using huge equipment, big helmets, whole

suit's, body suit's, wired with excessive cabling and they looked for all like some sort of

robotics thing gone wrong. That's now down to a head set that can be plugged in and a

pair of gloves that will give that tactile feeling. To play a game in that vein is all

consuming, the player literally is living the game and that's going to occupy a lot of folks.

It also means too that a lot of people say you need that touch you need to be able to

meet people in the work place but iÎ could have a virtual work place.

Nothing is impossible, so whilst you might be many miles apart it would be that you are

actually in the same room once you have your headset on you have entered, shake

hands in inverted commas the cyber space. So again, I see the enterta¡nment side as

taking a real leap. 3D chess played between twenty players lor instance, orì a global

net, all able to interact with one another without ever leaving your home. And that's why

companies like Telecom and Optus are fighting tooth and nail to get hold of the

airuaves, er, televis¡on, television, long the dominator of the ainryaves will completely go

underground so as much as they talk about cable television and we don't want it or we

want these people to have it, it is inevitable that it will be delivered by cable because the

airwaves will be full of technology, being full, with no room for television coming up very

shortly. So I see a complete reversal of the roles coming up very shortly probably within

the decade.
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'What about Privacy"?

My views there are simply that if each home has a computer they should be allowed to

log on to any database that has their particulars. I would be quite happy to push my

local member right down that path. I as a taxpayer of long standing without any note of

thanks from the government, demand the right to enter my file and have a look around,

not to change it but to know that it is there and be given access to it and the opportunity

to discuss it with any government body. What a lot of folk must remember is the first

computer ever built, designed for the government, was the Census computer Holleriths

in the USA, 1890's or something like that. The government from that point in time have

been the major buyer of computers. That will continue to be the case. Now here comes

the backlash from we who don't have the money to buy those great big beasts but do

have the phone if you will to tap in to make the call and I believe that there should be

legislation that every individual is able to go in electronically and have a look at that

account here, this account there, that record there, births and deaths etc, lthink it is a

right not a privilege, a right. I see a lot of potential there.

'Contlol. I mean technology is moving along ln some ways people arc gettlng swept

along with lt There ls an argument about who has a rlght to have some cont¡ol and

wherc lt goes or do we have any conttpl?"

I think we've got limited control, er, I think as we've previously discussed our early

government here in this country had no concept of anything in the future they s¡mply

staggered along the lines of the past. They did not sit back and eat a magic mushroom

and have a vision and you have got to remember that the line between vision and

hallucination is pretty far away. We have had some pretty forward thinkers in this

country, Barry Jones is a classic. I think his book was Sleeper Wake, if I remember. I

would put him in the same genre as Toffler, Arthur C Clarke, one or two other people
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who are pretty good at looking out twenty years. lf we are being swept along with it, it's

because we don't know. I can't remember the old line, you know, show me and I can

see. Almost biblical but unless we keep looking ourselves, yes, we will be swept along.

'Most people arc using computerc and they do not even know lt stoves etc."

Yes! The micro chip is built in to it.

'So they can be very invisible?"

Yes, well they are now working on houses and we are doing it in conjunction with the

universities, the smart houses, all computer controlled, even voice activated. That has

ramifications for a lot of things. For one, electronic locks rather than brass keys. When

you stand in front of the door there is know way known that you can open it unless it's

your voice or the voices the computer has been trained to recognise. Turn on the lights,

turn up the heater, start up the cooker.

'Well if we have gone that far some of the literature suggests that what could emerge ln

soclety ls cults of technology, Do you thlnk thls ls a rcallty?"

No, I think you will have two groups of people although it may not be as easily cut as

that but I think you will have those who adapt them and use them very quickly and if you

watch any child with a video cassette recorder they just treat them, they accept them.

You'll have the luddites, of course, who will say no I don't want any part of them and pull

the power. Both should have the freedom to make the choice.

My own view is that because knowledge is expanding at such an exponent¡al rate,

what's the clique? We know 10"/" ol what we need to know; the only way you can store

it and access it will be via a computer. lf we have no trees to make books anymore it

must come in the shape of CD or digital data and if you don't have access to it, ¡f you
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pull the plug what are you going to do. lf you are in it or out of it and lwould imagine

that folks would get by quite happily without it but they will be doing quite different jobs

from the information navigations, if you will. There was another angle to that. What pañ

of the question was that again?

'The polnt I was making was that according to some elements and thls ls people ln the

literature'writing sometime ago, that some of thls stuff could become ao awe lnspiring

that some individuals would wotship it."

Well two books spring to mind don't they I mean Huxley - "Brave New World" and Orwell

"1984". lnteresting enough the Mac was released in 1984. ln both books both writers

had precedent views, they did, they had the old magic mushroom looking out ahead

there. Orwell was so wide of the mark it's not funny, and by the way, neither book

mentions computer once.

'They talk about information though?"

Yes, they do, not the vehicle, that's rather interesting.

I think of the two Huxley was closer to the mark with the race for genetic engineering

and the featuring of all those DNA's right now. Although one wonders what the hell

they're doing and again all that information will need to be sorted on a computer

because there's billions of tons of it, To access it by computer because there ¡s no

other way of getting it across. A report, a bound volume of it will only give you a

squillith of it and if they send a DNA chain which looks like a spiral of two and you want

to have a look at it you need to drop it onto a computer, twist it and turn it through 360"

etc. So I think Orwell got it wrong. I don't think there is a huge Orwellian presence

driving everything nor do I think humanity is clever enough to have a total global

coverage telling you what to do because there will always be these blokes runnrng

around pulling the plug on us.
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lreally think, I really do, it gets back to the core, if we use the technology and put it in to

areas that will help us move forward we can take a jump, we can take a leap, it's like

saying to, lets say, uh, any where, like a Pacific lsland you're got a choice you can go

down the industrial route now first off, you've got to put in highways, pave them, buy

trucks or you can put in a data network system, communications, and they've really got

to think very hard about that one.

I think they are pushed very quickly into the computer world, lets not say computing, a

digital world.

COMPUTING lN EDUCATION

"Do you have concems about relatlonships?"

I don't. I am very fortunate in my job I get to see a lot of children using computers in a

lot of schools from the very junior levels through to the senior levels. At the junior level

their concentration level has to be seen to be believed. They do not give up for any

other subject to be at the door in their lunch hour and their morning tea break.

It really is, I still cannot get over the keenness that kids will happen with, even my own

daughter is the same. Um, with the volume of information and with the turmoil that

education is in right now and it's under going radical stress, radical change. The

teacher I feel will become, if I can use the term, it's not my own, a knowledge navigator,

a facilitator, a leader, a bit like a scout master or in equality, a girl guide master, or what

ever, a person master.
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Um, for instance a CD now days holds five sets of encyclopedia, Japanese have now

doubled that to ten and Phillips have announced that they can get video on two of them.

It's a small step from there to sending it over the wire. The video shops will disappear.

The video shops days are now numbered. Like a fax machine it is abbut to be a

dinosaur.

'lt makes your library look a bit sick?"

Yes it does but it's very green. They don't chop trees down. Also you can sample at a

faster rate but getting back to the point, the teacher now has all of this coming in on top

of the curriculum that he's supposed to imbue our youngsters with. He has also the

change in the way in the school or the Education Department are now pushing and

pulling him or her or he and she, so all this, and it's more information, is landing on him.

So, more and more the computer will play the role to relieve him of some of that burden

so that at least spend time updating himself, herself, er, with knowledge because they

too will be required to keep learning; it's now a lifetime process. Sad in some ways,

pretty good in others because I can't remember who it was, probably Buckminister Fuller

who said you can never learn less.

'What about leamlng ability. Do you think when we use computerc we actually enhance

leamlng ablllty?"

That's a tough one, you've got a couple of camps there. Um, my own view from what I

see is, Yes! I have seen very backward children, awkward children who do not get on

with a group sit down at a computer which of course will not admonish them, which will

never lose patience, which will keep repeatingi keep doing what they want to do over

and over again and start to show some signs and sometimes dramatic improvement

from their earlier educational role. So l, again whilst l, my view may be jaundice, I have
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been lucky enough to have seen it. Um, one of the happiest moments I ever had in this

game was that kid when he first spoke for the first time, he spoke through the computer.

He had an impediment and he, I said how do you feel about that, he could hear and he

wrote back with the puffer, puff , puff , puff , you know, typing you won't see that every day

and that is very rewarding see, and all of a sudden he was on the job not withdrawn

anymore, he could actually get back to those who were teaching him and now I

understand that his word speed on that is probably one of the best in the country. So I

think that's a good examPle.

'What you are also indicting is that computerc arc hlghly motivating?"

Oh yes, oh yes.

'1/ì/hat about creativity though, I mean creativity ls a llttle dlffercnt?"

It's a great word isn't it.

"Do we, ls there potential within the computer system to enhance creatlvlty and do you

thlnk that lt ls likely to have that effect in a school system?"

Um, Yes. lf you go, let me give Camden Park as an example. There is a chap down

there called Kim Nader who has done some magnificent work with his primary schools.

Now they have put together, using the computer, the tour guide of Africa and sitting

there you just point and click and the map of Africa comes up and then they have their

own voice. This is Kim year five and we put this together and my specialty is Nigeria.

Would you like to see Nigeria, click here, click there and up pops Nigeria and the

population and then they pull in pictures of it and elephants and lions and tigers. Now

none of them before that had much idea of Africa. Now you can pull any one of them

out that have been involved with that project. Matter of fact it's now being held up as an

example for all Australia and srt down and talk to them at length about Africa without
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going anywhere near a computer and they will tell you more than you know about Africa.

Which one is a democracy? Which is not a democracy? What their main food is; this

one Eritrea, for instance, still suffering draught etc. South Africa, all the naughty people

down there, the fights going on down there. Now that's all come from their own

research which they have all put together in a piece of software called Hypercard which

up until a few months ago was free with every Apple Mac.

'Gender effects this is one which featurcs ln the llteraturc. The argument ls that males

by and large dominate computers and that males respond to computers more posltively

than females."

lnteresting isn't it, because some of the best languages written on computers was

invented by females and I guess that Ada Lovelace played a major role in the evolution

in the computer by recording all of Babbages early works. I've got two daughters, I'm

fortunate that they have access to the computer that I have home. They go to an all

girls school so they are a bit luckier than the mix group; that's a tough one'

'The rcsearch suggests that wherc you have ghls together that's not a problem but

wherc there's girls and boys the social tradltlons tend to make them stand back and not

out do the boys."

Just to go on, Yes, I think there's a problem there and Yes I think we have to address it.

The girls have just got to more time to them.

'Carcer needs, do you think that having thls soÉ of stuff readily avallable wlll asslst the

people in terms of what their career needs al€?"

Well yes, I do because most of the jobs these people are going, remember we were

talking before about lhe 2005-2010, you know, the next generation, you know lwould

hazard 50'k-60'/. of the jobs not invented yet and unless we can get a handle on the
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rnformation and can show people no matter where they go, just like the telephone, every

house, every home, every school, every office has got a telephone. That's exactly what

it will be with the computer. lt may even be integrated into the computer and the

computer will happily keep time on each one of them. So, I mean you only need to pick

up each Tuesday's copy of the Australian which is the only supplement which pays for

itself by the way. The computer pages each Tuesday.

Let's take that particular supplement, have a look in there at the jobs. Programmers

$3S,000-$40,000, just programmers. The industry cannot get enough of certain types of

people. They probably have enough of my sort of person. You know, I could be

redundant shortly. The sales and marketing side will become increasingly less important

as people buy them like a home. They simply must have one and that's the battle of the

operating system we were talking about earlier. So just what were we talking on that

question?

'Well I was just looklng on the career needs. Whether in fact the computer enabled

people to get a better picture of carcer needs such the so¡t of lobs avallable and sklll

themselves in a sense,"

I think it will, but I'm not quite sure how. I could be tied up with the fact that a lot of jobs

in the future will be information based anyway.

Also, when I've talked to children and said how do you feel about the computer industry

they are quite ambivalent. lt just strikes me as odd and the minute you say would you

like a job that pays $40,000 a year, they say yeh, and then you show them an

advertisement for a programmer, wow, programming and then you've got their interest,

so the dollar starts to get them, and then when you say you've got to do a little work to

get here they say I like to polish cars. Too hard'
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'Therc is another one which is very perlinent to education which a lot of people have not

taken on board and that is, the cuniculum is essentially fashioned out of what people

believe to be the knowledge that's required. The question I keep asklng people ln

education ls what about the redundancy of cunent knowledge, do you thlnk the curent

ways we leam, the information we are leaming, the type of structure that's ln the

cuniculum is even going to be relevant in the future, especially when you have

knowledge readily available on computer bases of sorts."

Well my own views are that you will find, well let's take South Australia for example, we

do very well with distance education. Have done, you know, School of the Air etc, a

long way ahead of other lolk.

Computers will follow it, satellite communications will follow it, but what you will find are

places like Angle Park where they have a Nexus database. Do you know Nexus at all?

'Yes"

Magnificent. The boys have done a pretty good job out there and it's something this

State can be proud of. All we need is a front end which is a little more friendly than the

Unix based command like you have a knowledge centre there that every school can tap

into for a very small fee. Unix just asked AOP Rueters to hook into their globe or

internet to hook ¡nto theirs. You have all this information coming from those sources

which can then be farmed out to schools with just a computer and modem and they can

go almost anywhere in the world for a few cents and the computer happily tracks them

as they come in and log on and log off.

So my view there is, you will face more and more of it and you will see more and more

teachers come together in huddles so that they pool all the knowledge and they

structure it and they access it. So lthink that's close to that question.
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"l suppose that as much as anything else one of he things I am looking at is that a lot of

leaming, leaming we certainly did, was done on the bases of the need to know. Well,

the question one has to ask is what do you need to know ln society wherc need-to-know

ls as close as to a te¡minal which can give you that lnfomatlon?"

I think the answer is everything you need to know, everything. We all have a need to

know. I mean what was it - the 3R's.

"lt used to be the 3R's infatically. Perhaps it's handling lnfotmaüon, that's mote

lmpoñant than the 3R's?"

Yes, I think you would get into a pretty wild argument with some folks. My own view is

that you need a structured base as a youngster but again that's coming from my field of

relevance and that's what I had, a structured base.

'Yes, most of us did but as we go up into the stream one wonderc how much mote use

the structure is?"

Yes, what are the foundation stones? I don't have any firm answers to that one.

'You would be pleased to know that nobody seems to elther."

'What about equity, do you think there ls a problem ln equlty that ls some people have

the ablllty to get to the technology because they have the rcsources to buy lt others

don't?"

Ithink this problem will face us for at least the next 10 years in Australia and I suppose

you heard about the Coles Apples for students program. That was the most staggering

promotion Coles have ever had. Schools went for it like you wouldn't believe. Now if

that doesn't indicate there's a need out there for them to get their hands on the

technology well I don't think anything else will. Matter of fact, that was a 9 million dollar

buying spree. 9 million dollars worth of computers.
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All the schools were mailed again this year and the tags have come down because their

prices have come down so they don't need lo get as many. I can not remember the

exact number but say it was'10,000 schools mailed across Australia,8,000 of them

replied within a fortnight, 8,000. Now if that's not - we'll never know, we've been in this

education business since the early eighties, we have never seen a response like it,

never. So if you measure that against what they must have, you can see there's a

crying need out there.

People say that's great for your company and it is, we're selling things the same as

people sell books to schools. lt's great for book makers it might not be for much longer.

'1 heard that we have our own CD manufacturcns now coming on stleam?"

It's about time they did it because we can make a disc in Apple for about $65.00

'Tl/ell apparently they are golng to run Australlan muslc ather than dolng thelr test dlscs

on gatbage."

Well you can press one for about $65 per master but generally by the time you put it all

together it probably costs several thousand dollars and then every one you release costs

about $4.00 and they are also almost indestructible and they are very green.

'The last question talks about efficiency and effectiveness, ln other words lt says, we

put all this stutf into schools and it gradually grows - we get morc and morc of lt arc we

getting a system which is more efficient and etfective?"

Oh dear, one would like to say, yes. Years ago when computers first started going into

schools it was the maths teacher, the poor old maths teacher - look these things are

mathematical, you own it, it's your problem and the other teachers would avoid it at all
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costs, even today I know teachers avoid it at all costs. I know many maths teachers

who have gone out to make a fortune in the computing industry. They have gone out

and opened up shops because they were first to see it, the first to adapt to it. I think

there is a reticence still. I believe that it will be and I believe that it is inevitable.

'The other question this ralses, is do we need so many teacherc?"

Well I think if you look at the market, schools are closing. Schools are closing; one,

because we are nuclear family orientated in this country, not enough children in schools;

teachers leaving because of dissatisfaction; union problems, er, l, let's face it the old

education industry like every other industry is in a state of upheaval. What the results of

that will be, who knows? I think what they will be pushing them, more and more, to over

the wire detivery from centres of knowledge, if you will. Again that cuts out whole levels

of infrastructures.

"Are you suggesting that we could finish up wlth clusterc of teacherc who arc knowledge

specialists who put this stuff together and there will be another group of people we

curently call teacherc who look atter the soclal development of the Itoup."

Yes.

"And, ensure they are handling the leaming appropriately."

COMPUTERS IN SCHOOLING

"How do you belleve computing will effect the future of schooling?"

"Do any of the following descriptions meet your lmage?

A place which conducts /essons as at present but which uses increasing

amounts of computer technology for learning'
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A ptace from where students' Progress is managed, records kept and

advice given but with much of the learning occurring out of the school in

houses, libraries and other public institutions.

A place where students spend time on individual study programs

monitored and recorded by computer.

A private company which manages computer leaming programs for

individuals for a fee in their homes or in small leaming centres.

A ptace where students gather for group and social activities but specific

knowledge is gained personally using computer technology'

A place which becomes irrelevánt as technology removes the need lor

separate institutional education and replaces it with centralised data

banks of learning malerial which can be used as required throughout life.

None of those described.

I think it will be a mixture. Well, we already have private schools haven't we. Look at

Bond, he has a university, poor fellow, and we all wanted to be as rich as Bond and now

we are

I think it will be a mixture, I think we will have private companies, certainly. I think, yes,

it will have to be individualised and yes, you cannot get away from some of the social

development. I mean that's a real tough one, that's really tough and I don't think that

schools will ever become irrelevant. lf schools ever become irrelevant it won't be in mV

life time.

lf schools are not looking ahead and not looking at change, yes they will become

irrelevant.
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THE ROLE OF THE TEACHER

"l think you picked this up before, the role of the teacher. You said that you saw the

role of the teacher changing quite significantly."

Yes.

"Rather than being a fountain of all knowledge to belng the point wherc effectively they

afe)r '"

The knowledge navigators.

'They arc assisting people, they are facllltatoæ rather than people who have the

knowledge themselves and so they are rcally more on about how people leam rather

than knowledge itself. "

Yes. Well Camden Park is a classic example. I mean he just didn't stand in front of the

book and say class this is Africa and draw a map of Africa on the board, he got them to

do their research, go to libraries, come back and actually put all their knowledge

together into the computer and what they have is literally a new book on Africa created

by the primary school students of Camden Park. Now he is a facilitator and they know

more about Africa today than perhaps they need too because they all got stuck right into

it. I mean even to the extent of putting little video clips and sound clips in of themselves

dispensing the knowledge and on top of that he could not get them off it'

That's the interesting point. Now if you go to TAFE, here's the d¡fference, and sit down

and start teaching people the principles of computing, particularly in the DOS

environment, they turn off in droves.
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'The intercsting thing about it is that those students are coming up and going lnto

TAFE."

Yes

'lf TAFE doesn't drastically change it's direction it's got a whole lot of disaffected

students coming into it?"

Yes, it will.

CONTROL OF TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION

'Now this next block ls about the contrcl of edqcation."

'TVlost people have already decided about wherc we'rc heading and the fact that we wlll

be involved in this area. Do you think that that ls the case or do you thlnk that people

arc not really making a decision?"

I don't think there would be too many people not looking at it. I think that, I mean, just

television, each time you see something like Beyond 2000 there's a computer in every

shot. They're always there. I would be very surprised, I think those people who don't

do it are in the outlying areas and the disadvantaged areas in the suburbs where there

is no money, no budget, or that sort of thing and they have to press on with what they

have.

'So are you saying thercforc, that where we are and how we move ln thls fleld ls

lnevitable?"

Yes, technology will drive us, if I can just go back to that, the times make the man, the

person, not the person makes the times. I hold to that thought.
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'Would you like to look at the future and say that lt's going to be a morc inhuman

society?"

Jesus, let's hope it's no more inhuman that it is now. I would hope, a couple of classic

examples, er, I think a blood bath in Manilla when Marcos and the other lady, what ever

her name was, who turns out to be not much different anyway, when they confronted

each other. The other reason that a bloodbath was avoided was technology; because

the video cameras were there.

Now China did not make the same mistake. The m¡nute they started getting the

technology out we knew, in the western area, we knew that they were going to shoot

people. People don't shoot people in front of people.

'Certainly not in front of cameras, wherc the world can see."

Correct. So there is coming a time where if you're planning a little massacre it's too late

shooting the camera man because the picture is already up on the Satellite.

Now, more and more, the nasty countries of the world do not have a free media, so I

think in United Nations and Australia, we would have a media which is almost unfiltered,

that can poke it's nose into any corner it pleases and run the stuff to air. Again, there

would have to be certain controls but I wouldn't like to see too many. So those

countries which don't have technology then good news services will continually fall

further and further behind.

The days of dictatorships is rapidly coming to an end and thank goodness fortechnology

in that respect. So if that's somewhat about answering that question. For instance, you

don't get TV cameras in a row [argumentJ.
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'What about the question: do you think people are golng to have much cholce about

where computers are used?"

No - they won't have a choice. Do you have a choice about where the phone is used?

'Not at all. "

No, but it is accepted as a tool, look at the mobile phones. Now a few years ago $5000.

What is it worth now, $'1500. l've got one and lwonder how lgot on without it. And

that takes you back again, when the Bell invented the telephone and some chap ran up

to tell the English postmaster general, listen this chap has invented a telephone, he

shifted and said we've plenty of messenger boys here we don't need those sort of

things. The mayor of New York on the other hand said that's a good idea, I can see the

day when every city will have one. Neither of them had any idea, any idea at all. Find

the home which doesn't have one.

'Schooling will be rcshaped?"

Yes

"Excitlng future?"

My word I do.

"Frlghtening lutute?"

I think it's a future full of hoPe

'Teachers losing control of the curiculum?"

I think there are some positives and some negatives. I mean, you get back to the 3R's,

is it necessary or should ¡t be the 3C's for computing, charm, charisma and computing -

who knows?
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That's a very interesting one. You now get things like that silly women in NSW who put

out that llttle green brochure the other day, that's ludicrous. What's she got to do with

children's education. lf she is goìng to put stuff out, lmean for Christ sake, check it for

detall and check it lor accuracy.

'Who besides teacherc will be involved ln the education ptocess?"

Parents will be increasingly involved.

"ln the paper some years ago the progr?mmens were saylng, look we clever people can

do far better than that, we can n¡n an education prcgram of our games."

I think you have to be very careful. I think the Education Department and the teachers

will be involved long into the future. What the Education DeparÌment has to decide what

pain you're going through now you're going to do it and how you're going to do it but if

you did away with it overnight, my God, we would be in diabolical trouble, I mean, half

the people don't know where to get the information from.

'lt's lnteresting that you say that because that's the general trend that I am gettlng.

People are saying surc other people have got a say but teachers stlll are the prefered

people to handle what's uselul and what's not useful and they don't want to glve otherc

a frce hand."

But at the same time we need to have forums where parents of those whose children

are the responsibility of both groups have a say and when Rose Kelly trots out any more

of that ridiculous dogma the parent has every right to say listen my children are going

there to learn these three cities, right. For God sake, don't throw in any more issues

than they can already stand and there's a warning. More and more government

departments are throwing out educational kit's into schools and the educat¡onal content

of them is highly questionable: get them out.
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'With technology available, you have a better vehicle for delivery?"

And the left leaning boys in some of the Labor areas love it.

"Do you think there is any constraining of education because the technology ls readily

available?"

Elucidate.

"Do you think that education is going to be const¡alned ln any way?"

No, I think it will just keep opening doors and we don't know the door that we are going

to open.

'Who do you think ls really doing the prcmotlon of computerc ln educatlon?"

The media? No

Governments? To an extent

Employers? Certainly not

Education Departments? Yes

Parents? To a lesser exlent, some yet.

Computer companies? Certainly

Teachers? Yes

Unions? Never

Cenainly, the way I see ¡t we push all the time.

EVALUATION OF SCHOOLING

'Whom do you believe has most promoted the use of computerc ln educatlon?"

"Do you think schools are generally satlslactory as they ate?"

No
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'What about tf I said they need radical change?"

I think they do, Yeh, from what I have seen.

"Do you think they will always be some what the same?"

No, they can't be because they will become irrelevant. lf they remain the same they will

become irrelevant. The same as our political parties, they are irrelevant. People will

just vote out the sitter.

We've got a nice track record of that over the past three or four years. The sitter is out.

It doesn't matter what shade Liberal or Labor in Hobart the By-election they put in a

ringer God help us all. They put in a footballer for Christ sake. Watching Griener go, if

anyone was clean Griener was clean. lf you look at his predecessors they were as

corrupt as buggery. They want responsible government. Likewise, they want

responsible education. They children I want to be geniuses. Please turn that into a

genius.
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INTERVIEW THREE

COMPANY: IBM AUSTRALIA

POSITION: SALES CONSULTANT

DESCRIPTION: South Australia agent for the multinational computing company

IBM

IMAGES OF FUTURE

'What lmages do you hold about the futurc soclety and technology ln whlch schools wlll

opetate?"

I think it will greatly change our lives. I think that you can see if you look back the way

technology has changed our lives and the way we go about things whether it be the

technology of the televis¡on, the video, the automatic teller machine. So you can see

how technology enters our lives in everyday, and how it has changed the way we live.

"How will it change our lives ln futurc?"

Well, are you talking about? Generally, it's technology. Well l, you may not need to get

to places in the future, I think a lot of things will be done from home, I think that a lot of

work can be done lrom home so that you may have a link through a computer to your

office and be able to deal with people across the computer screen. There is no reason

why the telephone will not be linked to your computer and you will be able to actually

have conversations seeing and hearing both ends, as though you are meeting together.

However, it will be across a distance whether it will be within the Adelaide district or

Australia or across countries. You will be able to move information across those like

you might do today, with a video conferencing facility you will be able to pass

information between each computer set [Jp, so there may be no need to meet face to

face as such, or to move out of your house to go to work. The same with shopping,

banking and one can see the beginning now with a teletex type system that is available

on the television, I can see in the future that a lot more will be done, I suppose not by
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mail order but by computer order, so that there may be no need to have supermarkets

where you go to look around, you look around through your computer to see what you

would like to purchase, and so again for banking or shopping, no need to go outside the

home they will be, things are delivered, basically. As far as your social life, you will

open up more time for social interaction on a social basis as opposed to force from a

work or a, all those other things like shopping, banking etc, so it can have, I think,

positives and negatives from that point ot view. I think a lot of things will be speeded up

that you do, like your shopping etc, so it may give you more time for yoUr Sport, but I

think that the important thing is we obviously do not all sit on our bottoms in front of a

computer screen for the rest of our lives or our children do not, that they need to, I

suppose, balance their time between doing those sort of things maybe at home, you

could look at school. I suppose a bit differently is what I would say that there still is a

role for that social interaction, so as much as people may say that technology could now

deliver what you are learning at a university, I think is still important to have tutorial type

system where you do interact with others and as with work, you might work at home four

days a week but go in on the fitth day for that interaction and meetings or you can meet

across the computer screen. I think that it is still important to have the social interaction.

I suppose from a school's point of view I think we will see technology used so that

teachers become more of a consultant and any of the facts taught by, you know, CD-

Rom across the computer or whatever technology is after CD-Rom so that there is a lot

more depth and children can self pace themselves, but then join back into the class for

general discussion. I think you will see people going a lot further in that way and that

teachers, as I say, will have to be more like consultants than teachers because the facts

will be taught by comPUter not by the teacher.

'1s privacy a concem?"

I do not see ¡t as a real concern but I can imagine some people would, it's very easy for
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information to be accessed because, you know, there will be some time whether it be in

the social security number, here, something else so that there is a trigger that all

information can be held, so, but then again I think that it can help society in some ways

if you look at some of those credit problems people are having at the moment. lf there

was a better system for banks to understand what sort of debt some people are in we

would not have people running up the credit problems that we have today. That is a

minor positive versus some of the negative some people feel but I do not see it as a real

issue. lt is not a real issue for me.

'IVlll technology and ln partlcular, computerc conbol our llves?"

I do not see a problem probably because of how familiar I am with technology. I think

that for those that are unfamiliar with technology they could be quite uncomfortable

about how technology could change their lives but for me I think it is a positive move

because I think if we use technology or if we utilise technology properly we can gain

more. We can do things smarter, we can do things quicker and we can make more time

available for things that we like doing, leisure time, sporl, you know, social.

'Iltlll technology sümulate a new señes of cuJts?"

Yes, it is possible I think, I mean you could almost look at them now with the people

that, what is the term for it, the computer hackers and it could become a cult. However,

I think it is important for the technology companies to do a bit more work on the secur¡ty

side of things and also the telecommunications carriers. But it is possible, I think there

are probably people in some universities that just about do that now.
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COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION

'What impact do you believe computerc will have on education? For example,

relationships?"

I think the relationship will mature in that, as I said earlier, the computer will be teaching

the facts, however, the students as a group and the students with the teacher will

discuss the issues, probably at higher levels so that, I would say that, relationships will

not disappear by any means, I think in some ways will strengthen because they will be

built on more of a consulting style role from the teacheds point of view, and peer to peer

it will be more of a discussion focus rather than a competition over, you know, whose

going to be the first person to put up their hand to answer this question. that will all be

held on a computer basis and people will be given equal, I suppose, hearing by

computers which does not always happen in the classroom setting.

'1lì/ill leamlng abilitles be enhanced?"

Absolutely, I do not think there is any question of that, I think that the difficulty of a

teacher handling students of different abilities is already proven to be a problem in many

schools where some children do not get the attention others do, just from the attention

point of view some students get left behind or also the fact that leaning disabilities are

otten ignored and otten not recognised and I think through a computer a lot of those will

possibly even disappear in that a computer can represent topics to be learnt in a

number of different ways, and I think that from my experience people are a little

backward with computers, it is not impossible to enhance the learning abilities and also

teach people at different levels.
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'Will computerc have a motivating effect?"

I think that it will motivate them to do more I think especially those who are gifted

students they will be able to move further ahead without the constraints currently in a

classroom environment. I think for them that are a little behind they will be able to

motivate to spend a bit more time on the work to catch up with the general mass of

students and that they will be able to actually revise work at home in a way that they

can actually get some feedback which they cannot now because once the class is over

the teacher is gone. When your using a computer you can revise your work with some

input from an expert effectively.

'Wlll computerc lmprove crcatlvlty?"

I think that as long as it's managed it can enhance creativity but definitely not reduce

creativity, however, it depends how the computers are implemented. lf one, or if the

school system chooses to use the computers to their utmost and they stay at the leading

edge of technology, then I think creativity will be enhanced, students will be able to do a

lot more than they could do today and, I mean, I think you can even just look at the way

things are used to design equipment even to see how students can see how something

that you could not necessarily do on a piece of paper or even with a lot of fancy tools

can be done in an almost imaginary type format on a computer. So I think it can

probably enhance creativity as long as, as I said, that we stay at the leading edge and

we move with technology.
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"tJVill computerc have a detrimental effect on women?"

I think that the gender effects is probably something that comes from the parents of the

students rather than the students themselves. I think it is something that may come

from some backward teachers which I think there are plenty of around still, so, I do not

think it is a gender effect or something that is inbuilt, I think it is society's push and

society saying that science and maths is for boys and, you know, needlework is for girls

still.

'lil/itl computerc help students ca¡eer needs?"

Well, I think the way that the schooling system is going will make it possibly more

difficult to move people back into the menial style jobs because you do see a lot of

people then that would probably be more comfortable in the white collar area, however,

as far as enhancing career needs, I think, I mean, this country, anyway to keep moving,

if we are going to keep pace with other countries in the way that they utilise technology

and how that does enhance people's careers so I think, yes it's quite possible that

maybe we will see a change in the blue to white collar percentages because people will

feel that they can strike further because of what they had learnt using the computers but

I think that is a long way off still.

"Are computers morc relevant to some subjects morc than others?"

No, I really do not think that.

'ï/ill computerc const¡aln education in some way?"

I think that is possible but I think if the education system does that they are not

educating the students, I think that it's important just like learning your times tables, a

calculator can do that, but you do not always have, you know, it is important for your
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now, I suppose, abilities, stretching your own brains, to be able to do some of these

functions even though you know it does not mean because you can use a spell check

on a computer, you should not learn to spell for example, and that, I mean, that is what

could be said about the calculator and then, times tables and I am sure that there are

some people who use that as a reason not to learn them.

'lúVlll computerc crcate a problem for equity?"

I do not think it will change the problem of equity, I think that the problem exists today

and I lhink that will, well, just, you know, it will not change, those that are well off have

better ability to go to tutors, or go to private schools and may be get better attent¡on etc

today, and I think it just may be spent in a different way but I do not think there will be

any change, so yes, I think the problem will still exist.

'1ll/ltlschoollng be more or less effectlve and efflclent lf uslng c-omputerc?"

They will be huge, huge and like I said I think it will free up the teachers to, to do other,

to perform other roles so that I think, not that we will not need the same number of

teachers, they will need new skills.

FUTURE OF COMPUTERS AND SCHOOUNG

"How do you believe computlng wlll effect the futurc of schoollng?"

"Do any of the followlng descdptions meet your lmage?

A ptace which conducts /essons as at present but which uses increasing

amounts of computer technology for leaming,

A place from where students' progress is managed, records kept and

advice given but with much ol the learning occurríng out of the school in

äouses, libraries and other public institutions.
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A place where students spend time on individual study programs

monitored and recorded by computer.

A private company which manages computer leaming programs for

individuals for a fee in their homes or in small learning centres.

A place where students gather for group and social activities but specific

knowledge is gained personally using computer technology.

A place which becomes irrelevant as technology removes the need for

separate institutional education and replaces it with centralised data

banks of learning material which can be used as required throughout life.

None of those described."

I would say, management learning only, I think that teachers will be involved in the

management of learning but like I said, also, this is a consulting process so they will

manage the process so the computers can manage that almost as well. The computers

will test and assess, the teachers will not. They would do, the fact based testing will be

done on computers, the consulting will do more ol the user style, how they may relate to

people. lt may not mean the same timeframes and the computers may be available at

school or they may be available in another format, however, I think it is still very

important to have the school facility for, whether it be, the discipline of students still

having to spend some time doing this sort of thing, the social interaction with peers of

the same age and abilities and different age different abilities, there is no reason why a

class in this environment should not span different age groups as well. I think that, like I

said, that the teacher will manage the learning process probably, but also act in this

consulting style role and lead discussion within a class'
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'rtlVlll the use of computerË change the role of teachets?"

They have to do a massive relearning process and in some cases part of the problem is

going to be the people that are teachers now are not going to be capable of this new

role.

"Have most people made a decislon about uslng computer ln educaüon?"

I think people think that their students will still go to school and that they will go in and

they will use the computers to teach them typing. I think a lot of people do not

understand how computers can be used. They can, be used for learning to do a user

word-processor, or learning to use a spreadsheet. They do not think about how you can

apply that. 'lnevitable' - absolutely.

'ïVlll society become mote lnhuman?"

lf it is not managed well, if the opportunity is there to go without social interaction, it is

possible that society could become inhuman.

"How much cholce do we have about uslng computels?"

I think, if we do not we might as well, you know, shave ourselves off from the rest of the

world because we are just getting so far behind.

"Do you belleve that schools wlll be rcshaped?"

Absolutely, I cannot imagine life without it now.

'ls the future excltlng or fdghtening?"

I think for some people it could be very frightening, those that are currently illiterate, but

I think it's good to see the number of people that are trying. People now that have
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children or are going to be bringing children up in this new society are starting to try and

learn with their children and they are the ones that are going to be the winners.

'lriVlll teacherc lose control of the cuniculum?"

Teachers within schools I do not think have control of the curriculum now so I do not

think that will change. I think curriculum is set by central departments or government, so

it is being delivered through computing rather than through teachers.

'Constra ln education'?

No

PROMOTING THE USE OF COMPUTERS ¡N EDUCATION

'TVhom to you belleve has most promoted the use of computers ln educatlon?"

Media? Not much

Government? Very little

Employers? Non computing company employers. Employers generally - no

Education Department? They have done what they can do with their constrained so

called budget.

Parents? Uni, yes. I think parent have done quite a bit considering what they

know, but then again I think that there are unfortunately a few parents in

each school who think they know everything and maybe do not

understand the full implications and the full abilities of using computers in

education.

Computer companies? I think the computer companies, if your talking about

hardware and software, I think, yes they are the main, the

main sponsors or the main people that are trying to

promote it. I think that, the difficulties are that there is no
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money in it for the computer companies and so they do

what they can and I think that, you know, the thing is a

prime example. However, what are they promoting? Apart

from hardware, ¡n my opinion, nothing. lt is not the total

concept it's one of the smallest portions.

I do not think teachers are given enough education. I have spoken to a

couple of sessions of teachers and they just blow their minds with the sort

of things that I have been able to show them. They really have not got

across to the technology.

I probably really do not have an opinion, no that I know of.

EVALUATION OF SCHOOUNG

"Are schools cunently satisfactory?"

Not really.

"Do they need adlcal change?"

Well, I do, I do think they need radical change because I do not think they are

implementing the technology available today and if they are not doing that today, when

the students get out there, they are going to be seeing something totally different in the

work force.

"Are schools lnelevant at the moment?"

No, I do not think they are irrelevant because we still need to learn these facts however

we learn them, but I do think that we need to move to, to teaching students, on, you,

more about what they need to know when they get out of school rather than just the

facts.
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'Will schools in the future be the same?"

I think we need better teachers at the top, at the top of these education departments to

move them into the, into the real time, and I think part of the problem is that people at

the top of these organisations are just moving funds from the bucket to another and not

looking at the total problem or concept of education.

"Anythlng Else?"

I think the teachers are going to need a massive reskilling or teachers will not be

suitable as teachers and maybe industry will be the teachers. I do not think they are

doing it now but I think in the future that they, that people from private industry, whether

it be, I do not know, you know, people from computer comPanies or people from

wherever any have better, consulting, discussion leading skills than the current teachers

and may feel more comfortable in that role.

"People movlng ln and out?"

Absolutely I think, I mean, I think it would be a good development exercise from both

sides of the camp.
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I think educational institutions are

teaching people how to use

technologl', hou to actuallv use

the instrument where as, there is

a need for people to understand
what technology is, how it can be

hamessed and in lact, the key
thing too, is to crea¡e

if you don't build vour industrv
on comPuting technologv as a

store you have not got any

chance of competing on the world
market anvway

there are real problems I see in
Australia that the government has

no strategY in u,hich to brrng
technologl to bear through
eduction and education ls still
teaching what, how to use the
technologv not now to create lt.

I think there's going to be a real
surge in technolog¡'over the next
decade - its going to ger to rhe

stage u,here human nature reacts
8ga¡nst lt

There is so much pressure on
industry, panrcularly in Ausrra I ia,
to up-date and be competitive and
it is going to be the strain thar
industry tries to grab hold of but
I'm not sure it is the right answer

WORK

IComputers] u,ill reallv become,
absolutelr', the basis of operations
for rndustn

I think it *'ill greatll change our
lives

a lot of things will be done

from home
, a link through a computer to
vour olfice and be able to deal
rvrth people across the computer
screen

I can see in the future that a lot
more u'ill be done I suppose nol
bv mail order but by computer
order

More time lor social interaction
on a social basis

We obviouslv do not all sit on our
bottoms in lront of a computer
screen for the rest of our lives

You might work at home four
davs a week but go in on the filth
dav for that interaction and

meetrngs or vou can meet across
the computer screen

From a school's pornt of view I
think u'e n'ill see technology used
so that teachers become more of a

consultant and anv ol the facts
taught br', I'ou knorr', CD-Rom

Chrldren can self pace themselves
but then join back tnto the class
for drscuss¡on

I think vou rr rll see people going
a lot further in that u'av and that
teachers, as I see , w,ill have to be

more like consultants than
teachers because lhe facts rrill be

taught br computer not bv the

teacher

Technologv itself u'i ll preciprrare
some of the greatest changes that
we can have and it rs

preciprtating thcm right under our
nosc

Stan getting pcople working from
home,

Economically it is verv attractive,
ecologically the greenies u'ill
love it

Sociologically there's going to be

a few changes

I think you r.r'ould start to see job
sharing

I guess there r.r'ould be arguments
then - oh we need to have them

meeting once a week

The next thrng people uill sar,
well vour cttres \\ lll be dead but
we have lmmedlatelv solved our
housrng problem

I think technologr can help us

get out ol the .¡am we're ln

All those folks that work ¡n our
offices do nothing but plav urth
informatlon, the computer rs a

liberator contran to other

oPrnrons

IVirtual Realir¡-]
To plav a game in that r ein rs all
consuming, the plaver literallr rs

living the game and that's gorng
to occup\ a loL oi foìks

You need to be able to meet
people rn the u'ork place but rr

could have a Yrrrual uorkplace
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There *'ill be a replacement of a

u,hole swag ol human behaviour
in terms of statistics and records
and standards and that will be all
computer based

I think the integration of the

tools, the computer aided tools,
it's the integration that's going to
make the impact

LEISI.JRE
I think it's going to be opposite to
u'hat people expect I do not
think its going to be a computer
generated rndustn it's gorng to

force people further and further
towards nature and sort of using
vour hands and things that the1,

do not do otherwlse

the more vou stack in on
computing lor the work
environment, the more vou go the
other direction for a leisure
envtronment

LEISI.IRE LEISURE
It can teach me a language

I can have the computer repeat
and repeat and repeat untrl I get
it word perfect

If 1'ou look very closell,at
Nintendo and Sega that market is
huge and rapidlv approaching our
ou'n markets

Thev kno* that that's *'here
entertainment lies

PRIVACY
Big issue!

Privacv circumstances through
f-rnance is probably the most
controlling factor in the whole of
the human existence anvway ..

I think that it's wide open ro

corruptron and even,thrng else

PRIVACY
It's very eas¡' for information to
be accessed

.. all information can be held I
think that it can help socretv in
some wâ\,s

I do not see it as a real issue

PRIVAC}'
Il each house has a computer
the¡' should be allor¡'ed to log on

to anv database that has their
parti cul ars

I demand the right to enter mv

file and have a look around not
to change lt but to know what it
¡s there and be grren access to it

I bel¡eve that there should be

legistatron that even- rndrvldual is
able to go in electronicalll and
have a look al that account here
that account there, that record
there, brrths and deaths etc
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CONTROL
Less control because the more
and more material that goes on to
discs it's like books you know,
thev tried to stop books once, this
ls len trmes more potent

Artificial realities are sort of high
on the agenda but still a long
way, still a long u'ay out, but by
hell you put a child in that
environment and vou could reap
unbelievable damage I think

I'm sure that emotronal probìems
and financial problems vou could,
I could see a day where vou get

the computer that sort of takes
this set of crrteria and nuts lt out
and savs there is your best
optlon

I think there is heaps of potential
in the sorl ol direction that
technologv could go, it's all
romance and dav dreamrng at the
moment

CONTROL
I thrnk it is a positive move [the
use oltechnology] because I think
i[ u e use technology or if we
utilise technolog,v properly we can
galn more, we can do things
smarter, \4,e can do things quicker
and we can make more time
available for things rhat we like
doing - leisure time, spon, you
knou', social

CONTROL
Technolog¡, is moving along in
some wavs people are getting
swept along u'ith ir

I think we've got limired control

If we are being swept along with
it it's because we don't knor-r,

Most people are using computers
and they don't even knou rt

They can be very invrsible

I think you wlll have those

Ipeople] who adapt them and use

them very quicklv

You'll have the luddrte of course
who will say no I don't u'ant anr
parl of them and pull the power

Knowledge is expanding at such
an exponential rate the onll'
wav you can store it and access lt
will be via a computer

If we have no trees to make

books anvmore it must come in
the shape of CD or digital data

I don't think there is a huge

Orr¡'eIIran presence driving
everl'thing Nor do I thrnk
humanitr rs clever enough to

have a total global coverage
tellrng vou ri'hat to do

lundeveloped countrtes] I thrnk
thev are pushed ven quicklr rnto

the computer world
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RELATIONSHIPS
rl it's taught as a, as a method

of, similar to reading or
mathematics or something, how
to ge¡ into computing it's going to
be fairly naÍow field and people
will tend to use it like a book
*'hereas I reallv believe that the

opportunrty in computing is the
feverse to that, to have them
understand u hat computing is
capable of provrding, and being
able to use it as a tool

RELATIONSHIPS
I think the relationship will
mature tn that, the computer will
be teaching the facts, however, the
students as a group and the
students u'ith the teacher will
discuss the issues, probably at a

higher level so that relationships
wrll not disappear bv any means,
in some u,avs wilì strengthen
because thev will be built on
more of a consulting stvle role
from the teachers point of view,
and peer to peer it will be more of
a discussion fócus rather than a

competrtlon

RET.ATIONSHIPS
I get to see a Iot of children
using computers in a lot of
schools their concentration
levels has to be seen to be

believed

With the volume of information
and with the turmoil that
education is in right now, and rt's

under going radical stress, radical
change, the teacher, I leeì, uill
become, if I can use the term tt's
not my own, a knowledge
navigator, a facilitator, a leader

The Education Department are

now pushrng and pulling him or
her Ithe teacher] and rts more
information is landing on him
So more and more the computer
will plar the role to relreve him
of some ol that burden

The."" too Ithe teachers] will be

required to keep learnrng, it's
nou' a liletime process

LEARNING ABILITY
... only if it's, it ir's done in a

way u,here the student
understands the technologv before
thev use it, such as, as a leaming
aid

LEARNING ABILITY
[Leaming abilities enhancedl
Absolutel¡', I do not think there is
anv question of that

The lact that learning abrliries are

often rgnored and often not
recognised and I think through a

computer a lot ol those u ill
possiblv even disappear

It ls not rmpossible to enhance the

leamrng

LEARNING ABILITY
ILeaming abilities enhanced]
Mv own vieu from u'hat I see ¡s

r esl
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MOTryATTON
I see it as a blt of a negative I
think it's a tool that needs a bit
like television, co,ltr¡l

Il the computing is taught in the
r*'a)' that I suspect it's going to
be, it \ìill be reaction, reaction,
reaction Whereas to get the
thing working properly it's got to
be a pro-active, searching,
enquiring arÍangement from the
students

only those students that are
taught well and get the principles
and the, soñ of handle on the
computer thev're going to come
out with what I would sav is
eflective knorvledge to use in
industn'

MOTTVATION
it will motivate them to do

more, especially those u,ho are
gifted students, thev will be able
to move further ahead u'ithour the
constraints currentlv in a class
room en!'¡ronmenl

For them that are a little behind
thev u'ill be able to morivate to
spend a bit more time on the
work

They will be able to actually
revise work at home

MOTTVATION
IWhat vou are also indicaring is

that computers are highlr
motivatingì
Oh yes, Oh ves

CREATTVITY
ther' Istudents] have got to

understand how to control the
lechnologv and this is how the
industries get builr,.¡obs get builr
too

all we do is imporr the bloody
stuff in here, sit ir down in fronr
of people and use ir and thar is
whv we have gor such a huge
import bill and no abiliry to
create it ourselves

CREATIVITY
As long as it is managed it can
enhance creativity but defrnrtely
not reduce creativity

If the school svstem choses to use

the compulers to their utmost and
thev stay at the leadrng edge ol
technology, then I think creatlvlrv
u'ill be enhanced

CREATWITY

Is there potential u'ithin the

comPuter s),stem to enhance
creatt'r'rtr 1l

Um, ves

GEI{DER EFTECTS
I think it (computer) will provide
a bit of a common platform

Frr e vears ago, computrng \\,as a

man's domaln. apart from son ol
lnput data

It's probablr a great evenr lor the
femaìe s¡de ol Iearning
partrcularìr, lo get inlo things
traditionallr'. like engineering

GENDER EFTECTS
I think it is something that mav
come from some back'*'ard
teachers u'hich I think there are

plentl' of around strll

I thlnk it rs soc¡et¡es push and
socret\ saving that scrence and

malhs ls lor bols and, r'ou knori ,

needleu,ork is for grrls still

GENDER EFTECTS
Yes, I think there's a problem
there and ves I think \\,e have to
address it The girls have got to
have more t¡me to them
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CAREER NEEDS CAREER NEEDS
I think the way that the schooling
svstem is going will make rt

possibly more dillicult to move
people back into menial sryle

.¡ 
obs

Il u'e are going to keep pace with
other countries in the way that
thev utilise technology and how ir
does enhance people's careers

CAREER NEEDS
Most of the ¡obs these people are
going, remember we were talking
before about the vear 2005-2010
you .. I would hazard 50%-60%
of the .¡obs are not invented vet

RELEVANCE
Iof computers to di fferent subject]

I think rt will spread across
everv thing

I do not think there is any
limrtalron, I think it's just a

matter of commercial possibiliw

RELEVANCE
Ioi computers lo different
subj ectsl

Nol I reallv do not thrnk thar

RELEVANCE

REDUNDANCY
Iof learning]

I, again think ir will get back to
knowing how to get the
informatron and what are the
principles ol solving the problem

With all that information ir's even
more important to start teaching
the wav ol resolving and gettrng
sol utions

So in grade one, in future, like
straight out of krnderganen,

u'hat we have done is rve ha'r,e

brought new technologr and
stuck rt right at rhe end ol the
educatlon stream

REDUNDANCY REDUNDANCY
Iof knowledge]

Mv own view is that vou need a

structured base as a voungster but
again that's coming from m¡ lield
of relevance

I don't have anr firm answers to

that one

EQUITY
I do not think i¡ [compuring] u'ill
ha',e a ma;or lmpact on learning
but I think rt u'ill have a malor
Ìmpact on output

EQUITY
I do not think rt Icomputers] uill
change the problem ol equrtr - rt
rvrll not change, those that are

rrell ofl hale berrer abilitr to go
to tulors, or private schools and

mav be get better attentlon etc

EQUITY
I thrnk this problem u'ill lace us

for at least the next lO vears
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ETTICIENCIES
The way.' it's going now, no
because ,. those that can use

comPutefs at the moment do not
necessarilv have the skills in
knowing how to adapt to it in
industry

ETTICIEI\¡CtTs
They will be huge I think ir
*'ill lree up teachers too not that
we will no¡ need the same number
of teachers, ihey u'ill need new
skills

EFRCIENCIES
One would like to sa¡, yes

I believe that it will be and I
believe that it is inevitable

[do we need so many teachers]
The old education industry like
every other industry is in a srate

of upheaval

I think what that will be pushing
them more and more to over the
wrre delivery from centres ol
knowledge if vou will Again
that cuts out whole levels ol
inlra structure

CONSTR,AIN EDUCATION
I think that rt is possible but . . if
the educatron svstem does that
they are not educating the
students
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I think a b¡t of each

There is a lot ro be gained lrom a

computer onented learning
svstem that forces them Istudents]
to be creat¡r,e that sorl of has
them use a whole range of other
skills like the libran'or doing
eì(ercrses

Il rt pushes people out to doing
dilferent, \'an rng exercrses uslng
a whole range of centres, that is
the u'av to go and they get the
social environment as well

The ma.¡oritr of people have not
grven rt a great deal of thought
u'here I belreve the lead should
come from is not education but
industn

Industry has got to sav this is
u'hat we have to achieve and
really drag the soñ of the
education into that

Teachers will be involved in the
management of leaming

The computers will test and
assess, the teachers will not

Computers mav be available at
school or they may be available in
another format

It is stiìl veD' lmportant to have
the school facility lor the social
interaction with-peers of the same
age and abilities and dillerent age,
dillerent abilitres

There is no reason whv a class in
thrs environment should not span
dilferent age groups as well

I think it will be a mixrure I
think we will have private
companies certainly

I think, yes, it will have ro be

individualised and, yes, !'ou
cannot get away from some of
the social development

I don't think that schools w'ill
ever become irrelevant

Il schools are not looking ahead
and not looking at change, yes,
thev will become irrelevant

ROLE OF TEACHER ROLE OF TEACHER
They have to do a massive
releaming process

In some cases the people that
are teachers now are not going to
be capable ol this neu'role

ROLE OF TEACHER

IThev will become]
the knowledge navigators
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IHave people already decided
where we are heading?]

I think a lot ol people do nor
understand how computers can be
used

IHave people alreadv decrded
where we are heading?l

I don't think there would be too
many people not looking ar ir

ISo are you saying thcrefore that
where we are and how we move
in this field is inevitable?l

Yes, technologv will drive us

IWill socien' be more inhuman in
luture ? l

Yes, societl' will to an exient

it's successIsocretv's] it's not
going to be the computing power
or anvthing else that is there it's
going lo be the human
lnte¡act r on

lWrll society be more inhuman in
future? )

. if the opponuniry is there to go
without social interaction it is

possible that socrety could
become inhuman

IWill society be more inhuman in
future? l

Let's hope it's no more inhuman
than it is now

Marcos the onlv reason that a

bloodbath was avoided \\,as

technologr', because the video
camera *'as there,

[Do vou think people are going to
have much choice about where
computers will be used?]

,. there will not be anv choice for
industr¡ and economics and
therefore that will dominate
educati on

I would definirely use compurers
in education but I'd use them
dillerentlv

IDo you think people are gorng to
have much choice about *'here
computers will be used?]

if *'e do not we might as well
., shave ourselves olf from the

resl of the world because we are
gelting so far behind

[Do vou think people are gorng
to have much choice about where
computers u,ill be used?]

No thev r¡on't have a choice!

Do vou have a choice about
where the phone rs used? it
will be accepted as a tool

ISchooling be reshaped?]

Yesr industn, has to do it
though

I Schoolrng be reshaped?]

Absolutelr', I cannot rmagine life
u'ithout lt nou

{Schooling be reshaped?]

Yes

IAn excitrng luture?]

Mr word I do
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IFrightenrng future]

I see it as hugely excitrng on one
hand but devastatir.glJ frightening
at thc moment with Australran
government policies the way they
are and the education system
going in the direction that it is

IFrightening future]

For some people it could be verl'
fri ghtenrng

it's good to see the number of
people that are trying Ito] learn
with their children

IFrightening future]

I think it's a future fulì of hope

IWill teachers lose control of
curric ulum? ]

Yeh, dehniteI I thrnk you've
got to break up the education
svstem

IWill teachers lose control of
currrculum?]

I do not think Iteachers] have
control of the curriculum now so

I do not think that will change

IWill teachers lose control ol
cuniculum?]

I mean you get back to the three

R's, is it necessaLa or should it be

the 3C's for computing, charm
and charisma

IWho besides teachers u,ill be

involved rn schooling?l

Parents will be increasingll
invo lved

[s schooling redundant?]

If vou d¡d ar¡'av u'rth it over
night, my god, u'e w'ould be rn

drabol¡cal trouble, I mean, hall
the people don'l know u'here lo
get the rnformation lrom

IWill education be constrained?]

I think it u'ill flounder simply
because unless the govemment
has the right policies in
conjunctron with industry
education cannot hope to do it all
on their o\\'n

IWill education be constrarned?]

No

IWill education be constrarned?]

I think rt uill lust keep openrng
doors and r.¡,,e don't
that r¡,e are going to open
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IWho do vou think is reallv doing
the promotron of computers rn

educa ti on ? l
"The media "

No

"The govemment"
No

''Emplo¡'ers"
A little

"Education Depanments"
A little

'Parents"
A little

"Computer companies"
Dominant, absolutelv dominant
and for the wrong reasons

" Tea chers "

A little

'Unions"
I think that is changing, acrually
the perceptron there would be that
at least starting to change

IWho do vou think is realh' doing
the promotion of computers in
education? l
"The media"
Not much

"The government"
Ven' little

E,mplo!'ers
Genera llv no

"Education Departments"
They have done u,hat thev can do
with their constrained, so called,
budgets

" Parents"
Parents have done quite a bit
consider what thev knou'

"Computer companies"
I think computer companies are
the marn sponsors or the main
people that are trying to promore
lt

" Tea c hers"
I do not think teachers are given
enough education

"Unions"
Do not have an opinion

IWho do vou think rs reallr
doing the promotion ol
computers in education?]
"The media"
No

"The government"
To an extent

"Employers"
Certainly not

"Education Depanments"
Yes

" Parents "

To a lesser extent, some ves

"Computer compånres"
Certainlv

" Teac hers"
Yes

"Unions"
Never
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IAre schools generally
sati sfacton'? ì

It's, it's not rrrelevant bul that
scenario it's getting towards i(
sort ol

I think what I am reallv saying
that perhaps the whole ol the
education svstem is fairl¡'
adequate for what it does but it
lacks a third drmension that are

all leading to something in the
end . perhaps an elevation which
is vour 1ob at the end of it.

The vocational selection sort of
has to happen a hell of a lor
earller

The sort of thing that is a tragedy
in Australia right now is you get
a whole lot of people that are
highlv educated doing things that
thev do not reallv en1oy the
whole svstem is whacked

IAre schools generally
sa ti sfacton'? l

Not rea llr

I do think thev need radical
change I do not think they are

ímplementing the technology
available todav

IAre schools irrelevanr at the
moment?ì

. need to move to teaching
students more about what they
need to knou,u,hen thev get oul
of school rsther thsn just the
fac ts

ISchools in the future the same)

I think we need better teachers at

the top of these educarion
depañments to move into the real
trme

Teachers are go¡ng to need a

massive reskilling or teachers will
not be suitable as teachers and
mat" be industn will be the
teachers

IAre schools generallv
sat l sla c ton'? ì

No

[Do they need radical change?]

I think they do.

[Will they alwavs be the same?]

No, they can't be because thel
will become irrelevant

They want responsible education
. my children, I wanr ro be

geniuses please turn that into a

genrus



Summary of the Theorislng by Computer Supplien

TECHNOLOGICAL FTJTURE

ISSUE THEORETICAL PROPOSTTION

Technologrcal and Work
Impact

Computer technology u'ill precipitate great change
Some people will react against technology,
Most homes will have computer technologv
Computers will be used to link homes to offices, shops, businesses etc
Computers will be used to link people directly.
Some aspects of life may involve virtual reality (simulated realit¡,)
People will use computers to teach thcmselves (ic languages, crafrs,
leisure activitres)
Teachers will become consultants to lcaming rather than dispensers of
information

Economic and

Organisational Impact
- Computer technology can assist in solving the world's problems
- Computers will become the basis for operations in industn,,
- Industnv must build on computer technology; national development and

competitiveness depend upon adopting rechnologv
- All functions within the work environment will be integrated through

computer technology
- People who work in ¡nformation systems will be able ro work lrom

anvu,here including home,
- Working from home solves ecological problems of pollution and assrsrs

in conserving resources (ie oil)
- Government policies and educational policies are not supporling

appropriate development

Sociological Impact Computer technology will grearly change people's lives
Manv people will work from home
Manv work tasks will be replaced bv computer
Job sharing is likely to develop
Greater flexibilitv ol work and orher activities (time of work etc)
More time for social activltres
Computers will be liberaring
D¡rect interaction is needed and would be lor social reasons onlv



COMPUTING IN EDUCATION

ISSUE THEORETICAL PROPOSTTION

Re lationshr ps Computers will teach facts
Relationships will ma¡ure and teachers and students u'ould discuss
issues at a higher level than at present
Teachers u,ill become knowledge navigators, facilirarors
Computer will relieve teacher ol the burden of information gir.ing

Learning Abilitv Learning abiliw will be enhanced

Motivation - It u,ill motiva¡e srudenrs especially those who are gifted or slow
- Onl! those students who are taught well.

Creativitl' If managed well can enhance creativity, especially if schools srav at the
leading edge of technology

Gender Effect Will provrde a common platform
A problem that has to be addressed Girls have to have more time on
them (computers)

I think societ¡' is still saying thar science is for bo1,s and needlework is
lor grrls

Career needs The u,av the school svstcm is gorng ir will be more difficulr ro move
people into menral jobs
Technologv enhances people's careers
50-60% of .¡obs nor invenred yer

Redundancv ol
Knowledge

With access to inlormation important to teach rval' of resolving
problem
Technologv needs to be introduced at Grade I

Equir-v Computing will not have anv impact on equitv issues

E ffic¡enc ies Will free up teachers, not necessarill'reduce the number but ther uill
need new skills
Nerv deliverv svstems will cut out whole levels of infrastructure

Future of Schooltng Schools rvill be a mjxture ol private companies, publrc schools
Leaming u'ill have to be individualised
Schools u'ill have to provide some of the social development
Schools u'ill not become irrelevant
Teachers urll manage learning
Computers rvill test and assess

Access to computers rvill be at schools bur mav be available rn other
lorma ts
Classes should span diflerent age groups
A lot to be garned lrom a computer orrentated leamrng svstem
Computer learnrng *hich directs students to !an ¡ng eNerclses ln
\ anous centfes
The lead should be provided bv rndusrn
Industn has to set the goals



FUTURE OF SCHOOLING

ISSUE THEORETICAL PROPOSMON

Fu¡ure ol Schooling Schools u ill be a mixture of private compantes, public schools
Learning u'ill have to be individualised
Schools will have to provide some of rhe social development
Schools will not become ir¡elevant
Teachers u'ill manage leaming
Computers will test and assess

Access to computers will be at schools but ma¡' be available in other
formats
Classes should span different age groups.
A lot to bc gained from a computer orientated learning system
Computer learning which directs students to varying cxercises in
vanous cenlres
The lead should be provided by industry.
Industry has to set the goals

Role of Teachers Teachers will have to do a massive relearning process - some teachers
are not going to be capable of this new role
Teachers will become the knowledge nav¡gators

CONTROL OF EDUCATION

ISSUE THEORETICAL PROPOSMON

Future directions People do nol understand hou' the compurer can be used although
many are concerned

In-human Sociery There is the potential lor socielv to be more in-human

Choice No choice, it will be accepted as a rool

Schooling Reshapcd Yes (lndustrv has to do it)

Frightening Future Future full of hope on the one hand but lor some people ven
frightening

Teachers Lose Control
Curriculum

Yes Thev do not have control now

Education Consrrained No, technologies *,ill provide more opponunttres
Education uill flounder unless government and rndustn develop the
po Iicies






